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Preface

In 2006 the Government of Greenland (Landsstyret) and the Danish Government initiated a decision process for a hydrocarbon licensing round covering an area offshore West Greenland between 67° and 71° N (=the Disko West Area, Figure 1). A preliminary strategic environmental impact assessment (SEIA) was carried out to be included into the decision process (Mosbech et al. 2007a). When preparing this SEIA, knowledge gaps were identified concerning biological background data. Therefore, supplementary studies were initiated to fill some of these information gaps, including projects on benthic fauna and flora, seabirds and marine mammals to be performed in 2009-2011. The results of these studies are included in this updated SEIA.
Summary and conclusions

This document is a Strategic Environmental Impact Assessment (SEIA) of activities related to exploration, development and exploitation of hydrocarbons offshore West Greenland between 67° and 71° N (= the Disko West area, Figure 1). The area was opened for licence applications in 2006 and seven licenses were granted by the Bureau of Minerals and Petroleum (BMP), in 2007 and 2008.

The SEIA has been carried out by DCE - Danish Centre for Environment and Energy- formerly known as National Environmental Research Institute (NERI) - and the Greenland Institute of Natural Resources (GINR).

The assessment area is shown in Figure 1. This is the region that potentially could be impacted by a large oil spill deriving from activities within the licence areas; although the oil could drift beyond the borders of this area. The area to the north of the assessment area is covered by another SEIA of hydrocarbon activities in the Baffin Bay (Boertmann & Mosbech 2011).

The environment

The physical conditions of the study area are briefly described focusing on oceanography and ice conditions, i.e. presence of icebergs and sea-ice in winter and spring.

The study area is situated within the Arctic region, with all the typical biological properties of this climatic region: a relatively simple food web from primary producers to top predators and with a few species playing a key role in the ecology of the region. The most significant ecological event in the marine environment is the spring bloom of planktonic algae, the primary producers in the food web. These are grazed upon by copepods, including the three Calanus-species which represent important key species in the food web in the assessment area.

Benthos is the fauna living on and in the seabed. Benthic macrofauna species are an important component of coastal ecosystems. They consume a significant fraction of the available production and are in turn an important food source for fish, seabirds and mammals. The benthic community has been studied in the coastal areas and offshore. Areas with high abundance and biomass of benthic species, e.g. bivalves have been identified (e.g. Store Hellefiskebanke).

The macroalgae are found along shorelines attached to hard and stable substrate, and may occur at a depth of more than 50 m. Biomass and production of littoral and sub-littoral macroalgae can be significant and are important for higher trophic levels of the food web. Studies concerning macroalgal diversity in the assessment area have been carried out, documenting the importance of this group in coastal waters.

In and on the underside of the sea-ice a specialised ecosystem exists: the sympagic flora and fauna. Algae living in and on the ice are grazed by small crustaceans, which sustain populations of polar cod which again are important food to ringed seals and seabirds.

Sandeel occur also in dense schools on the banks (e.g. Store Hellefiskebanke) and are important prey for some species of fish, seabirds and baleen whales.

Fish, seabirds, marine mammals and humans represent the higher trophic levels in the marine environment, where polar bear and man are the top predators.
Seabirds are abundant with several species present in the study area. Many species breed in dense colonies along the coasts, seaducks assemble in certain fjords and bays to moult, and millions of seabirds migrate through the area on their passage between breeding sites in Northwest Greenland and Arctic Canada and winter grounds off Southwest Greenland and Newfoundland. Some of the most important species are northern fulmar, common eider, thick-billed murre and little auk. During their migration they depend on zooplankton and smaller fish, such as polar cod.

Thick-billed murre, common eider, black-legged kittiwake and ivory gull are all red-listed in Greenland due to declining, or in case of the common eider, previously declining populations. Furthermore, some of these species are designated as species of national responsibility (which means that the population in Greenland is so large that the local management of the species is vital to the global population), e.g. the little auk.

Marine mammals are significant components of the ecosystem. Four species of seal, walrus, 14 species of whale, and polar bear occur in the assessment area. The assessment area is particularly important to marine mammals in winter, because vulnerable species such as narwhal, white whale (beluga), bowhead whale, walrus, and polar bear occur in significant numbers.

Polar bear, walrus, bowhead whale, white whale and narwhal are all red-listed because their populations have been reduced by present or past hunting or are expected to decline because of climate change (especially polar bear).

Important areas and biological hotspots have so far been identified on Store Hellesiskebanke, particularly the shallow part with a high diversity of benthic animals, high densities of sandeels, very high concentrations of wintering king eiders, high numbers of wintering bearded seals and white whales and the most important winter site for walrus in West Greenland.

The Disko Bay area is another biological hotspot, very important for breeding seabirds (several significant breeding colonies), for wintering and migrating marine mammals (narwhal, bowhead whale) and for northern shrimp and Greenland halibut (extensive fisheries).

A third important area, at least during winter, is the winter habitat for narwhals in central Baffin Bay.

These three areas are designated by IUCN as 'Ecologically and culturally Biologically Significant Areas' and is by Greenland proposed to PAME as 'Arctic marine areas of heightened ecological and cultural significance' (Christensen et al. 2013).

The natural resources of the assessment area is utilised by the local human population, by subsistence and small-scale hunting (marine mammals and seabirds) and fishery in the coastal areas, and by a substantial commercial fishery in Disko Bay and on the banks.

Commercial fisheries represent the most important export industry in Greenland, and the main commercially exploited species within the assessment area are Greenland halibut, deep-sea shrimp and snow crab.

Tourism is a growing industry in Greenland and now counts as the third largest economic activity in the country. The number of guests staying in the Disko area, e.g. in Ilulissat is increasing a trend also seen in the numbers of tourists brought in by cruise ships. The coastal marine areas are an important asset for the tourist activities.
For the assessment of the sensitivity and environmental impacts from petroleum activities, knowledge on background levels of contaminants such as hydrocarbons and heavy metals is important. Owing to long-range transport into the Arctic, the levels of certain contaminants, i.e. organochlorines, are high in Greenland, particular in the higher trophic level (e.g. whales, polar bears). In addition, new persistent pollutants, such as brominated flame retardants and perfluorinated chemicals, have now appeared. Levels of petroleum compounds, including PAHs, are relatively low and are regarded as background concentrations, except in polluted areas such as harbours where higher levels can be found. The present knowledge concerning the relation between contaminant loads and biological impact, including sub-lethal health effects or impairments of biota, is still limited.

Climate change will have profound impacts on the ecosystems and their components in the Arctic. Changes in the distribution of species are to be expected, e.g. northward move of true Arctic species and more temperate species become more abundant, also in the assessment area. Alterations in the distribution and abundance of keystone species at various trophic levels could have significant and rapid consequences for the structure of the ecosystems with implications for its functioning but also for fisheries and hunting. For some species and populations, climate change may act as an additional stressor in relation to existing impacting factors, leading to higher sensitivity to oil spill incidents.

**Assessment**

The assessment presented here is based on our present knowledge concerning the abundance and distribution of species and their tolerance and threshold levels toward human activities in relation to oil exploration and production. However, since the Arctic is changing due to climate change, conclusions and assessments may need to be adjusted in the future.

**Normal operations - exploration**

Exploration activities are temporary, probably lasting some years, involving different license areas. They will take place during the ice free seasons, i.e. summer and autumn. Seismic and site surveys have in recent years been conducted as late as November. Exploration drillings have to be terminated in the Disko West area by the end of September to provide an ice free window for relief drilling before sea-ice arrives.

If no commercial discoveries are made, activities will terminate and all installations be removed. If oil or gas is found, and appraisal shows it to economically feasible to exploit, activities will proceed for up to 50 years under a license.

During exploration activities, the main environmental impacts derive from 1) noise generated either by seismic surveys or the drilling platforms or 2) from cuttings and drilling mud if these are released to the sea during the drilling process.

**Seismic surveys**

Noise from a seismic survey has the potential to scare adult fish away from fishing grounds, but this effect is temporary and normal conditions will re-establish after some days or weeks after the seismic survey, time period depending on fish species.

The fishery at risk of impact from noise from seismic surveys in the assessment area is the Greenland halibut fishery. There is a risk of temporary (days or weeks) displacement of fish which may cause reduced catches in that period.
It is well known that seismic noise can scare away marine mammals, but it is expected that the effect of a single seismic survey is temporary and that seals and whales will return when a seismic survey have terminated. If displacement from traditional hunting grounds occurs, a temporary reduction in hunting yield must be expected.

The species most sensitive to noise from seismic surveys in the assessment area are the baleen whales (minke, fin and humpback whales) and toothed whales such as sperm and bottlenose whales. These may be in risk of being displaced from parts of their critical summer habitats. A displacement would also impact the availability of whales to hunters if the habitats include traditionally hunting grounds. Narwhals, white whales, bowhead whales and walruses are also sensitive to seismic noise, but their occurrence in the assessment area only overlaps briefly with the time in which seismic surveys would take place.

As seismic surveys are temporary, the risk for long-term population impacts from single surveys is expected to be low. But long-term impacts have to be assessed if several surveys are carried out simultaneously or in the same potentially critical habitats in consecutive years (cumulative effects). 3D seismic surveys, which are typically conducted in relatively small areas, may cause more severe temporary impacts on the marine mammals.

Noise from drilling rigs will also be temporary but locally more permanent than seismic surveys. The most vulnerable species in the assessment area are the whales and the walrus. If alternative habitats are available to the whales no effects are expected, but if several rigs operate in the same region there is a risk of cumulative effects and displacement even from alternative habitats.

Release of drilling mud
During drilling operations, drilling mud (if water based) and cuttings will be released to the seabed, resulting in local impacts on the benthic fauna. Mitigating such impacts include release of chemicals with low or no harm to the environment, as defined by OSPAR (HOCNF) standards. However, the knowledge on degradation and toxicity of even the environmentally safe chemicals under Arctic conditions is very limited, why use and discharge should be thoroughly monitored and evaluated, including further testing of degradation and toxicity.

The use of oil based mud have until now been prohibited, but may in the future be allowed under strict regulation in order to prevent any release to the environment.

During exploration drilling, there is a risk of oil spills (see below).

Moreover, exploration drilling is an energy demanding process emitting large amounts of greenhouse gases. The drilling of three wells in West Greenland in 2010 increased the Greenland contribution by 15%.

Normal operations - development and production
Development and production activities are difficult to evaluate when their location and the level of activity are unknown. Overall, impacts will depend on the number of activities, how far they are scattered, and also on their durability. In this context cumulative impacts will be important to consider. The activities during development, production and transport are long-lasting, and there are several activities which have the potential to cause severe environmental impacts.
Emissions and discharges
The largest contribution to pollution from an oil field is expected to be the discharge of produced water (if not re-injected or transported to treatment facilities on land). Besides oil residues, produced water contains small amounts of acute toxic substances, radioactive substances, heavy metals, substances with hormone-disruptive capacity and plant nutrients. Some of these substances have the potential to bio-accumulate, but in general knowledge on long-term effects of release of produced water are limited.

There is concern regarding the environmental impacts of produced water, particularly if it is released under ice. In combination with limited turbulence in the surface layer, increased impacts could occur on ice communities or fish eggs, e.g. from polar cod which accumulate here. The most obvious way to mitigate effects of produced water is an effective cleaning before discharge or preferable re-inject it into the well.

Drilling activities also occur during most of the production period, why large amounts of muds and cuttings need to be disposed of. If released to the seabed more severe impacts on the bottom fauna are to be expected than during exploration because of the larger quantities released.

Development of an oil field and production of oil are energy-consuming activities which will contribute significantly to the Greenland emission of greenhouse gases. For example were the annual emissions from a single large Norwegian production field more than twice the current total Greenland CO\textsubscript{2} emission. Several other environmentally harmful substances will be emitted to the atmosphere, including NO\textsubscript{x} and VOC's.

Also discharge of ballast water is of concern because of the risk of introducing non-native and invasive species. This is currently not a severe problem in the Arctic, but the risk will increase with climate change and the intensive tanker traffic associated with a producing oil field. However, this problem may be mitigated when the IMO convention on ballast water is ratified.

Noise
Similar to exploration activities there will be a risk of displacement of marine mammals from critical habitats during development and production. However, in this case the effects are long term or even permanent. Walrus and whales, particularly narwhal, white whale and bowhead whale are sensitive in this respect and may be permanently scared away from specific habitats with consequences for the populations. This could also impact hunters if quarry species are scared away from traditional hunting grounds.

Intensive helicopter flying has also the potential to displace seabirds and marine mammals from habitats (e.g., feeding grounds important for winter survival) as well as traditional hunting grounds, impacting on local people. Applying fixed flying lanes and altitudes will reduce impacts.

Placement of structures
Placement of offshore structures and infrastructure may locally impact seabed communities and there is a risk of devastate important feeding grounds particularly for walrus and king eider. In certain areas these structures may limit access to critical habitats and walrus is probably the most sensitive species in this respect, because the population is dependent on relatively few, shallow and localised benthic feeding areas such as Store Hellefiskebanke.
Inland structures primarily have aesthetical impacts on landscapes, but there is also a risk for obstruction of rivers with implications for anadromous Arctic char and of damage to coastal flora and fauna.

A specific impact on fisheries is the exclusion/safety zones (typically 500 m) which will be established around both temporary and permanent offshore installations. These will hamper fishery for Greenland halibut and northern shrimp.

Another effect of exclusion zones is that they act as sanctuaries, and in combination with the artificial reefs created by the subsea structures (Kaiser & Pulsipher 2005), attract fish and even seals.

Illuminated structures and the flame from flaring may attract seabirds during the dark hours with the risk of mass mortality on especially eiders and perhaps little auks.

There is also a risk for impacting the tourism in the assessment area, as large and obvious industrial installations and activities will compromise the impression of an unaffected Arctic wilderness, which is the main asset to cruise ship and other tourist operators.

**Cumulative impacts**

There is a risk of cumulative impacts in case several activities occur simultaneously or consecutive. Seismic surveys, for example, have a high potential to cause cumulative impacts, in particular on marine mammals. Cumulative impacts may also be caused in combination with other human activities, such as hunting.

**Mitigation of environmental impacts**

Careful planning concerning the placement of structures and establishment of transport corridors based on detailed background studies to localize sensitive ecosystem components will reduce inevitable impacts. Strict Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) procedures, application of the Precautionary Principle in combination with Best Environmental Practice (BEP), Best Available Technique (BAT) and international standards (OSPAR) will further contribute to reduce environmental impacts of both exploration and exploitation activities.

**Accidents**

The accident due to the activities described above with most severe environmental consequences is a large oil spill. Such oil spills may occur either during drilling (blowouts) or from accidents during storing or transportation of oil. Nowadays, large oil spills are rare events due to the technical progress and the improving HSE policies. However, the risk cannot be eliminated and in an area with the presence of sea-ice and icebergs, such as Disko West, the probability of an accident is elevated.

Oil spill trajectory modelling carried out by DMI as a part of this SEIA showed that spills far from the coast (>100 km) oil did not reach the coasts, while spills originating closer (<48 km) had the potential to foul extensive stretches of the coast. This means that oil spills from activities in the three eastern blocks Puilasoq, Orsívik and Natemaq have a high probability of hitting sensitive coastlines throughout the assessment area.

Large oil spills have the potential to impact the marine ecosystem on all levels, from primary production to the top predators. A large oil spill represents a threat
at population and even species level (AMAP 2010) and the impacts may last for decades as documented in Prince William Sound in Alaska. The lack of adequate response methods in ice-covered waters and the remoteness and lack of infrastructure in larger parts of the assessment area will add to the severity of an oil spill.

**Oil in ice**

In general, oil slicks occurring in the coastal zone are more harmful and cause longer-lasting effects than oil spills staying in the open sea. This applies also to the assessment area. Another especially vulnerable feature is ice covered waters. Spilled oil will be contained between the ice floes and on the rough underside of the ice. In this case, oil may be transported in an almost un-weathered state over long ranges and may impact the environment, e.g. seabirds and marine mammals, far from the spill site when the ice melts. Oil may also be caught along ice edges and in the shear zone where sensitive ‘Valued Ecosystem Components’ (VECs) aggregate, such as primary production, zooplankton, polar cod, seabirds and marine mammals. Particular concern has been expressed about polar cod stocks. This fish spawns in late winter, and the eggs accumulate just below the ice where spilled oil will also accumulate.

Moreover, knowledge on the behaviour of spilled oil in ice environments is still very limited and the technology for the clean-up of oil spills in ice-covered waters is inadequate and needs to be further developed (Brandvik et al. 2010).

**Oil spills on sea surface**

In open waters the impact of a surface oil spill on primary production, plankton and fish/shrimp larvae will be low in the assessment area due to expected large temporal and spatial variation of such events. There is, however, a risk of impacts (reduced production) on localised primary production areas; although overall production will probably not be significantly impacted. The same may be true for potential localised concentrations of plankton and fish/shrimp larvae if they occur in the uppermost part of the water column. But on a broad scale, no or only minor effects are expected on these ecosystem components. An exception could be polar cod, since higher concentrations of its eggs may occur under the ice and these will be at risk if oil accumulates below the winter ice.

**Subsea oil spills**

If subsea plumes of dispersed oil are generated in the Disko West area, impacts in the water column are to be expected for example on primary production, zooplankton and fish/shrimp larvae.

**Impacts in the coastal zone**

The coastal zone of the assessment area is particularly sensitive because of the high biodiversity present, including concentrations of breeding and moulting seabirds. The high sensitivity is also related to the fact that oil may be trapped in bays and fjords, e.g. around Disko Island, where high and toxic concentrations can build up in the water. Furthermore, local fishermen and hunters use the coastal zone of the assessment area intensively. There will be a risk of negative impacts on spawning concentrations of capelin in spring, Arctic char assembling outside their spawning rivers and on many seabird populations both in summer and migration periods. Long-term impacts may occur in the coastal zone if oil is buried in sediments, among boulders, in mussel beds or is imbedded in crevices in rocks. From such sites oil seeps and causes a chronic pollution which may persist for decades. In Prince William Sound in Alaska such preserved oil has caused long-term effects e.g. on birds utilising the polluted coasts and several populations have still not recovered.
Impacts on the seabed
Bottom-living organisms such as bivalves, crustaceans or fish (sandeels) are vulnerable to oil spills; however, no effects are expected in the open water unless oil sinks to the seabed. In shallow waters (<10-15 m), highly toxic concentrations of hydrocarbons can reach the seafloor with possible severe consequences for local benthos and thus also for species utilising the benthos – especially walrus, eider and king eider. Again a subsea spill with the size and properties of the spill from the Macondo-well in the Mexican Gulf which produced large subsurface plumes of dispersed oil have the potential to impact the seabed communities in deep waters too.

Impacts on fish
Impacts from a surface spill on adult fish stocks in the open sea are not expected. But if an oil spill occurs in ice-covered waters there is a risk to polar cod populations. This is an ecological key species and significant impacts on polar cod stocks may be transferred up in the food web (to other fish, seabirds and marine mammals). Another exception is a subsea spill. This could impact both the fish directly or through the food. Greenland halibut will also be exposed in both ways because they move up in the pelagic waters to feed.

Impacts on seabirds
In open waters, seabirds are usually more dispersed than in coastal habitats. However, in the assessment area there are some very concentrated and recurrent seabird occurrences in polynyas and in the shear zone. Post breeding concentrations of staging birds (as thick-billed murres, Box 4) may also be vulnerable. Such concentrations of seabirds are extremely sensitive to oil spills and population effects may occur in case of oil in one of these open-water habitats. The most vulnerable species are thick-billed murre, little auk and king eider. Several nationally red-listed species occur in the marine environment and will be exposed to potential oil spills. The little auk is moreover a national responsibility species, because a vast majority of the world population is found within the assessment area, where a major oil spill could seriously affect the viability of the species.

Impacts on marine mammals
Among the marine mammals the polar bear is sensitive to oiling, and several individuals may become fouled with oil in case of a large oil spill in the marginal ice zone. The impact of an oil spill may add to the general decrease expected for the polar bear stocks (therefore red-listed both nationally and internationally) as a consequence of reduced ice cover (global warming) and long-term over-exploitation.

Whales, seals and walruses are also vulnerable to oil spills, particularly if they have to surface in oil slicks. Baleen whales may get their baleens smothered with oil and ingest oil. The extent to which marine mammals actively will avoid an oil slick and also how harmful the oil will be to fouled individuals, but whales have been observed moving directly into oil spills. White whales, bowhead whales and walruses are especially sensitive because they all have small or declining populations. Oil spills (and disturbance) may therefore have disproportionably high impacts on these populations. These species are also listed on the Greenland Red List.

The assessment area is particularly important to many whales (e.g. narwhal, white whale, humpback whale, bowhead whale) because their main food intake takes place (on an annual basis) here, even though they only spend a limited time of their annual cycle here. Effects from oil spills (and disturbance) may therefore have disproportionally high impacts on the populations.
Recent studies indicate that whales and seals are very sensitive to inhaling oil vapours, and particularly narwhals, white whales and bowhead whales could be vulnerable during an oil spill in winter when the availability of open waters is limited by the sea-ice. Walruses and other seals living in the ice may also be vulnerable in this respect. There is also a risk of indirect impacts on walrus and bearded seal populations through contamination of benthic fauna, especially at shallow (<10-15 m) feeding grounds where oil may reach the seafloor. For some animal populations oil spill mortality can to some extent be compensatory, while for others it will be largely additive to natural mortality. Some populations may recover quickly while others will recover very slowly to pre-spill conditions, depending on their life strategies. A general decline in a population may be enhanced by oil spill induced mortality. For species which are vulnerable to oil spills and are also harvested, oil spill impacts could be mitigated by managing the harvest wisely and sustainably.

**Impacts on fisheries and hunting**

An oil spill in the open sea will affect fisheries mainly by means of temporary closure in order to avoid contamination of catches. Closure time will depend on the duration of the oil spill, weather, etc. Even though the offshore fisheries for Greenland halibut within the assessment area is small (compared to other Greenland fisheries for this species), a closure zone probably will extend further south and cover a much larger area, including both Greenland and Canadian fishing grounds. In this combined fishing ground approx. 13,000 t are taken annually.

The northern shrimp fishery in the assessment area is on a national scale very important and economic consequences can be significant in case of closure.

Oiled coastal areas would also be closed for fisheries for a period - the duration of the closure would depend on the behaviour of the oil. There are examples of closure for many months due to oil spills, particularly if oil is caught in sediments or on beaches. The inshore fishery for Greenland halibut within the assessment area is important on a national scale, and a closure of these fishing areas will have significant economic consequences.

**Hunting in oil spill impacted areas can be affected by closure zones and by changed distribution patterns of quarry species.**

**Impacts on tourism**

The tourist industry in the assessment area will probably also be impacted negatively by a large oil spill.

**Long term impacts**

In case an oil spill hits the coasts, long term effect of residual oil caught in the beach sediments must be expected, as described from the Prince Williams Sound. Here oil from the Exxon Valdez spill on 1989 still is present in such habitats and still impacts the environment.

**Mitigation**

Oil spills shall be prevented and avoided. This is done primarily by high HSE levels, knowledge on the risks and by applying the Best Available Technique (BAT) and Best Environmental Practice (BEP) principles. If a spill occurs, efficient contingency plans shall be in place including access to adequate equipment and oil spill sensitivity maps where the most sensitive areas have been identified.

**Information needs**

Since the first edition of this SEIA a number of studies have been carried out to provide biological data which can be used in an operational context, i.e. for NEBAs,
EIAs, sensitivity mapping and regulation of activities. These studies are listed in Section 12. However, many more biological topics have to be covered to provide adequate data for operational purposes, and a number of studies – both of local character, but also some which have a more general arctic outreach – are proposed in Section 12.
Sammenfatning

Indledning

Denne rapport er en strategisk miljøvurdering af aktiviteter forbundet med olieefterforskning og -udvinding i Disko Vest-området, som nærmere bestemt er farvandet ud for Vestgrønland mellem 67 og 71° N (Figur 1).

Der er tale om en revideret og opdateret version af en tidligere og tilsvarende strategisk miljøvurdering udgivet i 2007. Opdateringen er primært baseret på ny viden indsamlet gennem en række studier gennemført i årene 2009 til 2011 (se sektion 12), men for eksempe...
På grund af vejforholdene og udbredt is om vinteren og foråret forventes efterforskningstidspunktene at foregå i perioden maj til december. Hvis egentlig olieproduktion påbegyndes, forventes der aktiviteter året rundt.

**Miljøet**

Disko Vest-området er beliggende i den arktiske zone og har de for denne klimatiske zone karakteristiske biologiske træk. Dvs. forholdsvis lav biodiversitet (undtagen bunddyr), korte fødekæder og områder med meget høj koncentration af organer. Den lave biodiversitet modsvares af at visse arter er uhyre talrige, og nogle af disse er nøglearter i det økologiske system. Dvs. at de økologiske systemer og sammenhænge er afhængige af disse arters forekomst. Endelig er det karakteristisk, at mange organer har høje indhold af fedtstoffer, som virker dels som reserve til perioder uden fødetilgang, dels som isolation mod kulde. Dette høje indhold af fedtstoffer har særlig betydning i forbindelse med forurening af miljøet, fordi mange af de forurenende stoffer er fedttopløselige og derved kan ophobes i dyrenes fedtvæv.

Miljøet er lokalt meget rigt i biologisk/økologisk forstand. Primærproduktionen om foråret er høj, der er rige dyresamfund på havbunden ligesom der er store og meget vigtige forekomster af både fugle og havpattedyr.

De fysiske forhold i vurderingsområdet er kort beskrevet med fokus på oceanografi og isforhold. Området er normalt mere eller mindre isdækket om vinteren og om foråret. Isfjelde forekommer talrigt, især i Disko Bugt.

Langs kysten syd for Disko Bugt er der områder, hvor der er isfrit også om vinteren (polynyer), på grund af stærk tidevandsstrøm, og disse polynyer er af særlig høj biologisk betydning og har høj følsomhed overfor olieaktiviteter.

**Plankton**

Den mest markante økologiske begivenhed i det marine miljø er forårsopblomstringen af planteplankton, som udgør primærproducenterne på havbunden og som er nøglearter i det marine økosystem. Disse græsnes af zooplankton, inklusiv de vigtige Calanus-vandlopper, som udgør nøglearter i det marine økosystem.

**Plante- og dyreliv på havbunden**

Bunddyrene konsumerer en betydelig del af den tilgængelige primærproduktion og udgør tidligere vigtige fødeemner for fisk, havfugle og havpattedyr. Artsanlæg er meget højt og tæthed af dyr på bunden kan også være meget høj, ligesom der er stor variation i sammensætningen af arter. Der mangler stadig viden om den rumlige og tidsmæssige variation i de forskellige bunddyrssamfund og fra områderne langt til havs.

Makroalgerne (tang) findes langs kystlinjen tilnærmelig hård bund og de forekommer kun i ca. 50 m's dybde. Biomassen og produktionen af makroalger kan være betydelig, og de er på mange måder vigtige for de højere led i fødekæden. Tang er substrat for fastsiddende organer og de store tangskove er vigtige områder for fiskogeland, som her er beskyttet mod prædation, udtørring, strøm og bølgelag, og endelig udnyttes tang også direkte som fødeemne. Der er stadig mange ubekendte om algerne i vurderingsområdet.

Både bunddyr og tang indgik i de undersøgelser, der ligger til grund for opdateringen af denne rapport. Box 2 fortæller om resultaterne af algestudierne og Box 3 om bunddyrstudierne.
Fisk
Fiskefaunaen i offshore områderne, inklusiv fiskebankerne (de lavvandede områder – ud til 200 m’s dybde - på kontinentalsoklen), er domineret af bundlevende arter, som hellefisk, hellefynder, rødfrisk, havkat, grønlandshaj samt andre ikke-kommercielle arter. Den vigtigste fiskeart hellefisk, som lever på store dybder både på kontinentalskærtommer og i fjordene. Hellefisken gyder ikke i vurderingsområdet, men bestanden formyses ved at larver fra gydeområder længere mod syd i Davis-streden driver ind og slår sig ned. Tobisforekommer i tætte stimer på fiskebankerne og udgør et vigtigt fødemæle for visse fisk, havfugle og bardehvaler (se Box 4 om studier af denne fiskeart). Tobisen er den eneste fisk der gyder om sommeren.

I det kystnære område gyder to vigtige arter om foråret: lodde og stenbider. Lodde er vigtig som fødeemne for større fisk, havfugle, havpattedyr. Fjeldørred findes også i de kystnære farvande, og vandrer op i elve for at gyde og overvinte.

Havfugle
I alt 16 arter af havfugle yngler i området (Tabel 5). De 15 yngler normalt i kolonier på stejlsider (fuglefjelde) eller på lave øer (fugleøer). Der er flere vigtige havfuglekolonier i området, heriblandt det store fuglefjeld ved Ritenbenk med riger og polaromviger, øgruppen Grønne Øland med landets største koloni af havterme, samt sjældne arter som thorshane og rosenmåge og endelig de små øer Rotten og Brændevinskær med lunder. Flere af de i kolonierne ynglende arter, er på den grønlandske rødliste over truede arter (Tabel 11).

Den sydlige del af vurderingsområdet er et vigtigt overvintringsområde for ederfugl, kongederfugl og polarlomvie. Særlig er de lavvandede områder på Store Hellefiskebanke af meget stor betydning for kongederfuglen, idet op til en halv million fugle kan forekomme her samtidigt.

Både forår og efterår trækker meget store antal havfugle igennem vurderingsområdet mellem ynglekolonier i Nordvestgrønland og arkisk Canada og overvintringsområder i Sydvestgrønland og Newfoundland.

Der var flere fugleundersøgelser i blandt de studier, som har leveret ny viden til denne rapport: Box 1 fortæller om forekomsten af plankton, fisk og fugle på det åbne hav i september 2009. Box 5 fortæller om resultaterne af satellitsporing af kongederfugle, Box 6 om tilsvarende studier af polaromvigerne fra fuglefjeldet ved Ritenbenk og Box 7 om havfuglenes fordeling på det åbne hav.

Havpattedyr
Havpattedyr er et vigtigt element i det marine økosystem. Fem arter af sæler forekommer i vurderingsområdet, hvoraf ring-, remme- og spættet sæl yngler og klappmyds og grønlandssæl er gæster fra yngleområder der ligger udenfor (Tabel 8). Hvalros har et meget vigtigt overvintringsområde på Store Hellefiskebanke, hvor bestanden er opgjort til mellem 2300 og 3000 dyr. Disse dyr tilbringer sommeren på den canadiske side af Davis Stræde.

Blandt hvalerne er der en gruppe som er vintergæster i vurderingsområdet – narhval, hvidhval og grønlandshval, mens et større antal arter optænder som sommergæster. Blandt disse er våghval, finhval og pukkelhval de talrige. Isbjørn forekommer vinter og forår i forbindelse med havisen.

Flere af de i vurderingsområdet forekomende havpattedyr er medtaget på både den grønlandske og den internationale rødliste over truede arter (Tabel 11 og 13).
Blandt de baggrundsstudier, der blev gennemført i perioden 2009-2011 var der to som omhandlede havpattedyr. Begge var sporingsstudier udført med satellitensembede: Et om isbjørne (Box 8) og et om grønlandshval (Box 9).

Særligt vigtige biologiske områder
Særligt vigtige biologiske områder, ofte betegnet hot-spots, er lokaliserede til Store Hellefiskebanke, særligt de lavvandede dele (indenfor 50 m dybdekurven) og til Disko Bugt.

Store Hellefiskebanke er om vinteren særligt vigtig for hvalrosser, hvidhvaler, remmesælere og kongeederfugle. Bunddyrsfaunaen er meget rig med høje artsantal og tætte bestande af tobis.

Disko Bugt er vigtig for ynglende havfugle, idet her er mange store og/eller artsige fuglefjelde og -øer. Om vinteren og foråret er Disko Bugt et meget vigtigt område for grønlandshvaler, og også narhvaler er i periodet alrige her. Endelig er der vigtige fiskester efter hellefisk og rejer.

Den centrale del af Baffin Bugt (i nordøsthjørnet af det område rapporten her dækker) er endvidere et vigtigt område for overvintrende narhvaler.

Disse tre områder er af IUCN udpeget som EBSA'er ("økologisk betydningsfulde og sårbare marine områder"), og er overfor PAME (arbejdsgruppe under Arktisk Råd) foreslået af Grønland som sårbare marine områder til udpegning som "Arctic marine areas of heightened ecological and cultural significance" (Christensen et al. 2013). Områderne er ligeledes listet som "højst prioriterede sårbare marine områder" af Kongeriget Danmarks Strategi for Arktis 2011-2020.

Erhverv

Fangst og fiskeri
Menneskelig udnyttelse af de naturlige resurser er udbredt i hele området. Fangst og fiskeri på fritids- og mindre kommerciel basis er udbredt i det kystnære område, mens et betydeligt kommercielt fiskeri foregår udenskærs og i Disko Bugt. Det kommercielle fiskeri omfatter primært dybhavvrej og hellefisk.

I kystnære fravande fanges om foråret især lodde (til husholdningsbrug) og stenbider, hvis rogn indhandles. Fjeldørred er også en vigtig ressource i de kystnære fravande. Flere andre fiskearter som for eksempel havkat og hellefylder udnyttes i mindre skala, både på husholdningsniveau og kommercielt.

Fangsten i vurderingsområdet omfatter primært sæler, hvaler og havfugle, men også enkelte isbjørne tages i området.

Turisme

Klimaændringer
Klimaændringene vil påvirke det marine økosystem markant, specielt i de arktiske egne. I vurderingsområdet må det derfor forventes, at der vil ske ændringer
i økosystemet, som for eksempel i fordeling og tæthed af nøglearter og ændret sammensætning af arter, idet nogle vil forsvinde og andre kommer til.


**Forurenende stoffer**

Viden om baggrundsniveauer for forurenende stoffer, som for eksempel POP'er, PAH'er og tungmetaller, er væsentlig for at kunne vurdere sårbarheden og de miljømæssige konsekvenser af olieaktiviteter.


Med undtagelse af havneområder er niveauerne af olieførbindelser, inklusiv PAH'er, relativt lave i det marine miljø og svarer til de normale baggrundsværdier.

Den foreliggende viden om forureningen af forurenende stoffer i marine organismer i Grønland, inklusiv vurderingsområdet, er ganske god, da dette emne har været i fokus i mange år i regi af Arktisk Råds arbejdsgruppe om forurening (AMAP). Der foreligger derimod meget lidt viden om sammenhængen mellem kontaminantbelastning og biologiske effekter, inklusiv sundhedsfaktorer og funktionsnedtællinger. Der mangler desuden viden om artsspecifik følsomhed.

**Miljøvurdering af olieaktiviteter**

Vurderingene i denne rapport bygger på viden om arternes nuværende fordeling og deres reaktioner og adfærd overfor olierelaterede aktiviteter. Klimaændringer forventes imidlertid at ændre meget på miljøet i vurderingsområdet i de kommende år, og det er derfor ikke givet, at konklusionerne vil være gældende for fremtidige forhold. Desuden kan ny viden også ændre på konklusionerne.

**Efterforskning**

Efterforskningsaktiviteter er midlertidige, de varer typisk nogle år og vil for det meste være spredt ud over de tildelte licensområder. Hvis der ikke findes olie, der kan udnyttes, ophører aktiviteterne. Findes der olie, som vil være økonomisk attraktiv til udvinde, vil aktiviteterne overgå til udvikling og udnyttelse af oliefeltet (se nedenfor).

De væsentligste påvirkninger fra efterforskningsaktiviteter er forstyrrelser fra støjende aktiviteter (f.eks. seismiske undersøgelser, boring og helikoptert flyvninger) og udledninger til det omgivne miljø.

**Støj**

Seismiske undersøgelser skaber høje lydniveauer i det marine miljø og har potentielt til at bortskæmme især fisk og havpattedyr. Effekterne er midlertidige og eventuelt bortskærmte dyr forventes at vende tilbage når aktiviteten er ophørt.
I vurderingsområdet er der derfor en risiko for at helletisk vil blive skræmt bort fra vigtige fiskeområder, hvis de seismiske undersøgelser foregår her. Rejer er derimod ikke sårbare overfor seismiske undersøgelser.

De overfor seismiske undersøgelser mest sårbare havpattedyr er hvalene. Om sommeren er det især de mere almindelige arter som vågehval, finhval og pukkelhval, der risikerer at blive fordrevet fra vigtige fødesøgningssteder. Vintergæsterne, narhval, hvidhval, grønlandshval og hvalros er også sårbare over for støj påvirkninger, men den periode de forekommer i vurderingsområdet overlapper kun kortvarigt med den periode der kan udføres seismiske undersøgelser i, hvorfor der ikke forventes væsentlige påvirkninger på disse arter.

Da seismiske undersøgelser er midlertidige, er risikoen for langtids påvirkninger af et enkelt seismisk togt lav. Der er dog en risiko for kumulative (dvs. ophobede) påvirkninger, for eksempel hvis der udføres flere undersøgelser samtidig, eller hvis der foregår undersøgelser i det samme område over adskillige sæsoner i træk. Særligt de meget intensive 3D-seismiske undersøgelser, der typisk foregår i begrænsede områder, forventes at give anledning til mere markante midlertidige påvirkninger.


Udledninger

Der skal foretages undersøgelser af bundforholdene før boremudder og -spåner kan udledes. Disse undersøgelser skal sikre at sårbare levesteder ikke påvirkes. Når udledningerne er afsluttet skal der udføres tilsvarende undersøgelser for at kontrollere om bestemmelsene er fulgt og om de har virket.

Efterforskningsboring er en energikrævende aktivitet som medfører store udledninger af drivhusgasser og andre stoffer til luften. De tre boringer i 2010 forøgede de grønlandske udledninger af drivhusgasser med 15%.

Udvikling og produktion
Det er vanskeligt at vurdere påvirkninger fra udvikling og udnyttelse af et oliefelt i vurderingsområdet, når hverken placering eller omfang er kendt. Generelt vil påvirkningerne vare længe (årter) og mange af aktiviteterne har potentielle til svære miljøpåvirkninger. Men de vil også afhænge af antallet af aktiviteter, deres fordeling i området og af hvor længe de pågår, og i den sammenhæng er de kumulative påvirkninger væsentlige.
Udledninger

Boring vil fortsætte under udviklings- og produktionsfasen, og boremudder og spåner vil blive produceret i meget større mængder end i efterforskningsfasen. Udledninger (fra brug af vandbaseret mudder) bør minimieres mest muligt, ved at genbruge og tilbageføre materialene og ved kun at udlede af miljøvenlige kemikalier (se i øvrigt ovenfor).


Endnu en væsentlig udledning skal nævnes, nemlig drivhusgasser. Et producerende oliefelt vil bidrage markant til Grønlands udledning af disse. Som sammenligning kan nævnes at et af de store norske oliefelter i dag udleder mere end dobbelt så meget CO₂ som Grønland samlet udleder hvert år.

Støj
Støj fra positionering af platforme og boring, som vil fortsætte i udviklings- og produktionsfasen, kan medføre at hvaler skræmmes bort fra vigtige fødesøgningsområder. Dette er særligt problematisk, hvis flere produktionsfelter er aktive samtidig. Støj fra skibe (inkl. isbrydere) og helikoptere, nu mere hyppigt end i efterforskningsfasen, kan også medføre bortsætning af både havpattedyr og fugle fra vigtige områder. De mest sårbare arter i vurderingsområdet i denne sammenhæng er de kolonirugende havfugle, grønlandshval, narhval, hvidhval, vågehval, marsvin og hvalros. Traditionelle fangstområder kan også blive påvirket ved at fangstskyggenes væk herfra.

Fodaftyrk
Installationer til havs og etablering af infrastruktur kan lokalt påvirke dyresamfund på havbunden og der er en risiko for at ødelægge vigtige foureringsområder for dyr, der dykker for at æde bunddyr. Det gælder primært de overvintrende hvalrosse og kongeederfuglene på Store Hellebækskebanke. Installationer i land kan lokalt påvirke ynglede fugle, hindre feldårederes opgang til gydeområder, påvirke den kystnære flora og fauna, samt påvirke det æstetiske indtryk af ubørst landskab. Sidstnævnte kan få betydning for turismen.

Fiskeri vil i denne sammenhæng påvirkes af de sikkerheds/afspæringszoner (typisk 500 m) som etableres rundt om midlertidige eller permanente installationer til havs, særligt hvis de skal etableres i de områder, hvor der fiskes intensivt efter hellefisk og rejer.
Endelig vil oplyste installationer og gasflammer (fiæres) kunne tiltrække havfugle når det er mørkt, og der er under særlige vejforhold en risiko for at store mængder af specielt ederfugle og måske søkonger kolliderer med installationerne.

**Kumulative effekter**

Der vil være en risiko for kumulative effekter, når flere aktiviteter foregår samtidigt eller i forlængelse af hinanden. Eksempelvis har seismiske undersøgelser et stort potentiale for at forårsage kumulative effekter. Kumulative effekter kan også forekomme i kombination med andre menneskelige aktiviteter, så som jagt, eller i kombination med klimaændringer.

**Forebygning**

Miljøpåvirkninger fra aktiviteterne i forbindelse med både efterforskning, udvikling og produktion begrænser bedst ved detaljeret miljøviden, nøje reguleringskrav, strikte HSE (Health, Safety and Environmental) procedurer, nøje planlægning og implementering af Best Available Technique (BAT), Best Environmental Practice (BEP), forskighedsprincippet og internationale miljøstandarder (f.eks. OSPAR (HOCNF) og MARPOL).

**Oliespild**

Det miljømæssigt værste uheld, der kan ske ved de ovennævnte aktiviteter er et stort oliespild. Et oliespild kan ske under selve boringen (blow-out) eller ved uheld i forbindelse med opbevaring eller transport af ollen. Store oliespild er sjældne i dag, fordi de tekniske løsninger og sikkerhedsforanstaltninger til stadighed forbedres. Risikoen er imidlertid altid til stede, og i et område som Disko Vest er den forhøjet på grund af havis og isbjerge.

Oliespilds bevægelser i Disko West-området er blevet modelleret af DMI (se afsnit 11.2 og Appendix 1). Dette arbejde viser at spild med oprindelse langt fra kysten (>100 km) ikke ville nå ind til de sårbare kyststrekninger, mens spild tættere på kysten (<48 km) ramte kysten over varierende længder.

Store oliespild kan potentielt påvirke alle niveauer af det marine økosystem, fra primær-producenter til topprædatorer. De kan udgøre en trussel på bestandsniveau, og påvirkningerne kan vare i adskillige århundrede, som det er dokumenteret for Prince William Sund i Alaska.

Virkningerne af et oliespild i Disko West-området kan blive mere alvorlige end i sydligere farvande, fordi metoderne til at opsamle/fjerne oliespild i arktiske farvande med is endnu er utilstrækkelige eller stadig er under udvikling, og fordi Disko West-området er afsides med ringe udviklet infrastruktur.

Det kystnære område i vurderingsområdet er særlig sårbart, fordi ollen her kan påvirke områder med høj biodiversitet. Sårbarheden skyldes også at ollen kan blive fanget i bugter og fjorde, hvor høje og giftige koncentrationer af ollen kan opstå i vandepoolen. Der vil være risiko for negativ påvirkning af gydende fisk som lodde og stenbider, der er vigtige for de mange havfugle, der er særligt om vinteren, da de samles i tætte flokker i åbenvandstrakter.

Langtidsåfgange kan forekomme i det kystnære område, hvis ollen indlejres i sedimentet, mellem sten, i muslingebanker eller i klippespæsker. Fra sådanne aflejringer kan ollen langsomt sive og forårsage en kronisk forurening, der kan være ved i århundrede. I Prince William Sund i Alaska har sådanne olieaflejringer haft negative
langtidseffekter for de fugle der udnytter de forurenede kyster og nogle bestande er endnu påvirket. Det kystnære område er også meget vigtigt for de lokale fangere og fangere, og i tilfælde af et oliespild, kan deres aktiviteter blive markant påvirket af forbudssoner og ændrede fordelingsmønstre blandt fangstdyrene. Turistindustrien vil også blive negativ påvirket af et oliespild i det kystnære område.

Ved et oliespild i isdækket farvand vil olien indledningsvist blive fanget mellem islagere og i små hulrum på islagernes underside. Isen vil i første omgang være med til at begrænse udbredelsen af et oliespild, men da isen holder på olien kan den også transportere den over lange afstande (uden væsentlig nedbrydning), og olien kan således påvirke miljøet, f.eks. havfugle og havpattedyr, langt fra det oprindelige udslip. Olien kan også blive fanget langs iskanten eller i isandzonen, hvor der især om foråret kan forekomme store og sårbare koncentrationer af primærproduktion, havfugle eller havpattedyr.

**Primærproduktion og zooplankton**

Det vurderes, at påvirkningerne på primærproduktion og zooplankton fra et overfladespild i det åbne hav vil være ubetydelige i vurderingsområdet på grund af den store udbredelse i tid og rum af disse elementer af økosystemet. Men der kan dog være en risiko for en negativ påvirkning (nedsat produktion) på primærproduktionen lokalt i forårsperioden.

Denne konklusion dækker formentlig ikke et undersøisk spild, som det fra Macondo-brønden i den Mexicanske Golf i 2010. Her opstod store undersøiske skyer af dispergeret olie på forskellig dybde, og sådanne må forventes at påvirke primærproduktionen, zooplankton og fiske/reje-larver stærkere end et overfladespild.

**Fiske- og krebsdyringel**

Generelt er æg og larver fra fisk og krebsdyr mere sårbare overfor olie end de voksne individer, og under uheldige omstændigheder, hvor oliespild falder sammen med høje koncentrationer af fiskelarver / æg kan rekrutteringen til bestandene tænkes at blive påvirket. Men sådanne høje koncentrationsområder for fiskelarver og æg er ikke påvist i vurderingsområdet, og det er ikke sandsynligt at fiske- og rejebestanden vil blive påvirket af oliespild på denne måde. Polartorsk dyder under havisen og æg og larver samles lige under isen, hvor et oliespild også kan sammles. Om der findes høje koncentrationer af polartorskeyngel i vurderingsområdet vides ikke, men de vil i givet fald være meget sårbare.

**Bundfauna**

Bundlevende organismer som muslinger og krebsdyr er sårbare overfor oliespild, om end der ikke forventes nogen effekter på det åbne hav, med mindre olien synker til bunden. På lavt vand (<10-15 m) kan høje koncentrationer af olie dog nå havbunden og dræbe de bundlevende dyr. Det kan medføre påvirkninger på de bestande af hvalros, ederfugl og kongeederfugl, som udnytter disse bunddyr.

**Voksne fisk**

Der forventes ikke påvirkninger fra et overfladespild på voksne fisk i det åbne hav. Et stort undersøisk blow-out vil derimod kunne ramme pelagiske og bundlevende fisk langt til havs, enten direkte eller indirekte gennem fødekæden. Olie i isdækket farvand, vil også kunne ramme polartorsk, som opholder sig lige under isen. I de kystnære områder, hvor høje og toksiske koncentrationer af olie kan opbygges i beskyttede bugter og fjorde vil fiskebestande derimod kunne påvirkes, og her er lodde, stenbider og ørred særligt sårbare i vurderingsområdet.
Havfugle
Havfugle er meget sårbare overfor olie i det marine miljø, idet de normalt tilbringer megen tid på havoverfladen. Sårbarheden er knyttet til deres fjerdagt, som blot ved meget små mængder olie mister isolations- og opdriftsevne. Olieramte fugle dør som regel hurtigt af underafkøling, sult eller drukning. I vurderingsområdet er det kystnære område særligt sårbart, fordi der forekommer store koncentrationer af fugle det meste af året. Om sommeren er særligt de høje koncentrationer af ynglefugle ved fuglefjeldene og fugleøerne udsatte, og om vinteren er de store forekomster af ederfugle og kongeederfugle langs kysterne af den sydlige del af vurderingsområdet og på de lavvandede banker meget sårbare.

I trækperioderne efterår og forår skal store mængder af havfugle igennem vurderingsområdet, og disse vil også være sårbare over for oliespild, især hvis de rasten i store flokke i området.

Havpattedyr
Isbjørne og sælunger er blandt de mest sårbare havpattedyr overfor den direkte kontakt med olie. Selv en begrænset eksponering kan være dødelig, idet ollen dels reducerer pelsens isolationsevne, dels er giftig, hvilket særligt isbjørne er sårbare overfor, fordi de slikker pelsen ren.

Hvaler, sæler og hvalrosser kan påvirkes af oliespild på havoverfladen. Bardehvalene kan få barderne indsmurt i olie og derved indtage olie med deres føde. Det kan påvirke filteringen af olie i øjnene. I hvilken grad havpattedyr aktivt kan undgå at komme i kontakt med et oliespild og samtidig hvor skadelig ollen er for de ramtede individer, er dog usikkert, men hvaler er observeret svømmende ind i oliespil på havoverfladen.

Oliespild i farvande med is udgør et særligt problem for de havpattedyr, som skal til overfladen for at ånde. I høje skoncentrationer kan de blive nødt til at dykke ud i våger med olie og her indånde oliedampe. Efter oliespil i Prince William Sund fandtes sæler med hjerneskader, som formentlig skyldtes indånding af oliedampe, og også spækhuggere menes at være gået tabt på grund af dette fænomen. I vurderingsområdet vil især vintergæsterne, narhval, hvidhval, grønlandhval, remmesæl og hvalros være sårbare i denne sammenhæng.

Erhverv
Et oliespild på det åbne hav vil primært påvirke fiskeri ved at det vil i en periode blive stopt i de olieåndvirkede områder. Dette gøres for at forhindre fangst og markedsføring af forurenet fisk. I vurderingsområdet er fiskeri efter hellefisk og rejer meget vigtigt, og stop herfor vil give væsentlige økonomiske tab i regionen. Men også mindre vigtige fiskerier kan blive påvirket, for eksempel dem efter krabber og stenbider. I den Mexicanske Golf var fiskeriet i store områder lukket i op til et år efter Macondo-udslippet.

Fangst kan påvirkes dels ved at områder lukkes for fangst dels ved at de jagtede arters fordeling i området ændres.

Forebyggelse af oliespild
Oliespild skal først og fremmest forhindres. Det gøres ved nogle myndighedstiltag, strikte HSE (Health, Safety and Environmental) procedurer, nøje planlægning og implementering af Best Available Technique (BAT), Best Environmental Practice (BEP) og anvendelse af forsigtighedsprincippet.
Sker spildet, skal grundige beredskabsplaner (inklusiv kortlægning af kystenes sårbarhed overfor olie) være på plads ligesom effektivt teknisk udstyr skal være tilgængeligt.

I den sammenhæng er det væsentligt at påpege at foreliggende viden om oilespils adfærd og skæbne i isdækkede farvande er begrænset, ligesom at den tilgængelige teknologi til bekæmpelse af olie i isdækket farvand endnu er utilstrækkelig, men at den er under stadig udvikling og forbedring.

**Manglende viden og nye undersøgelser**

På trods af de i 2009 til 2011 gennemførte undersøgelser (Boxe 1-8) er der stadig mangel på information om økologiske komponenter og processer i Disko Vest-området. En foreløbig identifikation af vidensbehov i forhold til en miljømæssig forvaltning og regulering af kommende olieaktiviteter i Davis Strædet er at finde i kapitel 12. For at forvalte kommende olieaktiviteter behøves der mere viden for at kunne a) vurdere, planlægge og regulere aktiviteterne, således at påvirkninger minimeres mest muligt; b) identificere de mest sårbare områder og herunder, at opdatere de eksisterende sensitivitetsatlask for oilespild; c) etablere baseline-viden til brug i studier før og efter et eventuelt stort oilespild og til brug for selskabernes miljøafvejninger (NEBA).
Kalaallisut naalisagaq

Aallaqqaat

Imartami Disko Vest-imi, Kitaani allomiusat sanimuktut 67° og 71°N (Figur 1), akomannittumi uuliasorluni uuliamillu qalluinemmi ingerlanatan tunngatillugu nalunaarut una siumut isigaluni avatangiisinik naliurersuineruvoq.


Imartaq nalunaarummi sammineqartoq nalinginnaasumik naliurersuiffimmik (the assessment area eller Disko West assessment area) taagomeqarpoq tassall-niluq Kitaani imartaq avannamut allomiusap sanimuqartup 78°N-ip tungaanoortoq massakkut (2012-imii 2013-imilu) siumut isigaluni avatangiisinik naliilersuinerusunik nuteerluffiugineqarpoq.

Nalunaarummi tamaani uumasqoqamikkullu pissusit, sumiiffiit illersomeqartut, uumasunut nungutitaanissami uorlanatorsortinneqartut, minguititinerup annertussusia aammal uumasut ilaaquqtigitineqartut ilaangullugut sammhineqarput. Tamakkiununnga tunngatillugu ullumikkut pissutsit tunngavigalugit uuliasiomikkut ingerlatat (ilaatigut tamaani uuliaarluerempit) avatangiisinut sunniiutigisinnaaasat nailiersomeqarput. Kisialu ilisimasatigut siumissami avatangiisinik naliurersuenert pistsaqarqatarrumaagaat, avatangiisit eqqaarsaagitalugit nailiersuinerett pistortat inegerlatanat tunngatillugu inatsisiliomeri il-il. takussutissisuttigineqarput.

Uuliasiorrurp aallatinnaneriit matuneranut ingerlataasartut naatsumik nassuirameqarput, avatangiisinut sunniutit pingaamerit nassuiaanemi pingaamerutillugit. Kaslaallit Nunaaninili uuliamik qalluineq misillittagaqarfigineqanqngimimat ingerlatamatuq tamaattumut atatillugu ingerlanneqartarutünik naliurersuineq

Silap pissusi ukiumilu sikusuaruvalu upemaakkut siqoqartamere pissutigalugu uuliasiornulun iegerlatat majjimit decemberinut ingerlanneqartamissat naatsoru-utigneqarpq. Uuliamik qalluinivik aallartiaagaluarput naatsortsutigineqarpq iegerlatat ukuio kaajallallugu iegerlerumaartut illimagineqarpq.

**Avatangisiit**


Nalilersuiffigneqartumi uummasoqamikkut/uumassaqatiginnikkut pisooqurjuussuar-qartterpoq. Upemaakkut pinnogoqqaartoqartamere annertuvooq, immmap mnaqqa-ni uumasqoqaaq aammalu pikuaarutiinngiikkuuaqarfiulluni immarniunuk miluumasorpassuaqarpq.

Nalilersuiffisumini pissusiuseu naatsumik nasuuiameqarpput oceanografii siqoqassu-serflu pikuaarutillugin. Tamatuma annersaa ukiumi upemaakkullu sikusuarpq, Iluiarpassuaqarpq, pingaartumik Disko Bugtimi.

Disko Bugtip kujataani sinnenap ilaia ukiuunerani siqoqameeq ajorpoq (aakkamerusafuni), sarfamerujussua pissutaiillumini, aakkamerillu tamakka uumassaqassutsimut pikuaarlinnaartuupput taamattumilu uuliasiomikku uveloperlatun nut misikkarisorujussuullutik.

**Tappioramartut**

Immami uumasqoamikkut pisartoq malunnnaateqamerpaapq tassa tappiorar-nartut naasuussut, nerisareqatiitinnemi pilersuisuisut pikuaamerpaap, upemaakkut amerlerlaujussuaartamerat. Tamakka tappioramartunut uumasususnit nerisarineqartarput, ilaattigut kingunnil pikuaarutillinut Calanus-vandloppinitt, tassaaanit immami uumasqoqatiginnermi pikuaaruteqarlinnaartuninit.

**Immap naqqata naasui uumasuilu**

Immap naqqata uumausisa pingorroartuni ilarujussui nerisaarpaaq tamaamaattumilu aalisakkanit, timmsinan irammiunit miluumasunillu irammiunit nerisaullik pikuaaruteqartut. Immap naqqani uumasqoqatigijiaat amerlasoorujussusuarput aammalu uumasat assigilkkutaat amerlasoorujussusinnaarsaput uumasullu
assigiinngishaat qanoq kattbagainerat assigiinngisitaatorujussusarfluni. Avasissiim immap naqqata uumasuisa najortakkamikkut takkusimaartememikkullu al-langgoramerannut tunngatillugu ilisimasat suli amigaateqarpit.


Immap naqqani uumasut qeqqussallu nalunaaruasiap uuma nutartemissaanut tunngatillugu misissukkanut ilaapput. Box 2 qeqqussanik misissuinerup inemerinik Box 3-lu immap naqqani uumasunik misissuinerup inemerinik oqaluttuarpit.

**Aalisakkat**
Avataasiorfirminni, ikkannersuqarfiit (ikkannerit 200 m angullugu nunap toqqammanaviiittut) ilangullugit aalisagarineruaat immap natermiit, qaleral-ilit, nataamut, suluppaakit, qeeqqat eqlussuit aammaluq aalisakkat allat aal-isermmut soqtiingatennaqngitsut. Aalisakkat pingaamersaraat qaleralik, iti-sooruumiuusuq nunap toqqammanaviiata sivingamini kangerlunniliq uumasuusut. Qaleralilt nalllersuifffimmi piaqqineq ajorput, amerliratutaali ilaartuutaapput Da-vissrædemi kujasinnerusmi emiaasuupput safaatillullit tamaaniiliersartut. Putooruttut amerlirasoosuullutik ikkannersuammiittarpit aalisakkat ilaannut, timmissa-nut imamiunut arfemuluq soqqalinnut nerisallullutik (Box 4-mi takuuk aalisakkip taassuma misissuiffigneqamera). Putooruttut tamaani aalisakkani aasaanerani suffisartortauvaavoq.


**Timmissat imarniit**

Nallliersuifffpik kujasinnerusortaa mitit, mitit siorakitsut appallu uksiariattut pingaaruteqartuuvooq. Pingaarutumik ikkannerit Store Hellefiskebankmiittut ittemetum siorakitsunut pingaaruterjussuupput; tassami timmissat millionit afaat angullugit atatsikkut tamaaniissinaasarmata.

Upemaaakkut ukiakkullu timmissat imamiorpassuit nalliersufiffikut ingeraartarput emiortalifminnut Kalaallit Nunaata avannaani kitaanittunut aammalu Canadaispit isittortaanittunut aamma Kujataani Newfoundlandimilu uksiariimmin- kamerminn.
Nalunaarummi uani ilisimasanut ilanngutassanik timmissanik misissuinerit arlallit nutaat ilaapput: Box 1-ip oqaluttuarai tappiorarnartut, aalisakkat timmissallu septem-berini 2009-mi imaannarmi tamaaniittut. Box 5-ip oqaluttuara mitit siorakitsut qaam-maatsakkortumik nalunaqutsikkanik misissuinerup inemerri, Box 6 taamatut misis-suinerit Appani appanik misissuineq Box 7-ilu imaannarmi timmissat sumiinnerat.

Miluumasut imarmiut
Miluumasut imarmiut immami uumasut pingaameirit ilagaat. Nalilersuifimmip-put puisit assiginngitsut tallimat, taaakunannyaqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqoqo
akissasiorfittut ingerlanneqarpoq, avataasiormi Disko Bugtimulu annertuumik aningaasarsutigaluq aalisameqarluni. Inuussutissarsutigaluq aalisamerni pingaartumik kinguppaat itisoomiut qaleralillu piniaameqarluitik.

Sinerissap qanittuani upemaakut pingaartumik ammassat (nammineq atugasat) pisarineqartarpit, nipissilu suua tunineqartarluitik. Eqaluit sinerissap qanittuani isumalluutinut pingaartunut ilaapput. Aalisakkat allat arllallit, soorlu geeqqat nataamallu annertunnginnerusumik iluutqogineqarpit, nammineq nerissatitit nioqqutissatullu.

Nalilersuifimmi piniamerni pingaartumik puisit, arferit timissallu immiuit sammineqartarpit, nannulluni atasiakkaat tamaani pisarineqartarluitik.

**Takomariaqartameq**


**Klimap allangomeri**

Klimap allangomerisa annertuumik immap uumasqarfiisunniuteqarqifigussavaat, pingaartumik isittiortaaniittit. Taamaattumik nalilersuifisummi umasqatiqiginneq allanguuteqarumaartoq illimagisariaqarpit, assersuutigalugu uumasut pingaamerit amerlussassiatigit sumiittameretagullu aammalu uumasut assiqiingitsunik akulerissinanerat allanggorumaarluni, uumassummi ilaat tammarumaarpit nutaallu takkolkumaarluitik.

Qulanutissaangitsumik piniaameq aalisamerlu sunnemeeqarumaarpit. Klimap allangomeri miluumasut timissallu immiuit ilaannut misikkarinnerunkarmaarpit, assersuutigalugu uuliaoarlememut soorlu a allaaniameqamertulli. Uumasut ilaat takussaanerlumaarput amerlortfultulli, tamakkulu uuliaoarlememut akiuussinnaanerjumaarpit.

**Stoffit mingutitsissutit**

Stoffinut mingutitsissutinut, soorlu POP-it, PAH-t saaffugasannullu oqimaatsunut pingortitameereensut iliimasaqameq pingaunteqarpoq avatangiisit uilia-siomikikut ingerlanutun sunniutinut eqqoruminanassassaniim niiliinissanunut pingaunteqarpoq.


Umiarsualiveeqarfite eqqaassangginikaanni uullakujiit, ilaatigut PAH-t immi annertugissaangaamit nalinginnaasumillu tamaanneereensunit annertunerunatik.

Kalaallit Nunaanni, nalilersuifik llangullugu, stoff mingutitsisit immi uumausuninneraammik iliimasaat ajiiriinnagaassaaangillat, tamamarni Arkidi Rådeni sullaqatigissilmaniit (AMAP)-init sammineqarfiarsimmanmat. Akerlianillu mingutitsinerup uumasqamermut qanoq ataqitginneranut tunngatillugu, soorlu peq-
qissutsimut sunniutai sulisinnaaassutsimillu annikkilisitsisinnaanerannut tunngatillugu ilisimasat annikitsuaraarsuupput. Aammaluni uumasoqatigiikkutaata qanoq misikkartisiginerannut ilisimasat amigaatigineqarpit.

Uuliasiomikkut ingerlatanut tunngatillugu avatangiisinik nalilersuineq


Ujarlermeq

Ujarlerluni ingerlata utaqqiisaannaapput, amerlanertigut ulialunnik sivissususeqtaarlooluitluku aammalul akeresissutateqaarfimmimmi sumi tamaani piumaafuttul. Uuliamik iluaqutigineqarinnaasumik nissaaaartoqangqippat ingerlatat unissapput. Uuliamik piassallulu aklersinnaasumik nassaaartoqarpat ingerlatat uuliasorfimik iluaquteqarnemut nuunneqassapput (ataanilttoq takuuk).

Ujarlemikkut ingerlatat akomuserutaasumik sunniutiginerusartagaat tassaapput nipiiliortunik ingerlatat (assersuutigalulu sajuppillatitsisarluni misissuinerit, qillerineq helikopterillu angallannerat) aammalu avatangiisinun aniatitsineq.

Pisorpaluk

Sajuppillatitsisarluni misissuinerit immami sakortuumik nipiiliortarput aammalu aalisakkaknik, pingaartumillulu miluumasunik imamiunik nujutsinnaasinafitumit. Tamakkiualu qangiuuttussaapput aammalu uumsut nujutsineqarsimasinaasun inerlatat unpittataut eterumartut ilimaneqarpq.

Taamaattumik nalilersuifiisumini aalisarfinnit pingaartulinnit qaleralilit nujutsinninaqarumaapput tamaani sajuppillatitsisarluni misissuisoqarpat. Kinguppaali sajuppillatitsisarluni ingerlatanit akomuseruminartunngillat.


Taamaattumik sajuppillatitsisarluni misissuinerit kipiiaamamata ataasiannarfiin sajuppillatitsisarluni misissuineq sivissuimik atuutummik akomusinnisaq ilimanaarpallangaarnilaq. Assigilingsullu ataatsumut sunniutigisinnaasat, assersuutigalulu misissuinerit arfaliit ataaartsikkit ingerlanneqamerisigut, imaluunniit misissuittiimi atatsimii uteeqqiatjumik ikuit arfaliit misissuisoqamerisigtununluqerllussinnanaasq arferinarssainnaqat. Pingaartumik summiffimmik annikitsumi sajuppillatitsisarluni misissuinerit 3D-seismeikte undersøgelserenik taaneqartut annertut annertuumiik sunniutegaarumaartut illimaneqarpq.

Qilleriveqarfinnit nipiiliomeq aamma utaqqiisaannaagallapqoq, tamannali sajuppillatitsisarluni misissuinemit aalamuluni ingerlaavavtauvoq nipiiliortilllu nikerartuunani. Nipiiliortit aamaattut arferit aamillu ingalassimarinarpaarput. Arferit
allamik illikar qissumik nassaaqarpata tamanna akomutaasussatut ilim-agineqangiligalq, kisiinili qilleriveqariit allallit ataatsikku tamaani ingerlassappata ataatsimut sunniiutit najortagaliutaasinnasumiit nujutitsinnaapput tamanalu ajomerpaassaguni uumasoqatigiit ikileriamerannik kinguneqarsinnaavoq.

**Aniatilugit eqqakkat**


Marulluk qillerinemi atomeqartoq qillemerluxullu aniatinneqarsersinaggit immap naqqqa mississomeqarqarsimasussaavoq. Misissuinerit tamakkua uumaffiisut akomuseruminartut sunnermernuneqangningissaat qulamaassavaat. Aniatitsinerit unippata misissuinerit taamaattut ingerlanneqarqissapput peqqussutit malinneqarsimansersut iluaqutaaasimansersullut paasniaflugu.

Ujarlerluni qillerineq ingerlataavoq nukimmik annertuumik pumasaqartoq anner-tuumillu naatstis gassininik stoffinillu allanik silaanamut aniatitsisivusoq, 2010-mi qillerinerit pingasut taakkua kalaallit naatstisiviup gassininik aniatitsinerat 15% imik annertusitippaat.

Ujarlerluni qillerinerit uuliamik aniaasoortitisinnaanerat (blow-out), ataani eqqar-tomeqartoq, arferigisassaavoq.

**Ineriartotitsineq tunissiomerlu**

Naillersuiffisumi uiliqar firmmi ineriartotitsioneemiitsunniutit nallersoruminaatsu-uppunt, sumininnissaammi qanorlu annoertutiginissassat ilismanninnaatsigu. Nalingin- naasumik sunniiqarqissarlviniimik (ukiuni qilikkuutaani arlalini) sunniiqarqumaaapput ingerlatallu ilarpasui avatangisiinik annertuumik aniersartisvisinnasuummata. Aammali apequtaasaaq ingerlatat qanooq amerlatginerat, sumiinnerat qanorlu sivisutisqumik tamaaniinnissaat, tassungalu atatillugu ataatsimut sunniitit anikitsi- suinaassagunangillat.

Ineriartotsinerup qalluinetullu nalaani qillerineq ingerlaannassaaqa, marallulu qillerinemi atotugaq qilleremluxullu misissuinerup nalaanuut sanillulullugit anner-
tunerujussuussaapput. Aniatiit (maralluup imermik akusap atomeranit) sapinqisa-
mik annikinnerpaatinniartariarqapput, tamakkua atoqinnejqamerisigut aammulu piiamerluxut uterartinnerisigut kemikaliallu avatangiisnut navianannnginnerusut kisiisa aniatinnerisigut (quilaanitloq takuuk).

Emgup ballastitut atomeqartup aniatinneratigut uumasut maaniittuungikkaluan-
lik maaanu amerliartulersinaasuniq akoqamissaqa aarlerigisassaaavoq. Taamaattu-
mik imeq ballasttitut atomeqartup aniatinnenqamerani peqqussutit aalelajangersut
maillulgat tamanna ingerlasariaaqapput. Uumasut allameersut amerliartulersi-
nnaasut ajomartersiutaanerat Issittumi Avannarlemi imatut ajomartersiutaasi-
mannigikkaluarqapput, aarlerinaartor tamanna klimap allanngioriartormera maillulgut
Issittumi Avannarlemi umiarsuit uuliamik assimartut uuliamik piaaveqamerpu-
kinguneranik amerliartomeratmailillugu ajomartersiut annertusiartussaavoq.

Aniatitsineq alla pingaarutilik taaneqartariaqartoq tassa naatitsiviup gassiniq ani-
atitsineq. Kalaallit Nunaatiq uuliamik qalluiweqarlerpat tamakkumminnga aniatit-
sineq annertusiisitserarjuussurtussaavoq. Assersuutitut taaneqarsinnaavoq norgi-
miut uuliamik qalluiussuisa ilaat ulumikkuq Kalaallit Nunaata CO₂-mik aniatitaa-
ta marforiaataanik ukiut tamaasa aniatitissmat.

Pisopaluk
Qilleriviit inissinneqameranni qillerinemmilu pisorpalutitsineq inerartotitsinemi
tunissiomermilu ingerlaannartussaavoq, tamatulalu arferit neridarriminnit
pingaaruteqartuniit nujutsinneqarnerani kingulerinissaavaa. Ajomartersiullu tam-
manna suli annersussaaq uuliasiorfiit arliit ataatsikkut ingerlappata. Pisopalutil-
sineq umiarsuameersoq (skunik aseerorterutit ilangullugut) helekoptineresorlu
massakkut ujaatmererup nalaaniti annertunerulersimassaaq, tamatulalu aama
muluumaat imarmiut timmissallu nerniafigilluartagaarntit nujutsissinnaavai. Tass-
zunga atatillugu nallersuutfimmu uumasut akomuseruminameepat tassaapput
nimissat imarmiut amerlosuoorsullutik piapqiortartut, arfiit, qilalukkut qernertut,
qaqortat, tikaagulliit, tikaagulliusaat, niisat aamlu. Piniariaartutoqqat amma
sunnemeqarsinnaapput uumasut piniameqartartut tamaannga nujutsineqar-
pata.

Takussutissaalersut
Sanaartukkat immamiittut atortulersuinerullu tamaani immap naqqani uumasuu-
sut sunnersinnaavaat aarlequtissdaavaluq uumasut aqgarlux titeniarluxnaavia-
vinin innarliinissaat. Pingaartumik tassani aarit mitillu siorakitsut Store Helle-
fiskebankimiittut eqqarsaatigalugut. Nunami sanaartukkat tamaani timmissat
emiorartut ajourqerlugut, eqaluit sufliaartularautut suffiffissaminnit anningu-
naajunnaarsissinnaavaat, sinerissap qanittuani uumasut naasullu sunnersinnaal-
lugut aammalu nunap allanngortiersimangntsutsa takuminartua sunnersin-
lugu. Kingulleq taana takomariaqamermut sunniutetqarsinnaavoq.

Tamatununnga atatillugu aalisameq sunnemeqarsinnaavoq tikeqquaangit-
sunik ungassissusiersiulluni killllersiunikok (500 meterlugajuttutimik) immami utoq-
qilasaamik atavartussamilluunnit atortulersuullusat avataanni, pingaartumik
tamakkuq annertuumik qaleralinnik kinguppanniiq aalaiirfsuurnut inissinneqar-
simappat.

Aammami sanaartukkat qaammarsakkaq gasilu ikumatitaq (flares) taartillugu tim-
missanit immamiit taaqortiffongeqarsinnaapput, silalu pissutigalugu pingaartu-
mik miterpassuit immaluci appaarsait tamakkunununngu aportarsinnaapput.
Ataatsimmortumik sunniuit

Ingerlatat assigiingitsut ataatiskikut ingerlanneqarpata aammalu tamakka ujig-ulukuttuusimappata tamanna ataatimut sunniuteqarsinaavoo. Assersuutigalu-
gu sajuppillatitsisarluni misissuinerit ataatimut sunniuteqamissaat isumakulunnar-
torjussuuvoq. Ataatimut sunniutiit aamma pisinnaappput inuit ingerlataannut allat peqatigalugit, soorlu aalaaniameq, imaluunnit klimap allaangomeri.

Pinaveersaartitsineq

Ujarlememut, ineriarortitsinemut qalluinermullu atatillugu avatangiisinkun-
ninerit avatangisinautunngillu sajuppillatitsisarluni misissuinerit avatangiisinkun-
nerqoq. Ujarlernermut, ineriartortitsinermut qalluinermullu atatillugu avatangisinaut un-
nerqoq. Pinaveersaartitsineq ujarlernermut, ineriartortitsinermut qalluinermullu atatillugu avatangisinautunngillu sajuppillatitsisarluni misissuinerit avatangiisinkun-
nerqoq.

Uuliaarlueq

Avatangiisit eqqarsaatigalugit ajomerpaamik pisinnaasoq tassa ingerlatat qu-
laani taagomeqartut uiliaarluerjussuamermerik pilersitsisinaannata. Uiliaar-
luemeq qillerinerpuit naalani pisinnaavoq (*blow-out*) imaluunnit uulip

toqortomerani angallannerlanuunniit ajutoomikkut. Ullumikkut uiliaarluerjus-
suamerit qaqtigooortuuppit, ilaatigut teknikikkut aqqiqissut itissimangleerisallu

ptisangorsameqartuamerat pissutaallutik. Navianartuali taannaajuarpoq, Disko

Vestitullu ittumi navianartoq tamanna sikumit ilulissanillu annerlersinneqarpoq.

Disko Vestimi uiliaarluermerup qanoq ingerlasinnaanera DMI-mit missingersu-
someqarsimaavoq (tak. immikkoortoq 11.2 aamma ASppendix 1). Suliap taasuu-

ma takutippana sineriak ungaseqalugut (>100 km) pisup sineriak imaluunnit

toqortomerani angallannerlanuunniit ajutoomikkut. Ullumikkut uiliaarluerjus-

suamerit qaqtigooortuuppit, ilaatigut teknikikkut aqqiqissut itissimangleerisallu

ptisangorsameqartuamerat pissutaallutik. Navianartuali taannaajuarpoq, Disko

Vestitullu ittumi navianartoq tamanna sikumit ilulissanillu annerlersinneqarpoq.

Uuliaarluerjussuup immami uumasoqaarftit tamaasa sunnersinnaavai, pinn-

goraleqqaanit neisiraqatiqinnemni qillerpaanut. Qanoq uumasaqartigin-

era navianartorsiortitsisaavaa, sunniutaaluk ukiuni qulikkuutaani arlalinni sunni-

usimasinnaappput, soorlu tamanna uppemarsaatissaqartoq Alaskami Prince Wil-

liam Sund-imi pisukkut.

Disko West-imi uiliaarluermerup qanoq ingerlasinnaanera DMI-mit missingersu-

someqarsimaavoq (tak. immikkoortoq 11.2 aamma ASppendix 1). Suliap taasuu-

ma takutippana sineriak ungaseqalugut (>100 km) pisup sineriak imaluunnit

toqortomerani angallannerlanuunniit ajutoomikkut. Ullumikkut uiliaarluerjus-

suamerit qaqtigooortuuppit, ilaatigut teknikikkut aqqiqissut itissimangleerisallu

ptisangorsameqartuamerat pissutaallutik. Navianartuali taannaajuarpoq, Disko

Vestitullu ittumi navianartoq tamanna sikumit ilulissanillu annerlersinneqarpoq.

Uuliaarluerjussuup immami uumasoqaarftit tamaasa sunnersinnaavai, pinn-

goraleqqaanit neisiraqatiqinnemni qillerpaanut. Qanoq uumasaqartigin-

era navianartorsiortitsisaavaa, sunniutaaluk ukiuni qulikkuutaani arlalinni sunni-

usimasinnaappput, soorlu tamanna uppemarsaatissaqartoq Alaskami Prince Wil-

liam Sund-imi pisukkut.

Disko West-imi uiliaarluermerup sunniutai kujasinnerusumi pisumit anner-

tunerusinnaappput, isittuummi imartaani sikulimmi uiliaarluermeremik katersuineq/

peersineq sulin naammaginartumik angusaqartiusimangilq sulilu ineriartorin-

neqarluni, Disko West-ili avinngarurismusiippoq annertunerusumik atortuler-

suiffigineqangitsumi.

Sineriak nalilersuiffimmilttoq ajqoqseruminartorjussuuvoq, uuliarqinni aullani ass-

ugiingisaartuinuk uumasorpassualimnut ajqoqsiisinaavoo. Ajqoqsemeqarsin-

naaasuluts interrupted itaqortaa uulia ileraiinnit kangerlunuluunngersinnaammat,

tamaaniq uuliarqitvoqortaqmerjussuuvq innupitsisut tamaat sunniiusinal-

ersinnaallun. Aalisakkaq, soorlu ammassak nipisulu upemaaakkuq sufisartut, eqaluit

cuuyuq ineraumemiminini katersuuttartut, pingaarr-

tumimmi ukiuukiut ingerlaarturtut imamersanili eqimattarsuullutik uninnagaarturtut

eqqomeqarsinnaappput.

Imaq sikuttillugu uuliamik aniasoomerimi uulia aallaqqaammut sikut akominut aammalu sikut ataanni itersiunemanunit unerassaaq. Aallaqqaammut sikup uulia siarumissaralua pakkersimaasavaa, skumulli uulia nipinnammat uiliaarflu-emeq sikumit ungasisoruartum ingerlanneqarsinnaavoq (annertunersumik nungujartorani), uiliaullu avatangiisit, assersuutigalugu timmissanik miluumaasunilli imamuniik uiliaarluerimmit ungasisorsuamittelunik mingutitsisinnaalluni. Uulia aamma skup sinaavani sinaannullu qanittumi uninnarsinnaavoq, pingaartumik tamanna upemaakkut pinggorartopassuamik, timmissanik miluumaasunilli imamiunik mingutisikuminartullu amerlaaorsuamit najomeqartarpaq.

**Pinngorartitsineq tappioramartullu uumasusut**
Naliliemerqaporgoq pinngorartitsineq tappioramartullu uumasusut imaannami nailersuiifimmik immap qaavata minguitsinneqameritatut annikitsinnaajuaartut pissutgalugu siammarsimafiat piffirllarlu uulamaaqtitgitt tamakkua takkusi-maartartiat annertoqimmata. Qanittumili pinngorartoqamerata upemaakkut ajoqumeqamissaa aarlerinarsinnaavoq (annikinnerusumik pinngorartitsineq).

Nalilinerup taassuma immap iluani mingutitsineq, soorlu Macondobrøndimi, Mexico Golfini 2010-mi pisutut ittoq pigunanngilaa. Tamaanimi immap iluani itissutini asigiqinnitsuni uiliaarluerneg pujusarsuanngorluni tissumarpaq, taamattuullu pinggorartoqameranut tappioramartunnulullu uumasususunut aalisagaqqanullu sunniuteqamerlunnissaa immap qaavanni mingutitsinenmiit ilimanameruvooq.

**Aalisakkat peqquillu piiaraat**

**Immap naqqani uumasut**
Uumasut soorlu uillut peqquillu uiliaarluernikkuq ajoquseruminartuupput, naak tama-tuma imaannami pinisaa ilimagineqangilkaaluartuoq uulia immap naqqanut kivningippat. Likattumili (<10-15 m) annertuumik uiliaaqarpun uumasut nalamut toqormeqarsinaapput. Taamaappat immap natemmiunik tamakkuninnga ilaqaute-qartunut, aavemut, mitemut siorakitsunilli miteqameranut sunniuteqarsinaavoq.

**Aalisakkat inersimasut**
Ilimateqangilaa immap qaani uiliaarluemermiit aalisakkat inersimasut ima-anammiitut sunnemeqarmamartut. Annertoorsuamik immap iluani blow-out-ili avasisorsuugialuartumi aalisakkat ikerinnamiit toqqaanartumiq nersireqa-

**Timmissat imamiut**


Ukiakkut upemaakkullu timmiarpasut imamiut naillersuiffik aqqusaallugu inger-laartaut aamnaa uulialrleuertoqaassappun aavianartorqörtorjuussussapput, pingaarumik eqqurmattarsullutik tamaani uninngaamernimmii.

**Miluumasut imamiut**

Nannut pisiilul piraraat toqqaannartumik uulialrleuائيssasut aalrerinartorsiomera-paapput. Annikkkaluartumilunniit uulqatemeq toqquataasinaavooq, uuliammi amiata oqussia annikillisitarpaa, aammalumi toqunantorqapowq, tamannalulu pingaarumik unanunut ulorianartuuvoq meqqutik alutturgit sallittarmatigut.


**Inuussutissarismeq**

Imaanammi uulialrleuemerup pingaarumik alalisemeq eqqortussaassavaa uulialruferiusimunimpi piffissap ilaätigut alalisinnaajuunnaartassammat. Taamalioqartoqasaay aalisakkanik mingutttaasimunik pisarqartoqaranilu noquteqartorgarsinnaanuaa unitsinnaarluq. Naillersuiffimmi qaleralinniimeq king-uppannarlerlu pingaarutilerjuussuapput, unitsinneaqpatalu tamanna tamaani aningaasarsisermemut mikigissaannngitsukki annaasaqataaassaavooq. Alisamerittiaaq pingaaqnginneruguyallartu unnemeqarsinnaapput, assersuuti-
galugu saattuamiameq nipsisanniamerlu. Mexicanske Golfmi aalisartinni anner-
toorsuami Macondo-mi uuliamik aniasoormjuussuamerup kingoma uqioq ilitating
angullugu matoqqatinneqappoq.

Piniameq suneqeqarninnaavoq piniartit ilaasa matuneqamerisigut aammalu
piagassat tamaaniittut takklusimasamerisa allangnguteqamerisigut.

Uuliaaruersinnaanerup pitsaaliomeqamera
Uuliaaruersinnaaneq sapangisaq tamaat pineveersaattingaqarpoq. Tamann-
a anguneqarsinnaavoq pisortat killiersuinerisigut, sakkortuumik HSE atorlugu
(Health, Safety and Environmental) aammalu Best Available Technique (BAT),
Best Environmental Practice (BEP) perlaseqamikutt aammalu mianserdotsu-
saanerup atomeqameratigut.

Aniasortoqarpallu peqqissaartumik iliuseqamissamut pilersaarutit (sinerissallu
uuliaaruqeqfiqueqamissamut qanoq navianartorsortigineranni nalunaarsuineq
ilangullugu) piareersmalluinartariaqarpoq aammalu teknikikut aortussat pit-
saasut piareersimatinneqartariaqarlutik.

Tassunga atatillugu tikkussallugu pisariaqarpoq sikuqimmi uuliaaruemerup
qanoq pisameranik ilisimasat pigineqartut killeqamata, aammalu uulip immami
sikulimmi akiomiameqameranut teknologi pigineqartoq suli naammangimmat,
kisiannili ineriartrittuarluguulikutsaangosartuameqarluni.

Ilisimasatigut amigaatit misissuinerillu nutaat
Naak 2009-miit 2011-mut misissuinerit ingerarneqaraualut nutaat naammassineqarsim-
agaluartut (Boxit 1-8) suli Disko Vestimi uumasqarmemik pissutsinut tamatumunnulu
pisunut tunngatillugu paasissutssanik amigaateqarpoq. Utauqisaaqallartumik Da-
vis Strædemi uulliagimikutt ingerlataajumaartut kapitali 12-imijput. Uulliagimikutt
ingerlanneqeralumaartut pisortagut qapssinaaqjumallut a) nalilersiuqarin-
naavoq, ingerlataatt pilersaarositluguq ingerlallut peqquussiorfigalugut suunnuqat
sapangisamik annikinperatainniarlugut; b) sumimfirit uuliaaruememit ajoqersermi-
nerserusut suuneri paasiariaflugut ilangulluguulik misikkarissutsumut atlasit pigineqar-
tut nutarterlugut; c) Ilisimasat baseline-viden taaneqartut pilersillugut paaslinaanerit
annertuurvik uuliaaruqeq sqoqullugu kingomatigullu ingeratsivit avatangisunut
tunngatillugu qanoq iliussisaannut (NEBA) atugassanik.
1 Introduction

In 2006 an area offshore West Greenland between 67 and 71° N (= the Disko West Area) was opened for hydrocarbon exploration, and licences were granted in 2007 and 2008. The area includes the north-eastern part of the Davis Strait and the south-eastern part of Baffin Bay, with Disko Island as the most prominent land feature on the Greenland coast (Figure 1).

This document is a strategic environmental impact assessment (SEIA) of expected activities related to exploration for and exploitation of hydrocarbons in the Disko West area in the Greenland part of southern Baffin Bay. The SEIA was initiated and funded by the Bureau of Minerals and Petroleum (BMP), and prepared by DCE – Danish Centre for Environment and Energy – formerly National Environmental Research Institute (NERI), Denmark – and the Greenland Institute of Natural Resources (GINR).

Figure 1. The assessment area, existing licence blocks and the surrounding areas in central West Greenland, including main cities and important shallow-water shelf banks.
For the assessment many sources of information, including impact assessments of oil activities from more or less similar areas have been used. In particular the assessment from the Lofoten-Barents Sea area in Norway (Anon 2003b) and the white paper No. 8 (2005) and No. 10 (2011), concerning the integrated management of the marine environment of the Lofoten-Barents Sea area have been drawn upon for comparison of potential impacts, because the environment there is comparable to West Greenland waters in a number of respects. Another important source of information is the Arctic Council’s working group’s (AMAP) Oil and Gas Assessment (AMAP 2010) available on the AMAP homepage (www.amap.no). In addition, the extensive scientific literature and various reports form the Exxon Valdez oil spill in 1989 has been a valuable source of information.

Several strategic background studies were initiated to supplement the background knowledge and fill data gaps relevant to this assessment (Section 12). Many results from these studies are included in a preliminary form, as they have not yet been published in a scientific context.

It is important to stress that a SEIA does not replace the need for site-specific Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs). The SEIA provides an overview of the physical and biological environment in the licence blocks and adjacent areas which may potentially be impacted by the expected offshore oil and gas activities. It identifies major potential environmental impacts associated with these activities. The SEIA will also identify knowledge and data gaps, highlight issues of concern, and make recommendations for mitigation and planning. It is also part of the basis for relevant authorities’ decisions and may identify general restrictive or mitigating measures and monitoring requirements that must be dealt with by the companies applying for oil licences. The SEIA will also constitute a significant data source for the preparation of company EIAs.

In this context an important issue is climate change which is expected to have a strong impact on the Arctic region, affecting both the physical and the biological environment.

Most of the data used for this SEIA has been collected over a number of decades. As oil activities, particularly development and exploitation may be initiated 10-15 years from now, environmental conditions could be very different from the conditions described in this report.

1.1 Coverage of the SEIA

The offshore waters and coastal areas between 67° N to 72° N (from Sisimiut town and northwards to southern Upernavik district) are in focus, as this is the region which potentially can be most affected by hydrocarbon activities, particularly from accidental oil spills originating from oil activities in the licence blocks (Figure 1). This area will be referred to as ‘the assessment area’. However, the oil spill trajectory models developed by DMI indicate that oil may drift further, outside the boundaries of this area and into the Canadian EEZ (Nielsen et al. 2008). The area to the north of the assessment area has also been described in a strategic environmental impact assessment covering the eastern Baffin Bay (Boeufmann & Mosbech 2012).
### 1.2 Abbreviations and acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMAP</td>
<td>Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme, working group under Arctic Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APNN</td>
<td>Ministry of Fisheries, Hunting and Agriculture, Greenland Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>Aarhus University, Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACI</td>
<td>Before After Control Impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAT</td>
<td>Best Available Technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bbl</td>
<td>barrel of oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>Black carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEP</td>
<td>Best Environmental Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFR</td>
<td>Brominated flame retardants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP</td>
<td>Bureau of Mineral and Petroleum, Greenland Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTX</td>
<td>Benzene, Toluene and Xylene components in oil, constitute a part of the VOCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTEX</td>
<td>Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene and Xylene, constitute a part of the VOCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAFF</td>
<td>Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna, working group under Arctic Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chl. a.</td>
<td>chlorophyl a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Confidence Interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRI</td>
<td>Cuttings Re-Injecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTD</td>
<td>Conductivity, Temperature and Depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Coefficient of Variance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDT</td>
<td>Dichloro-Diphenyl-Trichloro-ethane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEGN</td>
<td>Department of Environment, Government of Nunavut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHI</td>
<td>Danish Hydraulic Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DKK</td>
<td>the Danish currency, krone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMI</td>
<td>Danish Meteorological Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPC</td>
<td>Danish Polar Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dw</td>
<td>dry weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBSA</td>
<td>Ecologically or Biologically Significant Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDCS</td>
<td>Endocrine-disrupting chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEZ</td>
<td>Exclusive Economical Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIA</td>
<td>Environmental Impact Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA</td>
<td>U.S. Environmental Protection Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPSO</td>
<td>Floating Production, Storage and Offloading unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBS</td>
<td>Gravity Based Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCM</td>
<td>General Circulation Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEUS</td>
<td>Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GINR</td>
<td>Greenland Institute of Natural Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCB</td>
<td>Hexachlorobenzene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCH</td>
<td>Hexachlorocyclohexane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOCONF</td>
<td>Harmonized Offshore Chemical Notification Format (OSPAR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSE</td>
<td>Health, Safety and Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICES</td>
<td>International Council for the Exploration of the Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMO</td>
<td>International Maritime Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUCN</td>
<td>International Union for Conservation of Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWC</td>
<td>International Whaling Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCNB</td>
<td>Canada/Greenland Joint Commission on Conservation and Management of Narwhal and Beluga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JNCC</td>
<td>Joint Nature Conservation Council (UK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRTAP</td>
<td>Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARPOL</td>
<td>International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIZ</td>
<td>Marginal Ice Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAMMCO</td>
<td>The North Atlantic Marine Mammal Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Oscillation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 Summary of petroleum activities

D. Schiedek and D. Boertmann

Oil and gas project lifecycles usually comprise several phases which overlap to some degree. These include exploration, field development and production, and finally decommissioning. The main activities during exploration are seismic surveys, exploration drilling and well testing. During field development, drilling continues (production wells, injection wells, delineation wells), and production facilities, pipelines and shipment facilities, etc. are constructed and maintained. Finally, during decommissioning, all structures and facilities are dismantled and removed. These phases occur over long periods of time, usually several decades. For example, in the North Sea, oil exploration was initiated in the 1960s and production continues today.

Seismic surveys

The purpose of seismic surveys is to locate and delimit oil/gas fields, to identify drill sites and later during production to monitor developments in the reservoir. Marine seismic surveys are usually carried out by a ship that tows a sound source and a cable with hydrophones which receive the echoed sound waves from the seabed. The sound source is an array of airguns (for example 28 airguns with a combined volume of 4330 inch$^3$) that generates a powerful pulse at 10-second intervals. Sound absorption generally is much lower in water than in air, causing the strong noise created by seismic surveys to travel very long distances, potentially disturbing marine animals (see the guidelines to EIA of seismic surveys in Greenland waters issued by National Environmental Research Institute (NERI) in 2010 (Boertmann et al. 2010) and updated in 2011 (Kyhn et al. 2012)). Regional seismic surveys (2D seismic) are characterised by widely spaced (over many kilometres) survey lines, while the more localised surveys (3D seismic) usually cover small areas with densely spaced (e.g. 500 m) lines. Rig site investigations and shallow geophysical investigations use comparatively much smaller sound sources than used during 2D seismic surveys. For example, during site surveys a single airgun (150 inch$^3$) may be applied. Vertical seismic profiles (VSPs) are essentially small-scale seismic surveys carried out during exploration drilling. They are highly localised and of short duration (a few days), and their effects will be covered by the discussion of seismic surveys in general.

Exploration drilling

One or more exploration wells are drilled to determine if a prospect exists and to gain further data on the subsurface conditions. If a hydrocarbon reservoir is encountered the well is normally tested to see whether the reservoir is viable for production. Wells unsuitable for further development are sealed below the seabed and tested to ensure they are fully secured before being abandoned.

Offshore exploration drilling takes place from Mobile Offshore Drilling Units (MODU) such as drill ships or semi-submersible platforms, both of which have been used in the Disko West area in 2010 and 2011. A drillship is a maritime vessel modified to include a drilling rig and special station-keeping equipment. The vessel is typically capable of operating in deep water. A semi-submersible is a particular type of floating vessel that is supported primarily on large pontoon-like structures submerged below the sea surface. Most of the potential oil exploration areas in West Greenland waters are too deep for using a third type of drilling platform, the jack-up rigs, which are built to stand on the seabed.
It is assumed that the drilling season in the waters of Baffin Bay is limited to summer and autumn by the presence of ice and harsh weather conditions during winter and spring. Drilling requires the disposal of cuttings and drill mud. In the SEIA of the Lofoten-Barents Sea area it is assumed that approx. 450 m$^3$ cuttings are produced and approx. 2,000 m$^3$ mud is used per well (Akvaplan-niva & Acona 2003). The drilling of the three exploration wells in the Disko West area in 2010 generated between 665 and 900 m$^3$ cuttings/well and in total 6000 t of drilling mud. Energy consumption is very high during drilling, resulting in emissions of combustion gases such as CO$_2$, SO$_2$ and NO$_x$.

High levels of underwater noise are generated during drilling, mainly from the propellers which secure the position of floating rigs. This noise has the potential to disturb marine mammals and acoustically sensitive fish (Schick & Urban 2000, Popper et al. 2004).

**Drilling mud and cuttings**

Drilling muds are used to optimise drilling operations. The muds are either water based (WBMs), oil based (OBMs) or based on synthetic fluids (SBMs). Today and due to environmental concerns, OBMs and SBMs are only used were the mud and the cuttings can be brought to land for treatment or can be deposited safely. Water based muds and the cuttings are usually released to the seabed after the drilling, where they may impact seabed fauna in the immediate surroundings.

**Appraisal drilling**

If promising amounts of oil and gas are located during the exploration, the commercial potential shall be appraised by establishing the size of the field and the most appropriate production method. Appraisal may take several years to complete. Several appraisal wells are drilled to confirm the size and structure of the field, and well logging (analysis) provides data on the hydrocarbon bearing rocks. Well testing provides hydrocarbon samples and information on flow rate, temperatures and pressures. If a commercial reservoir is confirmed, the operator may then proceed to development.

**Other exploration activities**

One activity that may have environmental impact during the exploration phase is helicopter transport, which is associated with strong noise and can scare birds and marine mammals over a range of many kilometres.

Well testing takes place when a well has been drilled and the presence of hydrocarbons and the potential for production is to be evaluated. The testing activities normally imply flaring of oil and gas together with the use and release to the sea of different chemicals, occasionally including radioactive compounds.

**Development and production**

Field development also includes seismic surveys and extensive drilling activities (delineation wells, injection wells, etc.), and drilling will take place until the field is fully developed. An oil development feasibility study in the sea west of Disko Island assessed the most likely scenario to be a subsea well and gathering system tied back to a production facility either in shallower water established on a gravity-based structure (GBS) or onshore (APA 2003). From the production facility crude oil subsequently has to be transported by shuttle tankers to a trans-shipment terminal, most likely in eastern Canada.
Environmental concerns during the development will mainly be related to seismic surveys, to drilling, to the construction of the facilities on the seabed (wells and pipelines) and to discharges to sea and emissions to air. The major discharge to the sea is produced water.

Produced water

Produced water is by far the largest ‘by-product’ of the production process. On a daily basis some Canadian offshore fields produced between 11,000 and 30,000 m³/day (Fraser et al. 2006), and the total amount produced on the Norwegian shelf was 174 million m³ in 2004 (OLF 2005). Produced water contains small amounts of oil, salts from the reservoir and chemicals added during the production process. Some of these chemicals are acutely toxic, or are radioactive, contain heavy metals, have hormone disruptive effects or act as nutrients which influence primary production (Lee et al. 2005). Some are persistent and have the potential to bio-accumulate. The produced water moreover contributes to the major part of the oil pollution during normal operations, e.g. in Norway up to 88%.

Produced water has usually been discharged to the sea after a cleaning process which reduces the amount of oil to levels accepted by the authorities (in the North Sea sector of Norway, for example, 40 mg/l or 30 mg/l as recommended by OSPAR). In applying BAT, Norwegian operators have committed themselves to further reduce these levels. Discharges of produced water and chemicals to the water column appear, due to the dilution effect, to have acute effects on marine life only in the immediate vicinity of the installations. But long-term effects of the releases of produced water have not been studied, and several uncertainties have been expressed concerning, for example, the hormone-disrupting alklyphenols and radioactive components with respect to toxic concentrations, bioaccumulation, etc. (Meier et al. 2002, Rye et al. 2003, Armsworthy et al. 2005).

Air emissions

Emissions to the air occur during all phases of petroleum development, including seismic surveys and exploration drilling, although the major releases occur during development and production. Emissions to air are mainly combustion gases from the energy producing machinery (for drilling, production, pumping, transport, etc.). For example, the drilling of a well may produce 5 million m³ per day (LGL 2005). Flaring of gas and trans-shipment of produced oil also contribute to emissions. The emissions consist mainly of greenhouse gasses (CO₂, CH₄), NOₓ, VOC and SO₂. The production activities produce large amounts of CO₂ in particular, and, for example, the emission of CO₂ from a large Norwegian field (Statfjord) was more than 1.5 million t in 1999 (SFT 2000), and the drilling of the three exploration wells in 2010 in the Disko West area resulted in the emission of 105,000 t of CO₂.

Another very active greenhouse gas is methane (CH₄), which is released in small amounts together with other VOCs from produced oil during trans-shipment.

Other activities

Ship transport of produced oil will be an integrated part of the production phase. The APA (2003) assessment presents a scenario where ships containing 1 million bbl will depart, within a 5-day cycle, from a highly productive field off Disko Island.
Decommissioning is initiated when production wells are terminated, and will generate large amounts of waste material, which have to be disposed or regenerated.

**Accidents**

There are serious, acute and long-term environmental concerns in relation to accidents and off-normal operations. Especially large oil spills represent a major threat to the Arctic environment (AMAP 2010).
3 Physical environment

Michael Dünweber

The assessment area covers the north-eastern Davis Strait and the south-eastern Baffin Bay. It is located within the Arctic climate zone, which means the average air temperature in July does not exceed 10 °C. Baffin Bay is a semi-enclosed oceanic basin that separates western Greenland and Baffin Island. To the north it is connected to the Arctic Ocean through a network of straits and basins that constitutes the Canadian Archipelago. In the south it is connected to the Labrador Sea via the Davis Strait. In terms of hydrography, the area is characterised by sub-Arctic waters from the North Atlantic and Davis Strait (average July temperature higher than 5 °C) in the southern part and the high-Arctic waters of Baffin Bay (average July temperature below 5 °C) in the northern part. The most significant feature in the physical marine environment is the presence of icebergs and sea-ice throughout a large period of the year. In the Davis Strait, west of Disko Island, the sea-ice normally forms in November and melts early June, depending on the severity of the winter (Nazareth & Steensboe 1998). The assessment area is north of the Polar Circle; therefore, continuous daylight is present for a period in summer, and in winter there is a period of near continuous darkness.

The shelf of the assessment area is rather shallow with several large banks, typically ranging between 20 and 200 m in water depth. In the southern part of the assessment area the shelf is up to 120 km wide, while in the northern part it is narrower and less well defined towards the deep sea. The shelf is traversed by deep troughs, which separate the fishing banks. There is deep water down to 2,500 metres to the west of the shelf.

3.1 Weather and Climate

The weather in West Greenland is determined by the North American continent and the North Atlantic Ocean. However, the Greenland Inland Ice and the steep coasts of Greenland have also a fundamental impact on the local weather. Many Atlantic depressions develop and pass near the southern tip of Greenland and cause frequently very strong winds off West Greenland. Also more local phenomena such as fog or polar lows are common features near the West Greenland shores. The probability of strong winds increases close to the Greenland coast and towards the Atlantic Ocean. A more detailed description of the local weather can be found in the sensitivity map covering the region (Clausen et al. 2012).

3.2 Oceanography

3.2.1 Currents

Along West Greenland flows the West Greenland Current with two principal components. Closest to the shore, the surface layer (0-150 m) is dominated by the East Greenland Current (with cold polar sea water) which moves northward (Figure 2). On its way, this water is diluted by run-off water from the various fjord systems. The other component (depth layer of 150-800 m) originates from the North Atlantic Current deriving from the Irminger Sea. This relatively warm and salty water can be traced all the way along West Greenland from Cape Farewell to Thule (Qaanaaq). The East Greenland Current component loses its momentum on the way northward and at the latitude of Fylla Banke (64° N) it is no longer a strong and solid current. A great proportion of the water mass is deflected westward towards Canada where it joins the Labrador Current. Further north the deflection towards west continues resulting in a further weakening of the current (Buch 2000).
In the assessment area, including the Disko Bay the current patterns are influenced by the complex topography with several shallow banks that deflect the coastal currents and generate instabilities in the current field. (Söderkvist et al. 2006).

A fifty-year long time-series of temperature and salinity measurements from West Greenland oceanographic observation points has revealed strong inter-annual variability in the oceanographic conditions off West Greenland (Mosbech et al. 2004). However, over the past two decades there has been a tendency towards increased water temperatures and reduced ice cover in winter (Rothrock et al. 1999, Parkinson 2000, Hansen et al. 2006, Comiso et al. 2008).
3.2.2 Hydrodynamic discontinuities

Hydrodynamic discontinuities are areas where different water masses meet with sharp boundaries and steep gradients between them. This could be upwelling events where cold nutrient rich water is forced upwards to the upper layers, fronts between different water masses and ice edges (inclusive the marginal ice zone). Upwelling often occurs along the steep sides of the fishing banks driven by the tidal current, with upwelling thereby usually alternating with downwelling. Model simulations south of the assessment area predict that most frequent upwelling occurs west of the banks, both north and south of the Disko Bay entrance and at the slopes of Store Hellefiskebanke. The upwelling events inside the Disko Bay and along the west coast of Disko Island were mainly wind driven during northerly and north-westerly winds (Figure 3 and 4).

3.2.3 The coasts

The coasts south of Disko Bay are dominated by bedrock shorelines with many skerries and archipelagos. In sheltered areas small bays with sand or gravel are found between the rocks. In the western Disko Bay and further north, the coast is more linear and often formed by sandy sediments or gravel. On Disko Island and

Figure 3. Areas with high rates of upwelling and downwelling as indicated by the standard deviation (sd) of the vertical speed in metres per day (m d<sup>-1</sup>). The sd is calculated based on all the raw hourly data from the fine scale Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI)-model (DIS) within the period from April 1<sup>st</sup> to May 31<sup>st</sup> 2005 (at 20 m depth), in total 1463 time steps of 1 hour. Data is from DCE and DMI.
the Svartenhuk Peninsula several large river deltas with extensive tidal flats are found. In terms of shoreline length, the ‘rocky coast’ is by far the dominant shore type (61%). ‘Rock’ is the dominant substrate (71%); ‘inclined’ is the dominant slope (58%) and ‘semi-protected’ is the dominant exposure type (60%). The majority of the coasts within the ‘archipelago’ shore type are rocky coasts. Together the ‘archipelago’ and ‘rocky coast’ constitute 72% by length of the total investigated shoreline within the assessment area (Clausen et al. 2012).

3.3 Ice conditions

The assessment area is influenced by the relatively warm north or northwest flowing West Greenland Current and the south flowing Baffin Current transporting cold Arctic water. The West Greenland Current creates open water in winter along the southwest Greenland coast, usually to Disko Island. Ice starts to form in the open water in the northern Baffin Bay in September and the ice cover increases steadily from north to south reaching a maximum in March when the entire bay is covered by ice. Isolated from the offshore sea-ice conditions, ice forms locally throughout the winter in most of the fjords and coastal waters of the region. Generally freeze-up begins at the inner parts of the fjords in November or December, but very low temperatures can significantly affect the ice formation, or a formed ice cover can be reduced by very strong winds in the fjords throughout the winter (Nazareth & Steensboe 1998). The West Greenland Current delays the time of sea-ice formation in the eastern Davis Strait and results in an earlier breakup of the sea-ice than in the western parts. Thus, there is always more ice cover in the western than in the eastern half of Baffin Bay. The Baffin Island Current conveys large amounts of sea-ice from Baffin Bay to the Davis Strait and the Labrador Sea for most of the year, especially during the winter and early spring months. During this period sea-ice normally covers most of the Davis Strait north of 65°N, except areas close to the Greenland coast. Here a flaw lead (open water or thin ice) of varying width often appears between the shore and the West ice, as far north as latitude 67°N.
3.3.1 The West Ice and drift patterns

Two types of sea-ice occur in winter and spring: Drift ice, mainly first year ice, formed in the Baffin Bay and Davis Strait, but with some multiyear ice of Arctic Ocean origin. The other type is fast ice anchored to the coast. The drift ice is termed ‘West Ice’ and it is very dynamic and consists of floes in varying size and degree of density. In late summer there is almost complete clearance of sea-ice in the Davis Strait west of Disko Island (Nazareth & Steensboe 1998) (Figure 5). It seems that the average sea-ice extent in March has decreased in the past 15 years when compared to the situation in the 1980 (Figure 6).

Figure 5. The upper panel is the monthly sea-ice cover in 2010. From the upper left row to the right are the months of January to June, and following July to December from the lower left row. Red and magenta in the maps in the upper two rows indicate the very dense ice (8-10/10), while yellow indicate somewhat looser ice. The loosest ice (1-3/10) is not recorded. Images based on Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (AMSR and SMMR). Lower panel is the probability of sea-ice in West Greenland waters based on data from the period 1960-96. (A) March 1st, (B) June 4th, (C) September 3rd and (D) December 3rd. Data source: The satellite pictures in the upper panel are processed by The Technical University of Denmark (DTU) with support from The European Space Agency (ESA)’s PolarView project and the maps in the lower panel is from The Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) and Canadian Ice Service.
The dominant size of ice floes range from large floes of about 1 km wide to vast floes larger than 10 km. Near the marginal ice zone in the Davis Strait, the size of the common floes are reduced to less than 100 metres as a result of melting and break up by waves. These floes are however, often consolidated, forming extensive areas without any open water (Nazareth & Steensboe 1998).
The drift pattern of the sea-ice off West Greenland is not well known. The local drift is to some extent controlled by the major surface current systems, the West Greenland Current and Baffin Island Current. The strength and direction of the surface winds also affect the local drift of sea-ice, especially in the southern waters. However, only small amounts of the thicker packice drift to the assessment area through Lancaster Sound and Nares Strait. During winter and early spring, packice is conveyed south along Baffin Island to Davis Strait and Labrador Sea. In the beginning of the melt season the eastern part of the Davis Strait, south of Disko Island, is free of sea-ice during this period whereas drifting ice dominates to the west and north (Nazareth & Steensboe 1998).

The sea-ice drift pattern was studied in the assessment area in April 2006 (Valeur et al. 1996). In April 2006: two satellite transmitters were deployed on the sea-ice, west of Nuussuaq Peninsula. One was tracked until June, when it had moved approx. 500 km in total (entire length of track line), but overall it had only moved 66 km towards the southwest. The second transmitter was only tracked for a couple of days, when it moved 21 km towards the south (Mosbech et al. 2007a). (See Figure 9 in Appendix 1, p. 308).

3.3.2 Polynyas and shear zone

Polynyas are open waters in otherwise ice-covered waters. They are predictable in time, and are of high ecological significance. Small polynyas are found at several sites along the West Greenland coast.

Moreover, a shear zone occurs (with open cracks and leads) between the land fast ice and the drift ice. This is also very important to marine mammals and seabirds, particularly in spring when populations are migrating northwards. In this shear zone, open water gradually extends northwards during the spring.

Along the coast of the assessment area there are several areas where open water is present in the winter, or at least in spring. During a typical spring these are progressively included in the open waters advancing from the south. The most significant polynyas are found in mouth of the fjords where the tidal currents keep the water free of ice, as for example in the mouths of the Vaigat and the fjord Arfersiorfik. The open waters in the Disko Bay mouth could also be seen as a polynya, although it is often connected to the open waters further south.

3.3.3 Icebergs

Icebergs differ from sea-ice in many ways:
- they originate from glaciers
- they produce freshwater when melting
- they can be deep-drafted, and have appreciable heights above sea level
- they are always considered as an serious hazard to navigation and offshore activity

The process of calving from the front of a glacier produces an infinite variety of icebergs, bergy bits and growlers. Icebergs are described by their size according to the classification in Table 1.

The volume of icebergs produced varies only slightly from year to year. Once they are released from the glacier, meteorological and oceanographic factors begin to affect the icebergs, and they are carried by sea currents. However, wind also plays an important role, either directly or indirectly.
3.3.4 Iceberg sources

Glaciers are numerous in West Greenland; however, the most productive glaciers are concentrated between Nares Strait and Disko Bay e.g., Jakobshavn Isbræ glacier. In general, icebergs occur in all West Greenland waters, but with considerable variation in density. In Disko Bay for example, hundreds of icebergs are present throughout the year (Figure 7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Height (m, above sea level)</th>
<th>Length (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Growler</td>
<td>less than 1</td>
<td>up to 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergy bit</td>
<td>1 to 5</td>
<td>5 to 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small iceberg</td>
<td>5 to 15</td>
<td>15 to 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium iceberg</td>
<td>16 to 45</td>
<td>61 to 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large iceberg</td>
<td>46 to 75</td>
<td>121 to 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very large iceberg</td>
<td>Over 75</td>
<td>Over 200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. International iceberg classification.

Figure 7. Modis.Aqua image from May 24th 2010, 20 UTC of the Disko Bay area showing the distribution of large icebergs (white dots). Data source: The satellite picture is processed by The Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) with support from The Greenland Climate Research Centre and The European Space Agency (ESA)'s PolarView project.
Melville Bay, to the north of the assessment area, is a major source for icebergs. Over 10,000 icebergs are calved from 19 major glaciers each year (Figure 8). The volume produced in this region was estimated at 60 km$^3$ annually. Some of these glaciers are capable of producing icebergs of about 1 km in diameter. Several active glaciers in Uummannaq Fjord and Disko Bay produce 10-15,000 icebergs per year, and they are very important for the iceberg input to the northern Davis Strait and Baffin Bay. The most active glacier is located near Ilulissat, moving at the rate of 20 m/day. This glacier produces over 20 km$^3$ of ice per year. The total annual production of icebergs calved in the Baffin Bay and the northern Davis Strait is estimated to be about 25-30,000; estimates however vary, up to as high as 40,000 (Nazareth & Steensboe 1998). These estimates may not be current any more, due to climate change.

### 3.3.5 Iceberg drift and distribution

On a large scale the drift of icebergs in Baffin Bay and the northern Davis Strait is fairly simple. There is a north-flowing current along the Greenland coast and a south-flowing current along Baffin Island and the Labrador coast, giving an anti-clockwise drift pattern. However, branching of the general currents causes variations, and these can have a significant impact on the iceberg population and their residence time. Although the majority of icebergs from Disko Bay are
carried northward to north-eastern Baffin Bay and Melville Bay before heading southward, icebergs have also been observed to be diverted into one of the west-branching eddies without passing north of 70°N. Most of the icebergs from Baffin Bay drift southward in the western Davis Strait, joining the Labrador Current further south, although some may enter the eastern Davis Strait area west of Disko Island instead. Icebergs produced in Disko Bay or Baffin Bay generally will not reach the Greenland shores south of 68°N. Many icebergs produced in the Disko Bay enter the Davis Strait, partly to the north of Disko Island through Vaigat and partly along the southern coast of Disko Island. Some icebergs manage to drift towards or into southern Disko Bay from the Davis Strait due to the onshore component of the currents west of Aasiaat. Most of the icebergs south of Sisimiut are of East Greenland origin.

A study in the late 1970s, found that the density of icebergs in Disko Bay was significantly higher than outside the bay, with maximum concentrations of icebergs occurring in the northeastern part of Disko Bay (Nazareth & Steensboe 1998, Karl sen et al. 2001, and references therein).

3.3.6 Iceberg dimensions

The physical characteristics of iceberg off the west coast of Greenland are poorly investigated, and the following is mainly based on a Danish study in the late 1970s (Nazareth & Steensboe 1998, and references therein).

In the eastern Davis Strait the largest icebergs were most frequently found south of 64°N and north of 66°N. South of 64°N, the average mass of an iceberg near the 200 m depth contour varied between 1.4 and 4.1 million t, with a maximum mass of 8.0 million t. Average draft was 60-80 m and maximum draft was 138 m. In between 64°N and 66°N, average masses were between 0.3 and 0.7 million t. The maximum mass was 2.8 million t. Average draft was 50-70 m and maximum draft was estimated to be 125 m. The largest icebergs north of 66°N were found north and west of Store Hellefiskebanke. The average iceberg mass was about 2 million t with a maximum mass of 15 million t. In Disko Bay, the average mass of icebergs was in the range 5-11 million t with a maximum recorded mass of 32 million t. Average draft was 80-125 m and maximum draft was 187 m. It is worth noting that many icebergs are so deeply drafted that they will not drift into shallow water regions (Nazareth & Steensboe 1998, and references therein).

The largest icebergs recorded in Baffin Bay in 1997 had a draft of more than 260 m, a mass of up to 90 million t and a diameter of more than 1,400 m.
4 Biological environment

4.1 Primary productivity

Michael Dünweber

4.1.1 General context

The primary production in the waters off West Greenland is generally high and equal to or even higher than the production at lower latitudes. Owing to the presence of winter ice and the marked variation in solar radiation it is highly seasonal with an intensive phytoplankton bloom in spring.

The spring phytoplankton bloom in the Disko West area

The development of the phytoplankton (microscopic algae) spring bloom is the single most important event determining the production capacity of Arctic marine food webs. The spring phytoplankton bloom (i.e. spring bloom) is indicated by a peak in the primary production in the water column. The time of the onset of the spring bloom is determined by withdrawal of the sea-ice covering the Davis Strait and Baffin Bay and with the increased solar input and stabilisation of the water column. However the onset of the spring bloom may vary between years depending on the time of ice break-up. Usually, the spring bloom is initiated in late April and develops through May and the biomass develops exponentially and quickly the nutrients in the surface layers (the euphotic zone) are depleted, presumably inhibiting the biomass production over a period of time (Figure 9).

In addition to the magnitude of the spring bloom, it is important to know the proportion of organic carbon recycled through the microbial loop, the proportion available to pelagic consumers and the amount which is 'lost' when sinking to the bottom, thus becoming food for benthic fauna (benthic-pelagic coupling) (Møller & Nielsen 2000, Juul-Pedersen et al. 2006, Dünweber et al. 2010).

Figure 9. Water column characteristics in Disko Bay off Qeqertarsuq in 2008 (Dünweber et al. 2010). Upper panel (A): Isolines are water temperature (°C) and the green coloration illustrates chlorophyll a (chl. a) concentrations (mg m⁻³). The concentration of the limiting nutrient nitrate is displayed as red isolines (solid: 1.0 μM, broken: 0.5 μM). Points: sampling depths; grey bar on top of figure illustrates sea-ice and time of break-up.

Lower panel (B): Succession in the surface layer (1 m) of chl. a (mg m⁻³) and nutrients concentrations (μM). Immediately after sea-ice break-up, the spring phytoplankton bloom is initiated and followed by depletion of inorganic nutrients. Chl. a is a measure of amount of phytoplankton.
At ice edges, the phytoplankton bloom is often earlier than in ice-free waters due to the stabilising effect of the ice on the water column. However, at sites where nutrients continuously are brought to the uppermost water layers, for example by upwelling or fronts, primary production may be high throughout the summer.

Upwelling events can be persistent over long periods, although those driven by the tidal currents vary with the tidal cycle, while others are wind driven and vary with the wind conditions. Upwelling areas are for example found at the northeastern corner of Store Hellefiskebanke and in outer Disko Bay and around Hareø (Figure 3 and 4). Upwelling areas may, besides enhanced production, also retain copepods and other plankton over the banks (Munk et al. 2003, Simonsen et al. 2006).

4.1.2 Productivity at polynyas, shear and marginal ice zones

In polynyas (Section 3.3.2) the primary production starts much earlier than in ice-covered areas; and they are often preferred feeding areas for marine mammals and seabirds. Also the mere presence of open water makes polynyas attractive for resting seabirds and for mammals which are dependent on open waters for breathing. Polynyas are also used by many migrating seabirds as staging areas on their way to the breeding grounds further north. Cracks and leads with open waters are frequent in the shear zone and may attract marine mammals and seabirds. When the West Ice reaches the coasts of the assessment area a shear zone and polynyas (e.g. in the mouth of Vaigat) are usually present (Section 3.3.2). At the marginal zone of the West Ice, primary production during the spring bloom is very intense and this attracts species higher in the food web including seabirds and marine mammals (Wassmann et al. 1999, Falk-Petersen et al. 2009).

In spring 2006, a multidisciplinary ecological survey was conducted in the assessment area with focus on the marginal ice zone. The programme included sampling of biological and oceanographic parameters on transects from open water and into the drift ice through the marginal ice zone. Sampling included CTD measurements, i.e. depth distribution of salinity and temperature, fluorometer measurements i.e. indicating depth distribution of chlorophyll a (chl. a - a measurement for amount of phytoplankton) fluorescence, and water samples for nutrients and chl. a as well as net hauls for zooplankton composition and biomass.

In summary, at the northern parts of Store Hellefiskebanke, the chl. a bloom started earlier and was much stronger than observed elsewhere in the region. In the deep water ‘wedge’ between the bank and the coast east and northeast of Store Hellefiskebanke there were also higher chl. a levels in the deep water layers. In half of the area investigated, concentration of chl. a increased more than 10 fold during the survey period, indicating initiation of the spring phytoplankton bloom during the study period. For more detailed description on the 2006 survey see Söderkvist et al. (2006), Mosbech et al. (2007a) and Frederiksen et al. (2008). North of Store Hellefiskebanke, in Disko Bay and west of Disko Island, the plankton bloom starts when stratification is stabilized and strong enough to keep the plankton in the upper photic parts of the water column, typically in late April. Söderkvist et al. (2006) showed that only a weak stratification is needed to initiate the plankton bloom, which was generated by upwelling of warmer and more salty water from below. The overall distribution of chl. a during the sampling period showed relatively high levels in central and southern part of Disko Bay as well as west of southern Disko Island (west of Disko Fjord). The marginal ice zone is an important habitat for a high productivity in the assessment area in spring.
4.2 Zooplankton

Michael Dünweber

4.2.1 General context

Zooplankton has an important role within marine food webs also in the Arctic, since it provides the principal pathway of energy from primary producers (phytoplankton) to consumers at higher trophic levels, such as fish, seabirds or marine mammals. The bowhead whale and the little auk are specialised feeders on large copepods of the genus *Calanus* (Karnovsky et al. 2003b, Laidre et al. 2007). In Arctic marine ecosystems most of the higher trophic levels rely on the lipids that are accumulated in *Calanus* (Falk-Petersen et al. 2009). Consequently, a great part of the biological activity e.g. spawning and growth of fish is synchronised with the life cycle of *Calanus*. Zooplankton not only supports the large, highly visible components of the marine food web but also the microbial community. Regeneration of nitrogen through excretion by zooplankton is crucial for bacterial and phytoplankton production (Daly et al. 1999, Møller et al. 2003). Zooplankton products (faecal pellets) also sustain diverse benthic communities such as bivalves, sponges, echinoderms and sea anemones when sinking down to the seabed (Turner 2002, and references therein). The *Calanus* copepods play an ecological key role in supplying the benthic communities with high quality food by their large and fast sinking faecal pellets (Juel-Pedersen et al. 2006).

4.2.2 The importance of *Calanus* copepods

Earlier studies on the distribution and functional role of zooplankton in the pelagic food web off Greenland, mainly in relation to fisheries research, have revealed the prominent role of *Calanus*. The species of this genus feed on algae and protozoa in the surface layers and accumulate surplus energy in form of lipids which are used for overwintering at depth and to fuel reproduction in the following spring (Lee et al. 2006, Falk-Petersen et al. 2009, Swalethorp et al. 2011). Their life cycles have been estimated to be 1-5 years, including 11 larvae stages. Most of the higher trophic levels rely on the lipids accumulated in *Calanus* mainly as wax esters. Those can be transferred through the food web and incorporated directly into the lipids of consumers through several trophic levels. For instance, lipids originating from *Calanus* can be found in the blubber of white and sperm whales, which feed on fish, shrimps and squid (Smith & Schnack-Schiel 1990, Dahl et al. 2000) and in the bowhead whale and the northern right whale (*Eubalaena glacialis*), which eat mainly *Calanus* (Hoekstra et al. 2002, Zachary et al. 2009). Consequently, many biological activities – e.g. spawning and growth of fish – are synchronised with the life cycle of *Calanus*. Larvae of Greenland halibut and sandeel from the West Greenland shelf had mainly various copepods species, including *Calanus* in their stomachs May, June and July. *Calanus* constituted between 88% and 99% of the ingested prey biomass (Simonsen et al. 2006).

Vertical distribution of the *Calanus* species varies through the year. They are in deep waters in the winter season and in the light spring/summer season they move into surface depths (Falk-Petersen et al. 2009). In late summer and autumn, *Calanus* descend to deep water layers for winter hibernation, changing the plankton community structure from *Calanus* to smaller copepods and protozooplankton dominance (Levinsen et al. 1999, Madsen et al. 2008). The grazing impact on phytoplankton by the smaller non-*Calanus* copepods community after *Calanus* has left the upper layer can be considerable higher than in spring. This is a result of shorter generation time and more sustained reproduction and a relaxed food competition and predation by *Calanus* (Hansen et al. 1999, and references therein). The importance of small non-*Calanus* populations in ecosystem productivity could be greater than implied by their biomass alone (Hopcroft et al. 2005, Madsen et al. 2008).
4.2.3 Zooplankton in the Disko West area

The zooplankton communities in the waters off West Greenland are dominated by the large copepods of the genus *Calanus* (incl. their larval stages) during the greater part of the year (Pedersen & Smidt 2000, and references therein). Investigation performed in the Disko Bay area clearly corroborates the hypothesis that most of the biological activity in the surface layer takes place in the spring and early summer in association with the spring phytoplankton bloom (i.e. spring bloom) and the appearance of the *Calanus* populations. The peak abundance of shrimp and fish larvae is also observed in the early summer in association with the peak abundance of their plankton prey (Söderkvist et al. 2006). *Calanus* occur widespread in the West Greenland waters where high numbers have been recorded in Disko Bay and both on the banks and west of the banks in deep waters (Figure 10).

However, not very much is known about the autumn situation, when different seabird species migrate to the south crossing the Disko West area, and if and how their distribution is linked to the distribution of lower trophic level organisms (e.g. fish and zooplankton). In the North Water Polynya (NOW), northern Baffin Bay, many millions little auks breed and consume large amounts of *Calanus* spp. (Kamovsky & Hunt 2002, Kamovsky et al. 2003b, Kamovsky et al. 2008).

**Figure 10.** *Calanus* spp. biomass (mg C m$^{-3}$). The coloured dots represent biomass values from different studies; Red dots: Disko West survey, September 2009 (NERI), at 0-50 m; Blue dots: July 2008 (Dünweber et al. 2010) at 0-50 m; Dark grey dots: July 2000 (Pedersen & Smidt 2000) at 0-100 m; Orange dots: August 1998 (Møller & Nielsen 2000) at 0-100 m; Yellow dots: June-July 1996 (Munk et al. 2003) at 0-60 m column. The biomass values of *Calanus* spp. from different studies in summer and an autumn period indicate high biomasses near the coastal zones. Seasonal descend towards winter hibernation is presumed to have been initiated in September. Note: Biomass values are calculated based on different length-carbon regressions and different sampling gear e.g. net types vary between studies.
In order to locate areas of particularly importance for both zooplankton and seabird accumulations a study was performed in the central parts of the assessment area in September 2009. Ship-based oceanographic sampling along transects were combined with ship-based and airborne seabird observations. Ship-based sampling included CTD measurements, i.e. depth distribution of salinity and temperature, chl. a measurements, as well as net hauls and trawls for zooplankton composition and biomass. The main results of the study are described in Box 1.

4.2.4 Zooplankton dynamics in the coastal areas

The possible link between hydrographical processes and plankton variability was studied in the Disko Bay and across important fishing banks off the west coast of Greenland (Munk et al. 2003). That study found a close relationship between plankton distribution and hydrographical fronts. And also that specific plankton communities were established in different areas of the important fishery banks of West Greenland. It seems that the direction of major currents and the establishment of hydrographical fronts are of primary importance of structuring the plankton communities in the West Greenland shelf area, influencing plankton assemblage and the early life of fish.

Other important areas of potential high biological activity are the upwelling areas. Møller & Nielsen (2000) revealed a three time higher biomass of mesozooplankton close to the Hunde Ejland in Disko Bay, than in samples taken farther away. Hunde Ejland is situated in the mouth of Disko Bay with extensive upwelling areas around the islands.

4.2.5 Higher trophic levels - large zooplankton and fish larvae

Distribution of larger zooplankton species and fish such as krill (Meganyctiphanes norvegica) and capelin (Mallotus villosus) was examined in September 2005 by Bergström & Vilhjalmarsson (2007) as well as their association to large baleen whales in West Greenland (Laidre et al. 2010). Krill were found in scattered aggregations in most of the area with a pronounced increased occurrence between 66° and 70°N, e.g. in Disko Bay (Figure 11). Capelin was absent on the banks but present in the fjords and near shore areas (between 70° and 60°N) (Figure 12). Biomass of capelin in these fjords and near shore areas was estimated to be between 170-200 thousand t. In West Greenland waters, capelin is spawning in coastal waters and usually staying in the many fjords and fjord systems.

Larvae of fish and shrimp are important components of the plankton, and their movements and behaviour have been studied for some of the commercially utilised species. The horizontal distribution of shrimp (Pedersen et al. 2002, Storm & Pedersen 2003, Söderkvist et al. 2006) and fish larvae (Munk 2002, Munk et al. 2003, Simonsen et al. 2006) has been investigated in relation to hydrography and potential prey along West Greenland. The highest abundance of shrimp and fish larvae was found in early summer in association with the peak abundance of their plankton prey. Moreover, plankton dynamics were closely linked with the prevailing hydrography in the area. The interactions between hydrography, plankton, shrimp and fish larvae confirm that the productive cycle in Disko Bay is highly pulse-like in nature, and that the important sites for the development of large zooplankton, shrimp and fish larvae are the slopes of the banks and the shelf break and in Disko Bay where the highest biomass of their prey (copepods) was located.
Box 1. Coupling lower trophic level to seabird distribution

M. Dünweber, S. Kjellerup, D. Schiedek, D. Boertmann, A. Mosbech and K.L. Johansen

In September 2009, a ship-based study was carried out in the Davis Strait/southern Baffin Bay along a range of transects covering the area between the west coast of Greenland and Baffin Island (Canada) from 68-72ºN (Fig. 1). Water temperature, salinity and in situ chlorophyll a (chl. a) measured in 0-500 m depths followed the general hydrographical characteristics of the late summer situation (Fig. 2). Surface chl. a concentration based on remote sensing satellite data from September 2009 (Fig. 3) supported these findings. Measurement of in situ chl. a concentrations revealed a maximum in the subsurface (30-50 m water depths). Thus, spatial distribution of the phytoplankton bloom was often restricted to subsurface rather than the surface waters and therefore not detected by the remote sensing during September.

Zooplankton communities, their distribution and link to higher trophic levels

The zooplankton assemblage was represented by copepod taxa characteristic for the marine Arctic environment and was mainly composed of the following large copepod species (importance in terms of biomass): Calanus hyperboreus, C. glacialis and C. finnarchicus and Metridia longa, and non-copepod species such as Chaetognatha spp., Oikopleura spp., Themisto libellula and Aglantha spp. Smaller copepod species such as Pseudocalanus spp., Oithona similis and Aglantha spp. Smaller copepod species such as Pseudocalanus spp., Oithona similis were also present and a few Oncaea spp. and Microcalanus spp. (data not shown).

Figure 1. Map showing the ship-based transects (red line) and the aerial transects (blue line) during the Disko West survey in September 2009. Station numbers and positions of CTD measures and zooplankton samples (red dots, n=45), pelagic trawls - PT (blue dots, n=15).

Figure 2. Transect performed during the ship based survey in September 2009 documenting temperature (ºC), salinity and chlorophyll a (chl. a) concentration (mg m⁻³); Figure 1 for transect station numbers. Relative warm surface waters (up to 5-6 ºC) and salinity around 30 is typical during summer and autumn as a result of solar heating and glacial melting. The cold intermediate waters (50-250 m column), with a cold core (-2 ºC) close to the Canadian Shelf is presumably caused by the Baffin Island Current, originating from polar water through the Nares Strait. The relatively warm and high saline bottom water close to the Greenland Shelf is presumably due to the warm Irminger Current which is sub-ducted under the Polar Current, forming the West Greenland Current. The relatively cold, low saline intermediate water mass between 50-100 m close to the Greenland Shelf is presumably a mixing zone of glacier water and the West Greenland Current. The main chl. a concentration seems to be associated with a pycnocline in 40-50 m depth.
The relatively high biomass on the Canadian Shelf (CS) as well as the spatial distribution of the zooplankton are likely a result of the surface and subsurface chl. a concentrations in that area. A high zooplankton biomass was also found at Store Hellefiskesbanke and close to the Greenlandic coast. A high chl. a concentration was also observed more locally in Disko Bay, Vaigat, Nuussuaq and in the northern limits of the assessment area. (Source: Oceancolor homepage, NASA).

Polar cod, *Themisto* and seabirds (little auk and thick-billed murre)
The occurrence and distribution of juvenile polar cod (*Boreogadus saida*) (Fig. 8) was estimated in the survey area to approximately 97×10^9 individuals or equivalent to 56×10^3 t. Other fish species such as juvenile Atlantic cod (*Gadus morhua*) and sandeel (*Ammodytes marinus*) were only found at a southern station and only in very low numbers.

The relative abundance and distribution of larger zooplankton (e.g. *Themisto*) and polar cod is also apparent from the analyses of the acoustic values measured during the survey up to a water depth of 500 m (Fig. 9 and 10).
m (data not shown), high biomass of solely C. hyperboreus were found, occupying this column, indicating that the seasonal decent for dormancy has already been initiated in C. hyperboreus. The Calanus biomass accounted for 37% of the total zooplankton biomass (0-200 m) measured during the study (C. hyperboreus 19%, C. glacialis 14% and C. finmarchicus 4%). Another important species was the non-Calanus copepod Metridia longa, contributing with 9% to the overall zooplankton biomass.

Figure 4. Zooplankton biomass (mg C m⁻³) during the Disko West survey in September 2009 in 0-50 m, 50-100 m, 100-150 m and 150-200 m water depth. In general, the highest zooplankton biomass was found on the shelf-breaks, mainly on the Canadian shelf-break (0-100 m). On the Greenland shelf-break, the zooplankton biomass was low in the upper water column but increased with depth (150-200 m). The average zooplankton biomass in the upper 200 m was 0.6 mg C m⁻³ and varied widely, from 0.2 to 33 mg C m⁻³ among stations and depth strata.

Figure 5. Calanus spp. biomass (mg C m⁻³) during the Disko West survey in September 2009 in 0-50 m, 50-100 m, 100-150 m and 150-200 m water column. In the surface layer (0-50 m), a relatively high Calanus spp. biomass was observed on the Canadian shelf-break compared to the Greenland shelf-break. Calanus spp. biomass increased at the Greenland shelf-break towards deeper water layers (100-200 m). In the 200-500 m (data not shown), high biomass of solely C. hyperboreus were found, occupying this column, indicating that the seasonal decent for dormancy has already been initiated in C. hyperboreus. The Calanus biomass accounted for 37% of the total zooplankton biomass (0-200 m) measured during the study (C. hyperboreus 19%, C. glacialis 14% and C. finmarchicus 4%). Another important species was the non-Calanus copepod Metridia longa, contributing with 9% to the overall zooplankton biomass.

Figure 6. Pie chart of relative zooplankton biomass distribution (%) in the water column during the Disko West survey in September 2009; Calanus spp. (red colour) compared to the remaining zooplankton assemblage (blue) in the 0-50 m, 50-100 m, 100-150 m and 150-200 m column.
Bird observations were carried out during the ship based survey according to the Distance Sampling method (Webb & Durinck 1992, Buckland et al. 2001). Observations were performed when the ship was sailing with constant speed between sampling stations, but not when trawling or operating other sampling instruments. This method allows calculating densities of the species present (Fig. 11). In order to gain a better overview of the seabird distributions, an aircraft based survey was performed simultaneously, applying the same observations methods (Fig. 12).
Figure 9. Spatial distribution of larger zooplankton (i.e. mainly Themisto libellula, size >5 mm) based on relative acoustic values (SA-values) in the 0-50, 50-100, 100-150 and 150-200 m water columns. Acoustical separation between the different zooplankton groups (e.g. amphipods, euphausiids or copepods) was not possible using the traditional scrutinizing procedure. However, from the catch composition of trawl and bongo net samples, it was concluded that these represent mainly the larger zooplankton species (in particular the amphipod Themisto libellula). The analyses of the acoustic values document that large zooplankton is predominantly found in the upper water column and on the Greenland shelf. Acoustic scatters were recorded continuously during the survey. An exception was at two parts of the survey from station 1 to 3 (~22:30 on Sept. the 8th until ~18:00 on the 9th) and 27 to 31 (from ~19:00 on Sept. the 15th until ~23:00 on the 16th) where no data were collected. Continuous recording of acoustic data (measurements of volume backscattering strength (Sv, dB re 1 m²) of echo signals were obtained using a Simrad EK 500 echo sounder with hull-mounted transducer. The acoustic data from one frequency (38 KHz) were scrutinized by using BI 500 post-processing software with a Sv threshold in decibels (dB) set at ~72 dB. The species identification during the scrutinizing procedure was based on information from the catch composition of the trawl and bongo net samples, the Sv threshold, and the frequency distribution of the target strength (TS, dB re 1 m²) values. Characteristics of the depth distribution of organism from the net samples were also used.

Figure 10. Spatial distribution of juvenile polar cod based on relative acoustic values (SA-values) in the 0-50, 50-100, 100-150 and 150-200 m columns. The distribution of juvenile polar cod is very similar to those of the large zooplankton (see Fig. 9) and the distribution of the total acoustic registrations is therefore similar. The acoustic signal decreases with depth; however a strong signal was measured in the 100-150 m for both large zooplankton and polar cod on the Greenland shelf (St. 19).
Figure 11. Densities (n/km²) of the most numerous seabird species recorded during the ship based survey in September 2009. Little auk was the most numerous species (n = 29,000 individuals, on transect) and they were mainly found and concentrated in parts of the Canadian shelf. These post breeding birds were either on passage on their way to winter quarters further south in the Labrador Sea or birds assembled in moultting areas (Mosbech et al. 2011). The highest densities (n = 2000 individuals on transect) of another species, thick-billed mures were observed on the northeastern transect on the Greenland shelf, while lower densities were found further south also on the Greenland shelf. Very few were observed on the Canadian shelf. Note that the same high density area was also recorded during the aerial survey and that it overlaps with the high-density zooplankton and polar cod area. Northern fulmar (n = 4600 individuals on transect) were also sighted, but more widespread and dispersed, and high density areas were usually found in areas with fishery. Black-legged kittiwakes (n = 2600 individuals on transect) were almost exclusively observed on the Greenland shelf with the highest densities on the northern part of the Store Hellefiskebanke.

Figure 12. Densities (n/km²) of the most numerous seabird species recorded during the aircraft based survey in September 2009. Little auk (n = 550 individuals on transect) were more dispersed than observed during the ship based survey, but generally found outside the shelf waters. Thick-billed mures (n = 1800 individuals on transect) were concentrated in the same area as recorded during the ship based survey (Fig. 11). Northern fulmar (n = 3700 individuals on transect) were concentrated on Store Hellefiskebanke (see also text to Fig. 11). Black-legged kittiwakes (n = 370 individuals on transect) were primarily observed on the northermost transect on the Greenland shelf.
Figure 13. Pie charts of stomach contents of individual little auks (n = 21) and thick-billed murres (n = 6) collected during the Disko West survey in September 2009. Values inside pies indicate numbers of individuals of the different species (n ind⁻¹) present in the stomachs; the different colours indicate the relative abundance of species and/or families. *Themisto libellula* was found in almost all stomachs. Other species found in the stomachs of the two seabird species were juvenile fish of the cod family Gadidae. It can be assumed that this was polar cod (*B. saida*), since it is the only cod species found in this part of the assessment area. *Calanus* occurred only in one thick-billed murre stomach. Analysis of *Calanus* from multinet and bongo net samples taken at the same location clearly showed that these species were mainly found in the 100-200 m column. Feeding on *Calanus* in net samples close to the sampling location (PT8 and PT39, see Fig. 1 for station numbers). The wing snail (*Helicina limacina*) seems also to be an important food item for little auk in this area. *Calanus* occurred only in one thick-billed murre stomach. Analysis of *Calanus* from multinet and bongo net samples taken at the same location clearly showed that these species were mainly found in the 100-200 m column. Feeding on *Calanus* in net samples close to the sampling location (PT8 and PT39, see Fig. 1 for station numbers).

Stomach analysis of little auk and thick-billed murre collected at one location on the Greenlandic Shelf showed that the amphipod *Themisto libellula* was predominately present in stomachs of both seabird species (Fig. 13).

**Summary**

The results from the cruise in September 2009 clearly indicate that the phytoplankton was in a post bloom phase with max chl. a concentration in the subsurface (30-50 m). The distribution of zooplankton in the water column followed a similar trend as the chl. a. The seasonal downward migration of *Calanus* was most likely already initiated. The species distribution patterns also document well known distribution patterns.

The low zooplankton biomass in the upper water layers could also be a result of top down grazing by the present juvenile polar cod and thick-billed murre on the Greenlandic Shelf (Fig. 14). The much higher abundance of little auk just off the Canadian shelf compared to the Greenlandic shelf could be a result of feeding on the relatively high concentrated zooplankton in the 0-50 m column.

It also seems that *Calanus* is widespread in Baffin Bay but mainly abundant in the shallower coastal areas. Juvenile polar cod seems also widespread in the Baffin Bay, particularly east and west of the important fishery banks. In these areas high upwelling occur bringing nutrients to the surface and creating local bloom events. These areas are of high importance for successful linkage of lower to higher trophic levels of the marine food web.

The most interesting result is the spatial overlap of a high density area for thick-billed murres and high density areas for both larger zooplankton and polar cod, indicating that the occurrence of polar cod/larger zooplankton govern the offshore density of staging thick-billed murres.
Pedersen & Smidt (2000) analysed shrimp and fish larvae data sampled along three transects during summer in West Greenland waters over 34 years. It was estimated that shrimp larvae travel up to 500 km away from their release site before they settle. Computer simulations have indicated several of such ‘release sites’ on the banks south of Disko Bay. The shrimp larvae were generally more abundant in waters less than 200 m deep and showed high abundance mainly over the West Greenland shelf (GS) and in the Disko Bay area (Pedersen & Smidt 2000). Shrimp larvae are usually released from the females at water depths (<150 m), which are much shallower than where the fishery usually occurs (100-600 m). Larvae are possibly released in August in Disko Bay (S.A. Pedersen, ICES pers. comm.).

Although shrimp and fish larvae and other planktonic organisms are expected to move with the currents, there seem to be retention areas over the banks, where plankton is concentrated and entrapped for periods (Pedersen et al. 2005).

It is not clear whether the shrimp stocks in Disko Bay are self-recruiting or to what degree influx of larvae from the south contributes to the stock (S.A. Pedersen, ICES pers. comm.). Shrimps in waters north of Disko Bay are probably recruited from Disko Bay (S.A. Pedersen, ICES pers. comm.). Within the assessment area high numbers of shrimp larvae were found on the northern edge of Store Hellefiskebanke, in Disko Bay and in the waters around Hareø (Mosbech et al. 2007a).

Figure 11. Krill abundance (N m⁻²) in the 0-50 m water column in September 2006 estimated from acoustic measurements (data GINR). High krill abundance, mainly (*Meganyctiphanes norvegica*), is evident in the Disko Bay (Bergström & Villjalmarsön 2007).

Figure 12. Capelin abundance (N m⁻²) in the 0-50 m column in September 2006 estimated from acoustic measurements (data: GINR). High capelin abundance was found in some fjord systems (Bergström & Villjalmarsön 2007).
4.2.6 Conclusions

The occurrence of large zooplankton and fish larvae is highly seasonal in the assessment area, primarily governed by the spring bloom of phytoplankton, currents and upwelling phenomena. Considering all the information summarised above there seem to be important plankton occurrences on the outside of Store Hellefiskebanke, west of Disko Banke and in the Disko Bay.

4.3 Benthic flora

Suse Wegeberg

Shorelines with a rich vegetation of macroalgae (e.g. kelp) are of high ecologically importance. The littoral- and sub-littoral canopies of macroalgae are important for higher trophic levels by providing substrate for sessile animals, shelter from predation, protection against wave action, currents and desiccation or directly as a food source (Bertness et al. 1999, Lippert et al. 2001). The abundance of macroalgae is related to exposure and icecover and some very exposed coasts may even appear as barren grounds. Owing to strong biological interactions in rocky intertidal and kelp forest communities, cascades of delayed, indirect impacts (e.g. biogenic habitat loss and changes in prey-predator balances due to species specific mortality) may be much more severe than a direct impact of oil contamination (Peterson et al. 2003). Thus in order to identify important or critical areas robust baseline knowledge on the littoral- and sub-littoral flora and its ecology is essential.

4.3.1 General context

The marine macroalgae are found along shorelines with hard and stable substratum, such as stones, boulders and rocky coast. The vegetation is distinctly divided in zones, which are most pronounced in areas with high tidal amplitudes. Some species grow above the high-water mark, the supra-littoral zone, where sea water reaches them as dust, spray or by wave action. In the littoral zone the vegetation is alternately immersed and emersed, and characterised by fucoid species. The majority of the macroalgal species, however, grows below the low water mark within water depths with sufficient light. In the Arctic, the length of the ice-free period is an important controller of the light reaching the sea floor and the depth range of the kelp belt increases from north towards south along Greenland’s coast parallel to the increase in length of the ice-free period (Krause-Jensen et al. 2011). In north Greenland, a relatively dense macroalgal flora can be found down to water depths of about 20 m (Krause-Jensen et al. 2011), while they occur deeper than 50 m in South Greenland and around Disko (Wegeberg et al. 2005). See also Box 2.

4.3.2 Macroalgae in Greenland and the assessment area

Shorelines with a rich inter- and sub-tidal macroalgal flora are widespread in Greenland. Marine macroalgae were collected at different expeditions to West Greenland during the 19th century, and were identified and described by Rosenvinge (e.g. 1893, 1898). A check-list to the marine algae of Greenland for the east and west coast separately was compiled by Pedersen (1976) supplemented for the assessment area by Hansen & Schlüter (1992) and in relation to the study presented in Box 2. An overview of the species present in the assessment area is given in Table 2.
Box 2. Mapping of macroalgae in the Disko West coastal zone

J.L.S. Hansen, M. Hjorth, M.B. Rasmussen, A. Bruhn, P.B. Christensen and P.M. Pedersen

Benthic vegetation and macroalgae are important elements of the coastal marine ecosystem in the Arctic, since they not only represent a significant amount of the primary production (Krause-Jensen et al. 2007). They also play a major role as habitat for a diverse community of benthic invertebrates and fish, and in particular as nursery areas for juvenile fish. In coastal regions of the Arctic the macroalgae vegetation occurs from the tidal zone to water depth of more than 50 m and is often dominated by large brown algae with several meter long thalli (leaves) also known as kelp. Like other Arctic organisms, the vegetation is adapted to low temperatures and extreme seasonal changes in the light regime. Their abundance and distribution are partly determined by light availability, physical disturbances such as tides, wave exposure and ice scouring and, as in boreal regions, by grazing from certain invertebrates (e.g. centric sea urchins) which can control the vegetation completely and in the worst case could permanently change the habitat from dense kelp forests to barren ground. In some areas, disappearance of the macroalgae vegetation has been attributed to a lack of top predator control of sea urchins. However, these examples come from the temperate zone and the potential of sea urchins to control the macroalgae vegetation in the Arctic is largely unknown.

As part of the Environmental Studies in the Disko West area a survey was carried out in August/September 2009. The study aimed at obtaining a general description of the macroalgae community in terms of species composition, depth distribution and limits, and relation to substrates and sea urchin abundance.

The ship based survey covered the coast line from Sisimiut to Nuussuaq (Fig. 1) 11 stations were sampled including diver observations, collection of macroalgae as well as photo and video documentation together with observations of bottom topography and sediment composition. All transects were located in areas with suitable substrates for macroalgae either determined by the presence of brown algae or, alternatively, barren grounds with stones or solid rock with crustaceous red algae and epifauna (Fig. 2). Furthermore, it was judged whether or not the substrate was stable. The substrates present in the study area included solid rocks, stones and boulders of varying sizes, gravel and sand (Fig. 3 and Table 1). The highest coverage of stable substrate was found in the shallow waters and the same pattern was evident from the video survey based data (Fig. 4). There were only a few observations of solid rock below 50 m. Each video recorded transect covered the depth range from the tidal zone to the depth limits of macroalgae distribution. However, some macroalgae apparently grew deeper than the depth limit of the instrument (65 m).

The macroalgae community was totally dominated by brown algae with Laminaria, Desmarestia, Fucus and Agarum as the dominant genera. The foliose red algae contributed with only 5% of the total macroalgae coverage along the entire transect from 0 m to the deepest recordings. Fucus was only found between 5 and 30 m water depth and with a very low coverage. Agarum tended to be relatively more abundant at depths below 40 m. However, in general there was no clear depth zonation of the dominating genera or the groups of brown and red algae.

Table 1. Grouping of bottom types according to coverage (%) of different substrates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Sand/ gravel</th>
<th>Small stones (2-10 cm)</th>
<th>Medium stones (10-30 cm)</th>
<th>Large stones (30-60 cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>Stones</td>
<td>Stones</td>
<td>Stones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SM</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>SML</td>
<td>SL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>30-60</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>40-70</td>
<td>50-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Stations sampled during the 2009 survey (blue symbols).
The depth distribution of the macroalgae community was clearly related to the availability of substrates. This is clearly exemplified in two transects at the location Hunde Ejland in Disko Bay where the depth limit in transect 2 was only 20 m whereas the depth limit was about 55 m in the nearby transect 3 at the same location. In both cases the bottom is covered with unstable substrate at a depth below the algal depth limit. At another location in Disko Bay (Kronprinsens Ejland) the coverage declined from 100% at depths shallower than 30 m to 0% over the depth range from 30 to 45 m concomitant with a change from stable to unstable substrate. The macroalgae cover was related to grazing from sea urchins. Macroalgae were almost absent on the location in Disko Fjord where sea urchins were abundant. Assessment of the entire data set showed a clear negative correlation between the abundance of sea urchins and total macroalgae cover (Fig. 5).

The combined effect of sea urchins and the availability of suitable substrate on the macroalgae coverage are shown in Fig. 6. In areas with no sea urchins, macroalgae coverage amounted to up to 100% at depth <20 m and 40-50% down to 55 m (Fig. 7). All of the habitats observe below 55 m were influenced by either unstable substrate or sea urchins. Habitats with unstable substrates showed a decline in macroalgae coverage already below 10 m depth. The total macroalgae cover on bottoms with sea urchin was reduced by 60% relative to bottoms without sea urchins. The combination of unstable substrate and sea urchins showed that the coverage was reduced to less than 25% of that of bottoms with stable substrates and without sea urchins even at depth less than 10 m.

The average total number of species (S) at all stations was 66 ± 10 (SD) with a tendency towards an increase of species in the most northerm stations (Fig. 8). The Shannon-Wiener diversity index (H'), at each depth transect at all stations showed an overall decrease in biodiversity with increasing depth, most pronounced at the northern stations (Fig. 9). The number of specimens as well as the sampling effort (diver time etc.) was fairly uniform across the study area and the diversity and species richness indices are comparable.
Red calcified algae were abundant in all depth groups (Fig. 10). In the 0 m depth group, brown algae dominated with species such as Chordaria flagelliformis, Alaria esculenta and Fucus evanescens. The 5 m depth group differed from the 0 m depth group, due to presence of other brown algal species, mainly Agarum clathratum and juvenile Laminaria longicruris. Deeper down at 10 m water depths, species dominance did not change much, apart from increased contribution of A. clathratum and red algae. The 15 m depth group was mainly characterised by the brown alga A. clathratum and red calcified algae. The 20 m depth group was characterised by A. clathratum and red calcified algae showed the same abundance.

The present study documents the dense macroalgae cover in hard substrate habitats. The macroalgae cover extended as deep as 60 m. This depth limit is remarkable compared to depth distributions recorded elsewhere in boreal regions. The only comparable observations of depth limits in the Arctic are from Svalbard where 60 m is given as the maximum depth distribution limit for foliose red algae that often occurs deeper than the larger brown algae kelp species. In contrast, the present study documents the presence of larger Agarum and Laminaria specimens around and below 60 m. The potential depth limit of the vegetation may be even deeper to what has been observed in this study, often coincided with lack of suitable substrate below 50 m. The potential of the large brown algae genera (Laminaria and Agarum) to maintain populations as deep as 60 m is particularly inter-
testing for the Disko West area (and West Greenland in general), because the large offshore Bank (Store Hellefiskebanke) is shallower than the depth limit of the large kelp forming brown algae. It is possible that the absence of stable substrate and/or grazing have prevented the establishment of foliose macroalgae vegetation on the offshore bank.

The population of sea urchins is negatively correlated with the macroalgae cover due to grazing and thus probably controls the macroalgae distribution which means, the vegetated habitats could be threatened by sea urchins. The sea urchin population, on the other hand, can maintain population even in the absence of macroalgae and thereby prevent re-colonization of the macroalgae.

The macroalgae community is completely dominated by large species of brown algae also seen in other parts of the Arctic such as Svalbard, the Russian Arctic coast and in the Canadian Baffin Bay area. However, beside these dominant species a highly diverse community of brown, red and green algae (as well as crustaceous red algae not included in this study) has been documented.

In summary, the survey revealed 79 species of algae at 11 stations and 54 transects. For comparison the total number of species found in the entire coast and fjord of Svalbard was 70 even though this figure represents the sum of several studies. Canadian studies performed in the high Arctic represent 55 species. This emphasise that the macroalgae diversity is very high in the Disko west area. One new species was found, which was not previously described

**Conclusions**

The present study shows that a dense macroalgae vegetation is present in the coastal zone of the assessment area wherever there is suitable substrates present; macroalgae cover extents to a water depth of >60 m.

Locally in Disko Fjord sea urchin play a role in controlling the macroalgae vegetation.

The coastal macroalgae vegetation constitutes an important habitat for invertebrate fauna and as nursery area for fish.

Any oil pollution events involving oil drifting to the shore or sinking in shallow areas threaten the coastal vegetated habitats.

**Figure 8.** Species richness expressed as total number of species at each sampling station. Stations are plotted from south to north.

**Figure 9.** Shannon-Wiener diversity index in various depths transects at the different sampling stations.

**Figure 10.** Species composition in relation to depth. Pie charts show the contribution (%) of the six most dominant algae species.
A recent study assessed the extension and production of kelp belts along Greenland’s west coast, from Nuuk to north of Qaanaaq (Krause-Jensen et al. 2011a). Predominant species of the tidal zone was mainly *Fucus* spp. and in the upper sub-tidal zone species like *Agarum clathratum, Alaria esculenta, Laminaria* spp. and *Sacccharina longicruris* were recorded as far north as 78°N (Pedersen 1976, 2011, Wegeberg et al. 2005, Krause-Jensen et al. 2011a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latitude (°N)</th>
<th>67</th>
<th>68</th>
<th>69</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>71</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cyanophyta</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aphanothece sp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Calothrix scopulorum</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rivularia atata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rhodophyta</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Bangia fuscopupurea</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Clathromorphum compactum</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Coccotylus truncatus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Devaleraea ramentacea</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Euthora cristata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Fimbrifolium dichotomum</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hildenbrandia rubra</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lithothamnion glaciale</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lithothamnion tophiforme</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Meiodiscus spetsbergensis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Palmaria palmata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pantoneura fabriciana</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Peyssonellia rosenvingii</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Phycodrys rubens</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Phymatolithon tenue</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Polysiphonia arctica</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Polysiphonia stricta</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Wildemania miniata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ptilota serrata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rhodocorton purpureum</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rhodomela lycopodioides</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Tumerella penneyi</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Scagelia pylaisaei</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Polysiphonia fucoides</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Acrochaetium microscopicum</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rubrointrusa membranacea</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Scagelothamnion pusillum</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Membranoptera denticulata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Harveyella mirabilis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Polysiphonia elongate f. schuebeleri</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Porphyra umbilicalis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ceramium virgatum</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rhodophysema elegans</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phaeophyceae</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dermatocelis laminariae</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coelocladia arctica</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symphyocarpus strangulans</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agarum clathratum</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alaria pylaiei</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ascophyllum nodosum</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Battersia arctica</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chaetopteris plumosa</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chorda filum</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chordaria flagelliformis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delamarea attenuata</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Desmarestia aculeata</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Desmarestia viridis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dictyosiphon foeniculaceus</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ectocarpus siliculosus</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elachista fuscicola</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eudesme virescens</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fucus evanescens</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fucus vesiculosus</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Laminaria nigripes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Laminaria solidungula</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leptonematella fasciculata</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Petrodema maculiforme</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pleurocladia lacustris</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Punctaria plantaginea</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pylaiella littoralis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saccharina longicurris</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scytosiphon lomentaria</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sorapion kjellmanii</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stictyosiphon tortilis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coilodesme bulligera</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Petalonia zosterfolia</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alaria esculenta</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chordaria chordaeformis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pylaiella varia</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saundersella simplex</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scytosiphon complanatus?</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ectocarpus fasciculatus</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Halosiphon tomentosus</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Laminariocolax tomentosoides</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lithosiphon filiformis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Papenfusiella callitricha</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Petalonia fascia</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saccharina latissima</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sacchoriza dermatodea</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Haplospora globosa</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hincksia ovata</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Laminaria digitata</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Microspongium alariae</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Microspongium globosum</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phaeostroma longisetum</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In general, knowledge concerning the marine benthic flora in the Disko West assessment area is still scarce, but floristic studies, particularly around Qeqertarsuaq (Hansen & Schlütter 1992), and a study on Fucus spp. and associated fauna in the littoral zone (Hansen 1999) have been conducted. In addition, in 2009 a larger study was carried out including estimations of macroalgal coverage and depth ranges (Box 2).
Littoral and sub-littoral studies on macroalgal biomass conducted in southern Greenland and the Nuuk area showed in average high biomasses of *Fucus vesiculosus*, e.g. 4 and 7 kg wet weight m$^{-2}$ at two localities near Qaqortoq (Wegeberg et al. 2005). In the Disko West assessment area, Hansen (1999) found somewhat lower biomasses for *Fucus* spp., in average between 2 and 4 kg wet weight m$^{-2}$ (calculated from Figure 4 in Hansen (1999) using a conversion factor of 5 from dry to wet weight) from two localities close to Udkiggen, Qeqertasuaq, and maximal values of 6 and 8 kg wet weight m$^{-2}$. At Qaqortoq the maximal biomass of *F. vesiculosus* reached 10 kg wet weight m$^{-2}$. The lower biomasses obtained in the Disko area may be a result of a higher degree of exposure rather than due to a more northern location. In a study on *Fucus* spp. along an exposure gradient (wind, ice) in the littoral zone at Ydre Kitsissut, south of the assessment area, a decrease in biomass was found in the range of more than 40% from the sheltered station to the semi-exposed, and down to about 2% at the most exposed station (Wegeberg, unpubl. data). In the upper sub-littoral zone ($\leq$ 20 m) biomasses of kelp in southern Greenland averaged 3-8 (13.5) kg m$^{-2}$, with highest values at sites with a relatively high degree of exposure (Wegeberg 2007).

The kelp production can be used as an estimate of kelp-derived carbon being available for the next trophic levels in the ecosystems. The annual production of kelp species in Northeast Greenland and the Beaufort Sea, Alaska, has been estimated as increase in length during the growth season and showed an annual length increase of *Saccharina latissima* of approx. 55-88 cm depending on depth (Dunton & Schell 1987, Borum et al. 2002).

In the Arctic, the length of the ice-free period is an important controller of the light reaching the sea floor. The depth range of the kelp belt along the west coast of Greenland increases towards the south in parallel to the increase in length of the ice free period (Krause-Jensen et al. 2011b). In North Greenland, a relatively dense macroalgal flora can only be found down to water depths of about 20 m (Krause-Jensen et al. 2011b), whereas macroalgae occur at water depths of 50 m in South Greenland and around Disko Island (Wegeberg et al. 2005) (See Box 2).

Sea-ice also has a high physical impact on the macroalgal vegetation because of ice scouring. The mechanical scouring of floating ice floes prevent especially perennial fucoid species to establish and grow in the littoral, the zone which is mostly influenced by ice dynamics. At such ice scoured localities, often also quite wind exposed, communities of opportunistic macroalgae, like the filamentous green algae of the genera *Ulothrix* and *Urospora* and the smaller leafy species *Blandingia minima*, develop quickly during the summer months due to the available substratum and to the life history of these algae, i.e. microstages not detached by ice. This was observed at the North Star Bay by Andersen et al. (2005), and at Ydre Kitsissut (Wegeberg, unpubl. data), areas north and south of the assessment area, respectively.

Perennial species living in the littoral zone do tolerate freezing and survive to be frozen into the ice foot if the ice melts gradually without being disrupted. In this case, the macroalgal vegetation remains intact, which is the case in more sheltered areas as demonstrated in the fjord Qaamarujuk, close to Uummannaq, just north of the assessment area (Johansen et al. 2001b). For *Fucus evanescens* from Spitsbergen it was shown that the species was able to halt the photosynthetic activities at subzero temperatures and resume almost completely when being unfrozen again (Becker et al. 2009).

Low salinity or fresh water may influence the macroalgal vegetation especially in the intertidal zone when exposed to rain and snow during low tide or when sea water mix with fresh and melt water during seasons with high water runoff
from land. Low tolerance to such hypo-saline conditions may result in increased mortality or bleaching (strong loss of pigments), which suggests that hypo-salinity also has an impact on the photosynthetic apparatus, as shown for kelp species on Spitsbergen (Karsten 2007).

Substratum characteristics are also important for the distribution and abundance of the macroalgal vegetation; only hard and stable substratum can serve as base for a rich community of marine, benthic macroalgae. However, some macroalgal species are commonly attached to shells, small stones or are loose-lying in localities with a soft, muddy bottom. The phenomenon of loose-lying individuals of brown and green algae was observed and described by Christensen (1981) along the coasts of the sheltered fjords around Nuuk, south of the assessment area. Naturally occurring loose-lying macroalgae tend to be depauperate (i.e. a poorer development of the thallus), probably due to poor light and nutrient conditions.

Seabed areas dominated by encrusting coralline red algae as well as loose lying rhodoliths are reported from a single locality in the assessment area; in the Disko Fjord. Here relatively large rhodoliths with diameters of up to 13 cm are accumulated on a soft and muddy bottom (Düwel & Wegeberg 1990, Thormar 2006).

Sea urchins (Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis) are the most forceful grazers on kelp forests. A high density of sea urchins can result in grazing down of kelp forests leaving ‘barren grounds’ (also known as the phenomenon of ‘iso-yake’ – Japanese: sea dessert) on stones, boulders and rocks. As a result of the grazing these ‘barren grounds’ could be covered by coralline red algae only. If caused due to grazing by sea urchins, and not by ice scouring, the barren grounds will be found below the intertidal vegetation as the sea urchins do not tolerate desiccation (Christensen 1981). In connection with a study on the macroalgal species zonation in the littoral zone of the west coast of Disko Island, barren grounds with a relatively high number of sea urchins and grazed kelp forest have been reported (Hansen & Schlütter 1992).

Isotope (δ^{13}C) analyses used to trace kelp-derived carbon in Norway, suggest that kelp may serve as carbon source for marine animals at different trophic levels (e.g., bivalves, gastropods, crabs, fish), and mainly enters the food web as particulate organic material (Fredriksen 2003). Particularly during the dark winter period, when phytoplankton is absent, an increased dependence on kelp carbon has been measured (Dunton & Schell 1987). A study on fish-macrofauna interactions in a Norwegian kelp forest showed that kelp-associated fauna was an important prey for the 21 fish species caught in the kelp forest (Norderhaug et al. 2005). A reduction in kelp forest due to harvest thus affected the fish abundance and diminished foraging efficiency of great cormorants (Lorentsen et al. 2010).

Climate change will probably affect the macroalgal vegetation, primarily due to a longer season with less ice and thereby a longer season for growth. A change in northward distribution of species is therefore an scenario expected to be coupled to oceanic warming (Müller et al. 2009). Furthermore, a study of climate forcing on benthic vegetation in Greenland (Krause-Jensen et al. 2011) suggests that depth range, abundance and growth of subtidal vegetation belts will expand in correlation to a warmer climate; but the study also concluded that those species with the most northern distribution responded negatively to warming. In addition, melting of inland ice caps leads to an increase in freshwater runoff, which may result in lowered salinity and increasing water turbidity (Borum et al. 2002, Rysgaard & Glud 2007), having a negative impact on the local macroalgae vegetation.
4.3.3 Knowledge gaps

In general, the knowledge of macroalgal diversity and extent in the assessment area has been improved, e.g. due to the studies described in Box 2. However, knowledge on macroalgal biomass and production is still limited. It is thus recommended to perform investigations that in particular will provide 1) quantitative data on macroalgal and associated faunal biomass and/or number, and 2) information on macroalgal primary production. In addition, investigating and mapping trophic cascades is highly desirable.

Obtaining such data would provide a base for mapping and modelling littoral and sub-littoral ecology of the coasts in the Disko West area, and additionally provide information for optimizing advising and prioritizing shoreline protection and clean-up, as well as evaluation of subsequent rehabilitation of an oil impacted coast.

4.4 Benthic fauna


The benthic macrofauna is a key element in the functioning of marine ecosystems, including the Arctic. It processes a major fraction of the organic material settling from the water column to the sea bottom, thereby exerting an important link between primary production and overall ecosystem services. Benthic organisms also provide a vital food source for higher trophic levels. In particular, in the Arctic benthic macrofauna serves as valuable food for demersal fish (e.g. Greenland halibut), seabirds and marine mammals. Some macrofaunal species are also of commercial value such as scallops, shrimps and crabs.

Although a lack of data from Greenland waters is apparent, enough data is available to suggest that species diversity in West Greenland to be in the high end compared to other ecoregions in the Arctic (Piepenburg et al. 2010) and the benthic community is often extremely heterogeneous on both local and regional scales.

The majority of the benthic invertebrate species are relatively stationary in their adult life stage and consequently particular sensitive to natural and anthropogenic environmental impacts, including physical disturbance, hypoxia, or hazardous substances. Benthic species and communities are therefore suitable indicators of environmental impacts or changes occurring on a temporal scale from years to decades.

Compared to land, oil spills in the sea often affects large areas because of spreading with water currents. Effects of oil spills have been described from a number of serious/major ship accidents including the Arctic (Exxon Valdez). Owing to the relative low temperature in the Arctic, growth of benthic fauna is often slow (Blicher et al. 2010, Sejr & Christensen 2007) and therefore recovery from oil pollution is likely to take long time.

Before the studies carried out as a part of background study program initiated in relation to this SEIA, only a few surveys have been carried out, e.g. a study of the macrobenthic fauna composition in the Holsteborg Dyb and the Store Hellefiskebanke (63-68°N) in the 1970s (Anon 1978).

As part of a larger benthic study a ship based survey was carried out in May 2009 to study the composition of the benthic fauna in the assessment area (Box 3).
A specific taxon that is receiving increasing attention is cold-water corals. These corals are widespread in large parts of the north Atlantic where they create a unique habitat that is inhabited by a specific fauna (Mortensen & Buhl-Mortensen 2004, Bryan & Metaxas 2006). Cold water corals have been found in the western part of the Davis Strait (Edinger et al. 2007). In Greenland waters knowledge of coral distribution and abundance has not been systematically studied. However, during trawl surveys conducted in Greenland waters, corals have been found at many locations along the continental slope of Southwest- and Southeast Greenland (ICES 2010). Recently, a ban against trawling in two areas south of Maniitsoq (64°N) was suggested due to the observations of high abundance of corals.

4.5 Sea-ice community

Susse Wegeberg

Arctic sea-ice is home to a specialised ecosystem consisting of bacteria, microalgae and microfauna living in cavities, brine channels and on the underside of the ice. But also large species are associated this ecosystem, such as polar cod. This ecosystem is highly dynamic and adapted to the seasonality of the seaice and to the variation in temperature, salinity and nutrient availability. These variations lead to high degree of horizontal patchiness in microbial sea-ice communities. Furthermore, the microbial sea-ice community in the Arctic is highly diverse, and one of the most important structural parameters for the community is the age of ice (first-year ice vs. multiyear ice) (Quillfeldt et al. 2009).

Strong patchiness of the sea-ice algae is commonly reported (Booth 1984, Gosselin et al. 1997, Gradinger et al. 1999, Rysgaard et al. 2001, Quillfeldt et al. 2009), caused by the mentioned heterogeneity of the ice as well as varying snow cover affecting light conditions. Rysgaard et al. (2001) found, in their study in Young Sound, Northeast Greenland, that the patchiness of algal activity was strongly linked to the corresponding patchiness in the light regimes below the ice.

In the Greenland Sea, the algae was found to contribute to the biomass of the sea-ice communities with 43% bacteria with 31% heterotrophic flagellates with 20% and meiofauna with 4% (Gradinger et al. 1999). Melosira arctica, together with the pennate diatom, Nitzshia frigida, also dominant in the assessment area, tended to be the dominant diatom species off Northeast Greenland/ Barents Sea (Gutt 1995, Gosselin et al. 1997, Quillfeldt et al. 2009). In the North Water Polynya, Baffin Bay, only <1-3% of the in-ice community was found to consist of protists (ciliates and dinoflagellates). The microalgal fraction was strongly dominated by pennate diatoms (>91%) of which the species Nitzshia frigida prevailed and contributed, on average 85% of total ice algal cell numbers. Irwin (1990), however, only found Nitzshia frigida in the fraction of chain-forming diatoms, constituting 26% of the diatoms, while a large, centric Coscinodiscus species was dominant (65%) off Labrador. In the fjord, Kangerluarsuup Sermia, at Nuuk, West Greenland, and south of the assessment area, Mikkelsen et al. (2008) found that flagellates (prasinophytes, dinoflagellates, cryptophytes) and both centric and pennate diatoms were regular components of the sea-ice algal community. Of diatoms especially Chaetoceros simplex, a colonial, centric diatom, was dominant (75% of total sea-ice algal abundance) during its bloom in March. In Davis Strait, Booth (1984) found a total dominance of pennate diatom genera.

The sea-ice-algal production in the Arctic range from 5-15 g C m⁻² year⁻¹ depending on sea-ice cover season (Mikkelsen et al. 2008). Irwin (1990) estimates an annual production of 4.4 g C m⁻² off Labrador just west of the assessment area,
Box 3. Benthic invertebrate fauna in the Disko West area with focus on Store Hellefiskebanke


Knowledge concerning the benthic fauna in the Disko West assessment area has been very limited. In order to assess any potential impacts due to oil exploration or other activities, there is a strong need for establishing a baseline in regard to the occurrence and distribution of the benthic fauna in the Disko West area.

In May 2009, a ship based survey was carried out to document diversity and composition of the benthic macrofauna in the Disko West assessment area. A number of stations were sampled, including the soft bottom habitats on Store Hellefiskebanke (Fig. 1). The benthic infauna was sampled using Haps and Van Veen grabs and photographs were taken to describe the epifauna. In addition sediment composition, sediment pigment content and sediment respiration was measured (results are not shown). The results of this study together with data from a previous investigation in 1976/1977 have been used to update our present knowledge concerning the benthic macrofaunal community in the assessment area.

The benthic habitats in the Disko West area

Major parts of the area covered by the survey can be characterised as hard bottom habitats especially in the shallow parts (water depths <100 m). Such habitats include solid rocks and areas covered with boulders, gravel and shells, making a quantitative sampling sometimes impossible. Drop stones, i.e. stones originating from melting icebergs, are another typical feature, occurring on all sediment types at depth <200 m. The surface of the drop stones was often covered with epifauna (Fig. 2), indicating that the stone were on top of the sediment and exposed to epibiotic colonisation.

The sediment composition was related to water depth. The shallowest locations (<30 m) were covered with well sorted sand whereas soft sediments (mud, silt and clay) were found at depths below 200 m. Depth between 150 and 200 represent a mixture of soft and hard bottoms.

Most of the shallow stations were located within or close to the Store Hellefiskebanke. Therefore the observations is not balanced in the assessment area and it is not possible to state if the distribution of soft/hard bottom is characteristically only for the Store Hellefiskebanke area or if in the relatively shallow areas (100-150 m) west of Disko Island the same mixture of sediment types occur.

The analyses of the sampled infauna and the photos of the epifauna document that the community composition followed the distribution of habitats along the depth gradient. The highest biomasses were found in the 50-100 m depth range with average values of ~500 g wet weight (ww) m⁻² and about 300 g ww m⁻² in the 100-150 depth range (Fig. 3). In the shallow waters (<50 m) and down to 150 m the total macrofaunal biomass was considerably lower, i.e. about one tenth or 30-50 g ww m⁻². The total abundance followed the same pattern, although less pronounced.
The average abundance in the samples between 50-100 m depth ranges was about 3000 indvs m\(^{-2}\) whereas the total abundance in the samples covering the other depth ranges varied between 1400-2200 indvs m\(^{-2}\).

In most of the sampled area the biomass of the benthic fauna was only about one tenth of that found on the margins of the Store Hellefiskebanke. However, molluscs and echinodermes contain a relatively high amount of inorganic shell structures and as these two groups were most abundant on the bank this biases the comparison somewhat. In terms of ash free dry weight (AFDW) the biomass was about 5-8 times higher in the 50-150 m depth range compared to the rest of the area. The abundance was more evenly distributed in the area due to a relatively higher abundance of small taxa (e.g. polychaetes, crustaceans) at the deep stations which were characterised by soft sediments.

Crustaceans were most abundant at the shallowest stations (<50 m) with about 40 g ww m\(^{-2}\) (30% of the total biomass). Echinodermes were most abundant in the 50-100 m range with average biomasses of 200 g ww m\(^{-2}\) corresponding to 20% of the total biomass. However, in relative terms the echinodermes were most abundant in the 100-150 m depth range and their biomass contributed most significantly (40%) to the total biomass in the 150-200 m depth range. Molluscs dominated the biomass (50-80% of the total biomass) in the shallow waters (<150 m), whereas at the deepest stations their share in the overall biomass was about 30%.

Abundances and biomass of the polychaetes were more or less constant with depth. Thereby they contributed most significantly with 85% to the total abundance and 45% to the total biomass at the deepest stations (>200 m; Fig. 3). In the shallow waters (<150 m) their contribution to the abundance was smaller at depth less than 150 m. At the deepest stations (>200 m) the polychaetes contributed with 85% of the total abundance and about 45% of the biomass (Fig. 3).

As stated before, the very shallow stations (<50 m) were all located on the Store Hellefiskebanke and the total biomass of benthic macrofauna was in average only about 100 g wet weight m\(^{-2}\) (Fig. 4). On the margins of the bank, the biomass was about 500 g ww m\(^{-2}\) due to both mollusc and echinodermes. The soft-shelled clam, Mya, was also very abundant in this area. The photographs suggest a biomass of about 200 g ww m\(^{-2}\) of this clam. However, the clams were located too deep in the sediment to be collected during the sampling. When including this species into the calculation, it can be estimated that invertebrate faunal biomass might be about 700 g ww m\(^{-2}\) on the margins of Store Hellefiskebanke and maybe also in the 50-100 m depth range west of Disko Island which was not covered by the sampling.
Bathymetry, and in particular depth can be seen as a major factor for the distribution of the macrofauna communities in the Disko West area (Fig. 5 and 6). The shallow community is characterised by high abundances of crustaceans (amphipods), large bivalves (such as the soft-shell clam Mya) and sea urchins and covered about 4100 km² of the central Store Hellefiskebanke. The biomass of the communities on the margins of the bank (50-150 m), covering about 11600 km² and smaller areas west of Disko, were dominated by the presence of sea urchins and Mya, which in particular covered the rest of the entire Bank area at greater depth (>100 m). The area in the 150 to 200 m depth range is characterised by brittle stars (echinoderms) and bivalves which cover the outer margins west of the Bank (5300 km²) and areas west of Disko and in Disko Bay. The deepest stations (>200 m) constitute a major part of the sampled area with soft bottom sediment and a benthic community dominated by polychaetes, but relatively low biomasses. Some of these areas should potentially be regarded as sedimentation basins with enhanced organic content in the sediment and higher macrofaunal biomass.

Macrofaunal diversity and species richness

The diversity data include in principle only animals associated with soft sediments (e.g. sediment types where it was possible to retrieve quantitative samples). However, due to the presence of drop stones, some organisms that are normally associated with hard substrates occur frequently in the samples. Examination of the epifaunal communities on the drop stones showed that these differ markedly from the species composition of the surrounding bottoms and thereby contribute significantly to the total biodiversity of the bottoms.

This data from a previous study in 1976, consisting of observations from 16 stations and a total of 104 Van Veen grab samples is comparable to the 2009 survey. A total of about 630 species were recorded at the 16 stations, including bryozoans and polyps from scyphozoans that are not always included in macrofaunal surveys. The four major taxa present in 1976 were polychaetes, molluscs, echinoderms and crustaceans which contributed with about 360 species to the overall diversity. The polychaetes contributed with most species (145). Some of the stations in the 1976 survey were located more southerly than in the 2009 survey. Only 51 samples were taken in the same area as in 2009, and there the total species richness present was about 460 and about 279 within the four major taxa. The average number of species found in one 0.1 m² Van Veen sample was 61 in 1976 in the entire area. On average 34 species of the major taxa were found in the 51 samples taken directly on the bank. In some samples a very high number of species, exceeding 100 species per 0.1 m² was found. There was no clear correlation between diversity and depth on the Bank. The distribution of species among samples in this restricted area was the same in 1976 as during the 2009 survey, showing almost identical species area curves (Fig. 7).

A comparison of the species richness during the 1976 and 2009 survey based on the four major taxa present in single 0.1 m² Van Veen samples showed that for a sampling effort of 41 samples the expected number of species was 291 in 1976 and 248 during the 2009 cruise. However, by including only stations in the same part of the bank the species area curves are almost identical. The estimate shows that sampling one more Van Veen sample (from 41 to 42) would increase the total species number by 2 and sampling of one more station would add 10 species. For a sampling effort of 104 samples covering a larger area (blue curve, Fig. 8) it is expected to find 369 species of four major taxa. One more sample would add 1 species to the list. If the same kind of estimate is applied to all species identified in 1976 (635 in total) it could be expected to find 1-2 more species when taking one more sample. One more station would increase the number by 7-8 species. Considering the smaller area of the central Store Hellefiskebanke, the species number will increase from 459 to 462 by sampling 55 instead of 54 samples.
Opposed to the other three major groups (bivalves, echinoderms and crustaceans) the distribution of polychaete species richness did not differ much between Store Helletiskebanke and the remaining Disko West area, since the bank is not in particular richer in polychaetes than the rest of the investigated area.

**Habitat distribution**

The benthic soft bottom habitats in the Disko West area are similar to what is found elsewhere at continental shelves at comparable depth; the softest sediment types (mud and clay) are distributed in the deepest parts where the finest organic and inorganic particles can settle. However, the presence of drop stones originating from the melting icebergs over centuries is a special feature that influences the benthic habitat by increasing the small-scale structural heterogeneity of the sediment surface leading to a high diversity (alpha and beta diversity) of the benthic communities. In addition to the presence of drop stones, a generally higher heterogeneity was found, except in water depth more than 300 m. It is unknown to what extent this heterogeneity relates to reworking of the sediment by iceberg scouring.

As found elsewhere, the benthic ecosystem in the aphotic zone in the Disko West area is fuelled by the sedimentary flux of organic particles from the productive surface layers. The organic particles are partly re-mineralised while sinking through the water column being exposed to pelagic heterotrophic processes. Therefore, the total input of organic material to the benthos not only depends on the local water column productivity but also on water depth. The deeper the water column the more material will be re-mineralised and the less is available for the benthic community. This pattern fits with the observation during the 2009 survey.

**Diversity of benthic fauna in the Disko West area**

The study in 2009 also documented the presence of a highly diverse macrofauna community at all locations visited. A total of about 270 species of the four major taxa has so far been identified in the samples, but further analysis will increase this number and some species are new to science. As indicated by the species-area curves (Fig. 7 and 8), these numbers may only represent a fraction of the total diversity of the invertebrate fauna. During the 1976 investigation about 700 species were documented in about 150 samples.

The distribution of polychaetes species among stations, for example, showed markedly differences in the communities although the stations were situated in a relatively small area. The distribution of species among stations suggests that in sampling one more station the species list would increase by 5-6 new polychaete species alone and about 14 more species if all taxa are included. Data from 1976 showed almost exactly the same patterns and it is likely that the number of species in 2009 also would reach about 600-700 if all groups were included. Many species occur only in one of these two data sets, and although merging of the two data sets is not straightforward this suggests that the ‘real number’ of species in the area could well be considerably higher maybe exceeding 1000.

---

**Figure 6.** Distribution of benthic macrofauna communities during the survey in May 2009 in terms of biomass in different depth intervals <50 m, 50-100 m, 100-150 m, 150-200 m and depth >200 m.

**Figure 7.** Randomised species accumulation curves showing cumulative number of species vs. number of Van Veen samples on the Store Helletiskebanke in 1976 (blue line) and 2009 (red line). The green line shows the distribution of species at the stations in the northern part of the 1976 survey.

**Figure 8** Distribution of species richness on the Store Helletiskebanke in 1976 (data represents average number of species per 0.1 m². Van Veen samples).
Potentially there are several new species to science among the sampled specimens and so far one polychaete species is confirmed to be a new species belonging to the genus “Asclerocheilus”.

**Biodiversity ‘hotspot’ Store Hellefiskebanke**

From the studies performed in 2009 and 1976 it can be concluded that species diversity is very high on the Store Hellefiskebanke and the surrounding area. Despite the limited number of observations it is clear that the diversity is very high also when compared with other temperate regions, e.g. in western Europe and other parts of the West Greenland seas. In order to gain a more complete picture of the species richness more studies are required including sea bottoms dominated by gravel and other types of mixed sediment which are difficult to sample.

Within the studied area, the Store Hellefiskebanke can be considered as a biodiversity “hotspot” and an area with a strong bentho-pelagic coupling. With more than 600 documented benthic species in total and a point diversity up to 100 species found in one single 0.1 m² sample, this emphasise the importance of the Store Hellefiskebanke for the total benthic diversity of West Greenland.

The biomass found on here (ca. 700-800 g m⁻²) is about 10-fold higher on the banks margins (in the 50-150 depth range) compared to the rest of the investigated area. In particular, bivalves (e.g. *Mya*) and echinoderms contribute to these enhanced biomasses with up to 400-500 g ww m⁻². Another characteristic is the very high abundances of amphipods (crustaceans), a high quality food source for juvenile fish, in the shallowest part.

Secondary production is presumably high on the Store Hellefiskebanke and this may be due to the shallowness in combinations with the offshore location. The surface mixed layer probably extends all the way to the bottom of the bank. This means that the filter feeders have direct access to the primary production in the illuminated surface layer, resulting in a very efficient pelago-benthic coupling allowing sustaining enhanced biomasses of the benthic community. The shallow depth also suggests that wave energy can penetrate to the sea floor. The coarse and well oxygenated sediments on the top of the bank are probably also maintained by frequent sediment re-suspension thereby transporting the finer particles away from the area thus favouring species such as the sandeel (Box 4).

The benthos of the Store Hellefiskebanke is available for higher trophic levels, i.e. seabirds and marine mammals. Large bivalves are valuable food items for king eiders as well as walruses. The shallowness of the bank makes these food resources easily accessible. Large aggregations of king eiders are seen in the area during winter (Box 5) and suggest an efficient utilization of the benthic macrofauna although any quantitative measurements of the significance of the predation are missing. The walruses occur in winter on the outer margins of the Store Hellefiskebanke (Section 4.8.5) where suitable size classes of bivalves have their highest densities. The benthic community in the area provides also a diverse food source to benthic foraging fish and predatory macrobenthos thereby sustaining their diversity.

The present data coverage is too sparse to determine whether similar productive benthic habitats exist in other parts of the Disko West area.

**Conclusions**

The quality of future effect studies on benthic fauna in relation to oil exploration activities in Greenlandic waters depends to a large extent on availability of relevant taxonomic knowledge and reference material of the macrozoobenthic community. It is therefore recommended to construct a reference collection based on the presented and other studies for quality assurance of future investigations (incl. site surveys) and for general documentation of the biodiversity.

It is recommended to develop equipment and techniques to sample gravel bottoms and bottoms with drop stones quantitatively.

Techniques for a more precise positioning of soft bottoms sampling in relation to small-scale properties of bottom surface morphology such as iceberg scours etc. will lead to a better understanding of small-scale habitat heterogeneity and thereby opening the possibility of developing better BACI-designed (Before After Control Impact) macrofauna effect studies.

The Store Hellefiskebanke should be nominated as a highly vulnerable area due to the high diversity and ecosystem service. The uniqueness, however, depends on whether or not similar habitats exists in the Disko West area and whether or not such areas could serve as alternative foraging areas for key species like walruses, seals, eider ducks and sandeels.
and <1 g C m\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\) has been reported from Kangerluarsunguaq (Mikkelsen et al. 2008) and in Young Sound, Northeast Greenland (Rysgaard et al. 2001).

The sea-ice algal production in the northern part of the Barents Sea is reported to 5 g C m\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\), which corresponds to 16-22% of the total annual primary production (Quillfeldt et al. 2009), and the ice algae in the Arctic Ocean was found to contribute on average 57% of entire primary production (15 g C m\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\)) (Gosselin et al. 1997). However, Michel et al. (2002) found that ice algae only represented a small fraction of the total algal biomass, <3% in the North Water Polynya. Mikkelsen et al. (2008) and Booth (1984) found that the ice algae only accounted for <1% of the pelagic primary production in Kangerluarsunguaq and Davis Strait, respectively. In Young Sound, Rysgaard et al. (2001) reached a similar result over their measuring period.

The annual productions of the ice algae communities in the assessment area and relevant Arctic seas are presented in Table 3.

Mikkelsen et al. (2008) tested if the ice algae acted as inocula for initiating the spring bloom of phytoplankton by algal seeding, but had, however, not conclusive results. Michel et al. (2002) concluded that ice algal species released into the water column did not appear to play an important role for phytoplankton development. The ice algal community was dominated by pennate diatoms species by up to 85% and the phytoplankton bloom was very strongly dominated by pelagic species of centric diatoms not present in the ice algal community in the North Water Polynya. Also Booth (1984) found that species composition in the sea-ice differed significantly from that of the phytoplankton. These findings suggest therefore that the sea-ice algae constitute a unique and separate community compared to the pelagic living phytoplankton.

The inside ice microfauna was found to be dominated by ciliates and heterotrophic dinoflagellates and the bottom-ice meiofauna by nematodes in the North Water Polynya (Michel et al. 2002). This fauna community corresponds to observations in the Greenland Sea, where also crustaceans, though, were considered important (Gradinger et al. 1999). Gradinger et al. (1999) calculated a potential ingestion rate of the meiofauna, which levellled the estimated annual sea-ice primary production, and therefore they presumed that grazing could control biomass accumulation. However, Rysgaard et al. (2001) considered that the low ice algal production they found in Young Sound did not seem to be caused by high grazing pressure, since the biomass of grazers was not exceptionally high. In addition, Michel et al. (2002) concluded that very little ice algal production was channelled through the meio- and microfauna within the ice in the North Water Polynya, due to suboptimal prey size for predators.

| Table 3. Ice algal annual production (g C m\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\)) in different areas of the Arctic. *Integrated over 7 months, November to June. It might therefore be an underestimate of the annual production. **Calculated from an ice algal contribution averaging 57% of the entire primary production (15 g C m\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\)). |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | Off Labrador    | Arctic Ocean    | Kangerluarsunguaq |
| Irwin (1990)    | 4.4             |                 |                  |
| Gosselin et al. (1997) | 8.5**       |                 |                  |
| Quillfeldt et al. (2009) | 6.5          |                 |                  |
| Mikkelsen et al. (2008) |           | 0.8*           |                  |
Buck et al. (1998) described a special spring sea-ice phenomenon from the Disko-area, termed an infiltration community. It is well-known from Antarctica, but had not earlier been described for the Arctic. The infiltration layer is created when a load of snow depresses the sea-ice below sea level and the snow-ice interface become flooded. Off Disko, in some of these flooded, refrozen regions, assemblages of infiltrated phyto- and zooplankton developed, which showed a relatively lower, but similar, algal biomass than in the well-developed bottom ice community. The communities were dominated by pennate diatoms, heterotrophic dinoflagellates, other flagellates and ciliates.

The importance of the sea-ice algal production compared to the phytoplankton may vary somewhat according to locality, but is close to negligible when considering the annual, pelagic primary production. However, during spring bloom, Homer & Schrader (1982) reported that the sea-ice algae provided about two-thirds of the total, pelagic primary production in the near shore regions of the Beaufort Sea. Booth (1984) found that the ice algae only contributed with <1% of the annual production of the phytoplankton in the Davis Strait, but also considered the contribution as important as it preceded the phytoplankton spring bloom and constituted the only algal biomass under heavy pack ice. This in correspondence with Michel et al. (2002), who also found that ice algae only represented a small fraction of the total algal biomass, <3% in the North Water Polynya, Baffin Bay, but as they considered limited grazing inside the ice, this biomass could play a significant role in ensuring availability of ice algae for under-ice pelagic and benthic grazers during spring.

The production of the ice community may be of great importance at times of the year where the pelagic and benthic productions are relatively low, especially just before spring bloom of phytoplankton, and for example to spawning fish species as polar cod and Arctic cod. In addition, the sea-ice community is expected to be very vulnerable to oil spills as the ice may catch and accumulate oil in the interface between ice and water as well as the oil may penetrate the ice through brine channels, all of which are the spaces occupied by sea-ice communities.

The present information on sea-ice production, biomass and community structure in the assessment and other areas is very heterogeneous, at times even contradicting, and thus important or critical areas in the assessment area cannot be identified on the available information. Further studies are recommended to fully appreciate the role of sea-ice communities in the Baffin Bay marine ecosystem and to support identification of potential important or critical areas of sea-ice production in the assessment area.

4.6 Fish and shellfish

A. Bumbeister, H. Siegstad and A. Retzel

Our present knowledge concerning the fish fauna in West Greenland (including the assessment area) is mainly based on information obtained during early Danish expeditions and follow-up analysis (Jensen 1926, 1935, 1939), as well as on more recent studies on single fish species including the description of new species (Nielsen & Fosså 1993, Møller & Jørgensen 2000, Møller 2001) and fisheries related research activities and assessments (Gutt 1995, Munk et al. 2000, 2003, Pedersen 2005, and references therein, Simonsen et al. 2006, Bergström & Vilhjalmarsson 2007).

Greenland waters are now surveyed annually by the Greenland Institute of Natural Resources (GINR) and the German Federal Research Centre for Fisheries. The survey catch data are occasionally used for fish assemblage studies (Rätz 1999,
New species are added to the Greenland fish fauna each year, but presently it is not known whether this is due to increasing temperatures or just the result of the increasing amount of surveys and sampling activities in deep waters (400-1500 m).

Presently, the total number of fish species known from the Greenland Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) is 269, representing 80 families in total. About 80 of these species spawn in Greenlandic waters. The biology for many of the other species is poorly studied and therefore it is not clear whether they spawn in Greenland or not.

The fish diversity is highest off Southwest (226 species) and Southeast (182 species) Greenland and lowest in Northeast (47) and Northwest (79) Greenlandic waters. It is well known that the submarine sills between Canada/Greenland and Greenland/Iceland are effective barriers especially for deep water species and that they have a strong impact on the water masses and the fish assemblages (Møller et al. 2010). The higher diversity in West Greenland regions are probably a result of both higher temperatures, south to north directed currents, but also more knowledge on occurrence and distribution gained in relation to fishing and other surveys and the biogeographical history of the various fish families.

The International Polar Year 2007-08 (IPY) was used to prepare an updated checklist of the fish species currently known for Greenland waters and to analyse whether new species have arrived recently as a result of increasing temperatures (Møller et al. 2010).

Since the latest publication covering all known Greenland fish species (Nielsen & Bertelsen 1992), fifty-seven species have been added. Nineteen of these are reported for the first time. Twenty-nine were added on the basis of taxonomic revisions and/or identification of specimens caught before 1992, whereas 28 species have been caught in Greenlandic waters for the first time since 1992. Ten species were new to science. Only five of the added species are Arctic – i.e. mainly caught north of the Davis and Denmark Straits (Møller et al. 2010).

Many of the different fish species occurring in the assessment area (Table 4) are demersal, i.e. live near the seabed (Pedersen & Kanneworff 1995). A relatively low number of species are of relevance for the commercial fishery in Greenland. Among them is Greenland halibut which is of great importance in terms of economic value (see also Section 5.1). Several other species are caught in small scale commercial or subsistence fishery including capelin, Arctic char, redfish, spotted wolffish and Atlantic halibut (Mosbech et al. 1998).

Several shellfish species are also common in the assessment area such as snow crab or northern shrimp. They are not only of great economic importance (see also Section 5.1) but also for the marine ecosystem in general.

4.6.1 Selected species

**Greenland halibut (Reinhardtius hippoglossoides)**

Greenland halibut is a slow growing deep-water flatfish widely distributed in the north Atlantic including Baffin Bay, Davis Strait and Labrador Sea.

The main spawning ground is assumed to be located in the central part of the Davis Strait south of the sill between Greenland and Baffin Island to the south of the assessment area. Spawning takes place here in early winter (Jørgensen 1997a, Gundersen et al. 2010) probably around 62° 30’N-63° 30’N and at water depths greater than 1500 m.
Store Hellefskebanke, Disko Bay and Disko Bank west of Disko Island are well documented settling and nursery areas (Smidt 1969, Gundersen et al. 2010, Stenberg 2007) for Greenland halibut but larvae are also brought into the Baffin Bay via the West Greenland Current (Bowering & Chumakov 1989). The Greenland halibut populations in the Davis Strait, Baffin Bay, inshore areas in Northwest Greenland and the east coast of Canada area are hence believed to be recruited from the spawning stock in the Davis Strait.

Greenland halibut gradually migrates towards greater depth and towards the presumed spawning area as they grow to reach the spawning area as adults (Boje 2002 and GINR unpubl. data). Young halibut, i.e. 1 – and to some extend 2 year old fish feed on zooplankton while older fish feed on shrimps, fish and squids at the sea bottom or during irregular feeding trips into the water column (Jørgensen 1997b).

Greenland halibut is an important food source for narwhals. During winter 50,000 narwhals distributed at two wintering grounds in the central part of Baffin Bay were estimated to consume about 790 t of this fish per day assuming a diet consisting of 50% of Greenland halibut (Laidre et al. 2004).

Table 4. Overview of selected fish and shellfish species occurring in the assessment area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Main habitat</th>
<th>Spawning area</th>
<th>Spawning period</th>
<th>Exploitation</th>
<th>Importance of assessment area to population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blue mussel</td>
<td>subtidal, rocky coast</td>
<td>subtidal, rocky coast</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>local</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland scallop</td>
<td>inshore and on the banks with high current velocity, at 20-60 m depth</td>
<td>same as main habitat</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>commercial and local</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern shrimp</td>
<td>mainly offshore, at 100-600 m depth</td>
<td>larvae released at relatively shallow depth (100-200 m)</td>
<td>March-May in southern part, August in northern</td>
<td>commercial and very important</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow crab</td>
<td>coastal and fjords, at 180-400 depth pelagic</td>
<td>same as main habitat</td>
<td>April-June</td>
<td>commercial</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polar cod</td>
<td>pelagic</td>
<td>pelagic eggs and larvae in upper water column</td>
<td>February-March</td>
<td>local</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic cod</td>
<td>fjords</td>
<td>inshore/fjords, demersal eggs, pelagic larvae on the banks, demersal eggs, pelagic larvae</td>
<td>February-March</td>
<td>commercial and local</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenland cod</td>
<td>inshore/fjords</td>
<td>inshore/fjords, demersal eggs, pelagic larvae</td>
<td>July-August</td>
<td>important prey item</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandeel</td>
<td>on the banks at depths between 10 and 80 m</td>
<td>hard bottom, demersal eggs, pelagic larvae</td>
<td>peaks in September in autumn</td>
<td>local</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spotted wolfish</td>
<td>inshore and offshore</td>
<td>freshwater rivers</td>
<td>peaks in September in autumn</td>
<td>local</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic char</td>
<td>coastal waters, fjords</td>
<td>coastal</td>
<td>April-June</td>
<td>local, important prey item</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capelin</td>
<td>coastal</td>
<td>beach, demersal eggs</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>local</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic halibut</td>
<td>offshore and inshore, deep water, deep water, in fjords and offshore</td>
<td>pelagic eggs and larvae, deep water south of assessment area</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>important, both local and commercial</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenland halibut</td>
<td>offshore and inshore, 150-600 m depth</td>
<td>coastal, demersal eggs</td>
<td>May-June</td>
<td>commercial and local</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redfish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumpsucker</td>
<td>pelagic</td>
<td>coastal, demersal eggs</td>
<td>May-June</td>
<td>commercial and local</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua)
Abundance and distribution of Atlantic cod has varied greatly in West Greenland waters in the past decades. Potential offshore spawning areas have been identified usually located between 60° and 66°N in waters of both East and West Greenland (Wieland & Hovgaard 2002).

Until the late 1980s, Atlantic cod was numerous on the banks, predominantly in the southern part of the assessment area, and fished intensively until the offshore stock crashed. Today, Atlantic cod occur only in low numbers in inshore waters (local stocks) (Hovgaard & Christensen 1990, Horsted 2000). In recent years an increasing number of juvenile Atlantic cod (age 1-2 yrs) have been registered on Store Hellefiskbanke between 66°N-69°N which suggest that this area is an important nursing area for the Atlantic cod stock in West Greenland. A recovery of the offshore Atlantic cod stocks is expected due to the increasing water temperatures recorded in recent years (see also chapter on climate change).

Another cod species common in the assessment area, is Greenland cod (Gadus ogac) – but it is considered of minor importance for the commercial fisheries compared with Atlantic cod, though it has some subsistence importance (Mosbech et al. 1998).

Capelin (Mallotus villosus)
Capelin has a circumpolar distribution and in Greenland it is found from the southern tip up to 73°N on the west and 70°N at the east coast, respectively. Known differences in maximum length, progressive spawning and well separated fjord systems suggest that individual fjord systems contain separate capelin stocks (Sørensen & Simonsen 1988, Hedeholm et al. 2010).

Sometime during autumn to spring capelin migrates to the fjords, where they form dense schools prior to spawning. Spawning takes place in shallow water (<10 m), often close to the beach in the period from April to June. Deep water spawning known from other capelin populations (e.g. Vilhjálmsson 1994) has not been documented in Greenland. Capelin typically spawns at an age of 3-5 years (Hedeholm et al. 2010).

Outside the spawning season capelin is primarily found in the upper pelagic (0-150 m). However, dense concentrations are sometimes also found in deeper waters down to 600 m (Huse 1998, Friis-Rødel & Kanneworff 2002).

Greenland capelin forms a crucial link from lower to higher trophic levels (Hedeholm 2010). From South Greenland it is known that capelin feeds primarily on copepods, krill and Themisto spp. (Hedeholm 2010), depending on size. Typical of arctic food chains, feeding on prey with high fat content makes capelin also a high quality prey for various predators such as cod (Hedeholm 2010), harp seals (Kapel 1991), whales and certain seabirds (Friis-Rødel & Kanneworff 2002, Vilhjálmsson 2002). Owing to its importance as food resource for larger fish, seabirds and marine mammals, capelin can be considered as an ecological key species in the assessment area.

Lumpsucker (Cyclopterus lumpus)
The common lumpsucker is distributed throughout the assessment area. Lumpsuckers spend most of the year in deep offshore waters, but in spring and early summer they seek shallow coastal waters to spawn (Muus & Nielsen 1998). After spawning the female leaves the spawning ground and the approximately 100,000-350,000 eggs are guarded by the male throughout the whole embryo period (Muus & Nielsen 1998, Sunnanå 2005). Based on Norwegian data, it seems that the offspring
probably spend the first two years in the near shore kelp forests. The lumpsucker has increasing commercial importance because of its roe, and the fish is harvested by gill net fishery from small boats (Mosbech et al. 1998, Olsvig & Mosbech 2003).

The feeding behaviour of Greenland lumpsucker is unknown, but due to their poor swimming capabilities it is most likely restricted to jellyfish and other slow moving organisms (Muus & Nielsen 1998). Lumpsucker may constitute a significant prey resource to sperm whales in the area as seen elsewhere (Kapel 1979, Martin & Clarke 1986). Since little is known on lumpsucker migrations and dependency on other ecosystem components, it is unclear how the species might respond to climatic changes.

Two other fish species are also potential key species in the marine food web at least in part of the assessment area: sandeel (Ammodytes spp.) and polar cod (Boreogadus saida). Both are important food sources for seabirds and marine mammals (see also Box 4 – Sandeel and Box 1 – Sept survey 2009).

Sandeel (Ammodytes dubius)
The sandeel is a pelagic foraging fish that spend part of the time hiding from pelagic predators in the seabed sediment. The sandeel plays an important role in the marine food web, e.g. as important food item for certain fish, marine mammals and seabirds.

Sandeel occur mainly in shallow water on the banks and often in large schools. The sandeel is one of the few fish species in the assessment area which spawn during the summer (Kapel 1979, Larsen & Kapel 1981, Andersen 1985) and they are largely stationary after larvae settlement. They feed on zooplankton (e.g. Calanus spp.) and small fish.

Sandeel occur in high numbers particular in the southern part of the assessment area, e.g. Store Hellefiskebanke and play an important role in the food web, (for more details see Box 4).

Polar cod (Boreogadus saida)
Polar cod is a pelagic or semi-pelagic species with a circumpolar distribution in cold Arctic waters. It may form large aggregations and schools in some areas, often in the deeper part of the water column or close to the bottom in shelf waters. It occurs in coastal waters and is often associated with sea-ice, where it may seek shelter in crevices and holes in the ice. Spawning takes place in late winter and the eggs float and assemble under the ice. The larvae hatch in spring when the ice melts and the ice algae has initiated the spring production.

Polar cod mainly feed on zooplankton such as copepods and pelagic amphipods (Panasenko & Sobolova 1980, Ajiad & Gjesætter 1990). As growing larger they also feed on small fish. In coastal waters their diet consists of epibenthic mysids (Cohen et al. 1990) and in the ice covered areas they feed on ice-associated amphipods (Hop et al. 2000).

Polar cod plays a key role in the Arctic marine food webs as important prey for many marine mammals and seabird species, notably ringed seal, harp seal, white whale, narwhal, thick-billed murre, northern fulmar, black-legged kittiwake and ivory and Ross's gulls.

From studies performed in relation to diving depths of narwhals by Laidre et al. (2003) it was concluded that polar cod could be an important food sources also for narwhals in the northern wintering ground.
Knowledge on the ecology and abundance of polar cod in the assessment area is poor. As part of a study performed in September 2009, distribution of juvenile polar cod was studied in relation to zooplankton distribution (Box 1).

**Arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus)**

Arctic char is the most northern ranging freshwater fish and has a circumpolar distribution. It is widespread in Greenland including the most northern areas (Muus 1990).

Life history characteristics such as growth rate, age of first seaward migration, age of maturity and time of year for seaward and upstream migration vary considerably between areas due to the extensive distribution of this population. In general, it is to be expected that at higher latitudes with shorter growing season, lower temperature and variability in food resources, populations have a slower growth rate and later maturity than at lower latitudes (Malmquist 2004).

Arctic char occurs in different life history types. Resident populations live their whole lives in lakes and rivers, while anadromous populations migrate to the sea during summer to feed and move back to rivers and lakes in the autumn to spawn and winter. Anadromous char mature at a size of 35-40 cm (Muus 1990), corresponding to an age of 5-7 years and they constitute an important resource for local consumption and play a significant role in the subsistence fishery in Greenland (Rigét & Böcher 1998).

The young char called ‘parr’ remain in fresh water for several years before their first migration to the sea, i.e. at a length of 12-15 cm, corresponding to an age of 3 to 6 years depending on growth conditions, (Riget & Böcher 1998). They undergo morphological and physiological changes allowing them to live in saltwater. The seaward migration generally coincides with the spring freshet, which occurs in May-June, depending on the latitude.

At sea, Arctic char mainly stay in coastal areas not far from the river (approx. up to 25 km) they derived from (Muus 1990). Tagging experiments carried out in Southwest Greenland showed that char populations from different rivers mix largely at sea.

In coastal areas char feeds intensively on small fish, fish larvae, zooplankton and crustaceans. During this part of their life the main growth occurs. The growth rate is also considerably faster than for lake resident populations.

In June-September, both spawners and non-spawners migrate back to freshwater, i.e., rivers and lakes, after having spent 2-4 months at sea. Based on results from tagging experiments it appears that spawning char seek to their natal spawning rivers while non-spawning char may wander into non-natal river systems (Craig & McCart 1976). Mature and large char move back into streams before the smaller juvenile fish (Craig & McCart 1976). During their stay in freshwater they probably do not feed or only feed little.

**Northern Shrimp (Pandalus borealis)**

Northern shrimp has a circumpolar distribution and it is a dominant species in Greenlandic waters. In West Greenland it is distributed along the entire coastline at depths ranging from 9-1,450 meter, with highest densities between 150 and 600 m. (Horsted 1978, Bergström 2000). The preferred habitat is muddy bottom, and the bottom water temperature optimum in Greenland waters is between 2 °C and 4 °C (Bergström 2000). Spawning occurs during April in inshore shallow waters (Horsted 1978).
Box 4. Abundance of sandeel (Ammodyses dubius) in the Store Hellefiskebanke area

J.L.S. Hansen and M. Hjorth

During the study of benthic fauna in the assessment area in 2009 (Box 3), sandeel specimens were observed in several samples. A total of 81 individuals were recorded in the Store Hellefiskebanke area (Fig. 1). The fish had an average length of 7.67 ± 1.46 cm (SD, N = 71) and the weight was on average 890 mg ± 640 mg (SD, N = 71).

In particular, in the 25-75 depth range, sandeels were very abundant whereas very few specimens were found at stations deeper than 150 m (Fig. 1). The distribution of sandeels correlates with the distribution of sandy sediments (Fig. 2) and almost all specimens were found on the Store Hellefiskebanke (Fig. 1).

Sandeels are specialized in living on sandy bottoms and spend most of the time partially buried in the sediment. In temperate regions this is typically during daytime; however it has not been possible to elucidate the diurnal rhythm at higher latitudes from the literature.

This diurnal rhythm has to be taken into account when estimating the size of the population associated with the Store Hellefiskebanke, as the sediment samples with sandeels were taken at both day and night time.

The distribution of sandeels was clearly correlated with depth (Fig. 3) and with coarse and well oxygenated sediments present on the Store Hellefiskebanke. Sandeels depend on coarse sediment in order to ventilate their gills. This may explain why this species was almost exclusively found on the Store Hellefiskebanke where these sediments are covering most of the area. It is possible that similar sediments occur in the shallow areas west of Disko Island. However, this has not yet been documented except from one single observation. Therefore, it seems not very likely that sediment dwelling populations of the same sizes as those associated with the Store Hellefiskebanke exist in other parts of the assessment area.

A rough estimate of the population size, based on the abundances in the different depth ranges, suggests an average abundance of 9 individuals m⁻² over an area of 15,000 km². The population estimate is very likely an underestimate because it includes samples taken during the night time and the fact that sampling efficiency is not 100 % and probably does not include all year-classes. The sizes of the specimens suggest that the majority of the caught sandeels in this study were in the 2-year class (Fig. 4) whereas Andersen (1985) found up to 20 year old individuals. The ratio between...
log weight and log length being 3.24 fits with what has been found for sandeel communities at Georges Bank in the NW Atlantic by Nelson & Ross (1991), who found a relation of 3.26 in autumn surveys (N = 377). The fish in the George Bank study were longer and older than what these data suggests.

Sandeels are sensitive to oil, because oil pollution is critical for their preferred habitat (i.e. well oxygenated coarse sediment). The burial time in sand has been reported to decrease if the sand is contaminated with oil. The fish may try to move into clean adjacent areas or into deeper waters.

**Conclusions**

Sandeels are probably a key species in the pelagic ecosystem of the entire Disko west area. However, while hiding in the sediment their distribution is restricted to habitats typical for the Store Hellefiskebanke. At present, the data coverage is too sparse to determine whether or not similar habitats as on the Store Hellefiskebanke exist in other parts of the Disko West area. Sandeels from the Store Hellefiskebanke are available for higher trophic levels in the aquatic food web of West Greenland including birds, seals and fish like Atlantic cod. The present study emphasises the potential importance and vulnerability of sandeels in the assessment area. However, much more detailed knowledge is needed concerning their ecology and food web interactions and how this species might be affected by oil pollution.

**Figure 3.** Distribution of sediment types: Hard bottom (red), bottoms with shells, gravel, stones and sand (yellow) and soft clay and mud (green).

**Figure 4.** Frequency distribution of body length of the captured sandeels in the Disko West studies 2009.
Northern shrimps are highly mobile both horizontally and vertically, showing a diurnal migration, i.e. foraging at the bottom during daytime and in the water column during the night (Horsted & Smidth 1956, Bergström 2000).

Northern shrimp are omnivores and predate on worms, dead organic material, algae and zooplankton (Horsted & Smidth 1956), and serve as food for large fish such as cod and Greenland halibut (Parsons 2005).

Northern shrimp is a protandric hermaphrodite. In West Greenland waters, the juveniles mature as males at about 3 years of age. It functions as a male for 2-3 years, and then undergoes a transition to female at an age of 5 to 6 years (Horsted & Smidth 1956, Wieland 2004). The maximum age for Northern shrimp is more than 8 years (Savard et al. 1994).

Mating and spawning occur during July to September, the egg-bearing period lasts 8 to 10 months, depending on the temperature in the bottom water. The larvae hatch in April to June of the following year (Shumway et al. 1985, Bergström 2000, Horsted 1978). When the hatching time approaches, the female migrates to relatively shallow water (<150 meters). The newly hatched larvae live freely in the upper part of the water column. During spring and summer, the larvae pass through six planktonic stages over a period of three to four months. In the last larval stages, the larvae settle on the bottom and become immature (juvenile) shrimps (Shumway et al. 1985, Bergström 2000, Storm & Pedersen 2003).

Hatching are believed to be distributed along the entire coast of West Greenland (Storm & Pedersen 2003) and ovigerous females are found along the entire coast (Data GINR).

Due to the northbound West Greenland current which dominates the West Greenland shelf (Ribergaard et al. 2004) larval drift from hatch areas to settling areas can cover distances of up to 500 km (Storm & Pedersen 2003). The shelf banks north of 64°N and Disko Bay is considered to be important areas for larval development and juvenile shrimps (Storm & Pedersen 2003, Ribergaard et al. 2004, Wieland 2005).

In 2003 the highest biomass of Northern shrimp in West Greenland waters was estimated at 600 kt. Since then the biomass has declined owing to a decrease in the biomass in the offshore areas. The total biomass of Northern shrimp in West Greenland waters was estimated to 190 kt in 2012 (Kingsley et al. 2012).

Since 1988 more than half of the total biomass of Northern shrimp in West Greenland waters has been concentrated in the inshore (Disko Bay) and offshore areas north of 67°N. In the last decade the distribution area for Northern shrimp has moved northwards and the main biomass (80% to 90%) is now concentrated north of 67°N (including Disko Bay) (Ziemer et al. 2010, Kingsley et al. 2012).

Since 1999 the biomass in Disko Bay has been averaging 23% of the total biomass in West Greenland waters. The mean density of Northern shrimp in Disko Bay is significantly higher than in the offshore areas. In 2011 and 2012 respectively 35% and 48% of the total shrimp biomass in West Greenland waters was found in the Disko Bay area (Kingsley et al. 2012).

Snow crab (Chionoecetes opilio)
The snow crab is a subarctic species, distributed in the Bering Sea (North Pacific) and the north-western Atlantic, including Canada and West Greenland between 60°N and 74°N in both offshore and inshore (fjords) locations (Burmeister 2002). It pre-
dominantly inhabits mud or sand-mud substrate at depths between 100 and 800 m and at bottom water temperatures ranging from about −1.0 °C to about 4.5 °C.

Similar to other brachyuran crabs, its life cycle features a planktonic larval phase and a benthic phase. The larvae proceed through three planktonic stages before settling on the bottom during autumn, where it preys on fish, clams, polychaetes, brittle stars, shrimp, other crabs and its own congeners (Lefebvre & Brêthes 1991, Sainte-Marie et al. 1997).

The early life history of the Snow crab, including larval drifts between offshore and inshore sites, nursery grounds, settling and occurrence of benthic stages is unknown or poorly understood for the assessment area. The population in the assessment area is declining due to years of high fishing pressure.

4.7 Seabirds

D. Boertmann

Seabirds is an important component in the marine ecosystem of the Disko West assessment area. Many species primarily consume fish, in particular schooling species (capelin, sandeel and polar cod). Some species live on or supplement their fish diet with large zooplankton (copepods, krill), and others feed primarily on benthic invertebrates (e.g. bivalves) (Falk & Durinck 1993, Merkel et al. 2007). The species utilise the common resources by means of different feeding strategies. Some for example, are deep-diving foragers while others take their food from the water surface. Many seabird species tend to aggregate at breeding or foraging sites, and very high concentrations may occur in the assessment area. A single flock of king eiders was for example estimated to hold up to 30,000 birds, which may represent as much as 6% of the total population wintering in Greenland. Other examples are the large breeding colonies where up to 50,000 pairs of northern fulmar breed. An overview of the seabird species occurring in the assessment area is given in Table 5.

Most of the seabirds in the assessment area are colonial breeders and numerous breeding colonies are found dispersed along the coast of the assessment area (Figure 13). The size of the colonies range from a few pairs to more than 50,000 individuals and vary in species composition, from a single to up to 10 different species. The breeding seabirds utilise the waters near the breeding site; thick-billed mures and fulmars may fly more than 100 km to find their food, but most feed within a much shorter range (Falk et al. 2000). However, numerous seabirds also utilise the waters much further away from the coasts and these comprise non-breeding individuals from breeding populations all over the North Atlantic – mainly black-legged kittiwakes and northern fulmars – which spend the summer in the food rich waters off West Greenland (Mosbech et al. 1998). Great shearwaters (Puffinus gravis), breeding in the southern hemisphere, occasionally also occur offshore in the region. Another non-breeding seabird segment utilises the region in summer. Seaducks arrive from breeding sites in Canada and inland Greenland and assemble to moult in remote bays and fjords (Figure 14). King eiders are numerous in the fjords of Disko Island, harlequin ducks (Histrionicus histrionicus) stay at remote rocky islands, and long-tailed ducks (Clangula hyemalis) and red-breasted mergansers (Mergus serrator) are found in shallow fjords and bays (Frimer 1993, Mosbech & Boertmann 1999, Boertmann & Mosbech 2002). A few species occur only as migrant visitors during spring and autumn, e.g. two species of phalaropes, Sabine’s gull (Larus sabini) and the rare and threatened ivory gull (Pagophila eburnea) (Boertmann 1994).
Sixteen species of seabirds breed in the assessment area (Boertmann et al. 1996). The most widespread is the black guillemot (*Cepphus grylle*), breeding along almost all rocky coasts. Northern fulmar (*Fulmarus glacialis*) is found in immense numbers in a few breeding colonies in Disko Bay and Uummannaq Fjord. There is only a single colony of thick-billed murre (*Uria lomvia*) in the region (Box 6). Numbers here are declining, primarily due to unsustainable harvest. Although the closed season was prolonged in 2001, so the spring hunt is now banned, the decline continues. Black-legged kittiwake (*Rissa tridactyla*) breeds in several colonies within the region, and especially the interior parts of Disko Bay is a stronghold for the species in Greenland (Labansen et al. 2010). These colonies have declined in recent decades (Boertmann 2006, Labansen et al. 2010). However, the shorter hunting season has had significant positive impact on the breeding common eiders (*Somateria mollissima*) (Merkel 2008, 2010). Arctic tern (*Sterna paradisaea*) breeds also in several colonies within the region, e.g. the largest Arctic tern colony in Greenland is on Grønne Ejland (Egevang & Boertmann 2003, Egevang et al. 2014).

Table 5. Overview of selected seabird species occurring in the Disko West assessment area. b = breeding, s = summering, w = wintering, mi = migrant visitor, c = coastal, o = offshore. Importance of study area to population (conservation value) indicates the significance of the population found in the assessment area in a national and international context as defined by Anker-Nilssen (1987). * indicate that they are colonial breeders in the assessment area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Occurrence</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Red-list status in Greenland</th>
<th>Importance of study area to population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fulmar</strong></td>
<td>b/s/w</td>
<td>year round</td>
<td>c &amp; o least concern (LC)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Great cormorant</strong></td>
<td>b/s/w</td>
<td>year round</td>
<td>c least concern (LC)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brent goose</strong></td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>spring and autumn</td>
<td>c least concern (LC)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Common eider</strong></td>
<td>b/s/m/w</td>
<td>year round</td>
<td>c vulnerable (VU)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>King eider</strong></td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Aug.-Sep.</td>
<td>c not evaluated</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long-tailed duck</strong></td>
<td>b/m/w</td>
<td>year round</td>
<td>c least concern (LC)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Red-billed merganser</strong></td>
<td>b/m/w</td>
<td>year round</td>
<td>c least concern (LC)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Harlequin duck</strong></td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Jul-Aug.</td>
<td>c (rocky shores) near threatened (NT)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Red-necked phalarope</strong></td>
<td>mi, (b)</td>
<td>spring and autumn</td>
<td>o least concern (LC)</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grey phalarope</strong></td>
<td>mi, (b)</td>
<td>spring and autumn</td>
<td>o least concern (LC)</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arctic skua</strong></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>summer</td>
<td>c least concern (LC)</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black-legged kittiwake</strong></td>
<td>b/s</td>
<td>year round</td>
<td>c &amp; o vulnerable (VU)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glaucous gull</strong></td>
<td>b/s/w</td>
<td>year round</td>
<td>c &amp; o least concern (LC)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iceland gull</strong></td>
<td>b/s/w</td>
<td>year round</td>
<td>c &amp; o least concern (LC)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Great black-backed gull</strong></td>
<td>b/s/w</td>
<td>year round</td>
<td>c &amp; o least concern (LC)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sabine's gull</strong></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>very localised</td>
<td>near threatened (NT)</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>Aug. and May/ Jun</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ross' gull</strong></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>very localised</td>
<td>c vulnerable (VU)</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ivory gull</strong></td>
<td>w, mi</td>
<td>Nov.-May</td>
<td>o vulnerable (VU)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arctic tern</strong></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>May-Sep.</td>
<td>c near threatened (NT)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thick-billed murre</strong></td>
<td>b/s/w</td>
<td>year-round</td>
<td>c &amp; o vulnerable (VU)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Razorbill</strong></td>
<td>b/w</td>
<td>year-round</td>
<td>c &amp; o least concern (LC)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atlantic puffin</strong></td>
<td>b/w</td>
<td>year-round</td>
<td>c &amp; o least threatened (NT)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black guillemot</strong></td>
<td>b/w</td>
<td>summer</td>
<td>c least concern (LC)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>winter</td>
<td>c &amp; o least concern (LC)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Little auk</strong></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>May-Aug.</td>
<td>c &amp; o least concern (LC)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w</td>
<td>Sep.-May</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>White-tailed eagle</strong></td>
<td>b/w</td>
<td>year round</td>
<td>c, rare in southern part</td>
<td>vulnerable (VU) Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2005). Scarcer breeding species include Atlantic puffin (Fratercula arctica) and little auk (Alle alle) while Ross’s gull (Rhodostethia rosea) and Sabine’s gull (Larus sabini) are very rare breeding very locally in the region (Egevang & Boertmann 2008, 2012).

During autumn large numbers of seabirds begin to assemble in the waters off the West Greenland coast (See Box 7). Some are under way to wintering sites outside Greenland waters, but many and probably the major part will stay throughout the winter, mainly south of the assessment area (Boertmann et al. 2006). However, especially in the southern part of the assessment area many wintering seabirds occur where the ice is loose or where tidal currents keep waters ice free. At such sites, extremely high numbers of wintering seabirds are often found. These are not only of local origin, but arrive from breeding sites in Canada, Iceland and Svalbard, making the Greenland wintering sites of high international importance. The most numerous species in winter are common eider, king eider, thick-billed murre and the large gull species.
The distribution of the wintering seabirds has been surveyed in the coastal area of West Greenland (Merkel et al. 2002, Boertmann et al. 2004). It is estimated that more than 3.5 million birds winter along the entire coast of Southwest Greenland. To this figure an unknown but probably very high number (several million) of little auk should be added (Boertmann et al. 2006). They occur mainly in offshore waters, where they are difficult to survey. Also large numbers of thick-billed murres occur in the offshore area in spring and autumn. The knowledge of the habitat use of the wintering seabirds and the factors governing their distribution is generally poor. Despite the unknowns it is evident that, seen in a North Atlantic perspective, the waters of West Greenland are very important for seabirds (Barrett et al. 2006).

A number of studies of king eiders have been conducted in recent years (Box 5) and it is evident that the assessment area is very important for the king eider population breeding in eastern Arctic Canada.

Thick-billed murre abundance and distribution have been surveyed from aircraft in spring, and some significant concentrations were observed in the assessment area (Figure 15 and 16) (Merkel et al. 2002).
Another study initiated in 2005 focused on the post-breeding migration of the thick-billed murres from the breeding colony in Disko Bay. The three-week old chicks leave the colony and initiate a swimming migration together with one of the parent birds which then moult flight feathers and become unable to fly for a three-week period. The temporal and spatial distribution of this swimming migration was unknown until birds were satellite tracked (Mosbech et al. 2009). These birds moved through Vaigat, and dispersed in the waters west of Disko (Box 6).

The marginal ice zone project in April and May 2006 (Frederiksen et al. 2008) revealed large concentrations of thick-billed murres present in the assessment area and confirmed earlier studies (Figure 15 and 16), although the murres were much more widespread in the area and many were found even in dense drift ice near the Canadian border (Figure 16). In total about 400,000 thick-billed murres were estimated to be present in the assessment area during the survey, and significant concentration areas were located (Figure 16).

In autumn 2009, an extensive study of biological oceanography including seabirds was carried out from both ship and aircraft in the assessment area between the Greenland and the Canadian coasts (See Box 1). This revealed that high numbers of little auks were found widespread outside the shelf areas in the deep water parts, while the thick-billed murres were found more patchily on the Greenland side in an area were also high densities of small polar cod were found in depths accessible to the murres. Stomach analysis of both little auks and thick-billed murres sampled in deep off shelf waters indicated that especially the hyperid amphipod Themisto was an important prey.

Although not seabirds, geese should also be mentioned in this context, because they often utilise saltmarshes within the assessment area. These saltmarshes are very low and occasionally become inundated at high water levels. Particularly the Greenland white-fronted goose (Anser albifrons flavirostris) is vulnerable, because the population is seriously decreasing (Fox et al. 2006). Brent geese (Branta bernicla) on migration between breeding sites in Arctic Canada and wintering grounds in northwest Europe also utilise these salt marshes during stopovers (Boertmann et al. 1997, Egevang & Boertmann 2001a).
Box 5. King Eider satellite tracking

A. Mosbech, F. Merkel and C. Sonne

The Disko West assessment area is very important for the king eider (Somateria spectabilis) population breeding in eastern Arctic Canada. Satellite tracking and surveys of concentration areas have been conducted in recent years to identify key areas, delineate populations and estimate the population size.

Thirty-six king eiders were tracked from their breeding and moulting sites by means of satellite transmitters on their migration to the wintering grounds on the fishing banks off West Greenland (Mosbech et al. 2004c, Mosbech et al. 2006a). The results showed that regardless of the locality where the birds were caught and implanted with a transmitter (eastern Canada or West Greenland), almost half of the tracked birds wintered at Store Hellefiskebanke and the adjacent coast. A single bird was followed for two years where it performed a clockwise migration around Baffin Island on the migration between moulting, wintering and breeding areas (Fig. 1).

On Store Hellefiskebanke most birds were found in areas with water depths less than 50 m and up to 70 km from the coast (Fig. 2). Previous surveys had shown that up to 300,000 king eiders could be wintering in this area in March (Mosbech & Johnson 1999). An aerial survey carried out in late April 2006, as a part of the marginal ice zone project (Frederiksen et al. 2008), resulted in an estimate of about 400,000 king eiders (75% confidence intervals):

![Figure 1. A single king eider tracked with satellite transmitter (No. e41195) from the moulting area at Disko Island in September 2003 and the following two years through two full migration cycles to the breeding grounds in Arctic Canada. Two sites in the assessment areas were of particular importance to this bird: the waters west of Disko Island and the shallow part of Store Hellefiskebanke. Based on DCE/GINR data, Mosbech et al. (2006c).]
Figure 2. King eider satellite tracking locations from year round tracking of birds implanted at moulting localities in Umiarfik and the fjords at the west coast of Disko and at a breeding locality in Arctic Canada (outside the map). The scattered dots in the central Baffin Bay and on Baffin Island are from birds migrating to and from breeding localities in Arctic Canada west of the map border. Observations from two ship based surveys (March 2000 and November 2003) are also indicated on the map. The importance of the waters west of Disko Island and on Store Hellefiskebanke (at c. 68° N) is apparent. Based on DCE/GINR data, Mosbech et al. (2006a).

Figure 3. Distribution of king eiders (n = 57100) observed on aerial transects in April and May 2006. Their estimated abundance is based on the blue area corresponding to the 50 m isobath of Store Hellefiskebanke, see text for further information.
227,000 – 709,000) staging in the shallow parts of Store Hellefiskebanke (Fig. 3). Based on a ship survey in November 2003 an abundance of 500,000 king eiders (75% confidence intervals: 529,000 – 1,083,000) was estimated for the Store Hellefiskebanke in November (Mosbech et al. 2007). This probably encompass the entire population of king eiders wintering in West Greenland, and this fact makes this shallow part of Store Hellefiskebanke extremely sensitive to oil spills.

A tracked king eider equipped with a depth transducer recorded 43 m as maximum dive depth and it showed a diurnal diving pattern with preference for diving during daylight, even in midwinter, with only a few hours of twilight (Fig. 4) (Mosbech et al. 2006a), indicating the importance of these few hours for foraging. It also indicates that there are plenty of benthic mussels at the site, since the birds are able to find sufficient food during these few hours.

Figure 4. Satellite tracked locations and track-line for a female king eider using three distinct staging areas from 7 September to 8 January and diurnal diving behaviour in these three areas. The columns show the time spent in different depth intervals (Time At Depth, TAD) as percentage of the time in each four-hour time frame and averaged for the staging period. The diving data covered 75% 79% and 54% of the time spent in the three staging areas, respectively (reproduced from Mosbech et al. 2006b).
4.8 Marine mammals

The marine mammals is another important element of the ecosystem in the Disko West assessment area. Besides polar bear and walrus, there are at least 14 species of whales and five species of seals, (Table 7).

Some of the marine mammals listed in Table 7 have been studied more intensively within the assessment area during the past years thus allowing a more detailed description.

4.8.1 Polar bear *(Ursus maritimus)*

*E. W. Born, K. L. Laidre, R. Dietz and Ø. Wiig*

The polar bears occurring in the Disko West assessment area belong to two different populations which differ genetically (Paetkau et al. 1999). Satellite telemetry data collected during the 1990s indicated little spatial overlap between them, and they are referred to as the Baffin Bay and the Davis Strait subpopulations (Taylor et al. 2001) (Figure 17). These studies also documented that the greater majority of polar bears that occur in the Disko West assessment area belong to the Baffin Bay subpopulation (Taylor et al. 2001).
Box 6. Thick-billed murre studies in the Ritenbenk/Innaq colony in Disko Bay

A. Mosbech and F. Merkel

The thick-billed murre colony at Ritenbenk (Innaq) is the last remaining thick-billed murre colony in Disko Bay. It has been declining for more than 50 years from about 46,000 to only 1300 birds in 2012. As part of the background study program, studies of thick-billed murre were carried out in the colony in 2005 and 2006 (Mosbech et al. 2009) and again in 2011. The overall aim has been to gain a better understanding of the population development, the causes for the decline as well as the potential for increase, and to identify important areas for the birds especially during the swimming migration.

The thick-billed murre is the most important hunted bird species in Greenland and it is also very vulnerable to marine oil spills. The hunting season and the hunting bag have been effectively reduced with new legislation in 2001 (Merkel & Christensen 2008). However, oil activity in the Disko West Area is a new challenge to the thick-billed murre population and makes it important to identify migration routes and important habitats.

The project has included studies of colony attendance, population estimates, population modelling, sustainable harvest modelling, chick feeding and foraging activities, and migration based on ringing recoveries and satellite telemetry.

Population trend

The entire colony was counted both directly and from digital photos. In order to correct the total counts for diurnal as well as day-to-day variation in murre numbers, repeated counts of study plots were carried out. The most reliable count was 2,447 individuals, based on a total direct count on 19 July 2006 and corrected for diurnal and day-to-day variation. Taking colony attendance into account, this is estimated to correspond to 1,835 breeding pairs.

The most recent previous count of the Ritenbenk colony was in 1998, when a comparable survey method provided an estimate of 3,415 individuals. This corresponds to a decline of 28% or 4% per year.

Both the total counts and the repeated counts of study plots indicate an increase in the number of birds present from 2005 to 2006. However, this positive result should not be overemphasized, since considerable year-to-year variations in attendance may mean that the negative trend in colony size has not been reversed. And indeed the results from the counts in 2011 and 2012 indicate a further decline in the thick-billed murre population (direct count in 2011: 1480 birds, and direct count in 2012: 1315 birds; none of these corrected for diurnal variation).
Population model

In order to investigate the mechanisms behind the population decline a simple matrix model of the thick-billed murre population at Ritenbenk was constructed. The model estimates the maximum sustainable harvest based on a number of assumptions. Model results were compared to the reported numbers of birds shot available from the official harvest statistics (Piniameq). Harvest statistics show that the Annual Hunting Bag in Ilulissat municipality in 1993-2001 was between 100 and 206 birds (except 40 in 1998). These birds were presumably mainly adult breeders, since few immatures occur near the colonies at this time of year. A comparison with results of the harvest model indicates that shooting of adult breeders is the most likely cause for the decline in the size of the colony until 2001, when summer hunting was banned. The model indicates that, if this ban is respected and winter hunting pressure remains constant, there is a chance that the population will stabilise.

Moult and autumn migration

When the young thick-billed murres leap from the ledges at an age of 2-3 weeks, they are unable to fly and glide through the air to the water, usually closely followed by one or two adults. Once in the water, the chick starts a swimming migration accompanied by the male adult, which during the first weeks of the swimming migration moults its flying feathers and becomes flightless. The female typically continues to attend the ledge for about two weeks before starting the migration and the moult. During the swimming migration, murres are very vulnerable to oil slicks on the sea surface.

To identify the migration routes of thick-billed murres from the colonies at Innaq/Ritenbenk twenty-seven murres were equipped with satellite transmitters in July (26 g pressure proof implantable Microwave satellite transmitter (PTT Platform Terminal Transmitter)). Murres with chicks were selected and were tracked for up to 112 days. The obtained tracks showed that 15 out of 16 males left Disko Bay through Vaigat (swimming), whereas females used routes N and S of Disko Island equally (Fig. 1 and 2).

Later in August and September most tracked murres occurred dispersed in southeast Baffin Bay (Fig. 3). While most birds thus moult their flight feathers in Baffin Bay, two of the birds migrated SW towards Labrador and Newfoundland (Fig. 4). It is concluded that a large part of the population migrate through Vaigat and past Hareø around 1 August, during this time they will be very sensitive to an oil spill in this area. Similarly, the population will be very sensitive to oil spills in Disko Bay when they arrive in May.

Figure 3. Temporal and spatial distribution of locations from 27 thick-billed murres tracked from the Ritenbenk colony.

Figure 4. The route of a female thick-billed murre (#137507) tracked from Ritenbenk and arriving in northern Newfoundland in the first half of August 2005. The average rate of movement was calculated between the best quality locations in consecutive transmission periods (‘best pick’ locations). At the coast of Labrador the average rate of movement fell below 3 km/h indicating that wing moult started here.
Foraging behaviour and feeding conditions

Foraging behaviour (dive activity and chick feeding) was studied in 2006 to investigate whether food limitation during the breeding season might affect chick survival and thus population growth. Dive activity was recorded using miniature leg-mounted data loggers (Fig. 5), whereas chick feeding frequencies were observed directly. Capelin was an important food item in 2006 (Fig. 6), feeding trips were relatively short, and the proportion of time birds spent diving was relatively low (<10 %) (Fig. 7). The overall impression was that food availability was sufficient in 2006 and preliminary results indicate that this was also the case in 2011. Most likely the cause for the continued decline in the colony should be found outside the breeding season or from illegal hunt in the summer period.

Figure 5. Data logger attached to a metal tarsus band on a thick-billed murre.

Figure 6. Thick-billed murre arriving at nesting ledge with capelin for its chick at Ritenbenk, July 2005.

Figure 7. A) Diving behaviour recorded with Time-Depth Recorder (TDR) for a thick-billed murre on a foraging trip the night between 13 and 14 July 2006. Between 11 PM and 8 AM the murre made 9 feeding bouts. Most dives (blue) went to about 40 m, but in the last feeding bout dives exceeded 80 m depth. The temperature (red) at the sea surface was ca. 5 °C, decreasing to ca. 1 °C at 40 m and remaining at that level down to 80 m. B) Enlargement of the last feeding bout in Figure A.
On the basis of the results from a large-scale mark-recapture population study from 1994 to 1997, Taylor et al. (2005) estimated that the Baffin Bay subpopulation numbered 2074 (95% CI 1544-2604 bears) polar bears in 1997.

A demographic study of the Davis Strait population completed in 2009 estimated the size of the population to be 2142 (95% CI 1811-2534; Obbard et al. 2010). Recovery in central West Greenland of a few polar bears that were tagged in the Davis Strait area indicates that polar bears from the Davis Strait population occasionally occur in the Disko West assessment area.

Table 7. Overview of marine mammals occurring in the Disko West assessment area. Importance of study area to population (Conservation value) indicates the significance of the population occurring within the assessment area in a national and international context as defined by Anker-Nilssen (1987).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Period of occurrence</th>
<th>Main habitat</th>
<th>Distribution and abundance in assessment area</th>
<th>Protection/ exploitation</th>
<th>Greenland Red List status</th>
<th>Importance of assessment area to population</th>
<th>VEC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polar bear</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Drift ice and ice edges</td>
<td>Relatively common and mainly when ice is present</td>
<td>Hunting regulated</td>
<td>Vulnerable (VU)</td>
<td>High +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walrus</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Polynyas, MIZ, shallow water</td>
<td>West of Disko Island and Store Helleiskebanke Common</td>
<td>Hunting regulated</td>
<td>Endangered (EN)</td>
<td>High +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hooded seal</td>
<td>J un.-Oct.</td>
<td>Mainly deep waters</td>
<td>Widespread and abundant</td>
<td>Hunting unregulated</td>
<td>Least Concern (LC)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearded seal</td>
<td>Whole year</td>
<td>Waters with ice</td>
<td>Common and widespread</td>
<td>Hunting unregulated</td>
<td>Least Concern (LC)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harp seal</td>
<td>J un.-Feb.</td>
<td>Whole area</td>
<td>Widespread and abundant</td>
<td>Hunting unregulated</td>
<td>Least Concern (LC)</td>
<td>High +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ringed seal</td>
<td>Whole year</td>
<td>Waters with ice</td>
<td>Common and widespread</td>
<td>Hunting unregulated</td>
<td>Least Concern (LC)</td>
<td>High +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harbour seal</td>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>Coastal waters</td>
<td>Very rare today</td>
<td>Hunting regulated</td>
<td>Critically endangered (CR)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowhead whale</td>
<td>Winter (Feb.-Jun.)</td>
<td>Pack ice/marginal ice zone</td>
<td>Locally abundant migrant and winter visitor</td>
<td>Hunting regulated</td>
<td>Near Threatened (NT)</td>
<td>Medium +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minke whale</td>
<td>Summer (Apr.-Nov.)</td>
<td>Coastal waters and banks</td>
<td>Rather common mainly in southern part</td>
<td>Hunting regulated</td>
<td>Least Concern (LC)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sei whale</td>
<td>Summer (J un.-Oct.)</td>
<td>Offshore, edge of banks</td>
<td>Occasional in southern part</td>
<td>Hunting regulated</td>
<td>Data Deficient (DD)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue whale</td>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>Edge of banks</td>
<td>Few, and in southern part</td>
<td>Hunting regulated</td>
<td>Data Deficient (DD)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fin whale</td>
<td>Summer (J un.-Dec.)</td>
<td>Edge of banks and coastal waters</td>
<td>Abundant mainly in southern part</td>
<td>Hunting regulated</td>
<td>Least Concern (LC)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humpback whale</td>
<td>Summer (J un.-Nov.)</td>
<td>Edge of banks, coastal waters</td>
<td>Abundant mainly in southern part</td>
<td>Hunting regulated</td>
<td>Least Concern (LC)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot whale</td>
<td>Summer (J un.-Oct.)</td>
<td>Deep waters</td>
<td>Occasional in southern part</td>
<td>Hunting unregulated</td>
<td>Least Concern (LC)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White-beaked dolphin</td>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>Shelf waters</td>
<td>Occasional in southern part</td>
<td>Hunting unregulated</td>
<td>Not Applicable (NA)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killer whale</td>
<td>all year, sporadical</td>
<td>Ubiquitous</td>
<td>Rare but regular</td>
<td>Hunting unregulated</td>
<td>Not Applicable (NA)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White whale</td>
<td>Winter (Nov.-May)</td>
<td>Banks</td>
<td>Abundant migrant</td>
<td>Hunting regulated</td>
<td>Critical (CR)</td>
<td>High +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narwhal</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Edge of banks, coastal waters</td>
<td>Abundant summer, winter and migrant visitor</td>
<td>Hunting regulated</td>
<td>Endangered (CR)</td>
<td>High +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sperm whale</td>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>Deep waters</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Protected (1985)</td>
<td>Not Applicable (NA)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottlenose whale</td>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>Deep waters</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Protected (1985)</td>
<td>Not Applicable (NA)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harbour porpoise</td>
<td>Summer (Apr.-Nov.)</td>
<td>Coastal and deep waters</td>
<td>Only in southern part</td>
<td>Hunting unregulated</td>
<td>Least Concern (LC)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the movement of polar bears with satellite transmitters, the border between the Baffin Bay and Davis Strait management units was placed at 66°N (i.e. between the entrance to Kangerlusuaq/Søndre Strømfjord in West Greenland and Cumberland Peninsula on Baffin Island) (Taylor et al. 2001).

Between 1974 and 2010 a total of 1332 polar bears were marked in the Baffin Bay including the 16 captured in West Greenland in April 2009 (Box 8). Information on cross-over of marked bears between Baffin Island (Canada) and West Greenland confirm the conclusion from satellite telemetry (Taylor et al. 2001) that polar bears have a wide range within the Baffin Bay and that bears from the Canadian sector of Baffin Bay occur in West Greenland and vice versa (Box 8).

One adult male (D7282, previously marked as X14049) was recaptured on 15 April 2009 in the Disko West assessment area from previous tagging at 73°21’N-80°50’W near Bylot Island, where it was marked as a 6 year old on 24 September 1994 (Box 8). This confirms that polar bears that range the western parts of Baffin Bay occur in West Greenland.

**Figure 17.** Track lines showing the overall movement during 1991-2001 of polar bears instrumented with satellite transmitters in the Davis Strait-Baffin Bay region and adjacent areas. A certain degree of overlap between the different subpopulations is apparent. However, Davis Strait and Baffin Bay have experienced an annual average decline in sea-ice extent of about 9% per decade between 1979 and 2006 (Perovich & Richter-Menge 2009) and therefore it cannot be excluded that the borders between the subpopulations have changed and are changing. The maps are based on unpublished data: Department of Environment Government of Nunavut (DEGN) and Greenland Institute of Natural Resources (GINR).
Since the beginning of the 1990s, NERI/DCE has collected data on seabird distribution in the offshore areas of Greenland. Both ships and aircrafts have been used as observation platforms, and the sampling methods allow calculation of densities (individuals/km²) of the different species. The surveys have been carried out by NERI/DCE, both on dedicated seabird surveys and on ships of opportunity, and also by the Marine Mammal and Seabird Observers (MMSO) on board the vessels carrying out seismic surveys in the Greenland waters. These MMSOs are instructed to sample seabird data following a standardised protocol prepared by DCE, allowing incorporating the data into the database maintained by DCE (Johansen et al. 2012). These seismic surveys have in many cases covered waters, from where no previous information on seabirds was available. The information from DCEs seabird-at-sea database is available for companies preparing environmental impact assessments (EIA) in the Greenland waters.

**Figure 1.** The seabird-at-sea survey effort in the Disko West assessment area. The distribution of survey effort is shown as the number of overlapping ship- and aerial surveys conducted during spring (Apr.-May), summer (Jun.-Aug.), autumn (Sep.-Dec.) and winter (Jan.-Mar.). White areas represent areas with no survey activity.

**Figure 2.** Distribution of northern fulmar in the assessment area during spring (Apr.-May), summer (Jun.-Aug.), autumn (Sep.-Dec.), and winter (Jan.-Mar.). Note that survey coverage and density scale varies between seasons. Fulmars are numerous and widespread in the offshore areas. Concentrations are linked to foraging areas such as upwelling areas and areas with commercial fisheries. In spring high concentrations also occur near the large colonies. Northern Fulmar usually avoids areas with high ice coverage and in the winter only a few are present in the area.
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Figure 5. Densities of black-legged kittiwake in the

assessment area during spring (Apr.-May), summer

(Jun.-Aug.), autumn (Sep.-Dec.) and winter (Jan.-

Mar.) based on combined ship survey and aerial

survey data. Note that survey coverage and density

scale varies between seasons. Kittiwakes are abun-
dant in the assessment area except in winter. Con-

centrations occur near large breeding colonies, and
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Seabird densities were calculated as follows. The original survey transects were split into 3 km segments, and for each segment a density was calculated for each species on the basis of the number of birds observed, the length of the segment, and an effective search width estimated separately for each survey and species by means of distance sampling methods (Buckland et al. 2001). For each survey the densities of each species were interpolated to 3×3 km raster grids by inverse distance weighting (power 2, radius 15 km), and the densities shown on the maps represent the mean value for all surveys in an overlay analysis of these grids for each of the four seasons. Densities were calculated only within a 15 km buffer around the survey transects. Note that the number of overlapping surveys varies markedly between seasons and areas (Fig. 1).

Figures 2 to 7 show the results for some of the numerous species.

![Figure 6](image1.jpg)

**Figure 6.** Densities of thick-billed murre in the assessment area during spring (Apr.-May), summer (Jun.-Aug.), autumn (Sep.-Dec.) and winter (Jan.-Mar.) based on combined ship survey and aerial survey data. Note that survey coverage and density scale varies between seasons. Thick-billed murre is abundant in the assessment area in all seasons. High concentrations occur in the ice free waters south of the assessment area during winter and at staging areas during spring migration. Note also relative high densities in summer and autumn. See Box 6 for details.

![Figure 7](image2.jpg)

**Figure 7.** Density of little auk in the assessment area during spring (Apr.-May), summer (Jun.-Aug.), autumn (Sep.-Dec.) and winter (Jan.-Mar.) based on ship survey and aerial survey data. Note that survey coverage and density scale varies between seasons. Little auk is a numerous autumn visitor during migration through the western part of the assessment area.
In addition, between 1974 and 2007 a total of 2068 polar bears were marked in the Canadian parts of the Davis Strait subpopulation (Figure 18). Of these only 1.5% (n = 31) have been recovered in Baffin Bay north of 66° N during 1974 – 2010. These include an adult female with two 0-year-old cubs, and three young single bears that were killed in West Greenland (between 68° 10’ and 69° 12’ N) in 1981, 2008 and 2009 (DEGN and GINR, unpubl. data). If the family group is considered one ‘bear unit’ only 0.2% of the bears tagged in Davis Strait have been recovered in the Disko West assessment area.

In 2009 a study was initiated to provide updated and supplementary information on distribution, movement and habitat use of polar bears in the Disko West assessment area. The results of this study are described in Box 8.

**Conservation status**

Given the recorded catch from the Baffin Bay population population by Canadian and Greenlandic subsistence hunters (150-200/yr year; Stirling & Parkinson 2006), the subpopulation was thought to be over-exploited and consequently decimated to ca. 1600 in 2004 (Anon 2007). The current size of the Baffin Bay population
E.W. Born, K.L. Laidre, R. Dietz and Ø. Wiig

A study initiated in April 2009 using satellite transmitters was intended to provide updated and supplementary information on distribution, movement and habitat use of polar bears in the Baffin Bay and Disko West area.

During the 2009 field operation, 16 polar bears were tagged in April 2009 on the fast ice and the pack ice in the north of the Disko West assessment area between 70° 14’ N and 71° 04’ N (Fig. 1, Table 1). Fifteen of these bears were fitted with a satellite radio transmitter. Ten of these transmitters were small ear-tags (Born et al. 2010) which were applied to sub-adult polar bears of both sexes and adult males. Ear-tag transmitters had an expected life time of 3-6 months. Five adult female bears were fitted with satellite radio-collars with an expected life time of 2+ years.

**Movements, home ranges and focal areas**

One of the bears with satellite radio-collars (D7273, 6 years old) dropped her transmitter shortly after deployment and another adult female (D7276, 17 years old) was shot in NW Greenland 13 February 2010. Adult males and sub-adult bears of both sexes experienced shorter tracking durations due to ear tag attachments (mean duration of transmission: 75.7 d, SD = 45.0, range: 28-196 d, n = 10). Hence, the annual cycle of movement can be described for four adult females only and three females after February 2010.

**Table 1.** Polar bears tagged during the 2009 tagging operations in the Disko West region. Type of transmitter and duration of tag attachment is shown for those tags which stopped as of April 2010. Individual age was obtained from reading of tooth cementum growth layers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Date tagged</th>
<th>Deg. N</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Deg. W</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Transmitter ID</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Transmitter stop</th>
<th>Duration (days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D7272 M Adult 08.04.2009</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>68011 TAW-4610H 06/22/2009</td>
<td>SPOTS</td>
<td>6/22/2009</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7273 F Adult 08.04.2009</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>68006 TAW-4610H 05/03/2009</td>
<td>SPOTS</td>
<td>05/03/2009</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7274 F Yearling 08.04.2009</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7275 M Adult 09.04.2009</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>68012 TAW-4610H 06/04/2009</td>
<td>SPOTS</td>
<td>06/04/2009</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7276 F Adult 10.04.2009</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>68004 TAW-4610H 05/06/2010</td>
<td>SPOTS</td>
<td>05/08/2009</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7278 F 2 years 10.04.2009</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>68013 TAW-4610H 06/04/2009</td>
<td>SPOTS</td>
<td>06/04/2009</td>
<td>196</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7277 F Subadult 10.04.2009</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>68014 TAW-4610H 06/24/2009</td>
<td>SPOTS</td>
<td>06/24/2009</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7280 M Adult 11.04.2009</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>74777 TAW-4610H 07/06/2009</td>
<td>SPOTS</td>
<td>07/06/2009</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7281 M Adult 15.04.2009</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>74778 TAW-4610H 06/16/2009</td>
<td>SPOTS</td>
<td>06/16/2009</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7282 M Adult 15.04.2009</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>74779 TAW-4610H 06/12/2009</td>
<td>SPOTS</td>
<td>06/12/2009</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7284 M 2 years 15.04.2009</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>74780 TAW-4610H 06/02/2009</td>
<td>SPOTS</td>
<td>06/02/2009</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7285 F Adult 16.04.2009</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>74771 TAW-4610H 1/14/2010</td>
<td>SPOTS</td>
<td>01/14/2010</td>
<td>196</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7288 F 2 years 23.04.2009</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>74782 TAW-4610H 06/20/2009</td>
<td>SPOTS</td>
<td>06/20/2009</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tracking of four adult female polar bears for a single year between April 2009 and April 2010 (as stated one stopped in February 2010) confirmed previous information obtained from a telemetry study in the 1990s (Taylor et al. 2001), that polar bears are widely distributed over Baffin Bay sea-ice in spring and summer with a more contracted land-based distribution in fall on Baffin Island, and dispersal from Baffin Island in winter once the sea-ice forms again (Fig. 2).

In spring 2009 (April-May), the polar bears (n = 15) used a large area over the annual sea-ice in Baffin Bay and were concentrated in the Baffin Bay assessment area and to the south hereof (Figure 2) from ca. 67° 30' N to offshore at ca. 75° N. The area of the 95 % kernel home range was approximately 198,400 km². As sea-ice receded during early summer the range of the polar bears shifted west towards Baffin Island (Fig. 2).

In summer 2009 (June-August) the polar bear home range (n = 13 bears) for the most part remained on the remaining sea-ice, and shifted to the western side of Baffin Bay. Polar bears were found on the eastern edge of the Baffin Bay pack ice (i.e. in the western sector of the Baffin Bay assessment area). There was also some area use on the fast ice of Melville Bay (Fig. 3).

In autumn 2009 (September-December), polar bears (n =5 bears) were located on the coast of Baffin Island (Figure 4). The total autumn range was approximately 66,300 km² and thus the smallest of all the seasons. Adult female D7276 (Transmitter ID 68004) left Baffin Island around 3 November and moved towards Melville Bay in NW Greenland (Fig. 4).

In winter 2010 (J anuary-March), when the annual sea-ice had formed, three adult polar bears (D7283, D7285, D7287) departed from the land on eastern Baffin Island where they had spent the open water season and moved offshore. Two of these bears moved from Baffin Island during late January 2010, whereas D7283 which had been in a maternity den on Baffin Island moved onto the sea-ice sometime around 31 March 2010. Polar bears typically show fidelity to den and spring feeding areas (Wiig 1995). This tendency was confirmed by bear D7283 and bear D7285 which moved towards the West Greenland coast where they occurred in the shear zone between land fast ice and the offshore Baffin Bay pack ice between ca. 72° and ca. 76° N. D7283

3). The summer 95 % home range was larger than during spring and the other two seasons, totalling approximately 349,000 km² (Fig. 3).

In autumn 2009 (September-December), polar bears (n=5 bears) were located on the coast of Baffin Island (Figure 4). The total autumn range was approximately 66,300 km² and thus the smallest of all the seasons. Adult female D7276 (Transmitter ID 68004) left Baffin Island around 3 November and moved towards Melville Bay in NW Greenland (Fig. 4).

In winter 2010 (January-March), when the annual sea-ice had formed, three adult polar bears (D7283, D7285, D7287) departed from the land on eastern Baffin Island where they had spent the open water season and moved offshore. Two of these bears moved from Baffin Island during late January 2010, whereas D7283 which had been in a maternity den on Baffin Island moved onto the sea-ice sometime around 31 March 2010. Polar bears typically show fidelity to den and spring feeding areas (Wiig 1995). This tendency was confirmed by bear D7283 and bear D7285 which moved towards the West Greenland coast where they occurred in the shear zone between land fast ice and the offshore Baffin Bay pack ice between ca. 72° and ca. 76° N. D7283

Figure 2. Home range of 16 tracked polar bears in spring (April-May) 2009. Home range calculated as kernel polygons, which show the fraction in % of the locations they include.

Figure 3. Home range of 13 tracked polar bears in summer (June-Aug.) 2009. Home range calculated as kernel polygons, which show the fraction in % of the locations they include.
was shot in Upernavik on 13 February 2010. Bear D7287 used the northern Baſn Bay in late winter (Fig. 5). However, the two other adult female polar bears (D7283; D7287) were on the ice in the west side of Baffin Bay as of April 2010 (Fig. 5).

Due to low sample sizes and the influence of denning locations on the probability distribution of the home range, the winter home range was divided in a western and eastern portion (Fig. 5). The total combined winter home range was approximately 310,400 km².

Adult males and sub-adults of both sexes had shorter tracking durations due to ear tag attachments and all except bear D7286 remained on the Baffin Bay sea-ice during the period they were tracked. Similar to adult females, there was a consistent movements westward by adult males and sub-adults as the Baffin Bay sea-ice receded in late spring. Overall, the range of adult males was similar to that of adult females. Specific movement patterns were contrasted between adult male and adult female polar bears during the on-ice period in spring and early summer (Fig. 6).

The 2009-2010 study confirmed that polar bears in Baffin Bay move considerable distances during the year (Fig. 6). Satellite telemetry studies in the 1990s showed that the home range size of individual polar bears exploiting Baffin Bay averaged 192,000 km² being considerably larger than the home ranges of bears inhabiting areas with more consolidated ice (Ferguson et al. 1999). It was suggested that the explanation for the large home ranges of bears in Baffin Bay was that these bears explore a habitat with large seasonal flux of annual ice in which the distribution of various prey in particular ringed seals is variable and patchy.

Almost all polar bears that were instrumented in April 2009 chose to follow the receding ice and spend the summer at the east coast of Baffin Island. Hence, their general movement was similar to that of 10 adult female polar bears that were instrumented with satellite collars on the sea-ice in the Melville Bay area (74°-76° N, 58°-68° W) in the spring of 1992 and 1993 (Taylor et al. 2001, DEGN and GINR, unpublished data).

**Time spend on the West Greenland side**

Dates on which bears moved west of 60° W longitude varied within the months of May and June (Table 2). The earliest departure date was May 6 and the latest was June 8. For the most part, dates of crossing 60° W were concentrated at the last 10 days of May. It should be noted that bears crossed...
this longitude threshold however many remained in the vicinity (between 60° and 63° W) for several more weeks until the sea-ice had disappeared in central and western Baffin Bay. However, tracking of an additional number of polar bears in Baffin Bay in subsequent years and an aerial survey in September 2012 specifically dedicated to finding polar bears during the open water season have shown that a few bears spend the summer in the Melville Bay and adjacent areas (Born et al. 2012).

Maternity denning sites
During the one year study period two maternal denning sites used by two different female bears were identified along the Baffin Island coast (Fig. 6). Both dens were on land and located in Eglinton Fjord north of Clyde Inlet. Female bear D7283 occupied her den in this fjord between approximately 14 October and 23 March (dates based only on geographic locations). She was 13 years old and accompanied with a 2-year old cub when marked in West Greenland on 15 April 2009. Apparently this female came into oestrus after having been instrumented, as at the time of capture she was apparently not in oestrus. Bear D7285 (6 years old at capture) entered her den around 8 September. However, she emerged on 2 January 2010. She was in oestrus at the time of capture in 2009 therefore it is assumed this bear entered a maternal den. However the denning duration likely was too short to have resulted in a successful cub rearing. This bear may have left the maternal den prematurely due to some failure in pregnancy (intrauterine mortality or stillborn cubs).

Summary and conclusions
The study was limited to only one field season and only one year of satellite tracking. Owing to these a priori constraints in effort only 15 polar bears were instrumented with satellite tags in 2009 of which only 3 bears de facto could be used for describing habitat and area use for a full annual cycle. Due to low sample size refined analyses and comparisons of habitat use and movement were not attempted. Furthermore, these constraints do not allow any final conclusions concerning the importance of the Disko West assessment area for polar bears.

Nevertheless, based on the current knowledge regarding the distribution and movements of polar bears within the Baffin Bay (Taylor et al. 2001 and this study) it may tentatively be concluded that polar bears from the Baffin Bay subpopulation range the Disko West assessment area during winter, spring and summer. Polar bears in this area follow the receding sea-ice westward towards Baffin Island during early summer. This movement commences early May. Polar bears range widely over the Baffin Bay pack ice during winter, spring, and summer. The majority of Baffin Bay polar bears spend the summer on the east coast of Baffin Island and the bears have a tendency to show fidelity to the eastern edge of the Baffin Bay pack ice including that part of the ice edge that is located in the Disko West assessment area. The Baffin Bay polar bears prefer to den on the east coast of Baffin Island. Overall, females and males seem to have the same range. Judging from recoveries in harvest in West Greenland of marked bears from the Davis Strait subpopulation, the occurrence in the assessment area of polar bears from this subpopulation seems to be low.
is not known (Anon 2010). An assessment of the number of polar bears in the Baffin Bay was initiated by DEGN and GINR in 2011. The plan involves assessment of numbers by use of a multi-year genetic mark-recapture study (Atkinson et al. 2011).

In general, it can be stated that the Baffin Bay subpopulation occurring in the assessment area currently is assumed to have an unfavourable conservation status (Obbard et al. 2010), mainly due to long-term over-exploitation (Obbard et al. 2010) and habitat degradation (Stirling & Parkinson 2006) e.g. due to climate change (see also Chapter 8).

The polar bear is listed as ‘Vulnerable’ (VU) on both the global red-list (IUCN 2012) and on the Greenland red-list.

Predicted future trends for polar bears in Baffin Bay
Amstrup et al. (2007) incorporated projections of future sea-ice in four different ‘ecoregions’ of the Arctic, based on 10 general circulation models by the International Climate Change Panel (ICCP), into two models of polar bear habitat and potential population response. One eco-region encompasses the polar bear habitat with seasonal ice (‘the seasonal ice region’) – including the Baffin Bay - where sea-ice usually is absent during the open water period. One of the models (a deterministic ‘carrying capacity model’) predicted a 7-10% decrease in the polar bear populations in the seasonal ice ecoregion ca. 45 years from now (22-32% decline ca. 100 years from now), whereas the other model (quasi-quantitative ‘Bayesian network population stressor model’) predicted extinction of bears in this ecoregion – including Baffin Bay and Davis Strait – by the mid-2100 century.

Since 1979 the spring break-up of the sea-ice in Baffin Bay has occurred significantly earlier in the season and the total amount of sea-ice has decreased since ca. 2000 (Stirling & Parkinson 2006).

Also of note are the significant trends in loss of sea-ice on the banks of West Greenland which are an important spring foraging habitat for polar bears. Between 1979-2010 the average sea-ice concentration on the banks of western Greenland (0-300 m) in April, May and June within the boundaries of the Baffin bay polar bear population has decreased by ca. 25% (Laidre unpubl. data).

4.8.2 Walrus (Odobenus rosmarus)
E.W. Born

Three populations of Atlantic walrus are distributed in Greenland, i.e. in West, Northwest, and East Greenland. The ‘West Greenland’ walrus population occurs from fall to spring at the edge of the Baffin Bay pack ice from c. 66° 30’ N to 70° 30’ N (Figure 19). Further north in Baffin Bay and Smith Sound walruses occur almost year-round in the North Water polynya and adjacent areas. They are, however, absent from the coastal areas of NW Greenland during the open water season in August-September when they summer along the eastern and southern coast of Ellesmere Island (Canada) and in the Canadian High Arctic archipelago. Walruses in these areas are referred to as ‘the North Water’ population. Walruses occur year-round along the eastern coast of Greenland where they mainly are distributed inside the National Park of North and Northeast Greenland north of the entrance to Scoresby Sound (c. 71°N). There is only limited exchange between walruses to the west and east of Greenland (Andersen et al. 1998, Born et al. 2001).
Information on distribution and migration as well as genetics indicates that the three Greenland walrus subpopulations represent separate population units (Witting & Born 2005). The genetic analyses (Cronin et al. 1994, Andersen et al. 1998, Andersen & Born 2000, Born 2001, Stewart 2008, Andersen et al. 2009a&b, NAMMCO 2009) also indicate that four subpopulations exist in the Baffin Bay-Davis Strait region (labelled 3, 4, 5 and 7, respectively, in Figure 19). It was found that (1) walruses in the West Greenland (4) and the northern Baffin Bay (5) subpopulations differ genetically with some likely limited male mediated gene flow between these population, (2) walruses at south-eastern Baffin Island (3) and West Greenland (4) do not differ genetically, and (3) that walruses from Hudson Strait (3) have some genetic input to this Southeast Baffin Island-West Greenland population. The genetic evidence implies a direction of migration consistent with the suggestion by Freuchen (1921) and Vibe (1950, 1956) of a large-scale counter-clockwise migration of walruses in the Baffin Bay region. A satellite telemetry study during 2005-2008 supported the notion that walruses in West Greenland and from south-eastern Baffin Island constitute the same population which is hunted in both Greenland and Nunavut (NAMMCO 2009, Dietz et al. 2010) (Figure 20).

Distribution and population size

Several systematic aerial surveys conducted during 1981-2008 (Born et al. 1994a (and references therein), Mosbech et al. 2007a, NAMMCO 2009, Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2010a) showed that winter distribution of walruses off central West Greenland is similar to that indicated by historical information with two main concentrations;
the shallow water banks between approx. 66° 30' N and approx. 68° 15' N, and
the banks along the western coast of Disko Island/Qeqertarsuaq between ca. 69º
15’ and 70º 30’ N (Born et al. 1994a, Mosbech et al. 2007a, Heide-Jørgensen et al.
2010a). However, during the aerial surveys in late March and April-May 2006 two
small groups of walruses were observed further north at approx. 71° 10’ N (Mosbe-
ch et al. 2007a) and approx. 73° N (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2006b). The 2006 and
2008 aerial surveys that were dedicated to estimating the abundance of walruses
on their central West Greenland wintering grounds resulted in weighted averages
of the fully corrected estimates of abundance (2 methods for calculation and cor-
rection used) of ca. 2500 to ca. 3000 walruses in the Store Helle-
ëskebanke-area
and 400 in the northern area o
ž
Disko Island (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2010a).

From October-November until late-May the walruses from the West Greenland
subpopulation are found on the pack ice, approx. 30 to 100 km off the coast be-
tween Sisimiut and Qeqertarsuatsiaq (Harea). These walruses prefer areas with
dense pack ice (usually more than 60% ice cover) in water that is less than 100
m deep. Sub-adults and females with young generally occur closer to the coast
than males, in areas with less dense ice and shallower water (Born et al. 1994a,
Dietz et al. 2010). Although larger congregations numbering one to two hundred
have occasionally been reported from this area, most walruses observed during aerial surveys were either single or in pairs (Born et al. 1994a, Dietz et al. 2010, Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2010a). Observations of new-born calves in this area are extremely rare (Born et al. 1994a, 1995, Born 2005). Recordings of underwater sounds indicate that walruses mate in central West Greenland (Born et al. 1994a).

Walruses belonging to the northern Baffin Bay subpopulation (NAMMCO 2009) winter in the eastern parts of the North Water polynya (NOW) between Qeqertarsuaq/Wolstenholme Island and Ullersuaq/Cape Inglefield (Freuchen 1921, Vibe 1950, Born et al. 1995, and references therein). The thin ice there is frequently broken up by storms, giving the walruses access to shallow feeding banks (Vibe 1950). During winter walruses are hunted on the thin ice or from the edge of the fast ice, including the Søvissivik and Wolstenholme Island areas (Born et al. 1995). Walruses in the eastern parts of the North Water Polynya area are segregated on the basis of sex and age class, with females and subadults generally occurring farther north than adult males (Born et al. 1995).

There are no historical estimates of abundance of walruses in western and northwestern Greenland. Catches over several decades of many hundreds of animals indicate, however, that walruses were much more abundant in these areas at the beginning of the 20th century (Born et al. 1994a, 1995, Witting & Born 2005, NAMMCO 2009).

Walruses are benthic feeders that usually forage in shallow waters with depths of less than approx. 100 m (Vibe 1950, Fay 1982, Born et al. 2003), although they occasionally make dives to at least 200-250+ m depth, both inshore and offshore (Born et al. 2005, Acquarone et al. 2006). They generally have an affinity for shallow water areas with suitable benthic food. They prefer to winter in areas where the sea-ice does not become solid (Born et al. 1995, and references therein). In western and northwestern Greenland such habitats are mainly found between approx. 66° 30’ N and approx. 70° 30’ N and between approx. 76° N and approx. 78° 30’ N (Born et al. 1994a, 1995, Born 2005).

During the mating season in January-April (Born et al. 2001, Born 2003, and references therein) male walruses are engaged in ritualised visual and acoustical displays in the water (Fay et al. 1984, Sjare & Stirling 1996, Sjare et al. 2003).

**Movements**

According to local contacts in the village of Qeqertarsuaq on Disko Island, walruses are never observed moving southward south of the town of Qeqertarsuaq during fall, whereas those wintering near the northwest coast of Disko Island are believed to move north in May. Observations made during aerial surveys along the coast between southwestern Disko Island and Svartenhuk during spring 1982 indicated that the walruses wintering along the west coast of Disko Island progressively moved north in the shear zone between the fast ice and the pack ice (Born et al. 1982).

According to Freuchen (1921) and Vibe (1950) the walruses crossed Melville Bay far offshore during their spring migration north into the Smith Sound region. Although there are indications that some walruses move north in the shear zone between the land-fast ice and the Baffin Bay pack ice during spring, a ‘large-scale’ spring migration north along the western coast of Greenland as indicated in Freuchen (1921) has not been observed in recent time.

Miscellaneous observations offshore in Davis Strait in March-July suggest that walruses migrate across Davis Strait from western Greenland to eastern Baffin Island during spring (Born et al. 1982, Born et al. 1994a). Satellite telemetry during spring of
2005-2008 supported the notion that the majority of walruses that winter in central West Greenland move west to summer at south-eastern Baffin Island (NAMMCO 2009, Dietz et al. 2010). During spring 2005-2008, 23 walruses were fitted with satellite transmitters at their wintering grounds at Store Hellefiskebanke, in the Disko West assessment area (NAMMCO 2009, Dietz et al. 2010). Eight of these transmitters lasted long enough to document the migration from the wintering grounds in northern Davis Strait to south-eastern Baffin Island (Figure 20). The westward migration occurred between 7 April and 25 May with the routes across Davis Strait being quite similar taking place at the most shallow and the narrowest part (ca. 400 km) of the strait. The walrus birth season is protracted but peaks in late-June (Born 2001) and the satellite telemetry study therefore indicated that the walruses leave their West Greenland wintering grounds prior to the peak of calving season.

However, during 2008 two instrumented walruses first migrated north from Store Hellefiskebanke along the West Greenland coast 50-100 km offshore as far north as ca. 73°27'N (i.e. at the latitude of the settlement of Nutaaq) before turning south again (Figure 20). One of these walruses stopped transmitting on its way south along the coast whereas the other migrated to Baffin Island. This demonstrates that an unknown proportion of the West Greenland wintering stock of walruses may occur within the assessment area for an unknown period of time during May-June (NAMMCO 2009, Dietz et al. 2010).

**Important and critical areas**

Within the assessment area there are two critical areas for wintering walruses. The most important is the Store Hellefiskebanke (Figure 20) and the other is the area west of Disko Island. The numbers occurring here is reported above. In summer the walruses wintering in the assessment area are in Canadian waters around south-eastern Baffin Island, where the population has been estimated at at least 3000 individuals (NAMMCO 2009). The recent estimates of the winter population in the assessment area indicate that a major part of the Baffin Island summer population is here in winter.

**Conservation status**

Walruses occurring in the assessment area have an unfavourable conservation status, probably due to excessive hunt. The West Greenland subpopulation is listed as ‘Endangered’ (EN) and the North Water population as ‘Critically Endangered’ (CR) in Greenland’s Redlist (Boertmann 2008). In Greenland Atlantic walrus is listed as a species of ‘special concern’ (COSEWIC 2006).

### 4.8.3 Seals

* **A. Rosing-Asvid**

Four species of seals are common in the Disko West assessment area (Table 7); the ringed seal, harp seal, hooded seal and bearded seal. They are all included in the subsistence hunt and they rank from being very numerous to relatively common. Harbour seals are today very rare in the assessment area and hunt on this species is now prohibited (Rosing-Asvid 2010a, 2011). Harp and hooded seals are migrants occurring only during the open water season, and they whelp outside the assessment area. Ringed seal occur mainly in ice-covered waters and they whelp on the fast ice of the fjords and on consolidated pack ice in offshore areas. Most bearded seals are visitors occurring when the pack ice reach the area during winter and spring and some bearded seals mate and whelp in the assessment area in early spring. Bearded seals tend to stay near sea-ice. They can make breathing holes, but unlike the ringed seal, only in relatively thin ice, so many of them will follow the pulse of the pack ice in and out of the assessment area.
In the following a short description is given of the five seal species occurring in the Disko West assessment area.

**Hooded seal (Cystophora cristata)**

Hooded seals are migratory seals. The vast majority of the seals from the West Atlantic population concentrate in the whelping areas off Newfoundland and in Davis Strait during March-early April (Stenson et al. 1996). In late April-May most of these seals swim toward Southeast Greenland where almost the entire population moults on the drift ice during late June-July (Figure 21). Most juveniles stay near the drift ice off the Greenland east coast until they mature. The adult seals start a migration toward Davis Strait and Baffin Bay during the end of July (Andersen et al. 2009c). A large fraction of the adult seals move up into the Baffin Bay in September and until November they forage on the steep part of the shelf in the Baffin Bay mainly feeding on large fish and squids (Andersen et al. 2009c). Observations of hooded seals from surveys since 1988 in the assessment area are shown in Figure 22.

**Catch**

The annual catch of hooded seals in the settlements on the Greenland west coast between 66°N-70°N (including most of the assessment area) is on average 1095 (Table 9). The catch statistics show that some seals arrive in the assessment area when sea-ice starts to break up in May, and a few will stay there throughout the open-water period May-November. Most hooded seals will, however, follow the migratory pattern described above. This is not reflected in the catch, because the seals migrate offshore and not near shore where most of the hunting take place.

**Conservation status**

The population occurring in the assessment area has a favourable conservation status and the hooded seal is listed as of 'Least Concern' (LC) on the Greenland Red List. However, internationally the hooded seal is considered as 'Vulnerable' (VU), due to a decrease in the Northeast Atlantic population (IUCN 2012). The seals are part of a very large population in the Davis Strait/Baffin Bay region, which is managed internationally through a working group under ICES and NAFO and catches are considered sustainable (ICES 2006).

**Important and critical areas**

No particularly important areas are known for hooded seals within the assessment area.

**Bearded seal (Erignathus barbatus)**

Bearded seals are widespread in the Arctic. Some bearded seals are stationary, but seasonal changes in their densities in some areas indicate that a part of the population (probably mainly the adult females and young animals) is moving around. These distribution changes seem to be linked to the seasonal changes in the sea-ice conditions. Bearded seals do make breathing holes, but only in relatively thin ice so seals that summer in areas with thick winter ice either winter in reoccurring leads and polynyas or they follow the pulse of the expanding and shrinking sea-ice.

Bearded seals can be found in certain parts of the assessment area (Figure 22) throughout the year, but they are most often seen (and caught) along the ice edge during spring.

They are known to mainly feed on fish and benthic invertebrates found in waters down to 100 m water depth (Bums 1981, Gjertz et al. 2000). Ongoing studies show that bearded seals in South Greenland spend considerable time at much deeper
water (>300 m) and shrimps are found to be the most important prey in that area (GINR unpublished).

Birth takes place in April-May on drifting ice or on ice edges with access to open water and the lactation period is around 24 days (Gjertz et al. 2000).

**Catch**
The annual catch of bearded seals in the settlements on the Greenland west coast between 66°N-70°N (including most of the assessment area) is on average 467 (Table 9).

**Conservation status**
The bearded seal has a favourable conservation status, but it is listed as ‘Data Deficient’ on the Greenland Red List due to lack of knowledge about population boundaries and numbers. At global scale it is listed as ‘Least Concern’ (IUCN 2012).

**Critical and important habitat**
In the Diskø West assessment area the Store Hellefiskebanke and especially the northern rim, seems to be an important habitat during winter and spring (Figure 22).
Harp seal (Pagophilus groenlandica)

Harp seals are migratory seals. The vast majority of the seals from the West Atlantic population concentrate around the whelping areas off Newfoundland in February-April. They give birth on the drift ice in March and they moult in April. After the moult they spread out in the waters between Greenland and Canada and some seals move up along the Greenland east coast (Figure 23). Observations of harp seals in the assessment area made during surveys since 1988 are shown in Figure 22.

Harp seals are widely distributed in the assessment area (Figure 23) and their numbers increase throughout the summer and early fall, but when the sea-ice starts to form they migrate towards the whelping areas off Newfoundland. During summer most adult harp seals will forage in pods typically consisting of 5-20 individuals. Juvenile seals forage alone. All age-classes will in the coastal part of the assessment area mainly feed on capelin, whereas sandeel was the main prey in a study from the Store Hellefiskebanke (Kapel 1995).

The West Atlantic population that whelp on the ice off Newfoundland in early March is estimated to have increased from around 1.8 million in the early 1970s to about 9 million individuals in 2011 (ICES 2011). The proportion of seals found in the assessment area is unknown and probably also variable, but might be in the region of 10% of the population.

**Figure 22.** Sightings of seals made during 20 systematic seabird and marine mammal surveys from seismic vessels and biological research vessels between 1988 and 2010 (DCE Seabirds-at-Sea Database, unpublished). The spatial distribution of effort is indicated by the transect lines. The surveys were conducted between April and November, but with a peak in August and September.
The annual catch of harp seals in the settlements on the Greenland west coast between 66° N-70° N including most of the assessment area) is on average 25,380 (Table 9).

**Conservation status**

The population occurring in the assessment area has a favourable conservation status. Harp seals are the most numerous marine mammals on the northern hemisphere and the West Atlantic population is probably at the highest level in historic time. It is listed as of ‘Least Concern’ on the Greenland Red List.

**Critical and important habitats**

No particularly important areas are known for harp seals within the assessment area.

**Ringed seal (Pusa hispida)**

Ringed seals are present in all parts of the Arctic that have annual sea-ice. They give birth in March-April in lairs dug out in a snowdrift that is covering a breathing hole. The pups lactate in up to 7 weeks (Hammill et al. 1991). The moulting period is mainly in June and during the moult, the seals will spend most of the day basking on the ice. They need to be near the ice in this period. Some move into ice filled glacier fjords and others follow the retreating sea-ice north and westward to the high Arctic areas. When the sea-ice expands again...
during early winter they spread out again. Ringed seals make breathing holes in the new ice and they maintain the breathing holes in fast ice areas and in consolidated pack ice throughout the winter. Adult seals establish territories in these areas, whereas the juvenile seals mainly spend the winter in areas with loose unconsolidated sea-ice. Observations of ringed seals in the Disko West assessment area made during surveys since 1988 is shown in Figure 22.

Aerial surveys in the 1980s revealed large concentrations of ringed seal in the Baffin Bay pack ice (Finley et al. 1983). These and other surveys found average densities of ringed seals on fast ice as well as on consolidated pack ice in the Baffin Bay area to vary between 1.3-2 seals/km² in June (Kingsley 1998, and references therein).

Ringed seals mainly prey on polar cod, Arctic cod, Liparis spp. and amphipods in near-shore waters (Siegstad et al. 1998). Prey selection is unknown for off-shore areas, but likely to consist of the same species.
Catch
The annual catch of harp seals in the settlements on the Greenland west coast between 66°N-70°N (including most of the assessment area) is on average 11,757 (Table 9).

Conservation status
The ringed seal has a favourable conservation status, because of a relatively uniform and widespread circumpolar distribution, which prevents overexploitation on an overall population level. Ringed seals are listed as of ‘Least Concern’ (LC) on the Greenland Red List.

Critical and important habitats
Stable ice in the whelping and nursing period is the most critical factor to ringed seals. Such ice is widespread within the assessment area (both off-shore and in fjords and along the coast), why it is difficult to designate any especially important areas.

4.8.4 Whales, dolphins and porpoises
F. Ugarte, T.K. Boye, M. Simon and M.P. Heide-Jørgensen

The order Cetacea, which includes whales, dolphins and porpoises, is divided into two sub-orders: Mysticeti (baleen whales) and Odontoceti (toothed whales). They differ in foraging behaviour and ecology. Baleen whales catch prey by filtering large volumes of prey laden water through a curtain of baleen plates hanging from the roof of their mouth, while toothed whales catch individual prey with their teeth. There are also general differences in their residency and migration patterns, with most baleen whales showing well defined seasonal migrations between breeding and feeding grounds.

Baleen whales and toothed whales differ in the frequency ranges of the sounds used for communication, navigation and feeding. Baleen whales emit low frequency calls (10-10,000 Hz), audible over distances of tens of kilometres (Mellinger et al. 2007). In contrast, toothed whales use higher frequencies (80 Hz-130 kHz) to produce tonal sounds for communication, and clicks for echolocation and communication (Mellinger et al. 2007). An overview of the frequencies used by cetaceans present in the assessment area is given in Figure 24.

Oil activities that potentially can impact whales include seismic exploration, exploratory drilling, ship, helicopter and aircraft noise, discharges to water, dredging, and marine constructions.

Baleen whales
Baleen whales regularly occurring in the assessment area include the bowhead whale and four species of rorquals (family Balaenopteridae: minke, fin, blue and humpback whale). In addition, a fifth rorqual, the sei whale, is believed to have a fluctuating abundance during summer.

All five rorqual species migrate between southerly calving and mating grounds during winter and northerm feeding grounds during summer. Their summer distribution includes parts of the northern North Atlantic, including the seas around Greenland. From different surveys performed during 1988 to 2010 information is available concerning the occurrence of the four baleen whale species that are regularly present in the assessment area (Figure 25). The rorquals undertake long migrations to take advantage of the summer peak of productivity in northern wa-
Climate change will likely impact these migratory species in terms of distribution changes due to geographic shifts in the locations of frontal and upwelling areas that concentrate their food.

Baleen whales produce low frequency calls, many of which are species-specific and can be detected over tens to hundreds of kilometres (Mellinger et al. 2007, Figure 24). Due to their potential ability to communicate acoustically over very long distances, the baleen whales are sensitive to activities that raise the ambient noise level (acoustic pollution) from sources such as seismic airguns, drilling, offshore construction, aircrafts and vessel supply activities.

**Bowhead whale (Balaena mysticetus)**

The bowhead whale is the only baleen whale that remains year round in Arctic and Sub-Arctic waters. Five populations of bowhead, i.e. Okhotsk Sea, Bering-Chukchi-Beaufort Sea (BCB), Foxe Basin-Hudson Bay (FBHB), Baffin Bay-Davis Strait (BBDS) and Spitsbergen are currently recognized by the International Whaling Commission (IWC), although the FBHB and BBDS stocks delineation is currently debated as they probably constitute one single population.

The bowhead whales belonging to the Baffin Bay stock spend most of the year in the Canadian high Arctic around Baffin Island (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2010b). In winter (January-February) part of the population migrates to West Greenland to feed on the high densities of Arctic copepods in Disko Bay (Heide-Jørgensen et al.)
Figure 25. Sightings of different species of whales made during 20 systematic seabird and marine mammal survey from seismic vessels and biological research vessels between 1988 and 2010 (DCE Seabirds-at-Sea Database, unpublished). The spatial distribution of effort is indicated by the transect lines. The surveys were conducted between April and November, but with a peak in August and September.
Besides feeding, the whales may use the area as a mating ground (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2010b).

Extensive commercial whaling of bowhead whales reduced the stock to a level where whaling was no longer profitable by the end of the nineteenth century (Ross 1993) and sightings were seldom in West Greenland. However, the stock is now recovering and the whales have returned to the Disko Bay feeding/mating area.

Somatic growth of bowhead whales is known to be slow compared to other baleen whales and sexual maturity is estimated to be attained late in life (>20 yrs of age) relative to other mammals. Calving intervals of 3–4 yrs (Burns et al. 1993) resemble production seen in right whales and other Arctic cetaceans (narwhals, and white whales). Calving is believed to take place in spring after a gestation period of just over one year which should give a conception period in March (see also below). The maximum age of bowhead whales has recently been estimated to exceed 200 yrs by measuring aspartic acid racemization of their eye lenses (George et al. 1999).

Current distribution of bowhead whales

Today bowheads are primarily spring and summer visitors and found along the west coast between Nordre Strømfjord and southern part of Qaanaaq (Box 9 and Figure 26). The core area for bowhead whales today is the Disko Bay and waters west and southwest of Disko Island.

Migrations

The first bowhead whales appear in Disko Bay in February (2005, 2006, 2009 and 2010) at Kitsissuarsuit and Qeqertarsuaq. The whales remain in the bay until June where they are mainly concentrated in the northern section near the coast of Disko Island, but some whales have been observed in the eastern part of the bay towards Ilulissat or around the islands in the opening of the bay. The timing of the departure from the bay varies slightly, but usually occurs around mid-May. The predominant migration route is taken in a northwest direction across the Baffin Bay assessment area, probably through leads and cracks in the pack ice (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2006a). The traverse of Baffin Bay likely requires that whales move north along the West Greenland coast until they find a lead that intersect Baffin Bay running northwest to southeast, facilitating open water availability during the relatively short time span the whales use to cross the bay (Box 9).

Stock identity

Recent satellite tracking studies in Canada and Greenland (Box 9) shows that bowhead whales that occur in West Greenland are part of a population that extends from Foxe Basin through the Canadian high-Arctic archipelago, Hudson Bay and Hudson Strait, and along the east coast of Baffin Island (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2006a), i.e. the range of the two now debated stocks BBDS and FBHB.

Population segregation

Even though the bowhead whales in West Greenland are shared with those in Hudson Bay and Foxe Basin there is evidence for considerable age and sex segregation between the two areas. Females with calves and young immature whales are primarily found in Foxe Basin, whereas in Disko Bay (and the Baffin Bay assessment area) the population consists mostly of adult whales (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2010e). Skin biopsy samples of bowhead whales collected in Disko Bay between 2000 and 2010 show that 78% (n = 448) of the whales sampled are females based on genetic sex determinations (Palsbøll et al. 1997) and length estimates suggest all were mature exceeding 12-14 m of body length (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2010e). Very few calves have been seen in West Greenland, thus the large pro-
portion of females must be either pregnant, resting or in oestrous (post-lactating). Acoustic studies in Disko Bay indicate that the bay is also a mating ground. Mating is believed to occur in March and April (Reese et al. 2001). Intensive singing activity of bowhead whales with up to three unique songs per individual were recorded in April 2007 (Stańord et al. 2008, Tervo et al. 2009). Singing is an activity that usually is attributed to male display in baleen whales and, given most singing activity was recorded during spring; mating between the relatively few males and the large fraction of females is assumed to occur in Disko Bay in March.

Current abundance in West Greenland
Abundance of bowhead whales in West Greenland was assessed from an aerial survey conducted in March and April 2006. The surveyed area included the region between Sisimiut and Upernavik and up to approximately 100 km offshore and resulted in an estimated abundance of 1229 (95% CI: 495-2939) bowhead whales for the surveyed area (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2007a). These whales constitute a fraction of the total population moving through the Baffin Bay to the Canadian summer grounds, where the population in 2001-02 was estimated at 6,344 (95% confidence limits 3,119-12,906) (IWC 2008).
Diving and foraging ecology

Dive data collected from bowhead whales in Disko Bay indicate deep dives with great variability following the highly complex bottom contours of Disko Bay as well as mid-water and near-surface feeding dives (Laidre et al. 2007, Simon et al. 2009). In these depths, densities of copepods are very high (Laidre et al. 2007). Given the requirement to strain enormous quantities of water (Simon et al. 2009), bowhead whales likely have evolved to exploit their zooplankton prey in regions with high density aggregations.

Feeding habits of bowhead whales in Disko Bay have been studied through examination of stomach contents of whales captured in the subsistence harvest for whales. Four stomach samples were collected in 2009 and 2010 and in all stomachs the prey items were >99% calanoid copepods >3 mm long (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2012b). In one stomach, where species determination was possible, it was primarily Calanus hyperboreus that was found. The stomach content of the bowhead whales from Disko Bay indicate that they feed almost exclusively on calanoid copepods and that no other prey items contribute substantially to their diet. This is in agreement with observations of diving behaviour and area utilization by whales instrumented with time-depth-recorders and satellite transmitters (Laidre et al. 2007, Simon et al. 2009). The stomach contents of three whales (of the same stock) taken by the subsistence hunt in the Canadian archipelago in the period 1996-2008 surprised by containing high numbers of benthic and epibenthic organisms especially mysids (Pomerleau et al. 2011).

Conservation status and catch

Bowhead whales in West Greenland are listed as ‘Near Threatened’ (NT) on the Greenland Red List (Boertmann 2008) because, despite the recent signs of recovery (Heide-Jørgensen & Laidre 2010), numbers of bowhead whales in Baffin Bay are probably still much lower than the original population size (Allen & Keay 2006). At a global level, bowhead whales are listed as ‘Least Concern’ (LC) on the international Red List (IUCN 2012).

Critical and important areas

The assessment area is extensively used by bowhead whales, e.g. as feeding and mating ground (Figure 26). The Disko Bay and the waters to the southwest of Disko must be classified as one of the most important bowhead whale habitats worldwide; it is used extensively for foraging by mature whales of both sexes and it is especially important for mature females that – aside from feeding – are also mating in the bay (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2012b). The migration corridors between Disko Bay and northern Baffin Island during May and June and between southern Baffin Island and Disko Bay during February are also critical habitats.

North of the assessment area, the North Water Polynya is a winter and spring/early summer habitat, but it is not known how many whales occur there.

Minke Whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata)

Minke whales are the smallest baleen whale in the northern hemisphere, with average lengths in the North Atlantic of 8-9 m and average weights of 8 t. Owing to their relatively small size, their inconspicuous blow, their extremely fast movements and the fact that they are usually solitary animals, minke whales are often difficult to survey.

Minke whales feed on a large variety of prey, including small schooling fish and krill. Preferred prey in West Greenland include capelin and sandeels (Larsen & Kapel 1981).
Box 9. Movements and space-use patterns of bowhead whales in the Baffin Bay, 2009 and 2010

M.P. Heide-Jørgensen and K. Laidre

A total of 78 bowhead whales have been instrumented with satellite-linked radio transmitters in Disko Bay in 2009 (n = 28) and 2010 (n = 50). Three types of transmitter configurations were used: cylindrical implantable SPOT 5 tags that provide only positions of the whales (n = 33), cylindrical implantable Mk10 tags that collect and transmit compressed and binned dive data (n = 16) and external SWING SPLASH tags secured with a spear with barbs that also collect dive data (n = 29). All tags were deployed in Disko Bay between 15 February and 5 June with most deployments in April. Data from the tags have been collected for as long as 14 months (Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) and seven tags are still transmitting at the time of the completion of this report.

Home ranges were calculated for 3 data subsets based on satellite telemetry collected from whales between spring 2009 and summer 2010. They were calculated using the kernel method. First, home ranges in autumn, winter, spring and summer were calculated only from whales tagged in 2009 (which had transmitted through 2010) (Fig. 6). Second, home ranges for the spring and summer were calculated from whales tagged in 2010 (data for this report were available through August 2010) (Fig. 7). Third, home ranges were calculated for the combined data sets for the spring and summer season using whales tagged in 2009 and 2010 (Fig. 8). Currently, autumn home ranges are only available based on whales from 2009 because the tags from 2010 are still transmitting.

Winter: January - March
Two tags deployed on 27 April and one deployed on 17 May 2009 in Disko Bay provided positions in January-March 2010 and they were all located at the northern Labrador Coast at the entrance to Hudson Strait in January at a time when bowhead whales are not regularly seen in Disko Bay. In March-April two of the whales made a move towards Disko Bay where they were located in April in the very same areas where bowhead whales were located and tagged in 2010. The tracks of the two whales from Northern Labrador to Disko Bay in winter are the first actual demonstrations of the return migration of bowhead whales to West Greenland from the summer and fall grounds in northern Canada. Although it was assumed that the route across Davis Strait constituted the most likely supply of bowhead whales to West Greenland it has also been proposed that whales could come from the north along the West Greenland coast or straight across from Baffin Island. The tracks of the two whales (one female and one unknown sex) that returned to Disko Bay also demonstrate that some whales return year after year to the bay and not necessarily follow a multi-annual cycle.

Spring: April - May
Most of the tagging effort on bowhead whales has taken place in April-May in Disko Bay. Generally the bowhead whales are concentrated in the western part of Disko Bay in April-May, but the northbound migration has been initiated in early May and bowhead whales can be found all along the West Greenland coast as far north as Melville Bay and the North Water, and they are also found in the eastern part of Disko Bay and in Vaigat.
The spring home ranges (Fig. 6 and 7) demonstrate the concentration area of whales in the Disko Bay region during April and May (especially when compared to the expansive home range in summer). The combined spring area (Fig. 8) was similarly concentrated in Disko Bay and only the 95% region showed small pieces of area use as whales began their northbound migration.

Summer: June - August

June is the month when bowhead whales migrate across Baffin Bay. Bowhead whales can still be found in Disko Bay in June, but they occur in lower numbers as many whales have departed. Most whales are located in the eastern part of Baffin Bay from Disko Island and north to the North Water. Some whales have however already crossed or circumvented the deep basin of Baffin Bay to be found on the western side of the bay.

In July almost all of the whales are on the western side of Baffin Bay and along the east coast of Baffin Island. Also offshore areas in the northern part of Baffin Bay and southern part of the North Water attract a large number of bowhead whales in July.

Figure 2. Locations of all bowhead whales tagged in Disko Bay in 2010 and tracked through August 2010 (n =50).

Figure 3. Track of a female bowhead whale (Id. no. 20162) tagged on 27 April 2009 in Disko Bay and tracked through March 2010.
**Figure 4.** Track of a female bowhead whale (Id. no. 20167) tagged 17 May 2009 in Disko Bay and tracked through 11 July 2010.

**Figure 5.** Track of a bowhead whale (sex unknown, Id. no. 20685) tagged 27 April 2009 in Disko Bay and tracked through 27 January 2010.
August is typically spent in coastal areas in the Canadian high Arctic archipelago and in northern Hudson Bay and Foxe Basin. Some bowhead whales circumvent Baffin Island in August but the largest concentrations of whales have been found in Prince Regent Inlet in late August.

The summer home range demonstrated the vast area over which the bowhead whales range during these months (Fig. 6, 7 and 8).

**Autumn: September - December**

Bowhead whales are generally not present in West Greenland or the eastern part of Baffin Bay in the fall and early winter. In the fall whales from Disko Bay can be located in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago as far west as 90° W, but are primarily concentrated in Prince Regent Inlet, Foxe Basin and in fjords along the east coast of Baffin Island (e.g. Isabella Bay and Cumberland Sound) and Hudson Strait. At this time of the year the whales are also concentrated in coastal areas or move between coastal locations.

The 95, 75, and 50% autumn kernel home range was concentrated in multiple smaller focal areas which included the east coast of Baffin Island (Isabella Bay and offshore from Cumberland Sound), Prince Regent Inlet, Repulse Bay, and multiple areas within Hudson Strait (Fig. 6).

Figure 6. Seasonal home range distributions (calculated by the kernel method) of bowhead whales from 2009 (n = 28).

Figure 7. Seasonal home range distributions (calculated by the kernel method) of bowhead whales from 2010 (n = 50).

Figure 8. Combined spring and summer home ranges (calculated by the kernel method) for bowhead whales tracked in 2009 and 2010 (n = 78).
Distribution
As other rorquals, minke whales migrate seasonally from boreal, Arctic and sub-Arctic waters in summer to warmer waters in winter. Summer feeding grounds extend from northern Europe and North America, including Greenland, to the ice edge. Winter breeding grounds are unknown, but may include tropical waters off the Caribbean and West Africa. Some individuals remain at high latitudes during winters. Minke whales occur as summer visitors in the Disko West assessment area (Figure 43). In recent years minke whales have been reported as far north as Siorapaluk in the former Qaanaaq Municipality, which most likely is an effect of climate change.

Stocks
For management purposes, the International Whaling Commission (IWC) recognizes four different minke whale management stocks in the North Atlantic (Figure 27). These management regions were established based on studies of catch statistics, biological characteristics and tagging. Newer molecular studies tend to confirm the established subdivisions (Andersen et al. 2003, Born et al. 2007).

Abundance
The available data indicate an excess of female minke whales in West Greenland, even though similar numbers of female and male offspring are born (Laidre et al. 2009). This indicates that only a portion of the population, with a majority of females, migrates to the summer feeding grounds off West Greenland. Females seem to prefer colder waters and move further north than males in warm years.

Several surveys of large whales in West Greenland, including the assessment area have been carried out since 1984 (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2008), the most recent in 2007. Based on the fluctuation of abundance estimates from eight different years, Heide-Jørgensen & Laidre (2008) concluded that a varying proportion of North Atlantic minke whales use the West Greenland banks as summer feeding grounds.

From a survey in 2007, the minke whale abundance for West Greenland was estimated to be 16,609 whales (95 %CI 7,172-38,461; Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2010d). The actual number of minke whales in West Greenland is assumed to be higher because this survey did not cover the northernmost part of West Greenland where minke whales also occur.

Conservation
The population occurring in the assessment area has a favourable conservation status. Both the global Red List (IUCN 2012) and the Greenland Red List categorize the minke whale as of ‘Least Concern’ (LC).

Critical and important areas
The whole assessment area is used by minke whales during summer. A variety of data, including catch statistics (Laidre et al. 2009) sighting surveys (Laidre et al. 2010) and diverse observations indicate that the fishing banks in the south of the assessment area (Store Hellefsiskebanke), as well as the entire Disko Bay are important areas for minke whales during summer.

Blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus)
The blue whale is the largest animal in the world, with an average length of 25-26 m and average weight of 100-120 t, females being larger than males. Their main prey is krill.
Blue whales produce distinctive calls with low frequency and high intensity and they can be detected over hundreds of kilometres (Širović et al. 2007). They synchronise their call sequences and display very fine pitch discrimination and control over their calling frequency (McDonald et al. 2009). The physical characteristic of their synchronous calls might allow blue whales to use the Doppler shift to navigate and to acquire information about the direction to other calling whales (Hoffman et al. 2010).

**Distribution**

Blue whales are globally distributed from the equator to polar waters, moving to high latitudes for feeding during summer and to low latitudes for breeding during winter. Blue whales have been observed in the assessment area (Figure 25), but exact numbers are not known yet. However, in other areas as in the Eastern Atlantic and Antarctica, they are present in offshore waters up to the ice edge.

Winter calving grounds for the blue whales occurring in West Greenland are unknown. There are important known feeding grounds in eastern North America (St. Lawrence Bay, Newfoundland, Labrador) and in the Greenland Sea/Denmark...
Strait. Blue whales are also present west of Svalbard and in the Norwegian Sea/Barents Sea. Direct observations of blue whales in West Greenland are rare, but acoustic data indicates that blue whales frequently use the Davis Strait area, including the area immediately south of the assessment area (Simon 2010).

A blue whale tagged with a satellite transmitter in Disko Bay in April 2009 moved north during May, while the sea-ice coverage was still substantial (GINR unpublished data).

Conservation status
The population occurring in the Disko West assessment area has an unfavourable conservation status, because it was heavily exploited by commercial whaling in several areas of the North Atlantic during the first half of the 20th century. The population shows signs of recovery since global protection was applied in 1966, but population size remains at a very low level (IUCN 2012). There are roughly approximately 1,500 blue whales in the North Atlantic waters. Blue whales are categorised as 'Data Deficient' in the Greenland Red List. In the global Red List, blue whales are classified as 'Endangered' (EN) (IUCN 2012).

Critical and important areas
Due to their mainly offshore habits and low numbers, important areas for blue whales in West Greenland have not been identified yet.

Fin Whale (*Balaenoptera physalus*)
Fin whales are the second longest animal on the planet next to blue whales, with average lengths in the northern hemisphere of 19-20 m and average weights of 45-75 t.

Fin whales favour prey items such as krill and small schooling fish, e.g. capelin. During summer they feed at high latitudes and are believed to migrate south to unknown breeding grounds during the winter. However, satellite tracking (Mikkelsen et al. 2007) and sound recordings (Simon et al. 2007a) indicate that at least some individuals remain at high latitudes year round. Recently, passive acoustic monitoring in the Davis Strait indicated that fin whales may mate during winter in West Greenland, and that fin whales remain in the Davis Strait until they are apparently excluded from the area by the advance of the sea-ice (Simon et al. 2010).

Fin whales produce distinctive low frequency calls that can be detected over tens of kilometres (Širović et al. 2007).

Distribution
Fin whales are found worldwide from temperate to polar waters, but are less common in the tropics. Fin whales occur during summer in the Disko West assessment area (Figure 25).

Due to their economic importance, there have been considerable efforts to estimate the number and the abundance trends of large whales, including fin whales in West Greenland. The estimate from an aerial survey in September 2007 was 4,468 (95% CI 11,343-14,871) fin whales, and the population may be increasing (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2010e). The actual number of fin whales in West Greenland must be larger because the survey did not cover the northernmost parts of the fin whale’s range.

Satellite tagging data show that fin whales make extensive movements in West Greenland, suggesting that fin whales off West Greenland should be treated as one large management unit, rather than small separate populations or stocks (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2003c).
Conservation
Fin whales have an unfavourable conservation status on a global scale, and are categorised as ‘Endangered’ (EN) in the global Red List (IUCN 2012). This listing is based on the population decrease recorded in the southern hemisphere due to whaling. However in the North Atlantic fin whales are abundant, the population therefore has a favourable conservation status and the species is listed as of ‘Least Concern’ (LC) on the Greenland Red List.

Critical and important areas
Fin whale use Disko Bay extensively and are often seen close to shore in Qeqertarsuup. The fishing banks to the south of Disko Bay e.g. Store Hellefiskebanke, are also an important area for fin whales during summer.

Humpback Whale (*Megaptera novaeangliae*)
Humpback whales are on average 12-14 m long and weigh 25-30 t. They feed on a variety of small schooling fish and krill. Besides their ecological importance, humpback whales in West Greenland are an economic resource because they are a target for both whale watching and whaling.

Humpback whales produce distinctive broadband calls and songs with fundamental frequencies ranging from 30 to 4000 Hz (Payne & Payne 1985b, Cerchio et al. 2001).

Distribution and abundance
Humpback whales are widely distributed and occur seasonally in all oceans from the Arctic to the Antarctic. They migrate between mid- and high-latitude summer feeding grounds and tropical or subtropical winter breeding and calving grounds. Known calving grounds for humpbacks from the North Atlantic are in the Caribbean and at the Cape Verde islands (Wenzel et al. 2009 and references therein).

Several photographically identified humpback whales migrate between summer feeding grounds off West Greenland and winter breeding grounds off the Dominican Republic.

Part of the West Greenlandic humpback whale population uses the Disko West assessment area (Figure 25). A series of eight line-transect surveys carried out between 1984 and 2007 was used to estimate a rate of population increase of 9.4% per year (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2012a). This high rate of increase is consistent with reports from other humpback whale feeding grounds in the North Atlantic. The abundance estimate of the West Greenlandic humpback whale was 3,272 (95% CI 1,300-8,233) in 2007. However, the actual abundance may be larger, since the survey did not cover important humpback whale habitats in the far north or offshore areas with depths exceeding 200 m.

It is likely that the range of humpback whales in West Greenland will expand as the population continues to increase. In recent years humpback whales are found more widely distributed in West Greenland and records of observations north of the assessment area are now frequent.

Humpback whales can be individually identified by the pattern on the fluke, which they often raise above the surface at the start of a deep dive. Movement patterns of thousands of humpbacks photographed across the North Atlantic show high levels of site fidelity with occasional long-distance movements between four main feeding aggregations (Figure 28): Gulf of Maine, eastern Canada, West Greenland and the eastern North Atlantic (Stevick et al. 2006).
Satellite telemetry suggests that humpback whales use much of the West Greenland waters as feeding grounds by remaining relatively stationary for a period of days and then moving up to hundreds of kilometres to a different location, where they remain stationary again (Heide-Jørgensen & Laidre 2007). This pattern is consistent with an ongoing photo-identification study in a fjord of central West Greenland, where individual humpback whales seem to return year after year, remain in the fjord for several days and then leave (Boye et al. 2010).

The main prey items of humpback whales in West Greenland are probably capelin, which is abundant in coastal and fjord waters; sandeels, abundant in offshore banks such as Store Hellefiskebanke and krill which can be found both offshore and in the fjords. By moving between known feeding grounds, humpback whales target multiple sites for foraging and are able to exploit several species in a variety of environments during a single feeding season.

**Vocalization**

Humpback whales are well known for the long and complex songs produced by males in the breeding grounds (recent review of humpback whale song in Parsons et al. 2008). Most knowledge about the sound produced by humpback whales in their feeding grounds comes from a few studies in the North Pacific (D’Vincent et al. 1985, Thompson et al. 1986) and the gulf of Maine (Stimpert et al. 2007), where cooperative feeding calls, as well as click-like sounds have been described. In West Greenland, humpback whales seem to be mostly silent during summer (Simon 2010). Humpback whale sounds are low to mid-frequency, usually 30 Hz to 8 kHz, although up to 24 kHz may be reached. Peak frequencies tend to be around 315 Hz and 630 Hz (Parsons et al. 2008).

---

**Figure 28.** Feeding aggregations of humpback whales in the North Atlantic: Gulf of Maine, Eastern Canada, West Greenland and Eastern North Atlantic. There are also humpback whales in East Greenland (i.e. off Tasiilaq), but their relation to the other feeding aggregations is not known.
Conservation
The population occurring in the assessment area has a favourable conservation status as it is abundant and increasing. During the 1900’s, whaling seriously depleted all humpback whale stocks, and humpback whales received worldwide protection in the 1980s. Most populations have increased substantially since the cessation of commercial whaling and in 2008, the status of humpback whale was changed from ‘Vulnerable’ (VU) to ‘Least Concern’ (LC) in the global Red List (IUCN 2012). Their classification in the Greenland Red List is also ‘Least Concern’ (LC).

Critical and important areas
Humpback whales use the entire assessment area and are abundant both offshore and inshore. Sightings from all towns and settlements are common, with reports often coming from Qeqertarsuaq, Ilulissat and Aasiaat. As for fin and minke whales, the fishing banks (especially Store Hellefiskebanke) are important areas for humpback whales during summer.

Sei whale (Balaenoptera borealis)
Sei whales are on average 14 m long and weigh 20–25 t. In the North Atlantic, sei whales seem to subsist on a limited variety of food, feeding almost exclusively on calanoid copepods and euphasiids (krill), although small schooling fish and squid form an important part of their diet in other areas (Prieto et al. 2011 and references therein). A study from the 1970s showed that sei whales in Greenland feed almost exclusively on krill (Kapel 1979).

Sei whales produce a variety of vocalisations, using frequencies that vary from about 40–600 Hz (Rankin & Barlow 2007).

Distribution and abundance
The species is believed to make seasonal migrations between low-latitude wintering grounds and high-latitude feeding grounds. However, the distribution of sei whales is poorly understood. On feeding grounds, they are associated with oceanic frontal systems (Prieto et al. 2011 and references therein). The occurrence of sei whales in West Greenland may be linked to years with increased influx of relatively warm Atlantic water (Kapel 1985). Sei whale sound signals were recorded
in the Davis Strait in August-September, 2006-07 (Simon 2010). The abundance of sei whales in West Greenland was estimated from a ship survey in 2005 to 1,599 individuals (95% CI = 690-3,705). The overall distribution of these rorquals is correlated with high densities of krill occurring deeper than 150 m (Laidre et al. 2010).

**Conservation**

Sei whale numbers were severely reduced during whaling in the early twentieth century. Although protected, the sei whales have an unfavourable conservation status and are considered as 'Endangered' (EN) on the IUCN global red list (2012). Poor knowledge on this species' distribution and abundance in West Greenland places the sei whale as 'Data deficient' (DD) on the Greenland Red List (Boertmann 2008).

**Critical and important areas**

No critical areas for sei whales in the assessment area have been identified so far.

### 4.8.5 Toothed whales

_F. Ugarte, L.M. Rasmussen and M.P. Heide-Jørgensen_

Eight species of toothed whales occur in the Disko West assessment area, and of these two are specialised inhabitants of the Arctic, the narwhal and the white whale, that occur in the assessment area during winter.

Six other species of toothed whales that are common in the northern North Atlantic are also regularly present in the assessment area; killer whale, sperm whale, pilot whale, white-beaked dolphin and bottlenose whale. In addition harbour porpoise (_Phocaena phocaena_) occur, but mainly in the southern part of the assessment area. These species are also found in boreal waters and sperm whale and killer whales occur in all oceans. All of them avoid densely ice-covered waters, so their occurrence in the assessment area is restricted to the ice-free months. With the expected reduction of sea-ice cover due to climate change, the period of their occurrence in the assessment area may however be extended.

Toothed whales produce clicks for echolocation and communication. In addition, killer whales produce pulsed calls made of clicks in very rapid succession. Narwhals, white whales, white-beaked dolphins, pilot whales and killer whales produce also whistle-like sounds. Pulsed calls serve several purposes, including long-range communication and transmission of information about kinship and group cohesion. Whistles are important during short-range social contacts and may include information about the identity of the whistler. Figure 24 shows the frequency ranges of echolocation clicks, calls and whistles produced by toothed whales in the assessment area.

**Long-finned pilot whale (_Globicephala melas_)**

The long-finned pilot whale occurs in temperate and sub-polar zones and, according to most literature ranges from Disko Bay and Ungava Bay in the North West, from 68°N in eastern Greenland across Iceland and the Faroe Islands to mid-Norway, and south to North Carolina, the Azores, Madeira and Mauritania (e.g. Jefferson et al. 2008). Greenlandic catch statistics (APNN, unpublished data) show, however, that pilot whales occasionally occur as far north as Uummannaq and Upemavik in the in late summer or early autumn.

---

1 Echolocation is the ability of finding (i.e. locating) objects by listening to the reflections (echoes) of echolocation clicks.
Long-finned pilot whales are social and generally found in groups of 20-100 individuals, and they frequently associate with other marine mammals. In the western North Atlantic they concentrate in areas over the continental slope in winter and spring, and move over the shelf in summer and autumn (Jefferson et al. 2008).

Their diet consists primarily of squid, but also small to medium-sized fishes are taken, such as Atlantic cod and herring (although not in Greenland waters).

**Population**

Pilot whales occurring in Greenland and in the assessment area probably represent vagrants from a large North Atlantic population. The abundance of pilot whales on the banks of West Greenland was estimated in 2007 to be 7,440 (95% CI 3,014-18,376) (Hansen 2010). The surveys covered only part of the range of pilot whales in West Greenland and it must be considered a minimum estimate. During seismic surveys and other research cruises performed between 1988 and 2010, pilot whales were sighted in the Disko West assessment area (Figure 25).

**Conservation**

Long-finned pilot whale is listed as of 'Least Concern' according to both the global Red List (IUCN 2012) and the Greenland Red List.

**Critical and important areas**

The preferred habitat of pilot whales is in deep water offshore areas (Hansen 2010). Numerous observations have been documented from the south-western part of the assessment area (Hansen 2010), but no important areas have been identified.

*White-beaked dolphin (Lagenorhynchus albirostris)*

White-beaked dolphins inhabit the North Atlantic Ocean in the cold temperate zone and the southern part of the Arctic. According to several published sources, Disko Bay is the northern limit of their distribution in West Greenland (e.g., Reeves et al. 1999, Kinze 2002). However, unpublished and unverified catch statistics indicate that white-beaked dolphins occur as far north as Upernavik, north of the assessment area.

White beaked dolphins primary habitat is waters less than 200 m deep, especially along the edges of continental shelves.

The species has been very little studied and thus not much is known about its biology and ecology. The diet of white-beaked dolphins in West Greenland is unknown. In other areas, they feed mainly on a variety of small schooling fishes such as herring, capelin, sandeel and Atlantic cod, but they may also eat squid and crustaceans (Jefferson et al. 2008).

White-beaked dolphins are most often found in groups of 5-10, but are commonly found in larger groups and occasionally in their hundreds (Rasmussen 1999). When feeding, the dolphins often associate with other species of whales.

Abundance of white-beaked dolphins on the banks of West Greenland was estimated in 2007 to be 11,801 (95% CI 7,562-18,416) (Hansen 2010). The surveys only covered part of the range of white-beaked dolphins in West Greenland and it must be considered a minimum estimate.

**Conservation**

The global status of the white-beaked dolphin is 'Least concern' (IUCN 2012). On the Greenland Red List, the white-beaked dolphin is listed as 'not applicable (NA)'.
Critical and important areas
The preferred habitat of white beaked dolphins in western Greenland consists of deep water over steep slope areas in South Greenland areas (Hansen 2010). However, most of the recorded observations are from relatively shallow waters off the continental shelf in the southern part of Disko Bay and southwards (Hansen 2010).

Killer whale (*Orcinus orca*)
Killer whales are top predators that occur in all oceans, but tend to concentrate in colder regions with high productivity. They feed on prey that varies in size from herring to adult blue whales. Different killer whale populations tend to specialise and feed on locally abundant prey species. Across populations the movements and behaviour of the prey influences killer whale behaviour, movements and social organisation. As a result of these specialisations, there are different ecotypes of killer whales. Examples of such ecotypes include killer whales that feed seasonally on sea lion and elephant seal pups in Patagonia (Lopez & Lopez 1985), herring in Norway and Iceland (Simon et al. 2007b), sharks in New Zealand (Visser 2005) and tuna fish in the Gibraltar Strait (Guinet et al. 2007). In some cases, up to three different ecotypes are known to overlap in one area, such as in the northeastern Pacific where the ecotypes called ‘residents’, ‘transients’ and ‘off-shores’ feed on salmon, marine mammals and sharks, respectively (Baird & Dill 1995, Herman et al. 2005, Ford & Ellis 2006). In Antarctica, three ecotypes are feeding on tooth-fish, seals or large whales, respectively (Pitman & Ensor 2003). Sympatric ecotypes (i.e. with overlapping ranges) seldom interact and do not interbreed.

Killer whales are typically found in groups of 3-30 animals, but group size may vary from one to more than 100 animals. Large groups are temporary associations of smaller, more stable groups with long-term associations and limited dispersal (review in Baird 2000).

Killer whale populations tend to be small, often numbering in the hundreds, rather than thousands (Bigg et al. 1990, Similä & Ugarte 1997, Visser 2005, Ford & Ellis 2003). Based on genetic analyses performed on killer whales from several locations in the North Pacific, Hoelzel et al. (2007) suggested that killer whale populations in the North Pacific had small effective sizes and that there was ongoing low-level genetic exchange between populations.

Killer whales produce calls and whistle-like sounds for communication and clicks for echolocation (Simon et al. 2007b). Calls serve several purposes and groupspecific call repertoires play a fundamental role in the social organisation and mating system of killer whales (Barrett-Lennard 2000). Whistles are important during short-range social contact (Thomsen et al. 2001).

Distribution
Killer whales are not common in the assessment area, but are occasionally observed or caught by hunters. Heide-Jørgensen (1988) reviewed published and unpublished information available on killer whales in Greenland and carried out a questionnaire-based investigation of sightings of killer whales. Observations occurred in all areas of West Greenland, and sightings were most frequent in Qaanaaq, Disko, Nuuk and Qaqortoq.

Conservation
Killer whales are listed as ‘Data Deficient’ (DD) on the global IUCN Red List (IUCN 2012) and as (NA) ‘not applicable’ on the Greenland Red List (Boertmann 2008).
Critical and important areas
Due to the unpredictable presence of killer whales in Greenland, important areas for this species have not been identified.

White whale (beluga) (*Delphinapterus leucas*)
The white whale is a medium-sized toothed whale up to 5 m long and up to 1,500 kg in weight. The main prey is polar cod and other fish but also squid and shrimps (Heide-Jørgensen & Teilmann 1994). White whales usually travel in groups of two to ten whales, although larger pods often occur.

Distribution
White whales can be found along the whole northwest coast of Greenland during migration between winter and summer grounds (Figure 30). One of their wintering grounds is located in the Disko West assessment area (Figure 30). In recent years they seem to winter and migrate further out from the coast than previously, probably due to the reduced amounts of sea-ice (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2009).

The summer grounds of white whales are in the Canadian Arctic archipelago, where they often occur in estuaries.

Movements
Their migration has been documented by two white whales equipped with satellite transmitters in Canada and tracked to the winter quarters south of Disko Bay (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2003b) (Figure 29). Generally knowledge on the migrations of white whales in West Greenland is limited compared to that on narwhal migrations.

White whales are expected to acquire the major part of their annual food intake in their winter quarters in West Greenland and in the North Water.

Abundance
Aerial surveys flown in West Greenland between 1981 and 1994 document that the numbers of white whale decreased by 62% during that period, because of overharvesting (Heide-Jørgensen & Reeves 1996).

Further surveys in 1998 and 1999 confirmed the decline and in average 7,941 (95% CI: 3,650-17,278) white whales were found in West Greenland, including whales missed by the observers and whales that were submerged during the survey (Heide-Jørgensen & Acquarone 2002).

In 2006, the total abundance of white whales in West Greenland was estimated to be 10,595 (95% CI: 4,904-24,650) individuals, again corrected for missed and submerged animals. The greatest abundance of white whales in 2006 was found in the areas south of Disko Bay at the northern portion of Store Hellefiskebanke, a pattern similar to that found in previous surveys conducted since 1981. The whales were mainly observed at the eastern edge of the pack ice that covers Baffin Bay and Davis Strait. The survey from 2006 suggested that the population is increasing after a period with significantly reduced catches (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2010c).

Conservation status
The population occurring in the assessment area is listed as ‘Critical Endangered’ (CR) on the Greenland Red List. The population is recovering from hunting and subject to restricted hunting that will allow further recovery (Ugarte & Heide-Jørgensen 2008, Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2010c). In Canada it is listed as ‘Threatened/Special Concern’ depending on the stocks. In the Global Red List, the white whale was moved from ‘Vulnerable’ (VU) to ‘Near Threatened’ (NT) in 2008 (IUCN 2012), although with the notification that the white whale is ‘unquestionably a conservation dependent species’.
Narwhal (*Monodon monoceros*)

Narwhals have high site fidelity to migration routes and summering and wintering grounds, and generally use the same areas year after year (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2003a). In the summer months, narwhals stay in inshore bays and fjords in the Canadian Arctic archipelago and Greenland (Figure 31). In autumn, upon the formation of fast ice, narwhals are forced to move east and south out of these regions and spend the winter in areas covered by dense offshore pack ice (Dietz & Heide-Jørgensen 1995, Dietz et al. 2001, Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2002, Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2003a, Dietz et al. 2008a). During winter months, narwhals are widely dispersed in Baffin Bay and Davis Strait with high concentrations between 55°-64°W and 68°-71°N and off Disko Bay (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 1993, Koski & Davis 1994, Dietz et al. 2001, Heide-Jørgensen & Acquarone 2002, Dietz et al. 2008a, Laidre & Heide-Jørgensen 2011). During spring, concentrations of narwhals are seen along ice edges on the east coast of Baffin Island, at the entrances of Lancaster and Jones Sound, and in Smith Sound (e.g. Bradstreet 1982, Koski & Davis 1994). Narwhals are also known to move along the ice edges off West Greenland and to concentrate in the North Water Polynya in spring before entering Inglefield Bredning (Born et al. 1994b, Heide-Jørgensen 2004, GINR unpubl. data).
Figure 31. Summer population units of narwhals in West Greenland and the Eastern Canadian Arctic (red, green, purple, black and yellow) and main wintering grounds (hatched). Red areas inshore Canada and northwest Greenland indicate where important summer concentrations occur, but their relationship to other concentrations areas is not known. The hatched area in Disko Bay indicates an important winter concentration area, where the stock identities of the whales have not been established. Repulse Bay and Northern Hudson Bay are further narwhal grounds not marked on the map.

Distribution of narwhals
Figure 32 shows the global distribution range of narwhals. They are regularly seen along the coast of West Greenland south of Melville Bay and caught from October through May. They are primarily found north of about 66°N and the main areas of concentrations are Uummannaq in November-December, Disko Bay in December-March and in offshore areas from February through April (Figure 31). Aerial surveys conducted in 1981 and 1982 demonstrated the widespread offshore winter distribution of narwhals in the pack-ice in central Baffin Bay (Figure 33).

Stock identity
Narwhals stocks or management units of narwhals are traditionally identified based on the summer aggregations (Dietz & Heide-Jørgensen 1995, Dietz et al. 2001, Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2002, Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2003a, Dietz et al. 2008a). Judging from the satellite tracking data, the three summer stocks in the Canadian high Arctic: Eclipse Sound (including Pond Inlet and Navy Board Inlet with adjacent fjords), Admiralty Inlet and Somerset Island (including Prince Regent Inlet and Peel Sound) have limited exchange during summer (Figure 31).
Other Canadian summer aggregations exist along the east coast of Baffin Island and their stock identity is unknown (Figure 31). Jones Sound and Smith Sound also have smaller aggregations that likely constitute separate stocks.

In November an aggregation occur in Uummannaq, West Greenland. This is not a wintering ground because the whales are forced to leave the fjord in late December to winter offshore once the fast ice forms. These narwhals essentially winter in the eastern part of Baffin Bay in the same general area where whales from other stocks are found. Two whales tagged in Uummannaq in November 2007 departed at the same time and took a similar route north into the Baffin Bay area (Figure 34); a more detailed account is presented below.

The winter aggregation in Disko Bay has been visited by whales from both Melville Bay, Tremblay Sound and Admiralty Inlet (Figures 35 and 36, Richard et al. 2010), many of which pass through the Baffin Bay in autumn and again in spring. Apparently Disko Bay is a mixing ground for narwhals from several summering stocks.
Figure 33. Offshore winter distribution of narwhals in March 1981 and 1982 in central Baffin Bay, based on aerial surveys.

Figure 34. Tracks of two narwhals tagged in Uummannaq in 2007.
Current abundance in West Greenland

Abundance of narwhals off West Greenland was assessed from an aerial survey conducted in March and April 2006. The surveyed area included the region between Sisimiut and Upernavik and up to approximately 100 km offshore and the resulting abundance estimate was 7,819 (95% CI: 4,358-14,029) narwhals for the surveyed area (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2010c). A new survey is scheduled for 2012.

Abundance of narwhals at the summering grounds in Inglefield Bredning and Melville Bay was estimated in 2007 and were 8,368 (95% CI 5,209-13,442) and 6,024 (95% CI 1,403-25,860) respectively.

Migrations

Narwhals leave their summering grounds at about the same time each year and they follow traditional routes during their autumn migration. Narwhals also use the same general areas for wintering and they are somewhat stationary on their wintering grounds from late November through March. Whales from different stocks have similar timing for abandoning their wintering grounds and initiation of the spring migration.

Data on migrations are available from satellite tracking of 85 individual narwhals from five different coastal localities in Arctic Canada (n = 3) and West Greenland (n = 2). Published results from tagging before 2005 are summarized in Figure 37 whereas recent tracking results from 2005-2008 are presented in the Figures 34, 35 and 36).

1. Eclipse Sound. Tagging data from Eclipse Sound in 1997-1999 demonstrated how narwhals from Eclipse Sound departed on their autumn migration and moved east through Pond Inlet and south along the east coast of Baffin Island and visited some of the fjords. In November, they arrived on the wintering grounds in central Davis Strait which were in the same general vicinity as the wintering grounds of narwhals from Melville Bay. This ‘Southern Wintering Ground’ is centered on 69° N and 60° W. In 2010 one male narwhal from Eclipse Sound entered the southern part of Disko Bay in December.

2. Somerset Island. In September and October narwhals from Peel Sound and Prince Regent Inlet moved east along the southern and the northern coast of Lancaster Sound. The whales moved toward West Greenland across or on the northern side of the deep basin in Baffin Bay and continued south to the ‘Northern Wintering Ground’ centered on 71° N and 62° W, a wintering area distinct from the wintering area used by whales from the Eclipse Sound and Melville Bay stocks and within the Baffin Bay assessment area. The Somerset Island whales remained stationary on the ‘Northern Wintering Ground’ through March when they started the return migration through Lancaster Sound along the southern shoreline of Devon to the Somerset Island summering ground (Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2003a, Dietz et al. 2008a).

3. Admiralty Inlet. When leaving Admiralty Inlet the narwhals moved south along the east coast of Baffin Island and spread out in the western part of Baffin Bay, ranging widely from Cumberland Sound to north of Home Bay. The range of the wintering ground varied between 2004 and 2005. A total of 13 narwhals were tagged in Admiralty Inlet in 2005. All whales left Lancaster Sound in September-October for a southbound migration either along the east coast of Baffin Island or somewhat east of Baffin Island at the edge of the continental shelf (Figure 37.) Some of the whales extended their southbound migration to the northern part of Davis Strait where they have also been located to winter in 2004 and 2005. One male from Admiralty Inlet moved to the coastal areas of West Greenland in January 2006 close to Disko Island and Uummannaq (Figure 35).
4. Melville Bay. Narwhals tracked from Melville Bay during the autumn of 1993-94 (n = 2) took an offshore southward migration route along the 1000 m depth contour. They did not visit any other coastal aggregations of narwhals on the West Greenland coast. They reached central Davis Strait in mid-November and presumably spent the winter in this region. Narwhals tracked from Melville Bay in 2006 and 2007 (n = 7) followed a similar migration pattern as those tracked in 1993-1994; after spending September and beginning of October with movements inside Melville Bay, they made a southbound migration route towards the wintering grounds. In 2006 the whales took a more coastal route after departing from Melville Bay (south of 74° N) on 18-25 October (Figure 35). Wintering took place in the same area used by the whales from Melville Bay tracked in 1993-1994 (cf. Dietz & Heide-Jørgensen 1995). After arriving at the offshore wintering ground in December, one of the whales (a male of 437 cm) left the offshore wintering ground and went to the southern part of Disko Bay. The whale left Disko Bay on 13 January and returned to the offshore wintering ground. In 2007, a more diverse movement pattern was observed, both in the summer period when the whales were more widespread in Melville Bay and in the fall where some whales remained close to Upemavik (Figures 34). In 2007, the whales departed from Melville Bay between 26 October and 16 December and spent considerable time in the Upemavik and Uummannaq area before wintering a bit further north than the traditional 'southern wintering ground' used in previous years (Dietz & Heide-Jørgensen 1995, Heide-Jørgensen & Dietz 1995). One whale was tracked for 13 months and it returned to Melville Bay the year after it was tagged.

5. Uummannaq. Two narwhals were tagged in Uummannaq in November 2007 and 2008. The male tagged in 2007 spent the entire winter inside Uummannaq Fjord or just outside the Uummannaq area after freeze-up (Figure 35). On 13 March 2008 it headed north (< 72° N) along the West Greenland coast however contact was lost on 4 April 2008. The female narwhal tagged in 2008 immediately left Uummannaq Fjord and spent December through mid-February 2009 off the banks of Disko Island. On 24 March it initiated a northward migration along West Greenland and into the assessment area. It halted the migration in the northern part of Baffin Bay in April and May and continued the migration in late May where it reached the eastern entrance of Lancaster Sound on 6 June where after it followed the northern coast of the sound close to the southern shore of Devon Island and reached Barrow Strait on 3rd July. The whale moved south into Peel Sound where contact was lost on 24 July.

Diving and foraging ecology

Feeding habits of narwhals have been studied in Disko Bay where fresh stomach samples from narwhals can be obtained from the Greenland subsistence harvest. Greenland halibut, the squid Gonatus fabricii, and Pandalus shrimp spp. are the dominant prey items. Greenland halibut is an important winter resource, observed in 64% of stomachs collected in winter and the only prey species detected in almost half of all stomachs in the 49 samples (Laidre & Heide-Jørgensen 2005). Greenland halibut taken by narwhals were on average 36 cm (sd 9) and 430 g (sd 275) and Gonatus prey were on average 35.6 g (sd 31.1) with mean mantle lengths of 95.1 mm (sd 36.2).

There is no direct information on the prey selection on the offshore winter feeding grounds in Baffin Bay, but observations of the diving behaviour suggest that the narwhals target depth (>1000 m) where halibuts are known to be abundant. The availability of this important prey is the most likely explanation for the occurrence of narwhals in these ice covered offshore areas (Laidre et al. 2003). Other species like polar cod and squids may also contribute to the offshore diet as they seasonally do
Figure 35. Tracks of 10 narwhals tagged in Melville Bay in 2006 and 2007.

Figure 36. Tracks of 13 narwhals tagged in Admiralty Inlet in 2005.
in inshore waters in both Canada and West Greenland (Laidre & Heide-Jørgensen 2005). Compared to the summer feeding habits it is obvious that the major food intake takes place during the >6 months stay on the fall and winter feeding grounds.

Importance of the assessment area to the narwhals
The assessment area is of critical importance to the different narwhal stocks wintering there. As described above, narwhals occur within the assessment area November through May. From late fall and through the winter especially whales from the Melville Bay summer aggregation and the Uummannaq November aggregation (Somerset Island) are present. Narwhals from the Admiralty Inlet and Tremblay Sound stocks are also present in winter and especially Disko Bay seems to attract whales from several stocks.

The whales depend on the assessment area for winter feeding and this is the most important period and area for the annual food consumption. The assessment area is therefore critically important to narwhals in Baffin Bay. This is also where the world’s largest abundance of narwhals is found and any exploitation and exploration for resources in this area could potentially impact a major proportion of the global population of narwhals.

The so far known most important wintering areas within the assessment area are the southern and the northern offshore wintering grounds, outer Uummannaq Fjord (November) and the outer Disko Bay (Figure 31).
Conservation concern
The population in West Greenland is red-listed as "Critically Endangered" (CR), while the global population is listed as "Near Threatened" (NT). In light of the most recent survey results from Melville Bay and Baffin Bay the status in the Greenland Red List should be revised.

In relation to seismic activities some protection areas for narwhals have been designated (Kyhn et al. 2012). These are shown in Figure 38.

Sperm whale (*Physeter macrocephalus*)
With males reaching lengths of 18 m and weights of 50 t, the sperm whale is the largest toothed whale. On average, male sperm whales are 15 m long and weigh 45 t, while females are 11 m long and weigh 20 t. As in the case of bottlenose whales, sperm whales are found in deep waters, often seaward of the continental shelf and near submarine canyons. Sperm whales are found in all oceans, from the ice edges to the equator. Females and calves remain in tropical and sub-tropical waters year round, while males segregate to high latitudes at the onset of puberty, aged between 4 and 15 years (Best 1979, Mendes et al.)
2007). The larger males, in their late twenties or older migrate occasionally to lower latitudes in search of mating opportunities. When in lower latitudes, males move between different groups of females and their offspring (Whitehead & Weilgart 2000).

The echolocation clicks of sperm whales have a source energy flux density of up to 193 dB re 1 μPa². These clicks are the loudest sound known to be produced by any animal (Møhl et al. 2003), and therefore sperm whales may be more tolerant to loud noises than other whales.

Sperm whales forage on a wide variety of deep-sea cephalopods and fish. Prey size ranges from a few centimetres long fish to 3-metre long sharks and even giant squids of the family Architeutidae that weigh up to 400 kg (reviews in Rice 1989, Whitehead 2003). In the north-eastern Atlantic sperm whales feed heavily on the deep-water squid Gonatus fabricii (Santos et al. 1999), favouring mature squid with mantle length of approx. 19-26 cm (Simon et al. 2003). Male sperm whales off northern Norway tagged with multi-sensor instruments feed both at shallow depths of approx. 117 m and at the sea bottom at depths down to 1860 m, showing that male sperm whales have flexible feeding habits (Teloni et al. 2008). In some areas, sperm whales take fish from long-line fisheries (e.g. Roche & Guinet 2007) or approach trawlers in search of discarded fish (e.g. Karpouzli & Leaper 2003).

Stomach samples from sperm whales caught between Iceland and Greenland were dominated by fish, squid being a secondary food item (Roe 1969, Martin & Clarke 1986). The most important fish species in the diet was lumpfish, but redfish, anglerfish (Lophius piscatorius), cod and blue whiting (Micromesistius poutassou) were also common.

**Distribution**

Bérzin (1971) reviewed captures of sperm whales in the Davis Strait as far back as 1812, including a note from 1870 about sperm whales being relatively scant in the region, and a report of 181 males caught by a fleet of seven boats in 1937. Sperm whales are still regularly reported in ice-free areas in the Davis Strait and in Baffin Bay as far north as Upernavik (unpublished data).

Sperm whales were sighted in the Disko West assessment area between 1988 and 2000 by MMSO on seismic ships (Figure 25) and in the winter of 2010 six sperm whales were found dead amongst the ice near Sisimiut, just south of the Disko West assessment area (GINR unpubl. data). The International Whaling Commission considers that all sperm whales in the North Atlantic belong to a single stock (Donovan 1991). This assumption is supported by genetic analyses (Lyrholm & Gyllensten 1998).

**Conservation**

Sperm whales were the target of commercial whaling for over two centuries. By the second half of the 20th century, sperm whales were still numerous, but several populations were depleted. Commercial whaling of sperm whales stopped with the moratorium on whaling at the end of the 1980s. Presently, sperm whales are not caught anywhere in the North Atlantic. In the Greenland Red List, sperm whale is listed as ‘Not Applicable’ (NA) and globally as ‘Vulnerable’ (VU) (IUCN 2012).

**Northern bottlenose whale (Hyperoodon ampullatus)**

Next to the sperm whale, the northern bottlenose whale is the largest toothed whale in the North Atlantic, with adult females measuring up to 9 m in length and males up to 11 m. They are found in deep waters, often seaward of the continental shelf and near submarine canyons, from the ice edges south to approximately...
30°N. They have a fission-fusion social system (i.e. live in groups that join and split), with group sizes from about 4 to 20 animals. Groups may be segregated by age and sex and males may form long-term companionships with other males (Wimmer & Whitehead 2004).

The main prey of the bottlenose whale is squid (Gonatus spp.), but prey items also include fish, such as herring or redfish, and invertebrates, such as sea cucumbers, starfish and prawns (Hooker et al. 2002). The prey is often caught near the bottom at depths greater than 800 m (Hooker & Baird 1999). Bottlenose whales are known to take Greenland halibut from long-line fisheries.

Northern bottlenose whales have only been studied in detail in an area surrounding the Gully, an underwater Canyon off Nova Scotia, in the southern part of the species’ range. Based on boat surveys, photo-identification and molecular analyses, it has been established that these northern bottlenose whales live in a small population of about 150 animals that is rather stationary and isolated from other populations (Wimmer & Whitehead 2004, Whitehead & Wimmer 2005, Dalebout et al. 2006). It is not known whether northern bottlenose whales in other parts of their range also form such small, isolated and stationary populations.

Distribution

In the North East Atlantic, bottlenose whales were caught by Norwegian whalers as far north as the ice edge west of Svalbard (Benjaminsen & Christensen 1979). In the Davis Strait and southern Baffin Bay bottlenose whales are frequently observed from fishing boats and oil exploration ships operating in deep waters. In the assessment area they have been sighted mainly in the deeper offshore areas (Figure 25).

Conservation

The Red List status of the northern bottlenose whale is ‘Data Deficient’ (DD) on the global list, and ‘Not Applicable’ (NA) on the Greenland list (IUCN 2012, Boertmann 2008).

Critical and important habitats

As bottlenose whales are poorly studied in Greenland it is not possible to point out critical and important habitats for this species within the Disko West assessment area. However, the shelf breaks at the western and south-western parts of the assessment area are probably important habitats for this species.

4.9 Summary of Valued Ecosystem Components (VECs)

In environmental impact assessments, the concept of Valued Ecosystem Components (VEC) is often used to identify important ecosystem components. This is useful because it is often impossible to evaluate all ecological components individually. VECs can be species, populations, biological events or other environmental features. VECs can have a national or international profile, can act as indicators for environmental change, or a focus of management or other administrative efforts. VECs can also be important flora and fauna groups, habitats and processes such as the spring bloom resulting from primary production.

Based on the knowledge available, summarised in the preceding chapters, and the evaluation of the ecological, economic and cultural importance of organisms and habitats, the following VECs have been identified for the Disko West assessment area. See Chapter 9 for a more detailed description of the VEC concept and how it has been applied here.
**Pelagic hotspots**

Pelagic hotspots are recurrent/predictable areas in the marine environment characterised by intensive biological production or by dense aggregations of organisms - e.g. seabirds and/or marine mammals.

The shelf bank areas (e.g. Store Hellefiskebanke) and the shelf breaks (continental slopes) are assumed to have increased primary productivity in spring due to nutrient-rich upwelling events from wind and tidal motions in the Baffin Bay/ Davis Strait.

The enhanced primary production supports zooplankton species such as copepods, which again are utilized by fish larvae. In general, the slopes of the shelf and shelf banks are believed to be important for fish larvae development due to high biomass of their copepod prey.

The key copepod species *Calanus hyperboreus*, *C. glacialis*, *C. finmarchicus* and other zooplankton species such as *Themisto libellula* or *Metridia longa* are widely distributed but may be concentrated at the shelf areas. Their spring distribution is concentrated in the upper water column; while the study performed in autumn 2009 suggest a distribution in deeper water column (Box 1). Thus, zooplankton is presumed to be more vulnerable to an oil spill in spring where the main concentrations of zooplankton are near the water surface.

For Greenland halibut, some of the main nursery areas are assumed to be located in the assessment area and the eggs and larvae are known to drift in the water column.

For organisms on higher trophic levels, a particular shelf area has been documented to be an extremely important pelagic hotspot. This is the shallow part of the Store Hellefiskebanke, where both walruses and king eider assemble during winter (Box 5) and where the benthos surveys found a very high diversity of invertebrates (Box 3) and high densities of sandeels (Box 4).

**The tidal/ subtidal zone**

The tidal and subtidal zone is an important habitat for macroalgae, many invertebrates, fish, marine mammals and seabirds. Among others, it provides critical spawning and nursery habitat for capelin and lumpsucker. Capelin is an ecological key species, important for larger fish species, whales, seals, seabirds and human use, while lumpsucker support a small-scale commercial fishery aimed at the roe. The benthic macrofauna, such as bivalves, play a key role for benthic feeders, such as common eider, king eider and long-tailed duck. In addition, the tidal/ subtidal zone is very important for seabird hunting and tourism.

**Ice flora and fauna**

Due to lack of data and wide variability it is not possible to point out particularly important, recurrent areas for sympagic flora and fauna.

**Demersal fish and benthos**

The sea floor and the adjacent parts of the water column support the commercially important fisheries of Greenland halibut, northern shrimp and snow crab. The sandeel, distributed in high densities in sandy sediments at the shelf banks (e.g. Store Hellefiskebanke), is another key species, since it represents an important food item for many seabirds and whales.

Another ecological important fish species at least for the northern part of the assessment area is polar cod as also shown during the study in September 2009 (Box 1).
Benthic macrofauna, such as bivalves, play a central role for benthic feeders at the shelf banks, such as king eiders, bearded seal and walrus.

**Breeding seabirds**
Northern fulmar, great cormorant, common eider, black-legged kittiwake, Iceland gull, black guillemot, razorbill, thick-billed murre and Atlantic puffin are important breeding species in the assessment area. Most nests in colonies are on steep cliffs and/or on low islands. The most important colonies are found in the Disko Bay area, e.g. the Ritenbenk-site with thick-billed mures and kittiwakes, the archipelago Grønne Ejland with a high diversity of breeding species.

**Non-breeding seabirds**
This VEC comprise concentrations of moulting, postbreeding, migrating and wintering seabirds. Concentrations of moulting birds in the assessment area include especially the king eiders, which assemble in certain fjords (Figure 14). The postbreeding seabirds include the thick-billed mures performing swimming migration (Box 6), but the tracking studies did not indicate particular concentration areas in the offshore waters. The most important seabirds in winter are the wintering king eiders on Store Hellefiskebanke (Box 5). Most species are associated with the coastal areas and partly the fjords and the shelf, but some species also utilize the more oceanic western part of the assessment area, such as little auk, kittiwake and ivory gull.

In addition, thick-billed mure, common eider and black-legged kittiwake are important as quarry species for the hunters in the assessment area.

**Marine mammals (summer)**
During the open water period, the assessment area is an important foraging area for several marine mammal species such as harp seals, baleen whales, pilot whales, sperm whales and bottlenose whales. They are feeding on a variety of species including krill and fish, e.g. capelin and sandeels.

All the species mentioned above, with exemption of harbour seal are hunted in Greenland and considered an important resource for both economic and cultural reasons.

**Marine mammals (winter)**
Marine mammals associated with sea-ice in the assessment area include polar bears, narwhals, white whales, bowhead whales, walrus, bearded seal and ringed seals.

To various extents these marine mammals are all hunted in Greenland and considered an important resource for both economic and cultural reasons. At the same time polar bear, narwhal, white whale, bowhead whale and walrus are listed as vulnerable, near threatened or threatened in the Greenland Red List.
5 Natural resource use

5.1 Commercial fisheries

A. Burmeister, N. Hammeken, R. Hedeholm, R. Nygaard, H. Siegstad and A. Retzel

Commercial fisheries represent the most important export industry in Greenland, underlined by the fact that fishery products accounted for 88% of the total Greenlandic export revenue (1.7 billion DKK) in 2009 (Statistics of Greenland 2010).

Very few species are exploited by the commercial fisheries in the assessment area and in Greenland as a whole. The four most important species on a national scale are northern shrimp (export revenue in 2009: 1,044 million DKK), Greenland halibut (398 million DKK), Atlantic cod (130 million) and snow crab (45 million DKK) (Statistics of Greenland 2010).

In the assessment area the following species are of importance in relation to commercial fisheries:

Figure 39. Distribution and amounts of the northern shrimp catches within and nearby the assessment area. Catch size shown as the mean annual catch over the period for 2007-2012 and distribution based on the NAFO-grid.
Northern shrimp (Pandalus borealis)
In West Greenland waters the northern shrimp fishery extends from 59°30' N to 74° N, mainly on the bank slopes and in Disko Bay. Shrimp fishery was started in 1935 as small-scale fishery mainly in inshore areas. Since then it has developed slowly to a total catch of up to 150,000 t/year (2004-2008). The major part of the catch is taken by large modern trawlers, which process the catches onboard. In the Disko Bay and other inshore waters smaller vessels are used and the catches are usually delivered to factories in the towns. The fishery takes place whenever the sea-ice does not close the waters. Since the late 1990s the fishery has contracted northward and the fishery is now concentrated in Disko Bay and offshore north of 67° N.

In the period 2005–2009 catches taken in the assessment area (inshore as well as offshore) amounted to up to 80% of total catch (Arboe & Kingsley 2010) and thus clearly documenting the importance of the assessment area for the shrimp fisheries (Figure 39).

Greenland halibut (Reinhardtius hippoglossoides)
The fishery on Greenland halibut has two components in the assessment area (Figure 40). The first is an inshore fishery, going on throughout the year in Disko Bay, Uummanaaq and Upernavik districts. In 2011, landings from Disko Bay where
approx. 8,000 t from Uummannaq 6,400 t and from Upernavik 6,500 t (Nygaard 2012). The fish is caught on long-lines either from small vessels or from the winter ice. Jakobshavn Isfjord (interior Disko Bay) is by far the most important site for this type of fishery within the assessment area followed by Torsukattaq (inner Disko Bay) and parts of Uummannaq Fjord.

The other component is an offshore fishery with large trawlers using single and twin trawl. The fishery peaks during summer and autumn, where 65.5% of the total catches are fished in 3. quarter and 32.5% in 4. quarter (Jørgensen & Hammeken-Arboe 2013). The fishery is distributed from 70°N to 75°N on the edge of shelf at 600-1800 depth m and the main fishery is situated west of Disko between 68° and 70°30’N (Jørgensen & Hammeken-Arboe 2013). Before 2000 the commercial catches in Greenlandic part of Baffin Bay were limited, but increased gradually from 96 t in 2000 to approx. 6,200 t in 2006 and have since remained on that catch level. The annual catch level in the Canadian part of Baffin Bay is approx. 6,200 t. The commercial catches from the Davis Strait south of the assessment area amounted 14,000 t of which 50% is based on fishery in Canadian waters (Jørgensen 2012).

**Figure 41.** Distribution and size of the snow crab catches within assessment area (mean annual catch over the years 2007-2012). Distribution based on the NAFO-grid.
Snow crab (*Chionoecetes opilio*)
Snow crabs are caught in both in- and offshore waters in the assessment area and are conducted in the period from April to December. The season is however dependendent on the sea ice coverage. The fishery was initiated in 1992 in the Disko Bay area and around Sisimiut and increased rapidly. In the period 2003-2009, catches within the assessment area comprised 3 to 6% of the total Greenland catch and with annual catches of up to 162 t (Burmeister 2012). In recent years 2010-2012, catches have decreased to less than 20 t/year. In the inshore area from 67 to 71°N catches comprised 27% to 38% of the total catches along the west coast of Greenland. Since 2010 annual inshore catches in entire West Greenland has been stable at approx. 625 t (Burmeister 2012) (Figure 41).

Iceland scallop (*Chlamys islandica*)
Iceland scallops are caught in rather shallow water where currents are strong. This fishery has been relatively important in the assessment area. In the years 2003 and 2004 the fraction of the total catch in Greenland (about 2500 t) has ranged between 58 and 68% (Mosbech et al. 2007a). Presently there are no ongoing fishing activities for scallops in the assessment area.

Lumpsucker (*Cyclopterus lumpus*)
Lumpsucker is caught commercially along the entire Greenland west coast with total catches up to 10,000 t in 2006 (GINR, unpubl. data). The fishery is mainly conducted using gillnets and takes place in spring and early summer when the fish move into shallow coastal waters to spawn. The roe is the commercial product and the amount bought by the local factories in the assessment area varies considerably between years. Presently about 2000 t are landed in the assessment area.

5.2 Subsistence and recreational fisheries and hunting

*LM. Rasmussen and A. Rosing-Asvid*

Hunting and fishing is an integrated part of Greenlandic way of living. Subsistence hunting is still of economic importance and recreational hunting and fishing activities are contributing significantly to private households especially in the small communities. However, in the larger towns this way of living has gradually developed into recreational activities.

But the income generated from selling hunting products, i.e., the local sale of meat and skin, is still an important source of livelihood and also as a supplementary food supply for hunters and their relatives (Rasmussen 2005). Many hunting products are also used for clothing, handicrafts and art.

A proportion of the catch figures presented under the commercial fisheries section include subsistence and recreational fisheries, but these contributions cannot be separated. It is however assumed that the majority of the Greenlanders participate and benefit from subsistence and recreational fisheries.

Many species of fish are utilised on subsistence basis, such as: spotted wolffish, Greenland halibut, redfish, Atlantic cod, polar cod, Greenland cod and Greenland shark.

The species most important to hunters and fishermen that will be most vulnerable to an oil spill are those caught close to the shoreline: capelin, lumpsucker and Arctic char. Important areas for fisheries of these species were mapped by the oil spill sensitivity mapping project covering West Greenland as far north as 72°N (Olsvig & Mosbech 2003, Mosbech et al. 2007a).
5.2.1 Bird hunting

F. Merkel

Birds have historically played an important role as a supplement to fishing and hunting of marine mammals and caribou. The most important hunted bird species are thick-billed murre, common eider, black-legged kittiwake, black guillemot and king eider.

Since 1993 all catches have been reported annually to Piniameq, the official Greenlandic hunting statistics, which represents the major source of information on bird hunting. The data are generally not quality assured, but the reported numbers of birds are assumed to be comparable indices for hunting activities over time. Since the late 1990s the reported catch of all species listed above has been greatly reduced, especially from 2002 when the hunting season was shortened by approximately two months (Figure 42). Within the assessment area the average number of murres reported annually declined from ~51,000 before the harvest regulation change (1993-2001) to ~21,000 after the regulation change (2002-2008). The corresponding numbers reported for common eider were ~21,000 versus ~5,500 birds.

In the 1990s the thick-billed murre was by far the most important hunted seabird, followed by common eider and kittiwake. Today the murre is still the most important species, but black guillemot is now equally important to common eider and both are more common than the kittiwake. Specific hunting seasons are established by the Department of Fisheries, Hunting and Agriculture (APNN) and vary between species and region. For most species, the main hunting season in the assessment area is from 1 September to 1 March (15 October – 1 April for common eider). Daily quotas for the most hunted species are 30 birds for commercial licences and 5 for recreational licences (Anon 2009).

![Figure 42. Annual number of harvested thick-billed murre, common eider, black-legged kittiwake and black guillemot reported to the bag-record system in West Greenland (Piniameq) from Sisimiut to Uummannaq (~the assessment area) in the period 1993-2008 (data from Piniameq, APNN).](image)

5.2.2 Subsistence hunting of marine mammals


Subsistence harvest in Greenland does not solely refer to the value of the meat or other household products derived from skins, bones or teeth, but also to the income that such products can generate on a local or non-local market. The species mentioned in this section are those that only subsistence hunters (‘full-time’ hunters) are allowed to hunt, as opposed to e.g. seals or seabirds, which to some extent are accessible to recreational hunters also (see above).
Minke whales, fin whales, bowhead whales and humpback whales are hunted in West Greenland and annual quotas were until 2012 set every 5 years by the IWC (The International Whaling Commission) (Table 10). The Greenland government then divides the quota among the different municipalities.

Polar bear hunting
Polar bears are hunted in Greenland, also in the Disko West assessment area. During 1993-2005 (i.e. since the introduction of a new catch reporting system – ‘Piniarneq’ – but before introduction of quotas in 2006), the catch of polar bears in the Disko West assessment area (i.e. from Sisimiut to Uummannaq) averaged 24/year (sd = 12.5, range: 7-51; source: APNN) with a significantly increasing trend during this period ($r^2 = 0.353, p = 0.03$). The 2010-quota for the catch of polar bears in this region is 9 polar bears (minus 4 that were taken in excess of the 2009-quota of 9; source: Anon 2011c, Table 8, p. 127).

Walrus hunting
Walruses are hunted in the West Greenland winter quarters mainly during spring until retreat of the pack ice (Born et al. 1994, Born et al. 1995). Walruses from this stock are also hunted along southeast Baffin Island (Nunavut) mainly during the period May-November (COSEWIC 2006, Stewart 2008) – i.e. when they generally are absent from West Greenland.

The Greenland quota for the period 2010-2012 is 61 landed in each year (Anon 2010a, b).

Seal hunting
Seals are important for both part time and full time hunters in the assessment area (Table 9). The skins are purchased and prepared for the international marked by the tannery in South Greenland, and the meat is eaten locally. In the period 2000-2008, more than half a million seal skins were traded in Greenland. However, in 2008-2009 the market for seal skins collapsed and now it is difficult to sell the skins (Rosing-Asvid 2010b).

Harp seals are caught in high numbers (Table 9) especially during summer. In winter and early spring most of the West Atlantic harp- and hooded seals congregate near the whelping areas off Newfoundland. However, a small fraction of these seals will stay in West Greenland throughout the year.

Hooded seal can also be caught throughout the year, but most catches are done during spring just prior to and after the whelping, when many hooded seals are close to the assessment area, or in the fall when post moulted seals migrate through the assessment area towards their foraging grounds in Davis Strait and Baffin Bay (Table 9).
The ringed seals are normally associated with sea-ice and some ringed seals live in or near glacier fjords in the assessment area throughout the year. The catches increase during winter and spring. Most catches are juvenile seals of which some are likely to be seals that have been ‘pushed’ out of the fjords where adult seals establish territories when fast ice starts to form. The assessment area is, however, also likely to have an influx of seals coming from the West Ice when it approach the coast during winter.

Catches of bearded seals also increase in late winter – spring (March-April) in the northern part of the assessment area when the West Ice comes close to the coast.

**Whale hunting**

Bowhead whales were hunted since the time the Thule Inuit settled in Greenland about 1,000 years ago (Jensen et al. 2008a). European and North American whalers decimated the population in the 17th-19th centuries and by the start of the 20th century the species had become rare in Greenland. In 1927 the species was protected. The Baffin Bay stock has been protected since 1910, but in recent years a few have been taken in Canada. The population has now recovered to the extent that a Greenland quota of 2 animals per year for the period 2008-2012 was approved by the IWC. Three bowhead whales were taken in Disko Bay in both 2009 and 2010 and the remaining part of the quota will be taken in 2011 and 2012.

Minke whales have been hunted in West Greenland since the middle of the 20th century. From 1968 to 1986, small-type whaling boats from Norway caught minke whales in the waters off West Greenland. During the early and mid-1970s, Norwegian catches off West Greenland averaged 175 minke whales annually. After 1977, following recommendations by the IWC, the Norwegian catches were reduced to 75 minke whales annually (Kapel & Petersen 1982). The Norwegian boats stopped catching minke whales in Greenland in 1986.

Quotas for West Greenland are set by the IWC. The Greenland government divides the quota among the towns. The annual quota for West Greenland in the period 2010-2012 is 178 minke whales. Most whales are taken south of Disko Island, where there are boats equipped with harpoon guns. Further north, minke whales are taken from dinghies with outboard engines, and several dinghies work as team, using hand held harpoons and high-powered rifles. This type of hunt is called the ‘collective hunt’ (Anon 2010c). In 2010, the total catch of minke whales reported in zones within the assessment area was 56 individuals: 11 minke whales for the Uummannaq area, 9 for Qeqertarsuaq, 15 for Ilulissat, 2 for Qasigiannguit, 13 for Aasiaat and 6 for Kangaatsiaq (APNN, unpubl. data) (Figure 43).

Fin whales, bowhead whales and humpback whales can only be hunted using harpoon guns and explosive penthrite grenades (Anon 2010c). Due to a lack of boats equipped with this equipment in the northernmost parts of West Greenland, fin whales and humpback whales are normally taken in Disko Bay or further south (as mentioned above, bowhead whales are hunted only in Disko Bay).

In West Greenland, pelagic whalers from Norway and Denmark hunted fin whales from 1922 to 1958 (Kapel & Petersen 1982). The annual average catch was 109 whales, except during the Second World War (1940-45) when no European whalers operated in Greenland (Simon et al. 2007a).

Greenlanders started catching fin whales from fishing boats equipped with harpoon guns in 1948, but as early as 1924 was a steam ship especially designated (by the Danish authorities) to catch large whales in West Greenland. Until the 1970s, this catch took 0-13 fin whales per year. The IWC aboriginal subsistence
quotas have regulated fin whale takes in West Greenland since 1977. The quotas have ranged from 6 to 23 whales annually and remained stable at 19 whales from 1995 to 2009. The quota is seldom used and the average catch has been 10 fin whales per year (Kapel & Petersen 1982, Caulfield 1997, Witting 2008). Although the quota for 2010 was reduced to 10 fin whales per year, it still provides 100 t of meat, or approximately 30% of the total amount of meat from large whales consumed in Greenland (Figure 43).

In 2010, two fin whales were caught within the assessment area, south of Disko Island in Qeqertasuq and Illulissat.

Until their protection in 1986, humpback whales were an important source of whale meat for the people in West Greenland, who caught on average 14 animals annually, yielding approximately 112 t of whale meat (IWC 1991). In 2008, the Scientific Committee of the IWC advised that a catch of ten humpback whales per year would be sustainable (IWC 2008). On the basis of this advice, a quota of 9 humpback whales per year was installed by the IWC to Greenland for 2010-2012. Five out of the 9 humpback whales from the quota for 2010 and 2011 can be taken within, or close to the assessment area (APNN 2011b). From the quota of 9 humpback whales for each of the years 2010 and 2011, 3 whales were given to the municipality of Qeqqata and two were given to the municipality of Qaqasup (The assessment area lies within these two municipalities). In 2010 humpback whales were caught at three locations within the assessment area (Figure 43).

In addition to the hunt, up to approximately 5 humpback whales are unintentionally caught in fishing gear every year in Greenland.

Catches of narwhals and white whales are amongst the most important for the communities of Northwest Greenland (Heide-Jørgensen 1994). They are the only species of toothed whales whose hunt is regulated by quotas in Greenland (Anon 2011b). Sisimiut and Maniitsoq are the southernmost places where narwhals and white whales are regularly caught.

Commercial harvesting of white whale in West Greenland and Baffin Bay began in the late-1800s (NAMMCO 2008). After a period with large catches in Nuuk (from 1906-22) and in Maniitsoq (1915-29), white whales disappeared from the area south of 66°N (Heide-Jørgensen & Acquarone 2002). Between 1927 and 1951, large catches were reported in the southern part of the former municipality of Upernavik, and since 1970 in the northern part. In the 1990s catches in this area were about 700 whales per year.

The total number of white whales caught by hunters in West Greenland, averaged 550 in the period 1993-2003, and annual catches between 500 and 1,000 white whales often exceeded the catch of all other whale species combined (Heide-Jørgensen & Rosing-Asvid 2002) (Figure 43).

As the number of white whale wintering off West Greenland has declined since 1981, the Canada/Greenland Joint Commission on Conservation and Management of Narwhal and Beluga’ (J CNB) concluded that the West Greenland stock was substantially depleted and advised that delay in reducing the catch would result in further population decline and further delay the recovery of this stock (NAMMCO 2001). In 2004, a quota of 320 white whales per year was established for West Greenland. This quota has been gradually reduced and in the 2007/2008 season it was 160. In accordance with the new biological advice from J CNB, the quota increased to 310 in 2009 (Table 10).
Equal to the white whales the quota of narwhals is also 310 animals per year and with these current quotas for white whales and narwhals there is a 70% chance that the population sizes of both species will increase (NAMMCO 2010). Figure 43 shows a small part of the positions of white whale catches from 2007-2010.

Figure 43. Overview of the locations where fin whales and minke whales were caught in 1991-2010 and humpback whales in 2010.
Harbour porpoise, pilot whales and, to some extent white beaked dolphins, killer whales, and perhaps bottlenose whales are also hunted. Catch of these species is unregulated, but there is a voluntary reporting system that has included harbour porpoises since 1993. Pilot whales and killer whales were included into the reporting system in 1996 and white beaked dolphins and bottlenose whales were added in 2003. The data is entered into a large database administrated by the Ministry of Fisheries, Hunting and Agriculture (APNN). The data presented below comes from this database. A partial validation of killer whale data showed that there are many errors in the reports.

In the period from 1993-2009 an average of 2123 harbour porpoises were taken annually. For West Greenland in total 36,093 catches were reported for 1993-2009 of which 2550 (7%) were caught within the assessment area (Figure 44a).

Due to their unpredictable occurrence, pilot whales, white beaked dolphins and killer whales are caught opportunistically. The occurrence of pilot whales

**Figure 44.** The West Greenland catch (grey bars) and the catch in the assessment area (red line) of A) harbour porpoise, B) pilot whale, C) white beaked dolphin.
is probably correlated with the influx of relatively warm Atlantic water (Heide-Jørgensen & Bunch 1991). Annual catches of pilot whales in West Greenland vary between 0 and 300 and from 1996-2009 a total of 2,154 pilot whales have been caught, most of them south of Disko Bay and 947 (44%) within the assessment area (Figure 44b).

In Greenland, white-beaked dolphins are caught for subsistence. White-beaked dolphins and white-sided dolphins are not separated in the reporting system. In Greenlandic both species have the same name. However, it can be assumed that the greater majority of dolphin catches are white beaked dolphins, as white-sided dolphins have a more southern distribution. On average, 46 dolphins have been caught annually in the period from 2003-2009 (Figure 44c). However most are caught south of the assessment area and less than 7.5% have been caught within the assessment area.

Killer whales are hunted partly for human subsistence and partly to feed sledge dogs. They are also considered competitors for seal and whale hunters, and this is an additional reason for the hunt of killer whales. From 1996-2009 a total of 93 killer whales have been caught in West Greenland and the annual average catch for the entire period was 7, ranging between 0 and 26 killer whales per year. The killer whales have been caught irregularly along the entire West coast from Upernavik in the north to Nanortalik in the south, with almost 39% of the catches (i.e. 36 animals) taken within the assessment area.

Northern bottlenose whales were heavily hunted during the 19th and 20th century throughout the North Atlantic, also in the assessment area. Today, bottlenose whales are not used for consumption in Greenland because their blubber causes diarrhea to humans as well as dogs. Nevertheless, a few catches have been reported. It is possible that these reports are mostly mistakes, but until they have been validated it should be mentioned that catches reported from 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009 were 2, 9, 21 and 1 bottlenose whales, respectively, with only 3 reports from the assessment area, all from 2008.

5.3 Tourism

M. Dünweber and D. Boertmann

The tourist industry is one of three major sectors within the Greenland economy, and the industry is increasing greatly in importance both nationally and locally in the assessment area. The most important asset for the tourist industry is the unspoilt, authentic and pristine nature. There are no statistics on the number of tourists and their regional distribution in Greenland available, but hotels report the number of guests they have accommodated and how many ‘bed nights’ they have sold. Overall figures for Greenland as a whole in 2008 were approximately 82,000 guests and approximately 240,000 ‘bed nights’ (Statistics of Greenland 2010). In the Disko Bay region, which includes the main town Ilulissat, approximately 69,000 bed nights were recorded. 30% of bed nights were in the assessment area and only 5-10% in Northwest and East Greenland (=former municipalities of Qaanaaq, Upernavik, Uummannaq, Scoresby sund and Tasiilaq). However, the region of mid Greenland which includes the capital of Nuuk has by far the highest number of bed nights (approx. 120,000) (Statistics of Greenland 2010).

In addition, cruise ships bring an increasing number of tourists to Greenland. The cruise ships increased from 37 in 2007 to 42 in 2008, where the ship deployment also increased from 148 to 165 in the same period (Statistics of Greenland 2010). According to the Danish Naval Authorities in Greenland, the number of visitors from
cruise ships increased from 23,000 in 2006 to 55,000 in 2007 (Figure 45). The National Strategy of Tourism 2008–2010 plans a 10% increase per year in the number of cruise tourists (Erhvervsdirektoratet 2007). The cruise ships focus on the coastal zone and they often visit very remote areas that are otherwise almost inaccessible, and seabirds and marine mammals are among the highlights on these trips.

A number of tourists also go to Greenland for outdoor leisure activities (mountaineering, kayaking, etc.) or scientific expeditions (natural history) (Figure 46).
5.3.1 Tourist activities

The activities are centred in the two main towns of the assessment area, i.e. Ilulissat and Aasiaat, since there are accommodation and tourist operators. The season starts in early spring, when there are opportunities for dog sledding year around (Qeqertarsuaq) on land, but the main season is summer (July-August), when it is possible to sail from the towns to attractions such as archeological sites, bird cliffs, whale habitats, glaciers, small settlements, hiking areas and areas with scenic views. In Ilulissat the following activities take place (www.greenland.com):

- Whale watching cruises and wildlife exploring - summer and autumn
- Jakobshavn Isfjord and glacier sightseeing by helicopter or hiking
- Kayaking in June to August; kayakers explore the coastal zone and bring equipment and provisions on their own
- Cruise ships, mainly in August and September. Visitors in Ilulissat mainly explore the town; sightseeing, museums, art exhibitions and restaurants and explore the Isfjord.
- Skiing (cross country), mainly February to April
- Hiking and mountaineering. Mainly spring and summer season

Many of the tourist activities within the assessment area take place in the coastal zone and extensive oil activities in this area will have the potential to impact on local tourist activity and the related industries.
6 Protected areas and threatened species

D. Boertmann and D.S. Clausen

6.1 International designations

According to the Convention on Wetlands (the Ramsar Convention, [http://www.ramsar.org]), Greenland has designated eleven areas to be included in the Ramsar list of Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar sites). These areas are to be conserved as wetlands and should be incorporated in the national conservation legislation; however, only one of the Greenland Ramsar sites has so far been protected legally. Six of the Ramsar sites are found within the assessment area (Figure 47). One of them is so far away from the outer coasts that it is not likely it could be affected by offshore petroleum activities, whereas this could be the case for the other five ones (Egevang & Boertmann 2001b).

In 2004, the Jakobshavn Isfjord was included into the UNESCO list of World heritage Sites as ‘Ilulissat Icefjord’. Before this designation, it was protected according to the national nature protection law. This remarkable area is situated in the inner part of Disko Bay (Figure 47).

Figure 47. Areas protected according to international agreements (Ramsar areas or World Heritage Sites) or the Greenland Nature Protection Law (Nature protection area and Bird Protection areas); areas designated as Important Bird Areas (IBAs) by BirdLife International and the areas under designation by PAME using the PSSA and EBSA criteria (see text).
As a follow up to the Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment (AMSA) (PAME 2009), areas of heightened ecological and cultural significance are under designation (PAME in prep.). The designation shall be followed up by measures to protect the areas from impacts of increased shipping due to the climate changes. Two areas within the assessment have been proposed for designation: A large area combining Store Hellefiskebanke and Disko Bay due to the high biodiversity year round and an area in central Bafin Bay due to its importance as narwhal winter habitat (Christensen et al. 2013).

The Disko Bay/Store Hellefiskebanke area is also listed as especially vulnerable marine area in relation to increased shipping by the "Danish Monarchy' strategy for the Arctic 2011-2020".

**Figure 48.** Areas designated as 'important to wildlife' by Bureau of Minerals and Petroleum (BMP), Greenland Government as a part of the field rules for prospecting and exploration activities. Protection areas for narwhals (related to seismic surveys) are shown in Figure 38.
6.2 National nature protection legislation

According to the Greenland nature protection law several areas within the assessment area are nature reserves (Figure 47). The bird protection law also designates bird protection areas, where access is prohibited in the breeding season (Figure 47). Moreover, seabird breeding colonies are generally protected. In all these areas activities are restricted and regulated in order to protect the conservation interest.

According to the Mineral Extraction Law, a number of ‘areas important to wildlife’ are designated and in these, mineral (and hydrocarbon) exploration activities are regulated in order to protect wildlife. There are several of these areas important to wildlife within the assessment area and they also include the most important seabird breeding colonies (Figure 48). Moreover some important narwhal-areas in the assessment area have been designated as narwhal-protection areas in relation to seismic surveys (Kyhn et al. 2012) (Figure 38).

6.3 Threatened species

Several species are included in the national Red List of Greenland (designated according to risk of extinction). In the assessment area these are five species of mammals, ten species of birds and one species of fish (Table 11) although some are rare (Boertmann 2008).

A few species have been categorised as ‘Data Deficient’ (DD) and they may become red-listed when additional information is available (Table 12). These are bearded seal, harbour porpoise, blue whale and sei whale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Red List category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polar bear</td>
<td>Vulnerable (VU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harbour seal</td>
<td>Critically endangered (CR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walrus</td>
<td>Critically endangered (CR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowhead whale</td>
<td>Near threatened (NT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White whale</td>
<td>Critically endangered (CR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narwhal</td>
<td>Critically endangered (CR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great northern diver</td>
<td>Near threatened (NT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenland white-fronted goose</td>
<td>Endangered (EN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common eider</td>
<td>Vulnerable (VU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlequin duck</td>
<td>Near threatened (NT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White-tailed eagle</td>
<td>Vulnerable (VU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gyr falcon</td>
<td>Near threatened (NT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabine’s gull</td>
<td>Near threatened (NT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black-legged kittiwake</td>
<td>Vulnerable (VU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross’ gull</td>
<td>Vulnerable (VU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivory gull</td>
<td>Vulnerable (VU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic tern</td>
<td>Near threatened (NT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick-billed murre</td>
<td>Vulnerable (VU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic puffin</td>
<td>Near threatened (NT)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11. Nationally red-listed species occurring in the Disko West assessment area.
Globally threatened species occurring in the assessment area include some marine mammals and a single bird (Table 13) (IUCN 2012). Within the assessment area there are some hot-spots for threatened species (Figure 49).

### 6.4 NGO designated areas

The international bird protection organisation BirdLife International has designated a number of Important Bird Areas (IBAs) in Greenland (Heath & Evans 2000), of which eight are located within the assessment area (Figure 47). These areas are designated using a set of criteria, for example, that at least 1% of a bird population should occur in the area. One of the most important of these is the Store Hellefiskabanke, where very high numbers of king eiders assemble during autumn and winter (see Box 5). For further information see the IBA website (Link). Some of the IBAs are included in or protected by the national regulations for example as seabird breeding sanctuaries, but many are without protection or activity regulations.
Figure 49. Distribution of red-listed species in Greenland shown as number of species in 1°×1° squares.
7 Contaminants, background levels and effects

D. Schiedek

Knowledge on background levels of contaminants in areas with foreseen hydrocarbon exploration and exploitation is important since it serves as baseline for the monitoring and assessment of potential contamination of the environment caused by these activities.

The occurrence of contaminants in the marine environment and their potential impact on biota has been studied in Greenland over the years in various regions and with different purposes. An overview is given in Boertmann et al. (2009).

In the following the present knowledge is summarised with focus on studies with relevance for the Disko West assessment area.

Baseline data on lead, cadmium, mercury and selenium levels in molluscs, crustaceans, fish, seabirds, seals, walruses, whales and polar bears have been compiled for different geographical regions, including central West Greenland (Dietz et al. 1996). Only data have been included for animals not affected by local pollution sources, i.e. former mine sites. The overall conclusion was that lead levels in marine organisms from Greenland were low, whereas cadmium, mercury and selenium levels were high, in some cases exceeding Danish food standard limits. No clear conclusions could be drawn in relation to geographical differences concerning lead, mercury and selenium concentrations. In general, cadmium levels were higher in biota from Northwest Greenland compared to southern areas.

7.1 AMAP Monitoring Activities

In 1991 the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme (AMAP) was established to monitor identified pollution risks and their impacts on Arctic ecosystems. The Arctic is a region with almost no industry or agriculture. Most of the persistent organic pollutants (POPs) and a substantial part of the metals (e.g. mercury) found in the Arctic environment are of anthropogenic origin. The POPs, mercury and other substances have reached the Arctic as a result of long-range transport by air and via oceans and rivers (AMAP 2004). The Arctic is a ‘sink’ for POPs and there is also some evidence for being a sink for global atmospheric mercury (Outridge et al. 2008). Once in the Arctic, contaminants can be taken up in the lipid rich Arctic marine food web. In general, the level of mercury has increased in the Arctic in terms of long-term trends, whereas the most recent trends show a more complicated picture. Some Arctic species, in particular marine top predators, exhibit levels of mercury in their tissues and organs that are believed to exceed thresholds for biological effects (Outridge et al. 2008).

As part of AMAP activities a biological time trend programme was set up in Greenland with focus on a suite of POPs, including PCBs (Polychlorinated Biphenyls) and different trace metals, i.e. cadmium (Cd), mercury (Hg) and selenium (Se).

A detailed overview of contaminant levels and temporal trends in the monitored species is given by Schiedek in Boertmann & Mosbech (2011) including results from the latest AMAP POP assessment in 2009 (Muir & de Witt 2010) and AMAP Hg assessment in 2011 (AMAP 2011b).

In general, AMAP activities have revealed that levels of organochlorines in Arctic biota are highest in the marine organisms belonging to the top trophic level (e.g.
great skuas, glaucous gulls, great black-backed gulls, killer whales, pilot whales, Arctic fox, and polar bears). This is particularly true for biomagnification of PCBs and DDT. AMAP activities have also shown a decrease in the levels of most of the 'legacy' POPs (e.g. PCBs and DDT), as result of the international regulations such as the Stockholm Convention (AMAP 2004, Muir & de Wit 2010). At the same time, however, new persistent pollutants, currently produced in large quantities, are increasing (AMAP 2004, Muir & de Witt, 2010). These substances have also been detected in animals from Greenland. Perfluorinated organic compounds (PFCs) have shown increasing trends in ringed seal and polar bears from Greenland (Dietz et al. 2008b, Bossi et al. 2005) although a decline has been observed in recent years (Rigét pers. comm.) The brominated flame retardants hexabromocyclododecane (HBCD) and tetrabromobisphenol A (TBBPA) are chemicals produced in high volumes. In recent years, their presence has been reported in sediment and biota from the marine environment (Frederiksen et al. 2007). Concentrations of HBCDs in animals from West Greenland are generally lower than in the same species and tissues from East Greenland. The same effect has previously been described for other halogenated compounds such as PBDEs (Vorkamp et al. 2007). The latest assessment concerning mercury in the Arctic, documents that this substance continues to present a risk to the health of Arctic wildlife and human populations (AMAP 2011b). In large areas of the Arctic, mercury levels are continuing to rise in some Arctic wildlife, despite reductions in emissions from human activities in some parts of the world. The AMAP assessment confirms the need for concerted international action if mercury levels in the Arctic and in the rest of the world are to be reduced.

7.2 Heavy metals

Another, more localized source of environmental pollution is due to mining activities, e.g. around Maarmorilik (Uummannaq) were lead and zinc ore was mined from 1973 to 1990 (Søndergaard et al. 2011a). The impact from the previous mining operation was still visible in 2009. The pollution with dust on land also seems to continue with no signs of a decrease, while the pollution in the sea is decreasing (Søndergaard et al. 2011a, 2011b).

7.3 Tributyltin (TBT)

The antifouling agent, tributyltin (TBT) can be found in many coastal waters in both industrial and developing countries with the highest levels in harbours and shipping lanes (Sousa et al. 2009). In remote areas such as the Arctic environment, TBT levels are usually low, except close to harbours, e.g. Sisimiut (Vilumsen & Ottosen 2006) and shipping lanes (Strand & Asmund 2003, AMAP 2004, Berge et al. 2004). The presence of TBT residues in harbour porpoises from Greenland documents that organotin compounds also occur in the Arctic region even though the concentrations are rather low (Jacobsen & Asmund 2000, Strand et al. 2005).

7.4 Petroleum Hydrocarbons and Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH)

Petroleum hydrocarbons represent several hundred chemical compounds originating from crude oil e.g. gasoline, kerosene, and diesel fuel. Of primary interest for the assessment of environmental impacts are the aromatic hydrocarbons (i.e., benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, and xylene). Another important group are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), which originate from two main sources: combustion (pyrogenic) and crude oil (petrogenic). PAHs represent the most toxic fraction of oil and are released to the environment through oil spills and discharge
of produced water (see also Chapter 11). Sixteen PAHs are included on the lists of priority chemical contaminants by the World Health Organization and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

Levels of petroleum hydrocarbons (incl. PAHs) are generally low in the Arctic marine environment and often close to background concentrations, except in areas with anthropogenic impact such as harbours. Presently, the majority of petroleum hydrocarbons in the Arctic originate from natural sources such as seeps (AMAP 2010).

From the studies performed so far in Greenland, including the assessment area, regarding PAH levels in biota and sediment (including sediments from offshore areas, municipal waste dump sites and sites with no known local pollution sources), levels of petroleum compounds in the Greenland environment appear to be relatively low and are regarded as background concentrations (Figure 50 and 51).

Total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH) and PAH levels were measured near natural seeps at Marrat in the Disko Bay area in sediments and biota (blue mussels, short-horn sculpins, Greenland cod) in 2005 (Mosbech et al. 2007b). TPH levels in the sediment were relatively low and therefore gave no real indication of oil seeps or

Figure 50. Background levels of PAH in sediments in West Greenland
other local petrogenic sources. The PAH levels ranged from low values up to approx. 1600 μg/kg dry weight but there was no clear spatial pattern. However, samples from greater depths (200-400 m) and further away from the coast showed 3-4 times higher levels than those closer to the coast. The reason for this is presently not clear (Mosbech et al. 2007b).

As part of a baseline study performed by Capricorn in 2010 and 2011, PAH content in surface sediments were analysed offshore Disko Bay to document background level prior drilling. The PAH content in the sediment was usually low (Figure 51).

### 7.5 Conclusions on contaminant levels

In general, studies performed so far in Greenland (incl. AMAP activities) have revealed that levels of organochlorines in Arctic biota are highest in the marine organisms belonging to the top trophic level (e.g. polar bears, toothed whales and seals). This is particularly true for substances which are bio-magnified such as PCBs and DDT. AMAP activities have also shown a decrease in the levels of some POPs (e.g. PCBs and DDT), as result of the introduction of bans and restrictions relating to their use in other parts of the world (Rigét et al. 2010). At the same time,
however, new persistent pollutants, such as perfluorinated organic compounds and brominated flame retardants have increased in the last decades (Muir & de Wit 2010), also in animals from Greenland.

Levels of petroleum compounds, including PAHs, are relatively low in the Greenland environment and the assessment area (except for polluted areas such as harbours) and are regarded as background concentrations.

The short overview given in this section, also documents that our present knowledge on contaminant levels in marine organisms from West Greenland and the assessment area is still limited. Further studies are needed to better understand if and to what extent biota in the assessment area already are impacted by contaminants, but also to serve as baseline for future monitoring and assessments. In this respect it is also important to know more about the relation between contaminant loads and potential biological impact, including sub-lethal health effects or impairments.

### 7.6 Biological effects of contaminants

The research and monitoring activities described in the previous section clearly indicate the presence of different kinds of contaminants (e.g. POPs, heavy metals) in biota from Greenland. Regional differences have been found regarding the contaminant level as well as differences between species, with highest concentrations apparent in top predators (e.g. polar bear, toothed whales and seals). However, contaminant levels are often still lower than in biota from more temperate regions, e.g. North Sea or Baltic Sea. The question arises whether the levels found in the Arctic are sufficient high to cause biological effects and what the threshold level of impact might be.

Threshold levels have been established for various contaminants in a range of species both under laboratory conditions and in the field in European waters. These studies have clearly indicated that organisms are affected by contaminants and that their physiological responses depend on the duration and extent of exposure. The effects observed range from enzyme inhibition and changes in cellular processes, to immuno-suppression, neurotoxic and genotoxic effects up to reproduction impairment or histopathology alterations as endpoint of the pollutant impact. Differences in the response are notable among species and regions (Van der Oost et al. 2003, Lehtonen et al. 2006, Picado et al. 2007). Toxicity tests have also widely been used in temperate regions to relate environmental concentrations to biological effects, but very few tests have been published on polar species.

This makes it difficult to estimate if threshold values determined in other species are valid for comparison with the contaminant levels found in Arctic species.

Species living in the Arctic have very specific life strategies and population dynamics as a result of their adaptation to the harsh environment. Moreover, their fat content and seasonal turnover differs compared to more temperate species (AMAP 2004). The lower temperatures in the Arctic are also likely to have an impact on the toxicity of contaminants.

The data basis is still limited allowing to determine whether cold adapted species are more (or less) sensitive to contaminants than temperate species and hence whether the relationships between contaminant concentrations and impacts derived from temperate species can be applied to the sub and high Arctic environment.
As part of the AMAP assessment in 2009, the most recent relevant studies have been reviewed and summarized in regard to biological effects and how they are related to organohalogen contaminants exposure (Letcher et al. 2010) and mercury contamination (AMAP 2011b). First attempts have been made to assess known tissue/body compartment concentration data in the context of possible threshold levels on top trophic level species, including seabirds (e.g. glaucous gull), polar bears and Arctic char.

There was only little evidence that organohalogen contaminants are having widespread effects on the health of Arctic organisms. However, on a smaller scale, effects have been documented. Based on the ‘weight of evidence’ found in different studies performed on Arctic and subarctic wildlife and fish, several key species and populations have been identified (Letcher et al. 2010). Among those are East Greenland polar bear and ringed seals, Greenland shark from the Baffin Bay/Davis Strait and a few populations of freshwater Arctic char (Source: Letcher et al. 2010).

Pollution effects on polar bear health caused by the complex, biomagnified mixture of the substances are summaries and assessed by Sonne (2010). The review shows that hormone and vitamin concentrations, liver, kidney and thyroid gland morphology as well as reproductive and immune systems of polar bears are likely to be influenced by contaminant exposure. An evaluation of climate change scenarios suggested that future polar bear health and population size may be impaired by energetic and physiological stress caused by a combination of sea-ice depletion and contaminant exposure.
Polar bears from Greenland, including the assessment area, also show considerable amounts of mercury in their tissues, particular in East Greenland (Sonne et al. 2007). Mercury is a potent neurotoxin. Its accumulation is associated with subtle neurological damage, as determined by measuring neurochemical biomarkers known to be disrupted by mercury. In a recent study it has been shown that East Greenland polar bears show decreased levels of NMDA receptors, which play a role in the neuronal signal transmission. In future studies this could serve as a sensitive indicator to assess sublethal and early effects of mercury in polar bears (Basu et al. 2009).

7.6.1 Polyaromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) and possible effects on biota

At present, PAH levels are relatively low in Greenland biota though point sources in harbour areas are found (Figure 50). With increasing human activities, e.g. in relation to oil exploration, this may change and reliable environmental monitoring tools are required to identify any potential impact on the biota.

PAHs are taken up by marine organisms directly from the water (via the body surface or gills) or through the diet. Many studies have indicated that PAHs are more or less metabolised by invertebrates and generally efficiently metabolised by vertebrates such as fish (review in Hylland et al. 2006). Therefore, and in contrast to most persistent organic pollutants, PAHs are not biomagnified in the marine food web. Dietary exposure to PAHs may, however, be high in species that preferentially feed on organisms with low ability to metabolise PAHs, such as bivalves (Peterson et al. 2003). At the other end of the food chain, filter-feeding zooplankton can be exposed to high levels through filtering out oil droplets containing PAHs from the surrounding water.

The effects of PAHs on organisms are extensive and occur on various levels, including biochemical and physiological and/or genotoxic effects (Hylland et al. 2006). The responses and tolerance to PAHs can vary considerably in organisms, depending on the geographical range of the species, but also on the particular PAH mixture. Effects in relation to PAH exposure have also been found at the population level, possibly reflecting the pre-exposure history and/or heritable, genetic changes in populations chronically exposed to PAHs.

Sources to PAH-contamination from exploration and exploitation activities can be oil based drilling mud, oil residues on cuttings and particularly release of produced water.

Inputs of effluents (including PAHs) from offshore oil and gas production platforms in the Norwegian sector of the North Sea have been monitored through an integrated chemical and biological effects programme since 2001 (Hylland et al. 2008). To test potential effects on organisms, cages with either Atlantic cod or blue mussels were positioned at various distances (0-5000 m) and different directions from the oil platforms. In addition, two reference locations were used, both 8000 m away from the respectively platform. PAH tissue residues in blue mussels ranged between 0-40 ng/g wet weight depending on the distance to the oil rigs. PAH bile metabolites in cod confirmed exposure to effluents, but levels were low when compared to those found in cod from coastal waters (Hylland et al. 2008). The found biological effects in the blue mussels reflect exposure gradients and that the mussels were affected by components in the produced water. The results also indicate synergistic and antagonistic interactions between low- and high-molecular-weight PAHs.

Some interesting studies have been carried out with Atlantic cod from the Barents Sea. Hydrocarbon uptake and effects on metabolites, enzymatic and genotoxic biomarkers were measured. Elimination of PAHs was demonstrated to be slower at the lowest temperatures. For some biomarkers the response was lower than in
cod from the North Sea. The results show that several factors have to be taken into account when performing risk assessment for cold water fish species, and for example may recovery from exposure take longer time than in fish from temperate areas (Skadsheim et al. 2009).

The response of marine organisms to petroleum exposure via water, food or sediment has also been studied extensively in the laboratory by means of a number of biochemical, physiological and histological indicators. Their applicability and limitations in relation to ecological risk assessment after an oil spill has been assessed (Anderson & Lee 2006).

However, as pointed out before, most of these studies have been performed in temperate regions, and results may not apply to arctic conditions.

Possible effects on biota caused by PAHs are discussed in more details in Chapters 10 and 11. In general, it can be stated that exposure to PAHs cause effects on different biological levels and that the thresholds can differ depending on the species.

7.6.2 Conclusions

To be able to better assess potential risk for Arctic and sub-Arctic biota and their environment due to petroleum related contamination, e.g. oil spills, more integrated studies are needed. We also have to improve our knowledge concerning the sensitivity of key species in the assessment area and their responses to oil or PAH exposure.

Studies performed in Norway on polar cod and other typical Arctic species have documented that the application of a range of biomarkers should be considered when assessing biological effects (see also Chapter 11). Moreover, assessment criteria have to be established allowing assessing any unacceptable impact. Such criteria are based on ecotoxicological tests that cover the sensitivity range of relevant species at different trophic levels, e.g. OSPAR Environmental Assessment Criteria (EAC). Toxicological tests with relevant species from the Baffin Bay/Disko area are not available for establishing such criteria. Knowledge concerning species' sensitivity, assessment criteria as well as an adequate monitoring strategy, have to be available before increased drilling activities, e.g. during oil exploration or production will start in West Greenland.
8 Impacts of climate change

D. Schiedek and M. Dünweber

8.1 General context

The Arctic marine environment has changed over the past several decades, and these changes are part of a broader global warming that exceeds the range of natural variability over the past 1,000 years as documented in the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA 2005).

Since the publication of the ACIA, several indicators have shown further and extensive changes at rates faster than previously anticipated. Air temperatures are increasing, sea-ice extent has decreased sharply with record low in 2007 and 2011 (Figure 53).

Ice-free conditions were present in 2008 for the first time in recorded history in both the Northeast and Northwest sea passage (AMAP 2009). As multi-year ice is replaced by newly formed (first-year) ice, the Arctic sea-ice is becoming increasingly vulnerable to melting.

In September 2011 the sea-ice level reached with 4,240 million km$^2$ a new historic minimum (Figure 53). Already in July the new record minimum had been expected because in this month the sea-ice extent was minimum, compared with the same month in other years (Figure 53).

The period 2005-2010 was the warmest ever recorded in the Arctic environment (AMAP 2011a). Since 1980 the increase in annual average temperature has been twice as high in the Arctic region as in other parts of the world. Changes in weather patterns and ocean currents have been observed, including higher inflows of warm water entering the Arctic Ocean from the Pacific.

Based on two different emissions scenarios (A2 and B2) and five global climate models, it has been projected that mean annual surface temperatures north of 60°N will be 2 to 4 °C higher in the mid-2000s and 4 to 7 °C higher toward the end of the century.

---

**Figure 53.** Sea-ice extent of the years 2003 to 2011 with minima in September and maxima in March (data from University of Bremen).
of the 2000s compared to the present (ACIA 2005, Walsh 2008). Other changes predicted for 2050 are a general decrease of sea level pressure and an increase of precipitation (ACIA 2005, Walsh 2008).

Average autumn-winter temperatures are projected to increase by 3 to 6 °C by 2080, even when using scenarios with lower greenhouse gas emissions than those recorded in the past ten years. It has also been predicted that sea-ice thickness and summer sea-ice extent will continue to decline, even though with considerable variation from year to year. A nearly ice-free summer is now considered likely for the Arctic Ocean by mid-century (AMAP 2011a).

Also in Greenland, 2010 was marked by record high air temperatures, ice loss by melting, and marine-terminating glacier area loss. Summer seasonal average (June-August) air temperatures around Greenland were 0.6 to 2.4 °C above the 1971-2000 baseline and were highest in the west. A combination of a warm and dry 2009-2010 winter and the very warm summer resulted in the highest melt rate since at least 1958 and an area and duration of ice sheet melting that was above any previous year on record since at least 1978. There is now clear evidence that the ice area loss rate of the past decade (on average 120 km²/year) is greater than before 2000 (Box et al. 2010).

Annual mean temperatures for selected stations in West Greenland, reaching back to 1873, document that there has been a warming period in the first three decades of the twentieth century, followed by cooling until the mid-1970s before temperatures increased again (Stendel et al. 2008).

8.1.1 Sea-ice cover

The Davis Strait/South-eastern Baffin Bay experience strong annual variability in sea-ice extent and concentration, primarily driven by wind and current patterns and low winter temperatures. The variability in distribution of the sea-ice is primarily determined by the annual NAO-index. The annual NAO variability determines the current pattern of the Davis Strait which influences the north-south extent of sea-ice and the position of the sea-ice edge (Buch 2000, 2002, Heide-Jørgensen et al. 2007b).

In recent years sea-ice has shown high year to year variability or reduced extent for limited time periods in Disko Bay (Hansen et al. 2006), depending on atmospheric cooling (Buch 2000, 2002, Tang et al. 2004). Based on an yearly averages of ice free days during a 30 year period (1978 to 2008), the ice free days have increased by about 30 days during the last 8 years (2000–2008) in the assessment area (Hvidegaard et al. 2008).

8.1.2 Implications for the marine ecosystem

Ongoing and future warming has an impact on the marine ecosystems in Greenland in many ways. An increase in water temperature has a direct influence on organisms and their metabolism, growth and reproduction. Depending on the acclimazation capacity of local species, changes in distribution patterns and species’ diversity are to be expected, with severe consequences for the composition of biological communities and their productivity, thus influencing ecosystems on local and regional scales.

Changes in the oceanographic conditions will affect primary production and thus the timing, location and species composition of phytoplankton blooms. This will in turn affect zooplankton communities and the productivity of fish; i.e. mismatch in
timing of phytoplankton and zooplankton production due to early phytoplankton blooms may reduce the efficiency of the food web. Food web effects could also occur through changes in the abundance of top-level predators, but the effects of such changes are more difficult to predict. Generalist predators are likely to be more adaptable to changed conditions than specialist predators. All in all, significant alterations are to be expected for the entire food web.

The current warming trends are often linked to anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO₂) accumulation in the atmosphere. There is also some evidence that increased CO₂ concentrations will reduce ocean pH and carbonate ion concentrations, and thus the level of calcium carbonate saturation. If emissions of CO₂ to the atmosphere continue to increase, acidification of the oceans may cause some calcifying organisms, such as coccolithophores, corals, echinoderms, molluscs and crustaceans, to have difficulties forming or maintaining their external calcium carbonate skeleton. Other effects of ocean acidification on marine organisms could include slower growth, decreased reproductive potential or increased susceptibility to disease, with possible implications for ecosystem structure and elemental cycling (e.g. Orr et al. 2005, Fabry et al. 2008, Kroeker et al. 2010) also in the assessment area.

Marine ecosystems in the Arctic region, including Greenland, are already changing in response to a warming climate as documented by Wassmann et al. (2011). They found clear evidence for changes for almost all components of the marine ecosystems, also in West Greenland.

Their evaluation is based on several types of footprints of responses in biota to climate change, such as range shifts, including poleward range shift of subarctic species, changes in abundance, growth/condition, behaviour/phenology and community/regime shifts (Table 14).

Some of the ongoing and expected changes and their relevance for the assessment area are described below.

### 8.2 Primary production and zooplankton

In order to describe the impacts of a reduction in sea-ice cover duration and thickness, future primary production was projected for the Canadian Beaufort Shelf. The results of the model runs show, that the relative contribution of the ice algal and spring phytoplankton blooms to the annual primary production will be reduced in the future owing to reduction in the length of the ice algal growth season.
(resulting from earlier snow and ice melt) and in the replenishment of nutrients to the mixed layer in winter. The model runs showed also an increase in the duration of the summer subsurface phytoplankton bloom, which favours the development of the main copepod species. This leads to an increase in export production that is greater than the increase in primary production (Lavoie et al. 2010).

During the last decades the physical forcing of the plankton succession in Disko Bay has changed. An acceleration of the melt water input from the Jakobshavn Isfjord glacier to the bay has been documented (Holland et al. 2008), which in combination with the general reduction of the sea-ice cover potentially impact stratification as well as light conditions for the plankton and consequently the timing and succession of the lower trophic levels of the food chain.

Climate change is likely to change primary production from strongly pulsed to a more prolonged and unpredictable production of diatoms (rich in polyunsaturated fatty acids) with consequences for the higher trophic levels (Kattner et al. 2007), and there is at least some evidence for earlier chl. a. maxima in Greenland waters (Kahru et al. 2011). Presently, Arctic ecosystems are dominated by the diatom-feeding copepod species *Calanus glacialis* and *C. hyperboreus*, both are favoured food for specialised Arctic seabirds and marine mammals. A prolonged production period could favour a mixed diatom-dinoflagellate community which could result in a food chain based on *C. finmarchicus-Metridia longa*, which are less valuable as food for Arctic planktivorous species (bowhead whale and little auk).

Depending on the species, a future warmer climate will cause a shift in the zooplankton community structure towards the smaller less energy rich *C. finmarchicus* as shown experimentally (Kjellerup et al. 2011). This scenario will presumably cause a trophic cascade due to less energy content per individual (Falk-Petersen et al. 2007). In addition, the share in biomass accounted for by *C. finmarchicus* will increase (Hirche & Kosobokova 2007) due to its higher growth rate and short life cycle (Scott et al. 2000). Thus, a regime shift towards *C. finmarchicus* could influence the little auk populations negatively (Kamovsky et al. 2003) and favouring certain intermediate species like herring (Falk-Petersen et al. 2007).

Other studies showed that depending on the species, reproductive success was improved with increased food availability and higher temperature, resulting from reduced ice cover. It was predicted that a climate-induced reduction in the duration of ice cover will favour the population growth of the predominant large calanoid copepods and *Pseudocalanus* on Arctic shelves (Ringuette et al. 2002).

Arctic phytoplankton is also a conduit for the uptake, processing, and transformation of carbon dioxide. Changes in the amount of carbon that flows and cycles through this food web will change the amount of carbon retained in the ocean or respired back into the atmosphere. These changes may fundamentally alter the structure of Arctic ecosystems, including the assessment area.

### 8.3 Benthic fauna and flora

Climate change related changes in zoobenthic communities will mainly depend on the temperature tolerance of the present species and their adaptability. If warming continuous, sub-arctic and boreal species will become more frequent, causing changes in the zoobenthic community structure and probably its functional characteristics, especially in coastal areas.

There are already indications for changes in distribution, including northward range expansion of temperate species, change in productivity (Sejr et al. 2009),
biomass or communities (Grebmeier et al. 2006). Similar changes have previously been observed during an intrusion of unusual warm water along the West Greenland coast and the Barents Sea in the 1920s and 1930s (Jensen 1939, Jensen & Fristrup 1950).

In the review by Wassmann et al. (2011), 12 examples of changes are presented involving benthic communities, including species specific changes in growth, abundance and distribution ranges as well as on the community level, i.e. total species composition. The found changes can be regarded as indications what to expect in the assessment area where our knowledge is still very limited regarding temperature tolerance and adaptability of the benthic fauna.

The pattern of occurrence and recent changes in the distribution of macrobenthic organisms in fjords and coastal (nearshore) Arctic waters has also been reviewed and future changes have been hypothesized (Weslawski et al. 2011). The predicted temperature rise in itself, will likely cause minor problems for coastal benthos, since nearshore living organisms are often adapted to a wide temperature range. More important for the coastal benthos are variables associated with temperature rise: increase of coastal turbidity and sedimentation, changes in ice cover, increase in storminess, increasing coastal erosion and freshening of surface waters.

For the assessment of possible impact on coasts and fjords due to oil activities it is important to know that coastal and fjord diversity in the Arctic does not show a uniform pattern, thus the expected changes in relation to climate change will differ regionally and across ecosystem compartments (Weslawski et al. 2011).

Climate change will probably also affect the macroalgae vegetation due to prolonged open water and thereby a longer growing season, coupled with oceanic warming may change distribution range of many macroalgae species towards north (Müller et al. 2009). On the other hand, melting of glaciers leads to increased runoff of freshwater with suspended material, resulting in lowered salinity and increasing water turbidity (Borum et al. 2002, Rysgaard et al. 2007), which again have a negative impact on the local macroalgae vegetation.

8.4 Fish and shellfish

Fish communities form an essential link in Arctic food chains and they are also prey for many seabirds and mammal species in the Arctic, including the assessment area. Temperature changes may influence fish populations both directly, through shifts to areas with preferred temperature, and indirectly through the food supply and the occurrence of predators. Moreover, changes in temperature may have different effects on the various life stages of a species (Pörtner & Peck 2010). Changes in the distribution and abundance of fish populations will, therefore, have consequences for both fish prey as well as for predators depending on fish species.

Poleward extension in the distribution range of many fish species is very likely under the projected climate change scenarios. Some of the more abundant species likely to move northward due to the projected warming include Atlantic herring, Atlantic mackerel (Scomber scombrus) and Atlantic cod. The southern limits of colder water fish species, such as polar cod and capelin are likely to move northward. Greenland halibut possibly shifts its southern boundary northward or restrict its distribution more to continental slope regions (ACIA 2005) which is of relevance also for the assessment area.
Fish recruitment patterns are strongly influenced by oceanographic processes such as local wind patterns, mixing, and prey availability during early life stages; climate change impacts on these are difficult to predict. Recruitment success could be affected by changes in the timing of spawning, fecundity rates, larval survival rates, and food availability.

Marine fish have complex life histories with eggs, larvae, juveniles, and adults of the same species often occurring in different geographic locations and at different depths, and temperature changes may have different effects for the different life stages of a species. If a change in temperature causes a species to shift its spawning areas, its continued success will depend on factors such as whether current systems in the new area take the eggs and larvae to suitable nursery areas, and whether the nursery areas are adequate in terms of temperature, food supply, depth, etc. Changes in spawning and nursery areas caused by climatic changes may, therefore, also lead to changes in population or species abundance (Domasnes 2010).

Changes in the distribution of polar cod have been modelled for a period of 30 years. Polar cod is a small, pelagic gadoid fish (less than 20 cm) which lives in Arctic waters including the assessment area. It is of great ecological importance since it feeds on zooplankton and is an important prey species for larger fish, seabirds and marine mammals. The modelling results indicate that both distribution and abundance of Arctic cod may be dramatically reduced (Cheung et al. 2008).

In general, it is to be expected that the loss of multi-year ice cover will profoundly affect Arctic ecology and but will probably also have positive effects on fisheries as already been documented for the Arcto-Norwegian cod distributions and abundance (MacNeil et al. 2010). This population shows stronger year classes in warm years and poor year classes in cold, and warming has led to a northern range expansion in Norway (Drinkwater 2006, 2009). As a result of warming, yields are predicted to increase by approximately 20 per cent for the most important cod and herring stocks in Iceland, and approximately 200 per cent in Greenland over the next 50 years (Arnason 2007). Climate-driven fish invasions into the Arctic are expected to exceed those of any other Large Marine Ecosystem (Cheung et al. 2010).

Since the last assessment concerning the fish species in Greenlandic waters (Nielsen & Bertelsen 1992), five species have been found originating from the southern regions (Atlantic) mainly from shallow waters (<400 m). Their arrival in Greenland is likely to be a result of increasing temperatures (Møller et al. 2010).

These species are common in Iceland and northern European waters, and it seems likely that they have been recruited from Iceland via the Irminger and West Greenland currents, which is a well-documented route for Atlantic cod (Wieland & Hovgaard 2002, Hovgaard & Wieland 2008).

Increasing temperatures have also caused growing stocks of commercial boreal species such as Atlantic cod and Haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) (Stein 2007).

Despite the positive effects of climate warming predicted for Arctic fisheries, it is still not clear how invading species interact with native species and how this effects food web interactions.
8.5 Marine mammals and seabirds

The impacts of climate change on marine mammals and seabirds are likely to be profound, but not so easy to estimate since patterns of changes are non-uniform and highly complex (ACIA 2005). There is a limit to how far north High Arctic species can shift to follow the sea-ice. If the loss of sea-ice will be as dramatic (temporally and spatially) as projected by ACIA-designed models, negative consequences for Arctic mammals that depend on sea-ice for breeding and foraging can be expected within the next few decades.

Laidre et al. (2008) compared seven Arctic and four sub-Arctic marine mammal species in regard to their habitat requirements and evidence for biological and demographic responses to climate change. They found that hooded seal, polar bear, and narwhal appear to be the three most sensitive Arctic marine mammal species, primarily due to their reliance on sea-ice and specialised feeding behaviour. The least sensitive species were ringed seal and bearded seal, primarily due to large circumpolar distributions, large population sizes, and flexible habitat requirements. In using a conceptual model, Moore & Huntington (2008) estimated the impacts and resilience of marine mammal species to changes in sea-ice in combination with follow-up changes in benthic and pelagic communities. The response of the mammals on habitat loss (sea-ice) and change in food sources will differ depending on whether they are ice-obligate (e.g. polar bear, ringed seals), ice-associated (certain seals, white whale, narwhal, bowhead whale and walrus) or seasonally migrant species (i.e. fin and minke whales).

Polar bears appear to be at risk since their habitat is changing and there is limited scope for a northward shift in distribution. According to Derocher et al. (2004) spatial and temporal sea-ice changes will lead to shifts in trophic interactions involving polar bears through reduced availability and abundance of their main prey: seals. In the short term, climatic warming may improve polar bear and seal habitats if currently thick multi-year ice is replaced by annual ice with more leads, making it more suitable for seals. However, a cascade of impacts beginning with reduced sea-ice will be manifested in reduced adipose stores, leading to lowered reproductive rates. As sea-ice thins, it is likely to be more fractured and labile and more reactive to winds and currents. As a result, polar bears will need to walk or swim more and thus use greater amounts of energy to maintain contact with the remaining preferred habitats (Derocher et al. 2004).

The increased fragmentation and loss of sea-ice habitat, as a consequence of climate change, is the single most critical conservation concern for polar bears. Global warming has been amplified at high latitudes in the northern hemisphere and a number of studies have documented significant reductions in extent and duration. Recent predictions of continued climate warming show unidirectional, negative changes to sea-ice, although the timing and rate of change will not be uniform across the circumpolar Arctic. However, because of their dependence on sea-ice habitat, the impacts of continued climate change will increase the vulnerability and risk to the welfare of all polar bear subpopulations. Population and habitat modelling have projected substantial future declines in the distribution and abundance of polar bears and in thickness and age of sea-ice (Lunn et al. 2010).

Projections of polar bear sea-ice habitat distribution in the polar basin during the 21st century were developed to understand the consequences of anticipated sea-ice reductions on polar bear populations. Location data from satellite-collared polar bears and environmental data (e.g. bathymetry, distance to coastlines, and sea-ice and collected from 1985 to 1995) were used to describe habitats that polar bears preferred in summer, autumn, winter and spring (Durner et al. 2009). Monthly maps of 21st-century sea-ice concentration projected by 10 general circulation models
(GCMs) used in the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report, indicated habitat losses in the polar basin during the 21st century. Mean loss of optimal polar bear habitat was greatest during summer; from an observed 1.0 million km² in 1985-1995 (baseline) to a projected mean of 0.32 million km² in 2090-2099 which presents a reduction of 68%. Projected winter losses of polar bear habitat were less; from 1.7 million km² in 1985-1995 to 1.4 million km² in 2090-2099 (~17% change). Durner et al. (2009) concluded that reduction in the total amount of optimal habitat will likely reduce polar bear populations, but exact relationships between habitat losses and population demographics are not known. The projected change in habitats will probably affect specific sex and age groups differently and may ultimately preclude bears from seasonally returning to their traditional ranges.

For widely distributed seabirds, such as the thick-billed murre, changes in the extent and timing of sea-ice cover over the past several decades are leading to changes in phenology and reproduction with adverse consequences for nesting growth (Gaston 2010). The direct response of common eiders, another important seabird for the Arctic ecosystem including the assessment area, to climate change is currently under investigation in several countries. In Iceland, local weather conditions appear to affect nesting dates and clutch sizes, although not consistently between colonies. The North Atlantic Oscillation Index was found to have no effect on the survival of eider females in Finland. The management of human harvest of eiders or their products, and the management of introduced predators such as foxes and mink (Mustela vison), will remain important (Merkel & Gilchrist 2010). In East Greenland common eiders have expanded their breeding range over several 100 km towards north in recent decades as a response to more open waters along the coasts (Boertmann & Nielsen 2010).

The ivory gull is a sea-ice obligate species, which face the same threats as the polar bear and there is concern for the future of the species (Gilg et al. 2009, 2010).

More and more information has been gathered in the past years to provide evidence that change in Arctic climate has a large potential to modify the marine ecosystems, either through a bottom-up reorganization of the food web by altering the nutrient or light cycle, or top-down reorganization by altering critical habitat for higher trophic level (Macdonald et al. 2005). At present, we have only started to understand the possible impacts and consequences of climate change for the Arctic marine environment. Complexity arising from alterations to the density, distribution or abundance of keystone species at various trophic levels, such as polar bears and polar cod, could have significant and rapid consequences for the structure of the ecosystems in which they currently occur.

In 2008, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) passed a resolution expressing ‘extreme concern’ over the impacts of climate change on biodiversity. Although climate change is a pervasive stressor, other stressors, such as long range transport of contaminants, unsustainable harvesting of wild species and resource development are also impacting Arctic biodiversity (CAFF 2010).

### 8.6 Interactions between climate change and other stressors

Climate change will have profound impacts on the ecosystems and their components in the Arctic, and it will act on populations in combination with the human induced stressors such as oil spill, contaminants (see below) and hunting. Most true Arctic species populations such as polar bear, ivory gull and little auk, will most likely suffer from the changes becoming much more sensitive to the other human induced stressors. This will make it important to consider all the stressors in combination when assessing impacts of especially major oil spills in the future.
8.6.1 Climate change and contaminants

The Arctic environment is now clearly affected by climate change, but also by human releases of contaminants as indicated in Chapter 7 of this SEIA.

Climate change will affect contaminant exposure and toxic effects (Macdonald et al. 2005) and both forms of stress will impact aquatic ecosystems and biota in many ways (Schiedek et al. 2007, Noyes et al. 2009). An overview of possible changes and consequences is given in Table 15.

Pathways, distribution patterns and/or toxicity of certain contaminants are likely to change; native organisms are likely to become less tolerant to contaminant exposure due to higher temperatures (Macdonald et al. 2005, Schiedek et al. 2007). Species distribution ranges will change, and some will be displaced by temperate species which might differ in their contaminant tolerance. Additional possible risks could be caused by oil contamination due to offshore oil and gas resources being developed as well as increased ship traffic (AMAP 2010, PAME 2009). Climate change may also lead to increased pollution loads resulting from an increase in precipitation bringing more river borne pollution northward (Macdonald et al. 2005).

Toxicology and toxico-kinetics of persistent organic pollutants (POPs) could be altered as a direct result of changes in temperature. Climate change will also alter other environmental features, such as salinity or ocean acidification which alone or in combination could enhance the toxic effects of POPs on wildlife, and species vulnerability (AMAP 2011b).

Bio-magnification of many persistent organic pollutants (POPs) is particularly high for higher trophic levels (i.e. mammals); these animals are also among the most vulnerable to climate change as described above. Relationships between various POPs and hormones in Arctic mammals and seabirds imply that these chemicals pose a threat to the endocrine systems of these animals, in particular the thyroid hormone system, but effects have also been seen in sex steroid hormones and cortisol (Jenssen 2006). Different endocrine systems are important for enabling animals to respond adequately to environmental stress, and endocrine-disrupting chemicals may interfere with the adaptation to increased stress, e.g. that induced

### Table 15. Climate change-induced toxicological effects of contaminants on wildlife (after Noyes et al. 2009s and references therein).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climate change induced effects</th>
<th>Relationships/Interactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Altered uptake and elimination</td>
<td>• increasing temperature = increasing uptake of toxicants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• increasing temperature = increasing elimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• increasing temperature = remobilization of bioaccumulated POPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased toxicity</td>
<td>• increasing temperature = increasing toxicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• increasing temperature = increasing metabolism and potentially altered metabolite profiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• toxicant exposure limit capacity of species and populations to acclimate to altered temperatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• pollutant-exposed ectotherms and species at the edge of their physiological tolerance range may be especially sensitive to temperature increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altered environmental salinity</td>
<td>• decreasing solubility and increasing bioavailability of pesticides/POPs (&quot;salting out effect&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• increasing salinity + increasing POP/pesticide exposure may alter osmoregulation due to altered enzymatic pathways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altered ecosystems</td>
<td>• altered POP sequestration and/or remobilization through shifts in food sources and starvation events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• shifts in disease vector range and severity coupled with toxicant exposure inhibiting immune response may leave wildlife more susceptible to disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• low level exposures may impair organism acclimation to ecosystem alterations induced by climate change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• climate change induced changes in trophic food webs may alter POP bioaccumulation and biomagnification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
by climate change (Jenssen 2006). Presently, possible interactions between climate change and contaminants have not been studied in great detail and therefore our knowledge is still very limited.

Climate change is expected to alter environmental distribution of contaminants and their bio-accumulation due to changes in transport, partitioning, carbon pathways and bio-accumulation process rates. Magnitude and direction of these changes and overall bio-accumulation in food webs is currently not known. In a study performed by Borgå et al. (2010) a first attempt has been made to quantify the effect of climate change (i.e. increased temperature and primary production). It was assumed that there were no changes in food web structure and in total air and water concentrations of organic contaminants. To determine the effect of climate change, a bio-accumulation model was used on the pelagic marine food web of the Arctic. The effect of climate change on model parameters and processes and on net bio-accumulation, were quantified for three substances (g-hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH), polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)-52, and PCB-153) and for two possible climate scenarios. It was found that increased temperature and primary production reduced the overall bio-accumulation of organic contaminants in the Arctic marine food web, with the largest change being for PCB-52 and PCB-153 (Borgå et al. 2010). In future studies other aspects such as altered contaminant transport or food web structure have to be addressed.

The influence on recent changes in feeding ecology (1991-2007) in polar bears from the western Hudson Bay subpopulation on the exposure and accumulation of contaminants was reported by McKinney et al. (2009). Differences in timing of the annual sea-ice breakup explained a significant proportion of the diet variation among years which resulted in increases in the tissue concentrations of several chlorinated and brominated contaminants. The increased levels coincided with an increase in the consumed proportions of open water-associated seal species compared to ice-associated seal species in years of earlier sea-ice breakup. This demonstrate that climate change is a modulating influence on contaminants in this polar bear subpopulation and may pose an additional and previously unidentified threat to northern ecosystems through altered exposures to contaminants (McKinney et al. 2009).

8.7 Conclusions

Climate change may alter patterns of POP bio-accumulation and bio-magnification by altering bottom-up or top-down mechanisms controlling trophic food webs (Braune et al. 2005, Schiedek et al. 2007). Climate change-induced alterations in bottom-up controlling mechanisms, such as altered nutrient and primary production, may lead to the addition or removal of trophic levels (MacDonald et al. 2005). This in turn could shift predators higher or lower in the aquatic food web, leading to a respective increase or reduction of POPs. Top-down alterations in trophic structures elicited by the changing climate, for example, could involve the loss or diminished populations of higher trophic level species leading to consumption further down the food chain and reduced POP bio-magnification potential.

Increased temperature and salinity linked to climate change could enhance the toxicity of some POPs and other pesticides in aquatic biota. Altered bio-transformation of contaminants to more bioactive metabolites appears to be an important mechanism by which climate change enhances chemical toxicity. Moreover, these climate change and contaminant interactions could compromise homeostasis and physiological responses, potentially impairing species fitness, reproduction, and development (Heugens et al. 2001, Schiedek et al. 2007, Brian et al. 2008).
The complex interactions between climate change and pollutants may be particularly problematic for species living at the edge of their physiological tolerance range. For most species, there are optimum ranges of temperature, salinity, pH, moisture, etc., and organisms living under conditions that approach their tolerance limits are often more vulnerable to additional stressors, such as climate change and chemical pollution (Noyes et al. 2009, and references therein). Species with narrow ranges of tolerance to changing environmental conditions may have difficulty acclimating to climate change.

Altered habitats caused by the rapidly changing climate also could trigger species migrations that ultimately push populations into suboptimal regions where they may experience reduced overall fitness and diminished tolerance to toxicant exposures (Schiedek et al. 2007).

The Disko West assessment area includes the southern limit of present winter sea-ice cover in West Greenland. It can therefore be seen as a transition area, and the biota living there are likely to be affected by the expected changes, with significant consequences for the ecosystem and the living resources.

To be able to assess potential impacts of petroleum exploration-related impacts on the marine environment, a holistic approach – including climate, chemicals and biodiversity – is needed to fully understand marine ecosystems in Greenland, including the assessment area.
9 Impact assessment

D. Boertmann, D. Schiedek, A. Mosbech and S. Wegeberg

9.1 Methodology and scope

The following assessment is based on available information compiled from studies published in scientific journals and reports, as well as from previous NERI/DCE technical reports (e.g. Mosbech et al. 1996, Boertmann et al. 1998, Mosbech 2002, 2007a) and information obtained from the oil spill sensitivity atlases prepared for the region (Clausen et al. 2012, Stjernholm et al. 2011). Another source of data are those collected by Marine Mammals and Seabird Observers (MMSO) during seismic surveys and other geophysical studies for the oil companies in relation to on-going and planned oil exploration activities. All this knowledge has been summarised in the previous Chapters 3 to 8. Finally, results of the different studies initiated specifically for the present assessment have been included (see Chapter 12).

9.1.1 Boundaries

The assessment area covers the area described in the introduction (Figure 1). It is the region which potentially can be impacted by activities performed in relation to oil exploration and exploitation activities. Particularly large and long-lasting oil spills have the potential to impact extensive areas and far from the spill site.

However, it cannot be excluded that the area affected might be even larger including coasts both north and south of the assessment area and also areas along the Canadian coast, e.g. Bath Island.

The assessment includes, as far as possible, all activities associated with the life cycle of an oil field, i.e. from exploration to decommissioning.

Exploration activities are expected to take place during summer and autumn due to ice coverage in winter and spring. Production activities, if decided upon and initiated, are likely to take place throughout the year. How production facilities eventually will be established is presently not known. A setup is described in Section 2.6.

9.1.2 Impact assessment procedures

The first step in an assessment is to identify potential interactions (overlap/contact) between potential petroleum activities and ecological components in the area both spatial and temporal. Interactions are then evaluated for their potential to cause impacts.

Since it is often not possible to evaluate all ecological components in the area, the concept of Valued Ecosystem Components (VEC) has been applied.

VECs can be species, populations, biological events or other environmental features that are important for the ecosystem or to the human population, have a national or international profile, can act as indicators for environmental change, or can be the focus of management or other administrative efforts. VECs can also be important flora and fauna groups, habitats (also temporary and dynamic ones such as the marginal ice zone or polynyas) and processes such as the phytoplankton spring bloom indicating intensive primary production.
The potential impact on VECs of activities during the various phases of the life cycle of a hydrocarbon license area are summarised in a series of tables in Chapters 10 and 11 (Tables 16, 17, 19). The tables are based on worst-case scenarios for impacts, under the assumption that current (2012) guidelines for the various activities, as described in the text, are applied. For each VEC, examples are given of typical vulnerable organisms (species or larger groups) in relation to specific activities. These examples are non-exhaustive.

Potential impacts listed in these tables are assessed under three headings: displacement, sublethal effects, and direct mortality. Displacement indicates spatial movement of animals away from an impact, and is classified as none, short term, long term or permanent. For sessile or planktonic organisms, displacement is not relevant, and this is indicated with a dash (-). Sublethal effects include all notable fitness-related impacts, except those that cause immediate mortality of adult individuals. This category thus includes impacts which decrease fertility or cause mortality of juvenile life stages. Sublethal effects and direct mortality are classified as none, insignificant, minor, moderate or major. Dashes (-) are used when it is not relevant to discuss the described effect (if no members of a VEC are vulnerable to a given activity).

The scale of a potential impact is assessed as local or regional. Impacts may be on a larger scale than local either if the activity is wide-spread or impacts populations originating from a larger area (e.g. migratory birds), or a large part of a regional population (e.g. a large seabird colony).

It should be emphasized that quantification of the impacts on ecosystem components is difficult and in many cases impossible. The spatial overlap of the expected activities can only be assessed to a limited degree, as only the initial oil activities are known at this point. Furthermore, the physical properties of potentially spilled oil are likewise not known. Moreover, there is still a lack of knowledge concerning important ecosystem components and how they interact. In addition, climate change now impacting ecosystem functioning, potentially alters many of the interactions.

Relevant research regarding toxicology, ecotoxicology of petroleum related compounds and their effects and sensitivity of organisms to disturbance has been used, and conclusions from various sources – the Arctic Council Oil and Gas Assessment (AMAP 2010), the extensive literature from the Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska in 1989, as well as the Norwegian assessment of hydrocarbon activities in the Lofoten-Barents Sea (Anon 2003b) have been drawn upon.

Many uncertainties still remain and expert judgement or general conclusions from research and EIAs carried out in other Arctic areas have been applied in order to evaluate risks and to assess the impacts. Much uncertainty in the assessment is inevitable and is conveyed with phrases such as ‘most likely’ or ‘most probably’.
10 Impacts of the potential routine activities

D. Schiedek, D. Boertmann, A. Mosbech, S. Wegeberg, O.A. Jørgensen, K. Sünksen and F. Ugarte

10.1 Exploration activities

In general all activities related to oil exploration are temporary and will be terminated after a few years if no commercial discoveries are being made. Another important aspect in relation to oil exploration is that the activities are limited to a period when the sea is more of less free of ice. However, some activities may take place in ice covered waters, as a company in 2010 carried out 2D-seismic surveys in lightly ice covered waters off Northeast Greenland, with the aid of a large ice breaker.

Environmental impacts of exploration activities relate to:
- Noise from seismic surveys and drilling
- Cuttings and drilling mud
- Disposal of various substances
- Emissions to air
- Placement of structures.

In connection with oil exploration only the most significant impacts (i.e. noise, cuttings and drilling mud) will be considered in the assessment. The other listed issues will be dealt with in relation to production and development, as they are much more significant during these phases of the life cycle of a petroleum field.

10.1.1 Assessment of noise

Noise from seismic surveys

The main environmental concerns relates to effects on biota caused by the generation of sound during seismic operations including:
- physical damage: injury to tissue and auditory damage from the sound waves
- disturbance/scaring (behavioural impacts, including masking of underwater communication by marine mammals).

A review of the effects of seismic sound propagation on different biota concluded ‘that seismic sounds in the marine environment are neither completely without consequences nor are they certain to result in severe and irreversible harm to the environment’ (DFO 2004). However, there are some potential detrimental consequences. Short-term behavioural changes (such as avoiding areas with seismic activity) are known and in some cases well documented, but longer-term changes are debated and studies are lacking.

In Arctic waters there are certain special conditions which have to be considered. Owing to ray bending caused, for instance by a strongly stratified water column, it cannot be assumed that there is a simple relationship between sound pressure levels and distance to source. This makes it difficult to base impact assessments on simple transmission loss models (spherical or cylindrical spreading) and to apply results from assessment performed at southern latitudes to Arctic waters (Urick 1983). The sound pressure, for instance might be significantly higher than expected in convergence zones far (>50 km) from the sound source, which is particularly evident in stratified Arctic waters. This has also been documented by means of acoustic tags attached to sperm whales, which recorded high sound pressure levels (160 dB re μPa, peak to peak) more than 10 km from a seismic array (Madsen et al. 2006).
Another issue rarely addressed is that airgun arrays generate significant sound energy at frequencies many octaves higher than the frequencies of interest for geophysical studies. This increases concern regarding the potential impact particularly on toothed whales (Madsen et al. 2006).

In the following potential impacts on different ecosystem components are discussed and assessed.

**Impact of seismic noise on zoo- and ichthyoplankton**

Zooplankton (e.g. copepods such as *Calanus* and larvae of benthic crustaceans) and fish larvae and eggs (=ichthyoplankton) cannot avoid the pressure wave from the airguns and can be killed within a distance of less than 2 m and sublethal injuries may occur within 5 m (Østby et al. 2003). The relative volume of water affected in this way by a seismic survey will be small and population effects, if any, are considered to be very limited, according to Norwegian and Canadian assessments (Anon 2003b). However, in Norway, specific spawning areas in certain periods of the year may have very high densities of fish larvae in the uppermost water layers. Therefore the Lofoten-Barents Sea area is closed for seismic activities during the cod and herring spawning period in May-June (Anon 2003b). In the previous assessment of seismic activities and their impacts in the Disko West area it was concluded that impacts due to seismic activities (3D) were negligible for the recruitment of fish stocks in West Greenland waters (Mosbech et al. 2007a). Densities of fish eggs and larvae are generally low in the upper 10 m and most fish species spawn in a dispersed manner in winter or spring, which minimise the temporal overlap with seismic activities. It is therefore most likely that impacts of seismic activity (even 3D) on zooplankton and thus on fish recruitment are negligible in the assessment area.

**Impact of seismic noise on fish**

There is agreement among experts that adult fish will generally avoid seismic sound waves, in seeking towards the bottom, and thus not being harmed. Young Atlantic cod and redfish (30-50 mm long), are able to swim away from the mortal zone near the airguns (comprising of a few meters) (Nakken 1992).

It has been estimated that adult fish can react to an operating seismic array at distances of more than 30 km, and that intense avoidance behaviour can be expected within 1-5 km (see below). Norwegian studies measured declines in fish density at distances more than 10 km from sites of intensive seismic activity (3D). Negative effects on fish stocks may therefore occur if adult fish are scared away from localised spawning grounds during the spawning season. Outside the spawning grounds, fish stocks are probably not affected by the disturbance, but fish can be displaced temporarily from important feeding grounds (Engås et al. 1996, Slotte et al. 2004).

Adult fish held in cages in a shallow bay and exposed to an operating air-gun (0.33 l, source level at 1 m 222.6 dB rel. to 1 µPa peak to peak) down to 5-15 m distance sustained extensive ear damage, with no evidence of repair nearly 2 months after exposure (McCauley et al. 2003). It was estimated that a comparable exposure could be expected at ranges <500 m from a large seismic array (44 l) (McCauley et al. 2003). It appears that the fish avoidance behaviour demonstrated in the open sea protects the fish from damage. In contrast to these results, marine fish and invertebrates monitored with a video camera in an inshore reef did not move away from airgun sounds with peak pressure level as high as 218 dB (at 5.3 m relative to 1 µPa peak to peak) (Wardle et al. 2001). The reef fish showed involuntary startle reactions (C-starts), but did not swim away unless the explosion source was visible to the fish at a distance of only about 6 m. Despite a startle reaction displayed by each fish every time the gun was fired, continuous observation
of fish in the vicinity of the reef using time-lapse TV and tagged individuals did not reveal any sign of disorientation, and fish continued to behave normally in similarly quite large numbers, before, during and after the gun firing sessions (Wardle et al. 2001). Another study performed during a full-scale seismic survey (2.5 days) also showed that seismic shooting had a moderate effect on the behaviour of the lesser sandeel (Hassel et al. 2004). However, no immediate lethal effect was observed on sandeels, neither in cage experiments nor in grab samples taken during night when sand eels were buried in the sediment (Hassel et al. 2004).

The studies described above indicate that behavioural and physiological reactions to seismic sounds among fish vary between. Generalisations should therefore be made with caution.

Impact of seismic noise on fisheries
Norwegian studies (Engås et al. 1996) have shown that 3D seismic surveys (i.e. a shot fired every 10 seconds and 125 m between 36 lines 10 nm long) reduced catches (trawl and longline) of Atlantic cod and haddock at 250-280 m water depth. This occurred not only in the shooting area, but as far as 18 nautical miles away. The catches did not return to normal levels within 5 days after shooting (when the experiment was terminated), but it was assumed that the effect was of short term and catches would return to normal after the studies. The effect was more pronounced for large fish compared to smaller fish.

In a recent study, impacts of 3D seismic survey on gillnet and longline fisheries were investigated, showing some contradicting results (Løkkeborg et al. 2010): Gillnet catches of Greenland halibut and redfish increased during seismic shooting and remained higher in the period after shooting. Longline catches of Greenland halibut, on the other hand, decreased. Saithe catches in gillnet showed a tendency to decrease (but not statistically significant) during the shooting. However, also acoustic surveys of fish densities indicated that saithe left the shooting area.

An analysis of the official catch statistics from an area with seismic surveys in Norway in 2008 showed very different results (Vold et al. 2009): Catch rates of Atlantic cod, ling (Molva molva), tusk (Brosme brosme) and Atlantic halibut had not changed significantly. Catch rates of redfish and monkfish (Lophius piscatorius) seemed to increase, while catch rates of saithe and haddock caught in gillnet decreased and catches with other gear was not affected. The majority of the seismic surveys included in the analysis were 2D and scattered in time and space.

A Canadian review (DFO 2004) concluded that the ecological effect of seismic surveys on fish is low and that changes in catchability probably are species dependent in line with the Norwegian studies.

In Greenland waters, including the assessment area, the commercial fisheries which may overlap with seismic surveys are primarily offshore trawling for Greenland halibut.

Greenland halibut is very different from Atlantic cod and haddock with respect to anatomy, taxonomy and ecology. It has no swim bladder, which means its hearing abilities are reduced compared to fish with swim bladder, in particular at higher frequencies. Thus Greenland halibut is likely to be sensitive to the particle motion part of the sound field, but not the pressure field. Moreover, the fishery takes place in much deeper waters than in the Norwegian experiments with haddock and Atlantic cod.
The only Norwegian studies including Greenland halibut was focused on gill net fishery and not trawling (Engås et al. 1996), thus the results cannot be applied to Greenland offshore fisheries.

In the Norwegian study an increased catch of Greenland halibut was found in the gillnets. There are also other examples for this trend (Hirst & Rodhouse 2000), which is most likely the result of changed behaviour (more moving around) of the fish.

In the review by Dalen et al. (2008), it was concluded that the results described by Engås et al. (1996) and mentioned above cannot be applied to other fish species and to fisheries taking place at other water depths, such has the Greenland halibut fishery.

In summary it can be stated that there will be a risk of reduced catches of Greenland halibut in areas with intensive seismic activity, but probably only during a certain period. The trawling grounds within the assessment area are, however, spatially restricted at depths of approx. 1,500 m and on the narrow continental slope; thus alternative fishing grounds might be limited. Local fishery companies operating there have so far not recorded reduced catches in periods when fishery and seismic surveys took place at the same time (Frans Heilmann, Polar Seafood pers. comm.).

Regarding possible effects of seismic shooting on invertebrates, there is in general very little knowledge, and in different studies and reviews the need for research has been expressed as well as concern for long-term effects (Christian et al. 2003, DFO 2004, Chadwick 2005). A Canadian review, for instance, emphasizes the lack in information to evaluate the effects on crustacean during their moult, a period when crustaceans are particularly vulnerable (DFO 2004).

Another study has shown that the shrimp species *Palaemon serratus*, is responsive to sounds ranging from 100 to 3000 Hz, the responsive organ being the statocyst (balance organ) in the basal segment of the antennule (Lovell et al. 2005). Behaviour associated with hearing has so far not been demonstrated, but future research may reveal shrimp reactions to seismic sound pulses. A Canadian study (DFO 2004) addressed impacts on snow crabs. The study was set up on short notice and did not find short term effects, but it raised questions relating to long term effects. The few other field studies on crustaceans (Norwegian lobster, (La Bella et al. 1996), Australian rock lobster (Pary & Gason 2006), three shrimp species in the waters off Brazil (Andriguetto-Filho et al. 2005) and snow crab (Christian et al. 2003) did not find any short term reduction in catchability.

When assessing environmental impacts in relation to hydrocarbon activities in the Barents Sea, impacts on northern shrimp or fishery on this resource were evaluated, and both the population and the fishery on it were considered as relatively robust to impacts (Østby et al. 2003).

Thus, based on the knowledge presently available, it is not to be expected that the shrimp fisheries within the assessment area will be affected by seismic surveys during the exploration phase.

**Impact of seismic noise on birds**

Seabirds are generally not considered to be sensitive to seismic surveys, because they are highly mobile and able to avoid the seismic sound source. However, in inshore waters, seismic surveys carried out near the coast may disturb breeding and moulting congregations due to the presence of the vessel and the related activities.
Almost nothing is known about underwater hearing of diving sea birds and so far no attempts have been made to assess possible impacts of exposure to airgun sounds when seabirds are in the water column. Their hearing abilities under water are likely to be inferior to marine mammals and in any case restricted to lower frequencies, not extending to the ultrasonic range. Diving birds are not known to use their hearing underwater, but the possibility cannot be excluded. Diving birds may potentially suffer damage to their inner ears if diving very close to the air gun array, but unlike mammals, the sensory cells of the inner ear of birds can regenerate after damage from acoustic trauma (Ryals & Rubel 1988) and hearing impairment, even after intense exposure, is thus temporary.

Impact of seismic noise on marine mammals

Responses of marine mammals to noise fall into three main categories: physiological, behavioural and acoustic (Nowacek et al. 2007). Physiological responses include hearing threshold shifts (reduced ability to hear) and physical damages in the ear. Behavioural responses include changes in surfacing, diving and heading patterns, and may result in displacement from the affected area or reduced feeding success. Low frequency sounds may effectively mask the calls of baleen whales, thus interfering with their social activities and/or navigation and feeding activities. Acoustic responses to masking by anthropogenic noise include changes in type or timing of vocalisations. In addition, there may be indirect effects associated with altered prey availability (Gordon et al. 2003).

Mortality has not been documented, but there is a potential for physical damage, primarily auditory damages. Under experimental conditions temporary elevations in hearing threshold (TTS, temporary hearing loss) have been observed (Southall et al. 2007). Such temporary reduced hearing ability is considered unimportant by Canadian researchers; unless it develops into permanent threshold shift (PTS, permanent hearing loss) or occurs in combination with other threats normally avoided by acoustic means (DFO 2004).

In the USA a sound pressure level of 180 dB re 1 μPA (rms) or higher has been adopted by the US National Marine Fisheries Service as a mitigation standard to protect whales from exposures considered capable of inducing temporary or permanent damage to their hearing (NMFS 2003, Miller et al. 2005). This exposure criterion is poorly defined from a measuring point of view and with little experimental support. Thus Southall et al. (2007) proposed a reorganisation of exposure criteria, allowing more room for differences in sensitivity between different taxa and different sound types. They also implemented a dual criteria approach; 1/ maximum instantaneous sound pressure and 2/ total acoustic energy accumulated over the complete duration of exposure. The suggestions by Southall et al. (2007) have led to discussions and it is to be seen if and how they will be implemented in future legislation in the USA and elsewhere.

Displacement is a behavioural response, and there are many documented cases of displacement from feeding grounds or migratory routes of marine mammals exposed to seismic sounds. The extent of displacement varies between species and also between individuals within the same species. A study in Australia, for example, showed that migrating humpback whales avoided seismic sound sources at distances of 4-8 km, but occasionally came closer. In the Beaufort Sea autumn migrating bowhead whales avoid areas where the noise from exploratory drilling and seismic surveys exceeds 117-135 dB re 1 μPA and they may avoid the seismic source by distances of up to 35 km (Reeves et al. 1984, Richardson et al. 1986, Ljungblad et al. 1988, Brewer et al. 1993, Hall et al. 1994, NMFS 2002, Gordon et al. 2003). White whales, generally believed to be sensitive to noise from seismic surveys and drilling (Lawson 2005), avoided seismic operations in Arctic Canada.
by 10-20 km (Miller et al. 2005). Stone & Tasker (2006) showed a significant reduction in marine mammals sightings during seismic surveys in the UK during periods of shooting compared with non-shooting periods.

In the Alaskan Beaufort Sea it was shown that bowhead whales change their behaviour when exposed to low frequency sound from airgun arrays (e.g. Reeves et al. 1984, Richardson et al. 1986, Ljungblad et al. 1988). Humpback whales have been observed to consistently change course and speed in order to avoid close encounters with operating seismic arrays (McCauley et al. 2000).

Di Iorio & Clarck (2010) documented that blue whales increase their calling rate during seismic surveys, probably as a compensatory behaviour to the elevated ambient noise. Fin whales can also change the acoustic characteristics of their sounds (Castellote et al. 2010). On the other hand, Dunn & Hernandez (2009) tracked blue whales that were at 15-90 km from operating airguns, and they were unable to detect changes in the behaviour of the whales at these distances.

Di Iorio & Clarke (2010) documented that blue whales increase their calling rate during seismic surveys, probably as a compensatory behaviour to the elevated ambient noise. Fin whales can also change the acoustic characteristics of their sounds (Castellote et al. 2010). On the other hand, Dunn & Hernandez (2009) tracked blue whales that were at 15-90 km from operating airguns, and they were unable to detect changes in the behaviour of the whales at these distances.

In contrast, minke whales have also been observed as close as 100 m from operating airgun arrays (NERI unpublished), potentially close enough to sustain physical damage.

During a controlled exposure experiment in the Gulf of Mexico, sperm whale horizontal movements were not noticeably affected by a seismic survey, but foraging effort seemed to diminish when airguns were operating (Miller et al. 2009 and Madsen et al. (2006) found no reaction of sperm whales to a seismic survey tens of km away).

The ecological significance of displacement is generally unknown. If alternative areas are available the impact will probably be low. The temporary character of seismic surveys will also allow displaced animals to return after the surveys. However, if the area is critical to the survival of the population, displacement could lead to population decline. Such critical areas can be difficult to identify, but a good example are the summer grounds for narwhals (outside the assessment area), cf. the SEIA for Baffin Bay (Boertmann & Mosbech 2011).

In West Greenland waters satellite tracked humpback whales utilised extensive areas and moved between widely spaced feeding grounds, presumably searching for their preferred prey (krill, sandeel and capelin) as prey availability shifted through the season (Heide-Jorgensen & Laidre 2007). The ability of humpback whales to find prey in different locations may suggest that they would have access to alternative foraging areas if they were displaced from one area by a seismic activity. However, even though many areas can be used, a few key zones seem to be especially important. The satellite tracked humpback whales favoured a zone on the shelf with high concentrations of sand-eel (Heide-Jorgensen & Laidre 2007). Similarly, a study based on cetacean and prey surveys showed that rorquals (fin, sei, blue, minke and humpback whale) and krill aggregate in three high density areas on the West Greenland banks (Laidre et al. 2010). One of these important feeding areas covers an area south of the assessment area. Displacement from such important feeding areas may have a negative impact on the energy uptake of the rorquals that are in West Greenland to feed before their southward migration. Given the extent of potential oil exploration activities in Greenland, there is a risk of cumulative effects if multiple surveys occur at the same time in adjacent areas. Marine mammals may therefore at the same time be excluded from both key habitats and alternative foraging grounds.

The US National Marine Fisheries Service defines the radii about a seismic ship with received sound levels of 160 dB (re 1 μPA) as the distances within which some ceta-
ceans are likely to be subject to behavioural disturbance (NMFS 2005 in Dunn & Hernandez 2009). Actual distances would depend on the source levels of the airgun array, the salinity and temperature layers of the water and the depth of the observation.

A few studies have observed lack of measurable behavioural changes by cetaceans exposed to the sound of seismic surveys taking place several kilometres away. In the above mentioned blue whale study it was estimated that the whales experienced sounds of less than 145 dB (re 1$\mu$Pa) and it was concluded that their study supported the current US-NMFS guidelines, but also that further studies with more detailed observations are needed (Dunn & Hernandez 2009).

A behavioural effect widely discussed in relation seismic surveys and whales is the masking effect of communication and echolocation sounds.

There are, however, very few studies which document such effects (but see Castellote et al. 2010 and Di Iorio & Clark 2010), mainly because the experimental setups are extremely challenging. Masking requires overlap in frequencies, overlap in time and sufficiently high sound pressures. The whales and seals in the assessment area use a wide range of frequencies (from <10 Hz to >100 kHz, Figure 24), why the low frequency sounds of seismic surveys are likely to overlap in frequency with at least some of the sounds produced by these marine mammals.

Whether sound pressures could be high enough to mask biologically significant sounds is another uncertainty. Masking is more likely to occur from the continuous noise from drilling and ship propellers which have been demonstrated for white whales and killer whales in Canada (Foote et al. 2004, Scheide et al. 2005).

Owing to the low frequency of their phonation, baleen whales, followed by seals would be the marine mammals most affected by auditory masking from seismic surveys (Gordon et al. 2003) and it has been demonstrated that blue whales increase their calling rate during seismic surveys, perhaps as a compensatory behaviour to the elevated ambient noise (Di Iorio & Clark 2010).

Sperm whales showed diminished forage effort during air gun emission. It is not clear if this was due to masking of echolocation sounds or to behavioural responses of the whales or the prey (Jochens et al. 2008).

The most noise-vulnerable whale species in the assessment area will be white whale, narwhal and bowhead whale. But they are mostly absent from the area when seismic surveys usually are carried out (summer and autumn). There is, however, a risk of overlap with seismic operations in late autumn in some specific areas: Narwhals have well-defined migration routes and winter habitats within the assessment area, and here there is a risk of displacement especially caused by 3D surveys. The migration areas are those where the animals could be exposed to seismic noise, whereas the winter quarters are the most critical; however no seismic surveys will take place there in winter.

Seismic activities are currently regulated in the assessment area in order to minimise overlap with the occurrence of narwhals (Kyhn et al. 2012).

Other whales occurring in summer and autumn will also be vulnerable, but their occurrence in the assessment area is less regular and no concentrations areas are known.

Seals, on the other hand, display considerable tolerance to underwater noise (Richardson et al. 1995), confirmed by a study in Arctic Canada, where ringed seals showed only limited avoidance to seismic operations (Miller et al. 2005), and in many
areas they have also habituated to industrial noise (Blackwell et al. 2004). Walruses may be disturbed and displaced by seismic activity (especially when hauled out on ice) and not so much by the seismic noise. The important winter feeding and mating ground for walrus in the assessment area (Figure 20) will be sensitive to such disturbance, but seismic activities are not carried out when walruses are present.

**Mitigation of impacts from seismic noise**

Mitigation measures generally recommend a soft start or ramp up of the airgun array each time a new line is initiated (review by Compton et al. 2008). Although not verified by experiments or observations, this approach is commonly considered ‘best practice’. A soft start will allow marine mammals to detect and avoid the sound source before it reaches levels dangerous to the animals.

Secondly, it is recommended to have skilled marine mammal observers onboard the seismic vessels, to detect whales and to instruct the crew to delay seismic shooting in case whales are within a certain distance (usually 500 m) from the array. The detection of nearby whales in sensitive areas can be more efficient, depending on species, if supplemented by the use of hydrophones for recording whale vocalisations (Passive Acoustic Monitoring – PAM), although whales not necessarily emit sounds, when present.

But visual observation in Arctic waters may not preclude effects on whales. For example may very high sound pressures occur far from the sound source and out of sight of the observer, and visual observation can be hampered by fog and darkness late in the season.

A third mitigating measure is to close areas during sensitive periods. In the Lofoten-Barents Sea, for instance, spawning grounds for herring and Atlantic cod are closed for seismic surveys during the spawning season of these two species.

Finally, it is recommended to inform local authorities and the hunters’ organisations before seismic activities take place. This may help hunters to take into account that animals may be disturbed and displaced from certain areas at times when seismic activities are taking place.

In Arctic Canada a number of mitigation measures were applied to minimise impacts from seismic surveys on marine mammals and the subsistence hunting on these (Miller et al. 2005). Some are identical to those mentioned above, while the most important was a delay in the start of seismic operations until the end of the white whale hunt and during periods when important white whale habitats were utilised by the whales. Some particularly important white whale areas even were completely closed for surveys.

DCE has issued a set of guidelines for conducting seismic surveys in Greenlandic waters and protection areas (where seismic surveys are regulated) are designated for specific species (Kyhn et al. 2012).

In these guidelines following best practice is recommended (in line with the JNCC 2010 recommendations):

- The airgun array should not be larger than needed for the specific survey.
- Use of mitigation gun. The mitigation gun is the smallest airgun in the array in terms of energy output (dB) and volume (in³). Output from the array should be reduced to the mitigation gun as outlined below.
- A safety zone of 500 m from the airgun array shall be applied.
• An injury zone of 200 m shall be applied. If marine mammals are observed within 200 m during full power, the output shall be reduced to the mitigation gun until the mammal has left the zone.

• A pre-shooting search shall be conducted before commencement of any use of the airguns. If waters are less than 200 m deep, this search shall last 30 min. When operating in waters with a depth of more than 200 m, it shall be extended to 60 min. If marine mammals are spotted within the safety zone, the ramp-up procedure shall be delayed 20 minutes, from the time when the animal has left the safety zone (or the ship has moved so far that the animal is outside). The pre-shooting search can be initiated before the end of a survey line, while the airguns are still firing.

• The array shall not be started at full power, but individual airguns should be added one by one or if not possible, output of each airgun slowly increased by manipulation of pressure (ramp-up or soft start procedure).

• The ramp-up procedure shall occur over a period of about 20 min and can be carried out while the survey ship is en route to the starting point of the transect line.

• Ramp-up should not be initiated if marine mammals are inside the array or within the safety zone (500 m) of the array. If marine mammals are discovered within this safety zone during the ramp-up procedure, the airguns shall be reduced to the mitigation gun, and a new ramp-up procedure initiated when the mammal has left the safety zone – i.e. at least 20 min. after the last sighting.

• If proper ramp-up cannot be performed for technical or other reasons, other measures should be taken to assure that no animals are within the safety zone at start up.

• Passive Acoustic Monitoring (PAM) of vocalizing whales shall be deployed for monitoring purposes during start up at night or during periods when the sea state is above 3; especially in areas with bowhead whales.

• If the array is shut down for any reason while on the transect line it can be re-initiated at full power given that the silent break is no longer than 5 min. Otherwise a full ramp-up procedure should be followed.

• During line changes the array output should be reduced to the mitigation gun, if the transit time is longer than the time it takes to conduct a ramp-up and a full ramp-up should be initiated prior to arrival at the next line. If transit time is less than 20 min the array can be operated during transit, preferably at reduced power output (the mitigation gun).

• At least two Marine Mammal and Seabird Observers (MMSO) shall be posted on the source vessel (where the airguns are deployed from) and minimum one should be continuously on the look-out particularly for whales and seals during the pre-shooting search and when airguns are operated.

• Observation of marine mammals during shooting and inside the safety zone may not lead to shutdown, but if marine mammals are observed within the 200 m injury zone of the array, output should be reduced to the mitigation gun until the marine mammals are outside the 200 m zone again.

• A log of marine mammal observations should be kept on the ship and reported as part of the cruise report.

• Airguns should not be used outside the transect lines, except in the cases mentioned above (ramp-up prior to arrival and on short transit lines) and for strictly necessary testing purposes. Testing the array at full power shall be initiated with a ramp-up procedure as above.

• When planning seismic surveys it should be aimed at to minimise the overall exposure to the most possible degree in using the smallest airgun array necessary to obtain the data needed. The total exposure is a complex function of a) number of animals exposed, b) duration of exposure for each animal and c) the sound level each of them is experiencing. Nevertheless, reducing any of the three parameters will also reduce the total exposure. Thus the possibility to limit one or more of these factors should be considered in the planning.
Conclusions on disturbance from seismic noise (Table 16)

Regarding noise from seismic activities, the most sensitive VECs in the Disko West assessment area are bowhead whales, narwhals, white whales and walrus. The occurrence of these species usually does not overlap with the season for seismic surveys. However, late in the season (October/November) there is a risk for overlap with migrating white whales and narwhals, a risk which increases if seismic surveys are facilitated by the use of icebreaker.

There is also a risk of displacement from important/critical habitat of other species, such as fin, blue, humpback and especially minke whale.

Displacement of hunted species may also impact the availability (for hunters). If the affected areas include traditionally hunting grounds there will be a risk of reduced availability of quarry species.

As seismic surveys are temporary, the risk for long-term impacts is expected to be low. However, long-term impacts have to be assessed if several surveys are carried out simultaneously or in the same potentially critical habitats during consecutive years (cumulative effects).

The offshore fishery for Greenland halibut may encounter reduced catches for a period during and after intensive seismic shooting, due to displacement of the fish although this has so far not been observed.

Noise from drilling units

Noise from drilling units has two sources, the drilling process and the ship propellers (cavitation) keeping the drill ship/rig in position (dynamic positioning). The noise is continuous in contrast to the pulses generated by the seismic airguns.

Generally, drill ships generate more noise than a semi-submersible platform, which in turn produces more noise than a jack-up. The latter will most likely not be used within the assessment area, due to water depths and the collision risk from drift ice and icebergs.

In order to assess possible effects of noise produced by a drilling ship, underwater sound recordings were taken in West Greenland in September 2010 and the emitted noise from the drill ship Stena Forth during operation was quantified. The

Table 16. Overview of potential impacts from single seismic 2D and 3D surveys on VECs in the Disko West assessment area. See Section 4.9 for a summary of the VECs. It is important to note that a single seismic survey is temporary and that cumulative impacts by several simultaneous or consecutive surveys may be more pronounced. This assessment assumes the application of current (2012) mitigation guidelines, see text for details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VEC</th>
<th>Typical vulnerable organisms</th>
<th>Displacement 2D</th>
<th>Displacement 3D</th>
<th>Sublethal effect</th>
<th>Direct mortality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pelagic hotspots</td>
<td>copepods, fish larvae</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>insignificant(L)</td>
<td>insignificant(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tidal/subtidal zone</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demersal fish &amp; offshore benthos</td>
<td>Gl. halibut</td>
<td>short term(L)</td>
<td>insignificant</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seabirds (breeding)</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seabirds (non-breeding)</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine mammals (summer)</td>
<td>baleen- &amp; toothed whales</td>
<td>short term(L)</td>
<td>short term(L)</td>
<td>insignificant(R)</td>
<td>none**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine mammals (winter)</td>
<td>bowhead, white whale, narwhal</td>
<td>short term(L)</td>
<td>short term(L)</td>
<td>insignificant(R)</td>
<td>none**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*L = local, R = regional and G = global; **For toothed whales permanent auditory damages can theoretically be lethal, but death would occur long after the event of sound exposure. Here, this risk is defined as a sublethal effect.
measured noise levels were similar to those known from other drill ships and were above those reported from semi-submersibles and drill rigs. It corresponded to fast moving merchant ships with source levels of up to 184-190 dB re 1 μPa during drilling and maintenance work. Both drilling and maintenance work results in tones that are higher than the background noise levels at ranges of 16-38 km from the ship and can be regarded as a substantial noise source (Kyhn et al. 2011).

Whales are estimated to be the most sensitive organisms to this kind of underwater noise, because they depend on the underwater acoustic environment for orientation and communication and it is assumed that their communication can be masked by this noise. Seals (especially bearded seal) and walrus also communicate when underwater. However, systematic studies on whales and possible impacts due to noise from drill rigs are limited.

Whales are generally expected to be more tolerant to fixed noise sources than to noise from moving sources (Davis et al. 1990). Auditory masking from boat noise has been demonstrated for white whales and killer whales in Canada (Foote et al. 2004, Scheifele et al. 2005). In Alaskan waters migrating bowhead whales avoided an area with a radius of 10 km around a drill ship (Richardson et al. 1989) and their migrating routes were displaced away from the coast due to oil production on an artificial island, although this reaction was mainly attributed to the noise from support vessels (Greene et al. 2004).

Bowhead whales’ usually occur in the assessment area late in the winter and in spring until early June. The migration corridor across Baffin Bay seems to be wide enough to provide alternative routes and displacement of single animals similar to that described from the Beaufort Sea has probably no significant effect here.

Other whales living on the shelf – such as fin, minke, humpback and blue whale as well as white beaked dolphins and harbour porpoises – and whales living in deep waters on the continental slope could also be displaced by drilling operations. However, there is no knowledge so far on critical habitats for these species in the assessment area.

**Conclusion on noise from exploration drilling rigs (Table 17)**

Exploration activities are temporary, and displacement of marine mammals caused by noise from drilling rigs will also be temporary. The most vulnerable species in the assessment area are narwhal, white whale, bowhead whale and walrus, but the temporal overlap between these species and exploration drilling will be short and restricted to late autumn. The other species are less vulnerable, but if several rigs operate in the region, there is a high risk for cumulative effects for example displacement from alternative habitats.

**Other noise**

Nowacek et al. (2007) reported only one study (Patenaude et al. 2002) documenting the responses of whales to aircrafts. They measured behavioural reactions of bowhead whales and white whales to a Bell 212 helicopter and a fixed wing aircraft (Twin Otter). The responses (avoidance reactions) was strongest to helicopter overflights and occurred more frequently at altitudes lower than 150 m and at lateral distances of less than 250 m, and white whales reacted more frequently than the bowheads.
10.1.2 Drilling mud and cuttings

Drilling creates the largest amounts of waste during the exploration phase (see Section 2). This waste consists of cuttings and drilling mud which have to be disposed of in some way.

The liquid base of the drilling mud may be water (WBM – water based mud) or synthetic fluids (SM – synthetic mud; ethers, esters, olefins, etc.) or oil (OBM – oil based mud).

The practice in Norway was until 1993, to dispose all the waste to the seabed. However, release of OBM was, due to environmental concerns, stopped then. Today only WBM can be released to the seabed and only if the content of chemicals is approved, i.e. they only contain environmentally harmless compounds.

OBMs are still used in Norway, mainly for special drillings under difficult conditions, and cuttings and mud are afterwards either reinjected or transported to land for treatment in specialised facilities.

The experience from Norway is that the environmental impacts on the seabed from OBM cuttings are widespread and long term (e.g. Davies et al. 1984, Neff 1987, Gray et al. 1990, Ray & Engelhardt 1992, Olsgaard & Gray 1995, Breuer et al. 2004, Breuer et al. 2008). Benthic fauna is still impacted around old depositon sites, although regeneration has been relatively fast, and today impacts can rarely be traced to more than 500 m from the installations (Research Council of Norway 2012).

Synthetic muds (SMs) also lead to impacts on benthic fauna around a platform, though less pronounced than after use of OBMs (Jensen et al. 1999). Ester-based cuttings have been shown to cause rather severe but short term effects due to their rapid degradation which may result in oxygen depletion in the sediments. Olefin-based cuttings are also degraded fairly rapidly, but without causing oxygen deficiency and hence have more short term and moderate effects on the fauna.

New studies in Norway (Research Council of Norway 2012) conclude that the ban of release of OBM has considerably improved the environmental conditions on the seabed around the offshore installations (Renaud et al. 2007, Schaanning et al. 2008 and references therein), but there is still concern for long term impacts, due to the large amounts released and due to the chemicals in the mud (Research
Council of Norway 2012). The effects of cuttings sedimentation was shown to be less than expected, although long term effects and cumulative effects of sedimentation was not addressed, but such may be detected and prevented by the monitoring programmes.

The use of WBM may move some of the effects on the seafloor to the water column, where especially suspension of particles gives some reason for concern (Bechmann et al. 2006), but Research Council of Norway (2012) concludes that impacts will be local and short term on fauna in the water column.

Finally, it is important to be aware of the contents of heavy metals, esp. lead and mercury in the barite used in the drilling mud, as these metals have proved to be bioavailable from the released mud (Research Council of Norway 2012). This problem is of special concern in Greenland, where mercury in the environment has been in focus for many years (see Chapter 7).

For the Disko West assessment area knowledge concerning the seafloor fauna has been collected by the studies described in Box 3 (Benthic studies) and during environmental baseline surveys performed by Capricorn in 2009 and 2010. However, a full assessment of the potential impact of drilling mud and cuttings on benthic animals is presently not possible.

Multiple drilling carried out when a field is developed may cause more widespread effects on the benthos. Discharges of cuttings with water-based drill fluids are likely to disperse widely in the water column before reaching the seabed and may also impact pelagic organisms such as plankton (Røe & Johnsen 1999, Jensen et al. 2006).

The most sensitive organisms to suspended particles and sedimentation of cuttings are cold water corals such as the reef-forming hard corals Lophelia and sponges (Freiwald et al. 2004, SFT 2008). New research in Norway have shown that the Lophelia corals are not especially sensitive to sedimentation of cuttings (same sensitivity as to natural sedimentation), and they could remove a layer of up to 6 mm sediment. But where sediments was persistent, the underlaying tissues would die (Larsson & Purser 2011).

The Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organisation (NAFO) considers coldwater corals and sponge fields, similar to seamounts and hydrothermal vents, as vulnerable marine ecosystems (VMEs). However, the particular sensitive habitats for these organisms (reefs and sponge gardens) have not been documented (so far) from the assessment area. But they have been located as close as the Canadian part of the Davis Strait near the border to Greenland (Campbell & Simms 2009, Kenchington et al. 2011).

The prescribed drill site surveys should make it possible to locate such reefs and sponge gardens before activities are initiated in order to avoid impacts.

**Mitigation of impacts from the release of drilling mud and cuttings**
The best way of mitigating impacts from drilling mud and cuttings on the marine environment is to re-inject the material into the wellbores or to transport it to land and treatment in specialised facilities. This is usually the way to treat OBM as described above. However, it creates other environmental impacts such as increased emissions of greenhouse gases in relation to transport and pumping and problems with treatment or re-use on land (SFT 2008), which has to be balanced against the impacts on the water column and on the seafloor (NEBA).
Impacts can be further reduced by application of environmentally safe drilling chemicals, such as those classified by OSPAR (HOCNF) as PLONOR (Pose Little Or No Risk to the Environment). However, in general these chemical have not been evaluated under Arctic conditions regarding degradation and toxicity, why all chemicals to be discharged should be assessed and evaluated before they are approved for release.

In Norway, releases to the marine environment of environmentally hazardous substances (‘red’ and ‘black’ chemicals) have been reduced by 99% during 1997-2007 by applying international standards, BAT and BEP (SFT 2008). In Greenland the use of ‘black’ chemicals is not allowed and the use of ‘red’ requires specific approval.

Impacts from oil contaminated drill cuttings shall be mitigated by keeping them on board for deposition or cleaning on land in specialised treatment facilities. Finally shall the companies carry out monitoring of the seabed (BACI-studies) a.o. to mitigate impacts.

Conclusion on discharges from exploration drilling

Within the Disko West assessment area local effects on the benthos (e.g. sandeels or bivalves) are to be expected from the discharge of water-based muds (WBM) during exploration drilling (Table 17). Potential impacts on benthic feeders, such as king eider, walrus and bearded seal will probably not be significant. However, baseline studies shall be conducted in the vicinity of the proposed drill site to evaluate if there are unique communities or species that could be harmed and environmental monitoring should be performed to document spatial and temporal effects in relation to discharge of drilling materials.

10.2 Appraisal activities

The activities during the appraisal phase are similar to the exploration activities (see above) and the impacts are assessed to be the same. However, there is an increased risk of cumulative impacts as these activities usually occur over several years.

10.3 Development and production activities

In contrast to the temporary activities of the exploration phase, the activities during development and production are usually longer lasting, depending on the amount of producible petroleum products and the production rate. The activities are numerous and extensive, and the effects on the environment can be summarised in the following way:

- solid and fluid waste materials and their disposal
- placement of structures
- noise from facilities and transport
- emissions to air

10.3.1 Produced water

During production several by-products and waste products occur which need to be treated or disposed in one way or the other. In this respect, produced water is by far the largest contribution from an oil field (see Section 2.7).

Generally it is assessed that the environmental impacts from produced water discharged to the sea are low due to dilution. For example has the discharges during the 5% 'off normal time' in the Lofoten-Barents Sea been assessed to have no impact on important fish stocks. In the same assessment, however, it is also stated that the long-term effects of the release of produced water are unknown (Rye
et al. 2003). There is particularly concern regarding Poly Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs), hormone-disrupting phenols, radioactive components and nutrients in relation to toxic concentrations, bio-accumulation, fertilisation, etc. (Rye et al. 2003).

Recent Norwegian studies reviewed by Research Council in Norway (2012) conclude that produced water have effects on fish and other marine fauna. These effects include damage on genes and disrupted reproduction. The concentrations of produced water used for the experiments were similar to concentrations in the sea very close to release sites, indicating that the effects will occur only locally.

Impacts on the marine environment from produced water can be reduced by re-injecting it into wellbores. This is not always possible (SFT 2008) and when discharging produced water, international standards (OSPAR) must then be applied, i.e. the oil content may not be higher than 30 mg/l. In Norway released produced water had an average oil content of 11 mg/l in recent years (Anon 2011a).

Nutrient concentrations can be high in produced water (e.g. ammonia up to 40 mg/l). When released to the environment nutrients may act as fertiliser, which could impact especially the composition of primary producers (planktonic algae) (Rivkin et al. 2000 in Armsworthy et al. 2005).

The concentrations of oil in produced water are on average low; nevertheless oil sheen may occur on the water surface where the water is discharged, especially in calm weather. This gives reason for concern, because sheen is sufficient to impact e.g. seabirds (Fraser et al. 2006).

To test potential effects of produced water on organisms, cages with either Atlantic cod or blue mussels were positioned at various distances (0-5000 m) and different directions from oil platforms offshore Norway. In addition, two reference locations were used, both 8000 m away from the respectively platforms. PAH tissue residues measured in blue mussels ranged between 0-40 ng/g ww depending on the distance to the oil rigs. PAH bile metabolites in cod confirmed exposure to effluents, but levels were low compared to those found in cod from coastal waters (Hylland et al. 2008). The biological effects found in the blue mussels reflect exposure gradients and that the mussels were affected by components in the produced water. In another study the genotoxic potential of water-soluble oil components on Atlantic cod has been documented (Holth et al. 2009).

The release of produced water into areas with ice gives reason for concern, since there is a risk of accumulation just below the ice, where degradation, evaporation, etc. are slow and the sensitive under-ice ecosystem including eggs and larvae of polar cod could be exposed (AMAP 2010).

10.3.2 Other discharged substances

Besides produced water, discharges of oil components and different chemicals occur in relation to deck drainage, cooling water, ballast water, bilge water, cement slurry and testing of blowout preventers. The handling and extent of such releases are regulated by the OSPAR convention, and these standards should at least be applied to minimise impacts. In addition, waste water of different kinds will be released. The environmental impacts of such discharges are generally minor from a single drilling rig or production facility, but releases from many facilities and/or over long time periods could be of concern. Best Available Technology (BAT), Best Environmental Practice (BEP), application of international standards (OSPAR and MARPOL) and use of chemicals which cause low or no harm to the environment and reduction of their releases are the best way to minimise impacts.
and effects on the marine environment. In Norwegian offshore areas, the release of hazardous substances to the marine environment has been reduced by 99% over the past 20 years in applying these measures (SFT 2008).

Ballast water from ships poses a special biological problem, i.e. the risk of introduction of non-native and invasive species (also termed as Aquatic Nuisance Species – ANS) to the local ecosystem (Anon 2003a). This is generally considered as a severe threat to marine biodiversity. Blooms of toxic algae in Norway, for instance, have been attributed to the release of ballast water from ships. There are also many examples of introduced species which have impacted fisheries in a negative way (e.g. the comb jelly Mnemiopsis in the Black Sea (Kideys 2002)).

At present, the Arctic Ocean is the least severely affected areas by non-native invasive species as shown by Molnar et al. (2008). However, both increasing water temperatures, particularly in the Arctic, and the following increase of ships operating in Arctic waters (due to reductions in ice cover) may increase the risk of successful introduction of alien, invasive species.

There are methods to minimise the risk from releasing ballast water, and the IMO ballast water management convention has developed guidelines for this task (IMO 2009). The international convention has not yet been ratified by a sufficient number of states (incl. Denmark/Greenland) to enter into force. This is expected to occur soon, and within a few years the convention hopefully will apply to all ships. All vessels and drilling units involved in hydrocarbon activities in Greenland have to follow the IMO guidelines or the relevant Canadian regulations.

Besides ballast water, invasive species can also be transported to the Arctic attached to the hull of the ships.

10.3.3 Placement of structures

The construction of subsea wells and pipelines has the potential to destroy parts of important habitats on the seafloor. Such could be sponge gardens and cold water coral reefs which are considered as particularly sensitive (Campbell & Simms 2009). Such habitats have so far not been documented for the assessment area (see above in Section 10.1.2).

Important habitats in this respect are also feeding grounds for bearded seal, walrus and king eider, which feed on benthic mussels and other invertebrates. Such an important feeding ground is the shallow part (50 m) of Store Hellefiskebanke.

An assessment of the impact of subsea constructions must wait until locations for oil exploration and production are known and site-specific EIAs and site specific studies have been carried out.

Structures may also have a disturbance effect particularly on marine mammals. Most vulnerable in this respect are the walruses, narwhals, white whales and bowhead whales.

Illumination and flaring attract birds during the night (Wiese et al. 2001). In West Greenland this relates in particular to eider ducks. Under certain weather conditions (e.g. fog and snowy weather) during winter nights, eiders are attracted to the lights on ships (Merkel & Johansen 2011). Occasionally hundreds of eiders are killed on a single ship, and not only are eiders killed, but these birds are so heavy that they destroy antennae and other structures (Merkel & Johansen 2011).
A related problem is known from the North Sea, which millions of song birds cross at night time during their autumn and spring migrations. Under certain weather conditions large numbers of song birds are attracted to light from illumination and flaring and many die from exhaustion or collision (Bourne 1979, Jones 1980). Such migrations do not take place in the assessment area. However, concern for nighttime migrating little auks has recently been expressed (Fraser et al. 2006). The highest densities of this species were, during the September 2009 survey, however found in the Canadian part of the Davis Strait (Box 7). It was recently shown that the attraction of birds can be mitigated by changing the illumination to colours not attracting birds, e.g. green (Poot et al. 2008).

Placement of structures will affect the fisheries due to exclusion (safety) zones. These areas, however, are small compared to the total fishable area. A drilling platform with an exclusion zone with a radius of 500 m covers approx. 7 km². In the Lofoten-Barents Sea area the effects of exclusion zones on the fisheries are generally estimated as being low except in areas where very localised and intensive fishery activity take place. In such areas reduced catches may be expected, because there are no alternative areas available (OED 2006).

Pipelines in the Lofoten-Barents Sea area are not expected to impact fisheries, because they will be constructed in a way allowing trawling across them; although a temporary exclusion zone must be expected during the construction phase. Experience from the North Sea indicates that large vessels will trawl across subsea structures and pipelines, while small often choose to avoid the crossing of such structures (Anon 2003b).

Another effect of the exclusion zones is that they act as sanctuaries and in combination with the artificial reefs created by the subsea structures attract fish and even seals.

Placement of structures onshore in coastal habitats shall also be considered in this context. They may impact habitats for unique coastal flora and fauna, and for example obstruct rivers with migrating Arctic char.

Aesthetic aspects are also important to include in this context. Landscape conservation can be important, especially for the tourist industry, as one of the main assets is the unspoiled nature. Background studies in the field combined with careful planning can reduce such impacts on the landscape.

10.3.4 Noise/Disturbance

Noise from drilling and the positioning of vessels is described under exploration. These activities continue during the development and production phase, supplemented by noise from many other activities. If several production fields are active in the assessment area, the impacts of noise particularly on the occurrence of cetaceans must be addressed. Bowhead whales in the Beaufort Sea avoided close proximity (up to 50 km) to oil rigs, which resulted in significant loss of summer habitats (Schick & Urban 2000). This could be a problem to some of the baleen whale populations in the assessment area.

One of the more significant sources of noise during development and production are ships and helicopters used for intensive transport operations (Overrein 2002). Ships and helicopters are widely used in the Greenland environment today, but the level of these activities is expected to increase significantly in relation to development of one or more oil fields within the assessment area.
Depending on the production set-up, supply vessels might sail between offshore facilities and coastal harbours. Shuttle tankers could sail between crude oil terminals and the trans-shipment facilities on a regular basis, even in winter. The loudest noise levels from shipping activity result from large icebreakers, particularly when operating in ramming mode. Peak noise levels may then exceed the ambient noise level up to 300 away km from the sailing route (Davis et al. 1990).

Ship transport (incl. ice-breaking) has the potential to displace marine mammals, particularly if the mammals associate negative events with the noise; and in this respect white whales, narwhals and walruses which are hunted from motor boats will be expected to be particularly sensitive. Also seabird concentrations may be displaced by regular traffic. The impacts can be mitigated by careful planning of sailing routes.

Helicopters produce a strong noise which can scare marine mammals as well as birds. Particularly walruses hauled out on ice are sensitive to this activity, and there is risk of displacement of the walruses from critical feeding grounds. Walruses have a narrow foraging niche restricted to the shallow parts of the shelf (e.g. Store Heldefiskebanke). Activities in these areas may displace the walruses to suboptimal feeding grounds or to coastal areas where they are more exposed to hunting.

Seabird concentrations are also sensitive to helicopter flyovers. The most sensitive species is thick-billed murre at breeding sites. They will often abandon their nests for long periods of time and when scared off from their breeding ledges they may push eggs or small chicks off the ledge, resulting in a failed breeding attempt (Overrein 2002). There is only one breeding colony of thick-billed murre in the assessment area (in Disko Bay), and it is declining, why it is particularly sensitive to disturbance. Also concentrations of feeding birds can be sensitive, as they may lose feeding time due to the disturbance.

Flying in Greenland both with fixed-wing aircrafts and helicopters is regulated in areas with seabird breeding colonies (order of 8 March 2009 on protection and hunting of birds): In the period 15 April to 15 September a distance to colonies of thick-billed murre and a number other species shall be >3000 m both horizontally and vertically, while the distance to other colonies (common eider, Arctic tern etc.) shall be 200 m.

Flying in relation to mineral exploration is also regulated by special field rules issued by Bureau of Minerals and Petroleum. These rules encompass areas with staging and moulting geese, areas with moulting sea-ducks etc.

Concentrations of moulting sea ducks especially king eiders occur at many sites along the coasts of the assessment area, especially the west coast of Disko Island (Figure 14). The effects of disturbance can be mitigated by applying specific flight altitudes and routes, as many birds will habituate to regular disturbances as long as these are not associated with other negative impacts such as hunting.

Other activities could include blasting, which have potential to cause behavioural disturbance and physical damage in marine mammals (Lien et al. 1993, Ketten 1993, 1995, Nowacek et al. 2007).

10.3.5 Air emissions

The large amounts of greenhouse gases released from an oil field will increase the total Greenland emission significantly. The CO₂ emission from Statfjord in Norway, for example, is twice the total current Greenland CO₂ emission, which in 2008 was 685,500 t (Nielsen et al. 2010). Such amounts will have a significant impact on the
Greenland greenhouse gas emission in relation to the Kyoto Protocol (to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change) and its expected successor. Another very active greenhouse gas is methane (CH$_4$) which is released in small amounts together with other VOCs from produced oil during trans-shipment or from vented gas.

The subsequent combustion and use of produced oil will also contribute to the global increase of CO$_2$ in the atmosphere.

Emissions of SO$_2$ and NOx contribute, among other effects, to the acidification of precipitation and may thus impact particularly nutrient-poor vegetation types inland far from the release sites. The large Norwegian field Statfjord emitted almost 4,000 t NOx in 1999. In the Norwegian strategic EIA on petroleum activities in the Lofoten-Barents Sea area it was concluded that NOx emissions even from a large-scale scenario would have insignificant impact on the vegetation on land. It was, however, also stated that there was no knowledge about tolerable depositions of NOx and SO$_2$ in Arctic habitats where nutrient-poor habitats are widespread (Anon 2003b). This lack of knowledge also applies to larger parts of the terrestrial environment bordering the assessment area.

Emission of black carbon (BC) from combustion is another matter of particular concern in the Arctic, because the black particles reduce the albedo effect on snow and ice surfaces and thus increasing the melt. Emission of BC is particularly problematic when using heavy fuel oil. Heavy fuel oil is, however, not allowed in ships in Greenland waters in relation to oil activities, where only low-sulphur (<1.5% by weight) gas oils may be used. In this context, it is worth mentioning that heavy fuel oil was banned from Antarctic waters by the international MARPOL (Annex 1) treaty from August 2011.

The international Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution (LRTAP) includes all these emissions, but when Denmark signed the protocols covering NOx and SO$_2$, some reservations were taken in relation to Greenland.

**Cumulative impacts**

Cumulative impacts are changes to the environment caused by an action in combination with other past, present and future human actions. The impacts are summed up from single activities both in space and time. Impacts from a single activity can be insignificant, but the sum of impacts from the same activity carried out at many sites simultaneously or over a longer period can be significant. Cumulative impacts include also activities such as hunting and fishing, and climate change is often considered in this context (National Research Council 2003).

Cumulative effects could, for instance, occur due to many seismic surveys carried out at the same time in a restricted area. During a single survey many alternative habitats are still available, but extensive activities in several licence blocks may exclude, for instance, baleen whales from available habitats. This could reduce their food uptake and consequently their general fitness due to decreased storage of the lipids needed for the winter migration and breeding activities.

The oil concentration in the discharged produced water is usually low. However, the overall amounts of produced water from a single platform are considerable and these would increase significantly if many platforms are operating in the same area.

Bio-accumulation is another issue of concern when dealing with cumulative impacts of produced water. The low contents of PAH, trace metals and radionuclides have the potential to bio-accumulate in the fauna living on the seafloor and in the water column and could subsequently be transferred to the higher levels of
the food web i.e. seabird and marine mammals feeding on benthic organisms or plankton (Lee et al. 2005).

Seabird hunting is widespread and intensive in West Greenland and some of the seabird populations have been declining, mainly due to unsustainable harvest. Tightened hunting regulations were introduced in 2001, which was followed by reduced numbers of birds reported to the hunting bag record. In particular, common eider and thick-billed murre colonies in and near the assessment area have decreased in numbers over the past decades. Both species rely on a high adult survival rate, giving the adult birds many seasons to reproduce. The common eider population has been recovering since 2001 (Merkel 2010), while the murre population is still decreasing in most of the colonies in West Greenland including the one inside the assessment area. Extra mortality due to an oil spill or sub-lethal effects caused by contamination from petroleum activities have the potential to be additive to the hunting impact and thereby enhance the population decline (Mosbech 2002). An oil spill in the season for the swimming migration of the thick-billed murres (Box 5) could be very significant in this respect.

10.3.6 Mitigating impacts from development and production

As a consequence from previous experience, e.g. from the North Sea, the Arctic Council guidelines (PAME 2009) recommend to prevent discharges as far as possible. When water-based muds are used, additives containing oil, heavy metals, or other bio-accumulating substances should be substituted with environmentally friendly substances or criteria for the maximum concentrations should be established (PAME 2009). Only chemicals registered by HOCNF and the Danish product register PROBAS or similar shall be allowed and only those classified as ‘green’ (PLONOR) or ‘yellow’ according to the Norwegian system based on OSPARs classification. Moreover, wherever possible ‘zero discharge of drilling waste and produced water’ should be applied. This can be obtained by application of new technologies, such as re-injection of produced water and drilling mud and cuttings (CRI). In the Arctic Council guidelines it is requested that ‘discharge (of drilling waste) to the marine environment should be allowed only where zero discharge technology or reinjection are not feasible’ (PAME 2009).

If zero-discharge is not possible, releases to the marine environment shall at least follow the standards described by OSPAR, applying a sound environmental management based on the Precautionary Principle, Best Available Techniques (BAT) and Best Environmental Practice (BEP).

Based on knowledge concerning site-specific biological, oceanographic and sea-ice conditions, discharges of drilling mud and cuttings should occur at or near the seafloor or at a suitable depth in the water column to prevent large sediment plumes. Such plumes have the potential to affect benthic organisms, plankton and productivity and may also impact higher trophic levels such as fish and mammals. The discharges should be evaluated at on a case-by-case basis.

Disturbance can be mitigated by careful planning of any noisy activities in order to avoid activities in sensitive areas and in sensitive periods, based on detailed background studies of the sensitive components of the environment. Impacts from placement of structures inland are mitigated in the same way.

10.3.7 Conclusions on development and production activities

Drilling activities will continue during development and production phases and drilling mud and cuttings will be produced in much larger quantities than during exploration.
If these substances are released to the seabed (only in case of WBM), impacts must be expected on the benthic communities near the release sites. Strict regulation based on specific toxicity tests of the mud chemicals and monitoring of effects on the sites is essential to mitigate impacts.

The release giving most reason for environmental concern relates to produced water. Recent studies have indicated that the small amounts of oil and nutrients can impact birds and primary production, and there is also evidence for effects of several of the other components in the produced water. These effects shall be mitigated by regulation, monitoring of the sites and application of latest technology, i.e. to clean the water or by re-injection.

There could be a risk of release of non-native and invasive species from ballast water and ship hulls, and this risk will increase with the effects of climate change. Thus ballast water management following international standards has to be in place.

Emissions from production activities to the atmosphere are substantial and will contribute significantly to the Greenland contribution of greenhouse gases.

Noise caused by the drilling activities, ship and helicopter traffic can affect marine mammals and seabirds. The most sensitive species are the colonial seabirds, bowhead whales, narwhals, white whales and walruses. There is a risk of permanent displacement of populations from critical habitats and thus for negative population effects.

Placement of structures has both biological and aesthetic impacts. The biological impacts include mainly permanent displacement from critical habitats – walrus being the most sensitive. Aesthetic impacts primarily include impacts on the pristine landscape, which again may have an impact on the local tourist industry.

The commercial fishery may be affected by closure zones if rigs, pipelines and other installations are placed in the Greenland halibut fishing ground. But the impact on the fishery will probably be relatively low.

There is a risk of reduced availability of hunted species, because they can be displaced from traditional hunting grounds.

The best way of mitigating impacts from development and production activities is to combine a detailed background study of the environment (in order to locate sensitive ecosystem components) with careful planning of structure placement and transport corridors. Application of BEP, BAT and international standards, e.g. OSPAR (HOCNF) and guidelines (e.g. Arctic Council) can contribute to reduce emissions to air and sea. Furthermore, a discharge policy, as for example planned for the Barents Sea, will contribute substantially to minimise impacts. Finally, monitoring of impacts at the sites and the surrounding environment is essential.

10.4 Decommissioning

Possible impacts from decommissioning activities are mainly related to noise at the sites and from traffic, assuming that all material and waste are removed and transported out of the assessment area and deposited at a safe site. There will also be a risk of pollution from accidental releases. These activities are usually short term and careful planning and adoption of BAT, BEP and international standards would minimise impacts.

In this context, it would be wise in the planning phase to design installations for easy removal when activities are terminated.
11 Impacts from accidental oils spills

D. Schiedek, D. Boertmann, A. Mosbech, S. Wegeberg, O.A. Jørgensen, K. Sünksen and F. Ugarte

11.1 Oil spills

The potentially most harmful impact on the environment from oil activities are large oil spills (AMAP 2010). The probability of such events are low, and the global trend in spilled amounts of oil is decreasing (Schmidt-Etkin 2011). Nevertheless, the risk is apparent and the environmental impacts from a large spill can be severe and long lasting particularly in an Arctic environment such as Disko West.

Several factors increase the potential for severe impacts of a large oil spill in the assessment area. Owing to the specific Arctic conditions (e.g. low temperature) the degradation of oil is reduced, thus prolonging potential effects. Harsh weather conditions and occurrence of ice during winter and spring may influence the distribution and fate of oil and also hinder an effective oil spill response or make it even impossible.

According to the AMAP oil and gas assessment, tankers are the potential primary source for an spill (AMAP 2010). Another potential source will be a blowout during drilling, which in contrast to a tanker spill, is continuous and may last for days or weeks. The deep-water blow-out from the Macondo-well, for instance, lasted 87 days before it was stopped.

11.1.1 Probability of oil spills

Large oil spills are very rare incidents. However, the risk cannot be eliminated and the presence of icebergs in the assessment area increases the risk.

In relation to oil drilling in the Barents Sea it has been calculated that statistically a blowout ranging between 10,000 and 50,000 t would occur once every 4,600 years (small-scale development scenario) and once every 1,700 years in an intensive development scenario (Anon 2003b). The likelihood of a large oil spill from a tanker ship accident is generally estimated to be higher than for an oil spill due to a blowout (Anon 2003b). Another study estimated that the probability for a deep water blowout in the Greenland part of the Labrador Sea would be one blowout for every 8488 exploration wells drilled (Acona 2012).

Drilling in deep waters\(^2\) and ultra-deep waters\(^3\) increase the risk for a long lasting oil spill, due to the high pressures encountered in the well and due to the difficulties of operating at in such deep waters. The water depth was among the many factors contributing to the long time it lasted (almost 3 months) to cap the Macondo-well in 2010 (Graham et al. 2011).

11.1.2 The fate and behaviour of spilled oil

Previous experience with spilled oil in the marine environment gained in other parts of the world shows that fate and behaviour of the oil vary considerably, depending on the physical and chemical properties of the oil (light oil or heavy oil),

---

\(^2\) >600 m according to Norwegian (NORSOK) standards – which are adopted by Greenland authorities and between 1000 and 5000 feet ~305-1524 m according to US authorities (cf. Graham et al. 2011).

\(^3\) >5000 feet ~1524 m according to US authorities (cf. Graham et al. 2011)
how it is released (surface or subsea, instantaneous or continuous) and on the sea conditions (e.g. temperature, ice, wind and current).

Fate of oil spills in West Greenlandic waters have been modelled by DMI at several occasions in relation to the preparation of strategic environmental impact assessments: Disko West (Nielsen et al. 2006), Baffin Bay (Nielsen et al. 2008) and off South Greenland (Ribergaard 2011).

General knowledge on the potential fate and degradation of spilled oil relevant for the Greenland marine environments has been reviewed by Pritchard & Karlson (2002). Behaviour of potential offshore oil spills in West Greenland with special regard to the potential for clean-up was evaluated by S.L. Ross (1992). Simulations of oil spill trajectories in West Greenland waters have previously been performed by Christensen et al. (1993) using the SAW model and by SINTEF (Johansen 1999) using the OSCAR model in preparation for the Statoil drilling in the Fylla area in 2000.

**Surface spills**

Oil released to open water spreads rapidly resulting in a thin slick (often about 0.1 mm thick in the first day) that covers a large area. Wind-driven surface currents move the oil at approx. 3% of the wind speed. Wind also causes turbulence in the surface water layer breaking up the oil slick into patches, and some of the oil will be dispersed in the upper water column where it usually will stay in the upper 10 m (Johansen et al. 2003). However, oil dispersed due to a sub-sea blowout, may accumulate at any depth.

Low temperature and the presence of sea-ice can hamper the dispersal process considerably.

The oil spill simulations performed so far, have generally addressed the drift of oil on the sea surface (except the Statoil simulations). Depending on the density of the spilled oil, it may also sink to the seabed, including light oil adsorbed onto sediment particles in the water column (Hjermann et al. 2007). Sediment particle are typical for Greenland waters in areas where the melt water from the glaciers can disperse widely into the open sea.

**Subsurface spills**

Blowouts on a platform will initially cause a surface spill, but may continue as a subsurface spill if the riser from the wellhead collapses. The risk of such a collapse is greater in deeper water. The oil in a subsurface blowout may float to the surface or remain in the water column for a longer period of time where it will typically be dispersed into small droplets. Oil type, oil/gas ratio, temperature and water depth are factors influencing the fate of oil from a subsea blowout; i.e. if it remains in the water column as a dispersed plume or float to the surface. As the potential oil type and oil/gas ratio is not known for the assessment area, the behaviour of the oil cannot be predicted with any certainty. The oil in the DMI models of subsurface spills in West Greenland, for instance, quickly floated to the surface (Nielsen et al. 2006) while a SINTEF model estimated that oil would not reach the surface at all, but rather form a subsea plume at a depth of 300-500 m (Johansen et al. 2003).

The Macondo-well oil spill in the Mexican Gulf in 2010 was unusual in size, location and duration, but in many ways similar to the Ixtoc blow out in 1979 also in the Mexican Gulf. It revealed new and so far undescribed ways spilled oil could be distributed in the environment, although this probably also happened during the Ixtoc spill (Jernelöv 2010). The unusual dispersion of the oil was mainly caused by the spill site on the seabed at more than 1500 m water depths. Dispersants were applied at the well head and huge subsea plumes of dispersed oil were formed in
different depths and they moved long distances with the water currents (Diercks et al. 2010, Thibodeaux et al. 2011). Oil also settled on the ocean floor far from the spill site (Schrope 2011).

From studies of deepwater blowout events it was predicted that a substantial fraction of the released oil and gas will be suspended in pelagic plumes, and this may occur even in the absence of added dispersant agents (Johansen et al. 2001). The fate of oil in deep water is likely to differ much from that of surface oil because processes such as evaporative loss and photo-oxidation do not take place (Joye & Macdonald 2010). Microbial oxidation and perhaps sedimentation on the seabed is the primary fate expected of oil suspended in the deep sea (Joye & Macdonald 2010). In the Gulf of Mexico, natural oil seeps contribute to the marine environment with estimated 140,000 t oil annually (Kvenvolden & Cooper 2003), why there should be an intrinsic potential for microbial degradation (presence of the relevant organisms). Bio-degradation rates faster than expected in the deep plumes have been reported in accordance with this hypothesis (Hazen et al. 2010).

Microbial degradation of oil, however, may have derived effects such as oxygen depletion, persisting for long a period of time in deep water, because oxygen is not replenished in situ by photosynthesis, as is the case for surface waters (Joye & Macdonald 2010).

The oil spill from the Macondo-well has been estimated at 840,000 t, making it the largest recorded peace time spill. The oil dispersed at the well head had a very slow buoyant migration towards the surface, allowing volatile hydrocarbon to be dissolved in the water column. Adding dispersants at the well head contributed to the formation of huge plumes of dispersed oil in different depths between 800 and 1200 m (Hazen et al. 2010, Valentine et al. 2010). It was estimated that 50% of the oil ‘remained’ dispersed, sank to the seabed or was degraded in the water column (Kerr 2010).

There are indications of severe and unexpected deep sea impacts (Schrope 2011), but until the environmental impacts of the Macondo spill are really understood or described (Graham et al. 2011), it will not be possible to include any final conclusions in this SEIA. A natural resource damage assessment is under preparation (Graham et al. 2011), and the consequences of the Macondo subsea blowout will be discussed in more detail in a later version of this assessment. In this context it should be mentioned that a Norwegian review of the environmental impacts of the Macondo blowout concluded, that it is difficult to use the environmental consequences to predict what would happen in a similar spill in Norway (Trannum & Bakke 2012), a conclusion which also will apply to Greenland.

11.2 DMI oil spill simulations

As part of the first SEIA assessment for Disko West different oil spill scenarios were carried out by DMI (Nielsen et al. 2006) using a 3-D hydrodynamic model and a number oil drift and fate simulations; for details on the model see Mosbech et al. (2007).

The model covered the region 65°-75°N, 72°-50°W, with an original resolution of approx. 10 km, refined to approx. 1 km (1/120° latitude by 1/48°longitude). Vertically, the particle cloud was resolved into a 0.05 m surface (skin) layer and 12 subsurface layers located between 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 75, 100, 500, 1000 and 1500 m depths. Vertical extent of each particle was in the order of millimetres or less and therefore each particle was assumed to be located in one single layer. Each particle may cover more or less than one grid cell. Thickness of each surface
layer grid cell was calculated based on accumulating all particles covering the
grid cell, weighted by the fraction of the coverage of each particle.

Simulations were carried out for seven hypothetical spill locations all located in the
shelf area west of Disko Island: locations 1-5 were selected by GEUS representing
potential sites for offshore well drilling or oil production platforms and locations
6-7 were selected for simulating spills from tankers near a potential oil terminal.
The crude oil Statfjord, a medium type crude oil (API density 886.3 kg/m³), was
selected by GEUS among 8 types in the DMI database as the most representative
oil to potentially be discovered in the assessment area. This is a medium oil type,
lighter than seawater, which will evaporate by around one third during the first 24
hours of a surface spill period.

For continuous spills a release at a constant rate during the first ten days of the
simulation period was assumed. The amount of oil released was fixed at 3,000 t/
day, totalling 30,000 t. For instantaneous spills the chosen amount of oil released
was 15,000 t.

Six 10-day wind periods were selected within the design year July 2004-June
2005. The five first periods represented a predominant wind from different di-
rections at moderate wind speeds; the sixth period included spells of a strong
southerly wind. A total of 114 one-month oil drift simulations were carried out
(Mosbech et al. 2007a).

Some of the main results of these scenarios are summarised in Table 18 and some
examples are presented in Figure 54.

The DMI scenarios indicated that spills reaching the coastal waters, eventually
stranding on the shorelines, have the potential to cause severe short term impacts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Scenario alternative</th>
<th>Extent sq. km</th>
<th>Duration years</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Marine mammals</th>
<th>Beds</th>
<th>Fish</th>
<th>Benthos</th>
<th>Primary prod. plankton</th>
<th>Shorelines</th>
<th>Local use</th>
<th>Commercial use</th>
<th>Long-term effects likely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>alt. drift</td>
<td>13000</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>spring</td>
<td>M R</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mar. alt.</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>autumn</td>
<td>L R</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>L R</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>autumn</td>
<td>L R</td>
<td>L R</td>
<td>L R</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>L R</td>
<td>L R</td>
<td>L R</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>22000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>winter</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sept. alt.</td>
<td>22000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>autumn</td>
<td>L R</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>alt. drift</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>winter</td>
<td>M R</td>
<td>L R</td>
<td>H?</td>
<td>R No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>winter</td>
<td>M R</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>L R</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>winter</td>
<td>M R</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>M R</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Aug. alt.</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>autumn</td>
<td>M R</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>L R</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>spring</td>
<td>L-M R</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>M R</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 54. Examples of the DMI oil spill trajectory simulations.
on the coastal ecosystem as well as long-term effects. Spawning stocks of capelin and lump sucker can be impacted; breeding, moulting and wintering seabird populations will be exposed; and some fisheries will be closed to avoid contamination of catches. Oil spills far from the coast, on the other hand, may under fortunate circumstances cause very small impacts. However, offshore fisheries for deep-sea shrimp risk closure to avoid contaminated catches, important feeding grounds for walrus may also be hit, and some very vulnerable and concentrated bird occurrences are also at risk. Oil spills in ice-covered waters are very difficult to evaluate as the oil may be trapped for long periods of time and released during melt far from the spill site. The results of the modelling also clearly showed that depending on the season and the prevailing hydrographical conditions, effects on the coastal or offshore habitats will differ.

The impacts of an instantaneous oil spill in the summer period from spill at Site 3 (Scenario 1), for instance, will be high if the oil moves as indicated by the DMI spill drift model (Figure 54). Some of the effects will be reversible, but for specific coast types and at seabird breeding colonies effects are likely to be apparent for decades.

If this oil spill is continuous instead of instantaneous, the modelling shows that oil also will drift northwards and hit the coasts of northwest Disko and the western Nuussuaq peninsula. The region northeast of the spill location is a very important moulting area for king eiders, and large concentrations will be exposed. The long coast lines of western Disko and Nuussuaq will be contaminated with oil. The northwards drift of oil will also pass the important deep-sea shrimp fishing grounds at Hareø. An oil spill in late autumn or in the winter may have very different impacts in this area. In summary, it should be pointed out that predictions are difficult. However, DMI has developed operational models, also covering the Disko West area, which could support management and application of the best combat measures in case of an oil spill.

11.3 Oil spill in ice-covered waters

Due to the roughness of the subsurface of the ice, oil will not move as far away from the spill site in ice-covered waters as in open waters at least as long as the ice do not move. If an oil slick is 1 cm thick on average, a spill of 15,000 m³ will cover approx. 1.5 km² below the ice, and less if thicker. This also means that very high oil concentrations may occur and persist for prolonged periods. Fauna under the ice or in leads and cracks may therefore risk exposure to highly toxic hydrocarbon levels. However, the drift ice in the licence blocks is very dynamic and moves with the currents. Spilled oil will follow the movements of the ice and may be released far from the spill site.

11.4 Dissolution of oil and toxicity

Total oil concentration in water is a combination of the amount of small dispersed oil droplets and the dissolved oil components. The process of dissolution is of particular interest as it increases the bio-availability of the oil components. The rate and extent to which oil components dissolve in seawater depends mainly on the amount of water-soluble fractions (WSF) of the oil. The degree of natural dispersion is also important for the rate of dissolution, although surface spreading and water temperature may also have some influence.

PAHs are among the toxic components of crude oil (see also Section 7). The highest PAHs concentration found in the water column in Prince William Sound within a
six-week period after the *Exxon Valdez* spill was 1.59 ppb, at 5 m depth. This is well below levels considered to be acutely toxic to marine fauna (Short & Harris 1996).

SINTEF (Johansen et al. 2003) reviewed available standardised toxicity studies and found acute toxicity down to 0.9 mg oil / l (0.9 ppm or 900 ppb) and applied a safety factor of 10 to reach a PNEC (Predicted No Effect Concentration) of 90 ppb oil for 96-hour exposure. This is based on fresh oil which leaks a dissolvable fraction, most toxic for eggs and larvae. Later, after weathering, oil will be less toxic.

The so far published concentrations of oil components in the waters at the Macondo-well blowout in the Mexican Gulf in 2010 were >50 µg/l (50 ppb) BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene, constituting only a fraction of the oil) measured in a subsea plume of oil 16 km from the well site (Camilli et al. 2010) and total PAH concentrations up to 189 µg/l near the well site (Diercks et al. 2010). The latter study found PAH concentrations associated with acute toxicity in discrete depth layers between 1000 and 1400 m extending at least as far as 13 km from the well head.

Water soluble components (WSC) could leak from oil encapsulated in ice. Controlled field experiments with oil encapsulated in first-year ice for up to 5 months have been performed in Svalbard, Norway (Faksness & Brandvik 2005). The results show that the concentration of water-soluble components in the ice decreases with ice thickness, but that the components could be measured even in the bottom ice core. A concentration gradient as a function of time was also observed, indicating migration of water-soluble components through the porous ice and out into the water through the brine channels. The concentration of water-soluble components in the bottom 20 cm ice core was reduced from 30 ppb to 6 ppb in the experimental period. Although the concentrations were low, the exposure time was long (nearly four months). This might indicate that the ice fauna could be exposed to a substantial dose of toxic water-soluble components, and at least in laboratory experiments with sea-ice amphipods sub-lethal effects have been demonstrated (Camus & Olsen 2008, Olsen et al. 2008). Leakage of water-soluble components to the ice is of special interest, because of a high bio-availability to marine organisms, relevant both in connection with accidental oil spills and release of produced water.

PAHs are taken up by marine organisms directly from the water (via the body surface or gills) or through the diet. Many studies have indicated that PAHs are more or less easily metabolised by invertebrates and generally efficiently metabolised by vertebrates such as fish (reviewed by Hylland et al. 2006). Therefore, and in contrast to most persistent organic pollutants, PAHs are not bio-magnified in the marine food web. Dietary exposure to PAHs may however be high in species that preferentially feed on organisms with low ability to metabolise PAHs, such as bivalves (Peterson et al. 2003). At the other end of the food chain, filter-feeding zooplankton can be exposed to high levels through filtering out oil droplets containing PAHs from the surrounding water.

11.5 Oil spill impacts on the environment

There are generally two types of effects from oil in the marine environment: physical smothering (e.g. of birds, plumage and fish eggs) and intoxication from ingestion, inhalation and contact. Smothering is an acute effect, while intoxication can be long lasting. The effects of an oil spill on the VECs in Disko West will be different, as shown in Table 19 and further described in the following.
11.5.1 Oil spill impact on plankton and fish (incl. larvae) and crustaceans

Adult fish and shrimp
In the open sea, an oil spill will usually not result in oil concentrations that are lethal to adult fish, due to dispersion and dilution. Furthermore, many fish can detect oil and will attempt to avoid it, and therefore populations of adult fish in the open sea are not likely to be significantly affected by an oil spill. The situation is different in coastal areas, where high and toxic oil concentrations can build up in sheltered bays and fjords resulting in high fish mortality (see below).

Adult shrimps live on or near the bottom in relatively deep waters (100-600 m), where oil concentrations from a surface spill will be very low, if detectable at all. No effects were seen on the shrimp stocks (same species as in Greenland) in Prince William Sound in Alaska after the large oil spill from Exxon Valdez in 1989 (Armstrong et al. 1995). Regarding subsea blowouts, a simulation study in the Davis Strait concluded that high oil concentrations would most likely occur only in a restricted area (Johansen 1999). However, the lessons learned from the deep sea blowout from the Macondo-well in the Mexican Gulf in 2010, where large subsea oil plumes occurred in the water column down to more than 1200 m, questions this conclusion and in such a case shrimp populations may be impacted over large areas.

Snow crabs live in deep waters where surface spill are not like likely to impact them. However, subsurface spills, as seen from the Macondo-well, may hit snow crab grounds and impact populations here.

Key locations for capelin include spawning areas close to the beach. These are numerously present in most of the fjords in the assessment area from the head of fjords to the outer coastal regions. An oil spill hitting spawning areas wiping out eggs and larvae may have the potential to impact local capelin stocks, because no or few adult fish survive the spawning to spawn the subsequent years (Clausen et al. 2012). The recovery time from such an event is not known, as it is still unknown whether local fjords hosts separate genetically isolated capelin populations or if they mix.

Another oil spill sensitive fish in the coastal zone is the lumpsucker, which spawn in shallow coastal waters in spring.

---

**Table 19.** Overview of potential impacts of a large oil spill on VECs in the Disko West assessment area. See Section 4.9 for a summary of the VECs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VEC</th>
<th>Typical vulnerable organisms</th>
<th>Population impact* - worst case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelagic hotspots</td>
<td>halibut larvae, zooplankton, juvenile polar cod</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tidal/ subtidal zone</td>
<td>capelin, bivalves, crustaceans</td>
<td>long term (L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demersal fish &amp; offshore benthos</td>
<td>sandeel, Grl. halibut, shrimp, shelf benthos</td>
<td>short term (L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seabirds (breeding)</td>
<td>auk, c. eider</td>
<td>short term (L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seabirds (non-breeding)</td>
<td>auk, eiders</td>
<td>short term (L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine mammals (summer)</td>
<td>baleen- &amp; toothed whales</td>
<td>short term (L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine mammals (winter)</td>
<td>bowheads, hooded seal, walrus, narwhal, white whale, polar bear</td>
<td>short term (L)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*L = local, R = regional
Capelin and lumpsucker spawning areas have been mapped in the assessment area using local knowledge from fishermen and others. Both species spawn along extensive coastlines in the assessment area.

A third oil spill sensitive coastal fish in the assessment area is the Arctic char. They assemble at river mouth’s before they move upstream to spawn and winter and will be sensitive to oiling in such sites, where local stock may be reduced. Arctic char distribution in the assessment area has been mapped based on local knowledge from fishermen and others (Olsvig & Mosbech 2003, Clausen et al. 2012).

**Fish- and shrimp larvae**

Eggs and larvae of fish and shrimp are more sensitive to oil than adults, and low levels of dissolved oil hydrocarbons are for example documented to produce sub-lethal effects on the early cod larval stages (Tilseth et al. 1984).

Theoretically impacts on fish and shrimp larvae may be significant and reduce the annual recruitment strength with some effect on subsequent populations and fisheries for a number of years. However, such effects are extremely difficult to identify/filter out from natural variability and they have never been documented after spills.

The distribution of fish eggs and early larval stages in the water column is governed by density, currents and turbulence. In the Barents Sea the pelagic eggs of cod will rise and be distributed in the upper part of the water column. As oil is also buoyant, the highest exposure of eggs will be under calm conditions while high energy wind and wave conditions will mix eggs and oil deeper into the water column, where both are diluted and the exposure reduced. As larvae grow older their ability to move around becomes increasingly important for their depth distribution.

In general, species with distinct spawning concentrations and with eggs and larvae in distinct geographic concentrations in the upper water layer will be particularly vulnerable to surface spills. Eggs and larvae of Atlantic cod in the Barents Sea can be highly concentrated in the upper 10 m in limited areas. Based on oil spill simulations for different scenarios and different toxicities of the dissolved oil, the individual oil exposure and population mortality has been calculated. The population impact is to a large degree dependent on whether there is a match or mismatch between high oil concentrations in the water column (which will only occur for a short period when the oil is fresh) and the highest egg and larval concentrations (which will be present for weeks or a few months, and be concentrated in surface water in calm weather). For combinations of unfavourable circumstances and using the PNEC with a safety factor of times 10 (Johansen et al. 2003), there could be losses in the region of 5% and in some cases up to 15% for a blowout lasting less than 2 weeks, while very long-lasting blowouts could give losses of eggs and larvae in excess of 25%. A 20% loss in recruitment to the cod population is estimated to cause a 15% loss in the cod spawning biomass and to last approx. eight years to recover fully (Figure 55).

Hjermann et al. (2007) reviewed the above described impact assessment of Barents Sea stock of Atlantic cod, herring and capelin by Johansen et al. (2003), and suggested improvements by emphasising more on oceanographic and ecological variation in the modelling. They also concluded that it is not possible to assess long-term effects of oil spills due to the general variation in the ecosystem. At best, ecological modelling could provide quantitative indications of the possible outcomes of oil spills in the ecosystem context. Qualitatively, modelling can assess at which places and times an oil spill may be expected to have the most significant long-term effects.
Compared to the Lofoten-Barents Sea-area, there is much less knowledge available on concentrations of eggs and larvae from West Greenland and particularly in the assessment area. However, the highly localised spawning areas with high concentrations of egg and larvae for a whole stock near the surface as seen in the Lofoten-Barents Sea have not been reported from the assessment area. The overall picture here is that fish larvae are widespread, although occurring in patches which may hold relatively high concentrations. Another factor of importance is the risk of overlap between an oil spill and the spawning seasons (when eggs and larvae are most concentrated). Most fish spawn in late winter and spring, at a time when exploration drilling will not take place minimising the likelihood of overlap. This will be higher during a production phase, when the risk of oil spills is apparent year round.

Larvae of shrimp and Greenland halibut (also eggs) are found deeper in the water column than cod egg and larvae, and would therefore be less exposed to harmful oil concentrations from an oil spill at the surface. Eggs and larvae of Greenland halibut drift for example slowly though the assessment area at 13-40 m depth (Stenberg 2007, Gundersen et al. 2010). This implies that an oil spill will most likely impact a much smaller proportion of a season’s production of eggs and/or larvae of these species than modelled for cod in the Barents Sea. Impacts from a surface spill on recruitment to Greenland halibut and northern shrimp stocks therefore most likely will be insignificant. However, a subsea blowout with the properties and quantities of the Macondo-well spill in 2010, when huge plumes of dispersed oil occurred in the water column, may expose eggs and larvae over much larger areas and depth ranges, and may cause a more significant impact on the recruitment and stock size of these bottom-living species.

**Copepods and other zooplankton**

Copepods are very important in the food chain and can be affected by the toxic oil components in the water below an oil spill. They can for example ingest dispersed oil droplets.

Recent exposure studies performed on natural plankton communities (Hjorth et al. 2007, Hjorth et al. 2008) and copepods (Hjorth & Dahlöf 2008, Jensen et al. 2008b, Hjorth & Nielsen 2011) with pyrene (as a proxy for crude oil) have shown several negative effects on primary production, reproduction and food uptake among Calanus species and on survival of females, feeding status, and nucleic acid content in Microsetella spp. from Western Greenland. The species were affected differently by pyrene and also to the combination of pyrene and temperature, indicating that the larger lipid stores in C. glacialis had a buffer effect. The pyrene concentrations...
applied were, however, difficult to compare to actual spill situations. Negative effects of combined temperature changes and PAH exposure on pellet production, egg production and hatching of *Calanus finmarchicus* and *C. glacialis* have also been demonstrated (Hjorth & Nielsen 2011, Grenvald et al. 2012).

In Arctic marine habitats, the most severe ecological consequences of a large oil spill on plankton communities are to be expected when the biological activity is high, and that is primarily in spring: April to June and in the upper 50 m. Later in the season, when the temperature is higher and the majority of grazers have migrated down to their overwintering depths above the bottom (Dünweber et al. 2010), the biological activity is lower or concentrated at the pycnocline much deeper, and impacts on plankton communities will probably be less severe (Söderkvist et al. 2006). Modelling studies of the potential effects of oil spills on copepods in the Barents Sea (Melle et al. 2001) showed that populations were distributed over such large areas that a single surface oil spill would only impact a minor part and not pose a major threat to the population (Anon 2003b). Again, the lessons learned from the *Macondo*-well oil spill, where huge subsea plumes of dispersed oil were found at different depths, may change these conclusions of relatively mild impacts from a surface spill to more acute and severe impacts in case of a large sub-surface spill.

Important areas for plankton including shrimp and shrimp larvae are often where hydrodynamic discontinuities occur. Special attention should therefore be given to the implication of oil spills in connection with such sites, particularly during the spring bloom. Fronts, upwelling areas and the marginal ice zone are examples of such hydrodynamic discontinuities where high surface concentrations of phytoplankton, zooplankton, including shrimp and fish larvae, can be expected. The knowledge on such events in the assessment area is however still limited.

A study of the density and distribution of chlorophyll (as a measure of primary productivity) in the Disko Bay area in spring 2006 (Mosbech et al. 2007a) indicated wide spatial and temporal variability in chlorophyll levels and that high chlorophyll levels (spring bloom) are distributed over large areas. Moreover, areas of high importance for primary production vary both between seasons and between years, depending for example on ice conditions. An oil spill therefore has at least the potential to impact small and localised primary production sites, while primary production as a whole will only be slightly impacted even during a large spill in open waters. This may, however, not apply to an oil spill of the *Macondo*-well type, due to the huge subsea plumes of dispersed oil.

### 11.5.2 Oil spill impacts on benthic flora

The direct impact of an oil spill on macroalgae will most likely be mass mortality on the oiled shores from a combination of chemical toxicity and smothering. Another more subtle way oil spill can impact algae is by petroleum hydrocarbons interfering with the sex pheromones. This has been observed in *Fucus vesiculosus* (Derenbach & Gereck 1980) with negative consequences for reproduction.

There are different reports on the impact of oil contamination on macroalgal vegetation and communities. After the *Exxon Valdez* oil spill in 1989 in Alaska the macroalgae cover in the littoral zone (mainly *Fucus gardneri*) was lost. It has taken many years to fully re-establish the *Fucus* cover in these areas and some areas are still considered as recovering (NOAA 2010). This variation may be a result of the dynamics between grazers and the macroalgae, as was shown after the *Torrey Canyon* accident at the coast of Cornwall, UK (Hawkins et al. 2002). Regarding Prince William Sound, the variations were considered as a result of homogeneity
of the evolving Fucus population (e.g. genetics, size and age), which made it more vulnerable to natural environmental impacts (e.g. no adult Fucus plants to protect and assure recruitment), thus resulting in a longer time span to restore Fucus population heterogeneity (Driskell et al. 2001).

In contrast, no major effects were observed in a study on impact of crude and chemically dispersed oil on shallow sub-littoral macroalgae at northern Baffin Island (the BIOS study), which was conducted by Cross et al. (1987).

The scenarios of the Exxon Valdez accident and the Baffin Island Oil Spill (BIOS) study were somewhat different, as the Exxon Valdez oil spill included heavy oil, while in the case of BIOS the oil tested was a medium crude oil (Sergy & Blackall 1987). Furthermore, the BIOS studies on macroalgae were conducted in the upper sublittoral and not in the littoral zone, where the most dramatic impacts were observed in connection with the Exxon Valdez oil spill (Dean & Jewett 2001).

Cleaning of the shoreline may add to the impacts of the oil contamination. After the Exxon Valdez oil spill adult Fucus was coated with oil but did not necessarily die. Part of the clean-up effort involved washing shores with large volumes of high-pressure hot seawater. This treatment caused almost totally mortality of adult Fucus and probably scalded much of the rock surface and thereby the Fucus-germlings. In the long term, though, no significant difference was observed on Fucus dynamics at oiled and unwashed vs. oiled and washed sites (Driskell et al. 2001). Use of dispersants in cleaning up oil spills, as has been practiced in earlier years, may increase recovery time of the treated shores. Recovery lasted from 2-3 years to at least 10 years after the Torrey Canyon spill in South England, and up to 15 years on shores affected by dispersants (Hawkins et al. 2002).

How pyrene might affect natural algae and bacteria communities in Arctic sediment was studied near Sisimiut (West Greenland). Benthic microalgae were especially sensitive to pyrene and increased toxicity was found at high levels of UV light already at low pyrene concentrations (Petersen & Dahllöf 2007, Petersen et al. 2008). The pronounced pyrene effects caused algal death and organic matter release, which in turn stimulated bacterial growth and degradation of organic matter.

11.5.3 Oil spill impacts on benthic fauna

Bottom-living animals (benthos) are generally very sensitive to oil spills and high hydrocarbon concentrations in the water. The sensitivity of many benthic species have been studied in the laboratory and a range of sub-lethal effects have been demonstrated from exposures not necessarily comparable to actual oil spill situations (Camus et al. 2002a, 2002b, 2003, Olsen et al. 2007, Bach et al. 2009, 2010, Hannam et al. 2009, 2010).

Effects from surface spills will occur especially in shallow water (<50 m) where toxic concentrations can reach the seafloor. In such areas intensive mortality has been recorded following an oil spill, for example among crustaceans and molluscs (McCay et al. 2003a, 2003b). Oil may also sink to the seafloor as tar balls, which happened after the Prestige oil spill off northern Spain in 2002. No effects on the benthos were detected (Serrano et al. 2006), but the possibility of an impact is apparent. Sinking of oil may also be facilitated by sediment particles, a condition frequently seen in Greenland waters, where melt water containing silt and clay particles from glaciers may disperse widely into the open sea.

Effects of the sub-surface spill from the Macondo-well have been detected on benthic fauna (Schrope 2011), but no conclusions have been drawn so far.
Many benthos species, especially bivalves, accumulate hydrocarbons, which may cause sub-lethal effect (e.g. reduced reproduction). Such bivalves may act as vectors of toxic hydrocarbons to higher trophic levels, particularly bearded seals, walruses and eiders.

In broad terms, the shallow water (down to 50 m) communities have high species richness (bivalves, macro algae etc.) and the fauna is available to higher trophic levels as eiders and walrus (see Box 3). Another feature is that individuals of several species have an estimated maximum age of more than 25 years (the bivalves, *Mya* spp., *Hiatella arctica*, *Chlamys islandica* and the sea urchin *Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis*). This indicate that the benthic communities may be very slow to recover after any type of disturbance that cause mortality of these old individuals that often constitute the majority of the biomass. From a biodiversity perspective the high prevalence of species found at only one site and of species represented only by a single specimens also suggest that mortality induced from oil spills potentially can cause a significant reduction in the total species richness for a long time.

### 11.5.4 Oil spill impacts on ice habitats

There is very little knowledge available on oil spill impacts on the sea-ice ecosystem (Camus & Dahle 2007, AMAP 2010). If oil accumulates under the ice it may stay there until break-up and melt in spring. When caught under and even in the ice, weathering processes are hampered which means that the toxicity of the oil may persist much longer than in open waters.

At least in laboratory experiments with sea-ice amphipods, sub-lethal effects of exposure to WSF have been demonstrated (Camus & Olsen 2008, Olsen et al. 2008).

The sea-ice ecosystem is however very resilient as it necessarily has to re-establish each season when new ice is formed, at least in areas dominated by first-year ice. However, polar cod could be particularly sensitive, due to the fact that their eggs stay for a long period just below the ice, and hatching occurs when the ice starts to disintegrate and melt. As oil spilled under ice will tend to accumulate in the same space (AMAP 2010), there is a potential risk for overlap and impacts on the recruitment at least on a local scale.

Baseline levels, seasonality and responsiveness to oil compounds in polar cod have been studied both in the field and in laboratories. The studies provided first insights into the general eco-physiological responses of polar cod to PAH exposure during periods of e.g. reproduction and feeding. The studies also resulted in a range of baseline values of the selected biomarkers and their seasonal amplitude for sound interpretation of field-based toxicity assessments (Christiansen et al. 2010, Jonsson et al. 2010, Nahrgang et al. 2009, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c, 2010d).

### 11.5.5 Oil spill impacts in coastal habitats

One of the lessons learned from the Exxon Valdez oil spill was that the near-shore areas were the most impacted habitats (NOAA 2010). Oil was trapped in shallow bays and inlets, where oil concentrations could build up in the water column to levels that were lethal to adult fish and invertebrates (e.g. McCay 2003).

Many of the animal populations living in this habitat in Prince William Sound have now recovered (birds, fish), but certain populations are still under recovery (several bird species, clams, mussels) and a few were recently assessed as ‘not recovered’ (pigeon guillemot – a close relative to the black guillemot in Greenland, and also Pacific herring) (NOAA 2010).
An oil spill resulting from an activity in the assessment area and reaching the coast, has the potential to reduce stocks of important fish species (capelin and lump-sucker) spawning here both by exposing the adult fish and the eggs and larvae to high oil concentrations. Arctic char may be forced to stay in oil contaminated shallow waters when they assemble before they move up into their native river to spawn and winter.

In coastal areas oil can also be buried in sediment, among boulders and imbedded in crevices in rocks. This was the case in Prince William Sound, where oil in 2010 was still lingering in buried patches in the affected shores, and here is a source for continued (chronic) exposure for sea otters and birds that seek food in sediments (NOAA 2010). Many coastlines in the assessment area are similar to those of Prince William Sound, and similar effects must be expected if oil hit these coasts. See also below in Section 11.5.9 on long-term effects.

In a study performed 12 years after the oil spill, it was estimated how much oil remained on the beaches of Prince William Sound. Oil was found on 78 of 91 beaches, randomly selected according to their oiling history. The analysis revealed that over 90% of the surface oil and all of the subsurface oil located originated from the Exxon Valdez (Short et al. 2004).

Oil from a marine oil spill may also contaminate terrestrial habitats occasionally inundated at high water levels. Salt marshes are particularly sensitive and they represent important feeding areas for example for geese. During the Braer-spill in Shetland Islands spray with oil was carried by wind and impacted fields and grasslands close to the coast. Similar effects could be expected in the coastal habitats in the Disko West area.

### 11.5.6 Oil spill impacts on seabirds

It is well documented that birds are extremely vulnerable to oil spills in the marine environment (Schreiber & Burger 2002). Birds which rest and dive from the sea surface, such as auks, seaducks, cormorants and divers (loons), will be highly exposed to floating oil, compared to birds that spend more time in the air. Nevertheless, all seabirds face the risk of being fouled with spilled oil on the surface. This particular vulnerability is attributable to their plumage. Oil soaks easily into the feathers and they stick together destroying their insulating and buoyancy properties. Oiled seabirds readily die from hypothermia, starvation or drowning. Birds may also ingest oil by cleaning their plumage and by feeding on oil-contaminated food. Oil irritates the digestive organs, damages the liver, kidneys and salt glands and causes anaemia. Sub-lethal and long-term effects may be the result. However, the main cause of seabird losses following an oil spill is direct oiling of the plumage.

Many seabird species aggregate in small and limited areas for certain periods of their life cycles. Even small oil spills in such areas may cause very high mortalities among the birds present. The high concentrations of seabirds found at coasts, e.g. breeding colonies, moulting areas or in offshore waters at important feeding areas in the assessment area (see Chapter 4) are particularly vulnerable.

Oiled birds which have drifted ashore are often the focus of the media when oil spills occur, witnessing the high individual sensitivity to oil spills. However seen from an ecological point of view, the concern must be the case where populations suffer from such oiling. To assess this issue, extensive studies of the natural dynamics of the affected populations and the surrounding ecosystem are necessary (Figure 56).
The seabirds most vulnerable to oil spills are those with low reproductive capacity and a corresponding high average lifespan (low population turnover). Such a life strategy is found among aukls, fulmars and many seaducks. Thick-billed murres (an auk), for example, do not breed before 4-5 years of age and a pair only raise one chick per year. This very low annual reproductive output is counterbalanced by a very long expected life span of 15-20 years or more. Such seabirds are therefore particularly vulnerable to adult mortality caused, for example, by an oil spill. If a breeding colony of birds is completely wiped out by an oil spill it must be re-colonised from neighbouring colonies. Re-colonisation is dependent on the proximity, size and productivity of these colonies. If the numbers of birds in neighbouring colonies are declining, for example due to hunting, there will be no or only few birds available for re-colonisation of an abandoned site (cumulative effect).

**Breeding birds**
A large number of seabird species breed in the assessment area (cf. Section 4.7) and a majority is associated with habitats (sea-facing cliffs or on low islets) along the outer coastline where they will be highly exposed to drifting oil and where oil spill response can be very difficult. A particularly sensitive period occurs when the adults, by swimming, accompany their chicks away from the colony, a situation seen among aukls and seaducks. Eider ducks will usually stay in sheltered in-shore waters while murres will move offshore and disperse over extensive areas (Box 6).

---

**Figure 56.** Basic principles of assessing vulnerability of seabird populations to oil spills. Black lines indicate main analysis of effects on bird populations, red lines analysis of potential mitigation measures. Indirect effects are not included.
There is only one breeding colony of thick-billed murre in the assessment area. This is situated in the inner part of Disko Bay and an oil spill from the current licence blocks is not likely to drift this far. However, as the adult birds feed far from the breeding site e.g. off the outer coast, the breeding population at this colony could be seriously affected if an oil spill sweep the feeding areas. Another risk situation is when the chicks and flightless adults leave the colony on a swimming migration. The satellite tracking studies of birds from this colony in 2005 and 2006 showed that these swimming birds may move both south and north of Disko and thereafter stay in the waters west of Disko for some weeks (Box 6). These birds are most concentrated during the first weeks when a substantial number move out through the Vaigat. When they arrive in the open sea they disperse over extensive areas (Figure 33). The population is therefore most vulnerable to oil spills occurring in the Vaigat in late July. This particular population is declining and therefore especially sensitive to additional mortality.

Other important bird colonies where the population could be severely impacted by an oil spill in the assessment area include an Arctic tern colony at Kitsissut/Grønne Ejland, which is the largest in Greenland (and one of the largest in the world) with about 20,000 pairs, and the small colonies of Atlantic puffin on the islands south of Disko Island could even be exterminated.

**Moulting and wintering areas**

Important and very vulnerable concentrations of moulting seaducks are found along the coasts throughout the entire assessment area in late summer and autumn. Concentrations of primarily common and king eiders are shown in Figure 14.

In winter seabirds are mainly located to the south of Disko Bay, in the drift ice of Store Hellesfiskebanke and in the fjord mouths. Here huge, very important and oil spill vulnerable concentrations of mainly king eiders and common eiders are found (Box 5).

**Migration concentrations**

The number of thick-billed mures occurring in the assessment area in spring is also very high. The aerial survey in April/May 2006 resulted in an estimate at 400,000 birds with large concentrations at the northeast corner of Store Hellesfiskebanke (an important upwelling area) and in the southern part of Disko Bay (Figure 32). These birds most likely proceed northwards to breeding sites in Upernavik and perhaps further north. Such concentrations are particularly vulnerable to oil spills because the birds rest and stage in the restricted (by ice) open-water areas, where oil also will tend to accumulate in case of a spill.

The survey in September 2009 showed that particularly thick-billed mures may occur in large concentrations within the assessment area (Box 6 and 7), while the majority of the little auks occurred to the west of the assessment area on the Canadian side of Davis Strait (Box 7). These murre-concentrations are very vulnerable, as significant numbers may be affected by a large oil.

In general a large oil spill has the potential to deplete seabird populations in the assessment area, but it is not likely that entire populations (except for some small and local colonies) can be wiped out.

### 11.5.7 Oil spill impacts on marine mammals

Marine mammals are relatively robust and can generally survive short periods of fouling and contact with oil, except for polar bears and seal pups, for which even short term exposure could be lethal (Geraci & St. Aubin 1990).
It is moreover difficult to assess mortality of marine mammals after an oil spill, because carcasses are rarely found in conditions suitable for necropsies. Nevertheless, increased mortality of killer whales, sea otters and harbour seals exposed to the Exxon Valdez event in Prince William Sound has been well documented (e.g., Spraker et al. 1994, Matkin et al. 2008). In the Gulf of Mexico, the rate of stranded cetaceans increased after the Macondo-well event in 2010, from a 2003-2007 mean observed rate of 17 strandings per year to 101 in 2010. However, the monitoring effort has probably also been increased (Williams et al. 2011).

Marine mammals has to breathe at the surface. Inhalation of vapours from an oil spill is therefore a potential hazard. Some of the marine mammal mortality after the Exxon Valdez-spill has been ascribed this kind of exposure. The loss of killer whales was probably related to inhalation of oil vapours from the spill (Matkin et al. 2008, see details below), and the death of harbour seals were also related to oil vapours (Spraker et al. 1994, see details below). In periods with ice-coverage when oil can fill the spaces between the ice floes, the risk of inhalation of toxic vapours may be elevated, because marine mammals are forced to surface in these ice-free spaces.

Seals
The effects of oil on seals were thoroughly reviewed by St. Aubin (1990). Seals are vulnerable to oil spills because oil can damage the fur, irritate skin and seriously affect the eyes as well as the mucous membranes that surround the eyes and line the oral cavity, respiratory surfaces, and anal and urogenital orifices. In addition, oil can intoxicate seals through ingestion or inhalation. Finally, oil spills can have a disruptive effect by interfering with normal behaviour patterns. Effects of oil on seals have the greatest impacts on the pups (St. Aubin 1990, and references therein). Pups are sessile during the lactation and weaning period and can not move away from oil spills. They are protected against the cold by a thick coat of woolly hair (lanugo) and oil will have a strong negative effect on the insulating properties of this fur. The mother seals recognize their pups by smell and a changed odour caused by oil might therefore affect the mother’s ability to find its pup. Although the sensory abilities of seals should allow them to detect oil spills though sight and smell, seals have been observed swimming in the midst of oil slicks, suggesting that they may not be aware of the danger posed by oil (St. Aubin 1990). Harbour seals found dead shortly after the Exxon Valdez oil spill had evidence of brain lesions caused by oil vapour exposure, and many of these seals were disoriented and lethargic (‘solvent syndrome’) over a period of time before they died (Spraker et al. 1994).

Oil spills in ice pose a special threat to seals, if they are forced to surface in leads and cracks covered with oil, where they may inhale oil vapours (see above).

Among the seals occurring in the assessment area, hooded seals and harp seals are not considered particularly sensitive to oil spills, because they do not breed there. Ringed seals whelp on stable ice in spring, but so dispersed, that even a high mortality among pups in a local area most likely will not impact the population of ringed seals in the assessment area.

Bearded seals are known to feed on seabed fauna, why they may be exposed to oil-polluted food.

Walrus
Walruses are gregarious year round and often in close physical contact with each other (Fay 1982, Fay 1985). This means that oil exposure will concern groups because oil may be transferred among individuals (Born 1995, Wiig et al. 1996).
Wiig et al. (1996) also speculated that if walruses do not avoid oil on the water, they may suffer if their habitats are affected by oil, and that they, like other marine mammals, can be harmed by both short-term and long-term exposure. They also pointed out that walrus feeding areas could be impacted resulting in the ingestion of toxic bivalves or by the reduction of available food supply. This latter effect could be critical for walruses wintering in limited open-water areas. Walruses will also be sensitive to oil spills in ice covered waters where they may be forced to surface in oil spills and thereby to inhale oil vapours (see above).

The population of walruses wintering in the assessment area (Store Hellefiskebanke) is especially sensitive as it is the only regular, large occurrence in West Greenland and because the population is declining.

**Whales**

There are several reports of whales which have repeatedly moved directly into oil slicks (e.g., Harvey & Dalheim 1994, Smultea & Würsig 1995, Anon 2003a, Matkin et al. 2008). Whales are therefore probably not able to detect oil and do not avoid oil-contaminated waters (Goodale 1981, Harvey & Dalheim 1994, Anon 2003a).

If whales have direct contact with oil slicks, immediate contact with the oil will be through the skin and perhaps the eyes. Physical contact with oil may injure eye tissue and if ingested toxic effects and injuries in the gastrointestinal tract have been described (Albert 1981, Braithwaite et al. 1983, St. Aubin 1990, Werth 2001). Not much is known about the toxic effects of oil on whale skin, but the oil is likely to adhere and possibly stay for a long time on the skin and causing a toxic effect.

Baleen whales feed by filtration through the baleen plates. Spilled oil fouling the baleen plates may affect filtration, but this issue has not been studied so far. Any oil related effect on the baleen will likely depend on factors such as the quality of the oil and the water temperature (Werth 2001).

The effect of oil spills on killer whales has been described by Matkin et al. (2008). They monitored the demographics and group composition of killer whales from Prince Williams Sound 5 years prior to and 16 years after the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill. Two killer whale groups in the proximity of the spill did not avoid the oil; they suffered losses of up to 41% in the year following the spill. After 16 years they had not recovered at all or had recovered at rates lower than those for groups not affected by the oil.

The most sensitive whales in the assessment area are the winter whales: narwhal, white whale and bowhead whale. They are all subjected to hunting and they are more or less confined to ice covered waters. Moreover is the assessment area particularly important to all three species (Table 19).

In the summertime another set of whales occur in the assessment area: fin whale, humpback whale, minke whale, harbour porpoise, white beaked dolphin, bottlenose whale, sperm whale and pilot whale. Their surfacing is at least not restricted by ice cover, why they probably are less subjected to inhalation of oil vapours.

**Polar bear**

Polar bears are very sensitive to oiling as they are dependent on the isolative properties of their fur and also because they will ingest the oil as part of their grooming behaviour (Øritsland et al. 1981, Geraci & St. Aubin 1990). Polar bears have died from ingesting oil this way (Durner & Amstrup 2000).
Polar bears live in ice-covered waters and the population density is low and probably also declining. Polar bears are already considered as vulnerable (IUCN 2012) due to climate change, which reduce their habitat, the ice-covered Arctic waters.

While moving on pack ice they enter the water to swim from one ice floe to another (Aars et al. 2007), thereby increasing their risk of becoming fouled in case of an oil spill. Polar bears show a preference for the ice edge where a potential oil spill would accumulate thus increasing the chances of encountering oil.

Among the two subpopulations occurring within the assessment area, the Davis Strait population probably will not be impacted by oil activities including oil spills, due to the low occurrence. However, for the Baffin Bay subpopulation the assessment area is more important as winter and spring habitat and oil activities (including oil spills) may have a higher probability of negatively impacting the population. It is however not possible to assess the fraction of the total population that may be impacted by an oil spill in the Disko West area. Future decrease of sea-ice in the Baffin Bay area will reduce the number of polar bears in the assessment area and consequently also the degree of overlap between bears and oil activities.

11.5.8 Oil spill impacts on fisheries

Tainting (unpleasant smells or tastes) of fish flesh is a severe problem related to oil spills. Fish exposed even to very low concentrations of oil in the water, in their food or in the sediment where they live may be tainted, leaving them useless for human consumption (GESAMP 1993, Challenger & Mauseth 2011). The problem is most pronounced in shallow waters, where high oil concentrations can persist for longer periods. Flatfish and bottom-living invertebrates are particularly exposed. Tainting has, however, not been recorded in flatfish after oil spills in deeper offshore waters, where degradation, dispersion and dilution reduce oil concentrations. Tainting also occur in fish living where oil-contaminated drill cuttings have been disposed of.

A very important issue in this context is the reputational damage an oil spill will cause on fish products from oil spill affected areas. To avoid even the risk of marketing contaminated products, it will be necessary to suspend fishery activities in an affected area (Rice et al. 1996, Challenger & Mauseth 2011, Graham et al. 2011). This problem may apply to the northern shrimp and Greenland halibut fisheries within and close to the assessment area. Large oil spills may therefore cause heavy economic losses among societies living from fishery in affected areas. Strict regulation and control of the fisheries in contaminated areas are therefore necessary to ensure the quality of the fish available on the market.

Suspension of fisheries usually will last some weeks in offshore areas, while usually longer in coastal waters. The coastal fishery was banned for four months after the Braer incident off the Shetland Islands in 1993, and for nine months after the Exxon Valdez incident in Alaska in 1989 (Rice et al. 1996). However, some mussel and lobster fishing grounds were closed for more than 18 and 20 months respectively after the Braer incident (Law & Moffat 2011). During the Macondo-well spill 230,000 km² were closed for both commercial and recreational fishing; in September 2010 c. 83,000 km² were still closed (Graham et al. 2011) and in April 2011 after a year, the last of the closed areas was reopened for fishery (NOAA 2011). Both commercial fishery and subsistence harvest and fishery in the Prince William Sound was in 2010 still considered as ‘recovering’ since the oil spill in 1989 (NOAA 2010).
Some of the main fishing grounds for Greenland halibut in the Bafln Bay are located in the assessment area (annual catch on app. 13,000 t, equally split between Canada and Greenland). If tainted fish show up in the commercial catches, severe economic consequences must be expected. Greenland halibut at West Greenland often migrate over long distances in short time (unpublished GINR) and tainted fish may show up in the commercial catches further south in the Davis Strait (where the annual catches constitute approx. 14,000 t).

The largest Greenland halibut fishery in Greenland takes place near Ilulissat, very far from the license-areas in Disko West. However, the drift modelling carried out by DMI indicates that under certain conditions oil may drift this far (Appendix 1, Figure 7).

11.5.9 Long-term effects

A synthesis of 14 years of oil spill studies in Prince William Sound since the Exxon Valdez spill was published in the journal 'Science' (Peterson et al. 2003). This documents that delayed, chronic and indirect effects of the oil spill have occurred. Oil lingered in certain coastal habitats beyond a decade in surprisingly high amounts and in highly toxic forms. The oil is sufficiently bio-available to induce chronic biological exposure and has caused long-term impacts at the population level. Heavily oiled coarse sediments formed subsurface reservoirs of oil where it was protected from loss and weathering in intertidal habitats. In these habitats several bird populations, e.g. harlequin ducks, preying on intertidal benthic invertebrates, showed clear signs of impacts from contamination. At oiled coasts they displayed the detoxification enzyme CYP1A nine years after the spill. At oiled coasts they had lower survival, their mortality rate was higher, their body mass was smaller and they showed a decline in population density as compared with un-oiled shores (Peterson et al. 2003). The oil still lingers in the environment and both the harlequin duck and other populations of coastal birds are still assessed as 'recovering' (NOAA 2010).

Many coasts in West Greenland including the assessment area have a similar morphology as the coasts of Prince William Sound, where the oil was trapped. This indicates that similar long-term impacts must be expected in the assessment area if spilled oil hit the coasts. The Arctic conditions in the assessment area may even prolong the impact period compared to Prince William Sound, where effects are still detectable after more than 20 years.

Another possible long-term effect in Prince William Sound was the collapse of the herring stock in 1993, which was related to sub-lethal effects of PAH exposure of the eggs during the spill in 1989 (Hjermann et al. 2007).

Long-term effects were also seen 17 months after the Prestige oil spill off northern Spain in November 2002. Increased PAH levels were found in both adult gulls and their nestlings, indicating not only exposure from the residual oil in the environment, but also that contaminants were incorporated into the food chain, because nestlings would only have been exposed to contaminated organisms through their diet (e.g. fishes and crustaceans) (Alonso-Alvarez et al. 2007, Perez et al. 2008).

11.5.10 Oil spill impacts on tourism

The tourism industry may be impacted by a large oil spill hitting the coasts. Tourist travelling to Greenland to encounter the pristine, unspoilt Arctic environment will most likely avoid oil-contaminated areas. In this context it is notable that recreation and tourism are still considered as 'recovering' from the effects of the Exxon Valdez oil spill in 1989 in Alaska (NOAA 2010).
11.5.11 Mitigation of oil spills

The primary task is to prevent oil spills from happening. This is done by application of high HSE standards, BAT, BEP and a high level of oil spill preparedness. When it happens, impacts shall be minimised by an effective oil spill response, including contingency planning and response strategies. However, an effective oil spill response in the assessment area is hampered especially during winter and spring by ice, winter darkness and harsh weather.

An important tool for oil spill response planning and implementation of contingency plans is oil spill sensitivity mapping, which focuses on the coastal zone and its resources, and includes also offshore areas. The application of this tool is further discussed in the following Section (11.6).

A supplementary way to mitigate potential impacts on animal populations that are sensitive to oil spills, e.g. seabirds, is to manage populations by regulation of other population stressors (such as hunting), in order to increase their ability to compensate for extra mortality due to an oil spill (see Figure 56).

11.6 Oil spill sensitivity mapping

K. Johansen, D.S. Clausen, D. Boertmann and A. Mosbech

The coast of the assessment area has been mapped according to its sensitivity to oil spills (Stjernholm et al. 2011, Clausen et al. 2012). The two atlases integrate all knowledge presently available concerning coastal morphology, archaeology, biology and resource use. The coast was divided into segments approx. 50 km long, and they were classified according to their sensitivity to marine oil spills. This classification is shown on map sheets, and other map sheets show coast types, logistics and information relevant in an oil spill countermeasure context. Included are also descriptions of ice conditions, climate and oceanography.

The atlases are available on the following websites:
http://www2.dmu.dk/Pub/SR44.pdf and http://www2.dmu.dk/Pub/FR828.pdf

An overview of the sensitivity classification is shown in Figure 57. A larger part of the coast-line has been classified as highly or extremely sensitive to oil spills, particularly in the inner part of the Disko Bay and the northern part of the assessment area.

11.6.1 Seasonal summary of offshore oil spill sensitivity

In relation to this assessment the classification of the offshore areas is particularly relevant. The offshore areas were defined on the basis of a cluster analysis in order to obtain ecologically meaningful areas and the four seasons were calculated separately using the newest available data (Figure 58). The cluster analysis included twelve variables: air temperature, air pressure, sea surface temperature (2 different measurements), temperature at 30 m depth, salinity at surface and at 30 m depth, wind speed, ice coverage, water depth, slope of seabed and distance to coast (for details see Clausen et al. 2012).

For each season and offshore area various symbols are shown representing important species or species groups according to their relative abundance (explanation of symbols see Figure 58). The relative sensitivity to oil spill has been calculated for each offshore area and season, ranging from low to extreme sensitivity. This classification is based on the relative abundance of resources, but also on species’, specific sensitivity values, an oil residency index, a human use factor and a few other parameters. Note that the sensitivity ranking shown in Figure 58 is relative for each season and therefore cannot be directly compared between seasons.
Spring (April/May–June)
The sea-ice gradually disintegrates and retreats towards north and west and open-water areas increase, e.g. in polynyas and along fast ice edges. In coastal habitats the shore lead opens and gradually becomes wider. Ice may still be present in the central part of the Baffin Bay in late June. The spring bloom is initiated in these open waters, and many seabirds assemble along the fast-ice edges and other open waters, especially close to the large breeding colonies. Many seabirds breeding further north or in Canada still occur in April/May and may be assembled in large concentrations in the archipelagos along the outer coast.

Bowhead whales, white whales, narwhals, walrus, and bearded seals move northwards in the leads and cracks which opens. Polar bears are also leaving the assessment area, moving north and west. As open water becomes available; fin, minke and humpback whales, and harp and hooded seals move in from the south.

The presence of the various marine mammals as well as large numbers of wintering/migrating birds results in a sensitivity classification of the near-coastal offshore areas as highly sensitive or extremely sensitive to oil spills during spring, including the Store Hellefiskebanke in the southern part of the assessment area (Figure 58, Spring).
The sensitivity of the north-western part of the assessment area is high, mainly due to fishing activities (i.e. Greenland halibut).

Figure 58. Oil spill sensitivity of offshore areas in the assessment area based on the oil spill sensitivity atlases issued by NERI (Stjernholm et al. 2011, Clausen et al. 2012).
Summer July-August
This is the open-water season, when the assessment area usually is ice free except for icebergs.

Seabirds occupy the many breeding colonies, and they feed in the offshore waters close to the colonies. King eiders from breeding areas in Arctic Canada assemble in high numbers in certain fjords, esp. on the west coast of Disko and Svartenhuk. Bowhead whales, white whales, walrus and several narwhal stocks have left the assessment area following the ice towards north and northwest. Fin, minke, blue and humpback whales move in from south and feed in different parts of the assessment area.

As in spring larger parts of the near-coastal waters are extremely sensitive, particular around Disko Island (Figure 58, Summer).

Autumn September-November
Local breeding seabirds move out of the areas and seabirds breeding outside move in from the north and migrate through the assessment area. Particularly important are the thick-billed murres, while the studies in September 2009 indicated that the majority of the little auks migrate to the west of the assessment area. Narwhals and white whales arrive from the north and walruses from the west. Minke, fin and humpback whales move out of the assessment area.

The presence of these species makes large parts of the offshore waters extremely sensitive to oil spills in autumn (Figure 58, Autumn).

Winter (December-April)
The ice moves from west and northwest into the offshore areas and usually covers most of the assessment area by late December. However open waters are found in the shear zone between the drift ice and the fast ice along the coast. Narwhals, white whales, bowhead whales, walrus, ringed seals and bearded seals occur in or near these open-water areas, while narwhals and walrus also occur inside the drift ice. Polar bears walk over the sea-ice and swim across open water in search of seals. These marine mammals are highly dependent on the open-water areas and they are sensitive to disturbance and will be highly exposed to oil spills in such open waters.

Wintering seabirds – mainly the two species of eider duck – are found high numbers on the shallow part of Store Hellefskebanke and along the coast south of Disko Bay, especially in the mouth of the fjords, where tidal currents are keeping the waters ice free.

Polar cod spawn under the ice in late winter and the eggs accumulate under the ice, at least in the northern part of the assessment area, where they are particularly exposed to oil spills.

The presence of the marine mammals and seabirds in larger part of the coastal and offshore area in combination with human use (e.g. hunting and commercial fishery for Greenland halibut) make most of the near-coastal areas and some parts of the offshore area extremely sensitive and other offshore areas towards the Canadian border highly sensitive to oil spills (Figure 58 - Winter).

In summary, it can be stated that the larger parts of the coastal area, including the waters around Disko Island and the banks, especially Store Hellefskebanke are during all seasons extremely or highly sensitive to oil spills. High sensitivity has also been documented for offshore areas close to the Canadian border (north-west part of the assessment area), partly due to human use, e.g. commercial fishery and the presence of polar bears and narwhals in winter.
12 Background studies and information needs

D. Boertmann, A. Mosbech, S. Wegeberg and F. Ugarte

12.1 Background studies

Based on knowledge gaps identified in relation to the previous Disko West SEIA (Mosbech et al. 2007a), a number of background studies were carried out as part of a programme designed to improve knowledge and provide data needed as baseline for future assessments and for planning, monitoring and regulatory purposes. These studies have been completed by now and main results are included in the present assessment.

The background study programme funded by the Bureau of Minerals and Petroleum and carried out since the previous SEIA for the Disko West area had following components:

A. Studies of benthic macrofauna and macroalgae
   A.1 Studies of benthic macrofauna and macroalgae in the coastal areas in 2009 and 2012 (main results of the 2009 study are presented in Box 2).
   A.2 Studies of benthic macrofauna and habitat mapping of Store Hellefiskebanke and shelf area (main results are presented in Box 3).

B. Studies of seabird autumn migration and marine ecology
   B.1 Airplane and ship based survey autumn 2009 – (main results are presented in Box 1).

C. Marine mammal studies
   C.1 Occurrence and sensitivity of bowhead whales and narwhal (main results are presented in Box 9).
   C.2 Area occupancy of polar bears (main results are presented in Box 8).

D. Ritenbenk seabird colony follow-up study (results are presented in Box 6).

E. Underwater noise from the drillship Stena Forth operating in the Disko West area (presented in report by Kyhn et al. (2011)).

F. Updated SEIA with integrated data analysis (this report).

G. Updated oil spill sensitivity mapping (presented in Chapter 11.6)

12.2 Future information needs and development of a monitoring framework

Having completed the initial background studies it is clear that environmental background studies are still required both on a regional strategic level and on a project specific level. Environmental data is especially required for the planning of oil spill contingency strategies and of oil spill counter measures. Such studies are also needed to provide adequate data for future site-specific EIA-reports, data to designate sensitive areas, to regulate activities and as a baseline for both monitoring industrial activities and ‘before and after’ studies in case of environmental impacts from large accidents. Furthermore, the dynamics of climate variability is a confounding factor that needs to be included in the baseline and monitoring.
To accommodate future information needs DCE and GINR propose a plan for the next two years (2014-2015) with three components: (1) Development of an integrated monitoring plan to support ecosystem based management of oil activities in the future; (2) Initiation of studies on selected generic issues of oil in the Arctic to support oil spill preparedness and (3) Conduction of specific studies of biodiversity to support oil spill preparedness, regulation of activities and preparation of future EIAs.

(1) Development of an integrated monitoring plan to support ecosystem based management of oil activities in the future

The Disko West assessment area is subject to an increase in human activity, including offshore hydrocarbon exploration (and perhaps future exploitation) in combination with a changing climate. Major changes in the environment are expected as a result of these drivers. A robust environmental data series spanning decades will be invaluable for understanding these changes, and therefore a coordinated long-term monitoring program for the Disko West area should be initiated, especially if oil will be produced. Such a program should be based on a number of selected parameters for a wide range of pre-defined ecosystem components (e.g. abundance of marine mammals, diversity of benthic organisms, density of sandeels, seabird breeding success etc.). Data should be collected by the means of surveys designed to be replicable over several years (i.e. well defined areas, methods, platforms). This will ensure tracking over time of ecosystem changes, which again will make it possible to interpret the causes of those changes and to apply and monitor mitigation measures of human impacts. A program of this kind could take advantage of existing monitoring programs of fisheries and hunting resources carried out by GINR. The program could for example include:

- Benthic flora and fauna – establishment of a baseline (diversity, spatial variation, biomass, primary production),
- Baseline seabird colony studies,
- Marine mammals – distribution and abundance.

(2) Studies on selected generic issues of oil in the Arctic to support oil spill preparedness

There are several research needs generic to oil activities in the Arctic, cf. the Arctic Council’s Oil and Gas Assessment (AMAP 2010). Some of them became obvious in relation to the exploration drilling activities carried out in 2010 and 2011 in West Greenland. Such needs should be addressed by cooperative international research, where Greenland’s participation can secure that specific Greenland perspectives are addressed. The most important issues are listed below.

The effects of oil and oil components on marine organisms have been studied extensively in the laboratory, but mainly on temperate species which are not necessary representative for the Arctic and its specific conditions. Effects in the field, particularly in the Arctic are less well known. Since the Arctic food web is dependent on a few key species it would be relevant to study oil related effects on these. Moreover, assessment criteria and adequate monitoring strategies specific for the Arctic and Greenland in particular have to be established.

Important questions to be addressed:
- Biological effects and sensitivity of PAHs and other oil components on key species (e.g. polar cod) under Arctic conditions,
- Degradation rates and toxicity of oil and degradation products in water and sediments under Arctic conditions,
- Impacts from subsea oil spills on concentrations of dia-pausing copepods (Calanus).
In relation to oil spill response and fate and behaviour of oil spills in ice:

- The effects of the in situ burn residues on the arctic environment, in order to assess if and when in situ burning can be allowed as an operational response.
- Ignitability and burning efficiency of oil trapped under sea ice and released through a hole bored in the ice.

In relation to drilling mud and cuttings:

- Degradation rates and toxicity of mud chemicals and their degradation products in water and sediments under Arctic conditions,
- Investigation of the most optimized discharge depth of the drilling mud.

In relation to produced water there are similar questions:

- Fate, behaviour and toxicity of produced water and its constituents in ice-covered waters,
- Biological effects, bio-accumulation and sensitivity of the different components on key species (e.g. polar cod).

(3) Specific studies of biodiversity to support oil spill preparedness, regulation of activities and future EIAs

Here are listed some biodiversity information needs, which shall supply data to future oil spill preparedness and response to regulation of oil activities in the assessment area and the companies’ preparation of future specific EIAs. The list is not comprehensive and more needs may be identified.

**Shrimp larvae distribution, drift and settling**

Northern shrimp fishery is the single most important industry in Greenland. Shrimp larvae move passively in the upper part of the water column, where they can be exposed to oil spills and produced water.

Applied methods will include dedicated field studies, drift buoys and modelling covering the Disko West assessment area (origin) and Baffin Bay (area of potential settling of larvae).

**Benthic flora and fauna – identification of sensitive areas and establishment of a baseline (diversity, spatial variation, biomass, primary production)**

Benthic flora and fauna is sensitive to oil spill, to placement of structures and to release of drilling mud, i.e. sedimentation of mud particles and drill cuttings. Sensitive benthic areas and habitats (e.g. cold water corals) are likely to be present in the assessment area. Knowledge of sensitive benthic species and habitats is despite the recent studies (Box 2) still poor.

Dedicated strategic field surveys, including studies of food web impacts of oil to identify cascading effects as well as modelling of oil dispersal in the water column in the coastal region, combined with environmental baseline studies carried out by the licensees during site surveys.

**Fish – biology, spawning areas, stock relationships of important species (esp. Greenland halibut, polar cod and capelin)**

Fish, especially egg and larvae, can be sensitive to oil spills and produced water (e.g. tainting) and adult fish can be displaced by noisy activities. Knowledge on fish biology is therefore important to mitigate impacts on fish stocks and on fisheries.

These issues shall be addressed by dedicated surveys, tagging of fish, and application of bio-loggers.
Marine mammals - distribution and abundance, relationship to sea-ice, stock identity and movements, general biological knowledge of less known species (e.g. bearded seals, bottlenose whales), reactions to seismic pulses

Marine mammals (seals, walrus, baleen whales, toothed whales and polar bears) are sensitive to oil spills and to noisy activities. To mitigate impacts, knowledge of their biology and behaviour as specified above is important.

These issues shall be addressed by telemetry, dedicated surveys, passive acoustic monitoring, photo-identification and molecular analyses of tissue samples.

Ecology of shelf banks
The shallow banks, including the Store Hellefiskebanke, are especially vulnerable to oil spills because of their high concentrations of marine organisms at several trophic levels. These shallow banks are also important fishing and hunting grounds and have thus high economic importance for the Greenland society. A better understanding of the ecological interactions and dynamics of the bank fauna is needed.

This understanding shall be strengthened by food web interaction studies, including all benthic and pelagic components (e.g. benthic invertebrates and microbes, phytoplankton, copepods, krill, sandeels) and the top predators (e.g. marine mammals and sea birds).

Baseline seabird colony studies
In order to establish a monitoring programme for assessing the impacts of hydrocarbon activities, baseline ecological knowledge on breeding seabirds (especially those not addressed in the previous studies) is required. For example cormorants breeding on the west coast of Disko Island are among the populations most exposed to potential oil spills. Background knowledge on population size, breeding success and foraging ecology would allow a quick assessment of potential ecological effects.

The status of the Ritenbenk-colony is critical as the main species (thick-billed murre and kittiwake) are declining. Monitoring of this site will be an essential part of future baseline seabird colony studies. The two colonies of Atlantic penguins on the islands Rotten and Brændevinsskær are also relevant for inclusion in monitoring programmes as they are very important in a national conservation context.

Such programmes shall include direct observations, photographic monitoring and application of data loggers.
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Appendix 1. Oil spill scenarios in the Disko West area

The following oil spill scenarios are based on the spills modelled by Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) in the report ‘Oil drift and fate modelling at Disko Bay’ (Nielsen et al. 2006). However, these models are based on spill periods in summer and winter, why some of the spill situations therefore are transposed to other seasons to get a more covering picture of the annual variation of the biology of the region.

The spill locations are shown in Figure 1. These are selected based on potential development areas as suggested by Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland (GEUS). A medium crude oil of type ‘Statfjord’ with a density of 886.3 kg/m³ was chosen to represent the spilled oil (Nielsen et al. 2006).

Two different spill situations were modelled at each site by the DMI report: A continuous (3000 t released each day over 10 days, in total 30,000 t) and an instantaneous spill where 15,000 t are released. However, a feasibility study indicates that the shuttle tankers which will be used in a future production situation may carry as much as 100,000 t of oil (APA 2003) why instantaneous spills may have the potential to be much larger.

Only surface spills are considered here, but the DMI-report states that the behaviour of subsurface spill is almost identical, as oil will surface quickly from a subsurface blow-out. However, the Macondo-spill in the Mexican Gulf in 2010, showed that at least in deep waters significant parts of the oil remained in the water column (cf. Section 11.1.2 in main report).

Figure 1. The seven spill locations and towns and settlements in the region.
The spilled oil will evaporate one third during the first 24 hours of the spill and it will quickly disperse on the surface to a very thin layer and drift mainly governed by the wind. It will be fragmented in isolated patches where regions with an oil layer or sheen are interspersed with regions with no oil at a given time. In ten days the maximum displacement of the oil is 375 km and in 30 days 580 km from the spill site. A varying amount will settle on the shores, from 0 % to almost the total amount depending on spill type, distance to the shore and wind direction. Only during seabed releases, oil may settle on the sea bed, and up to 1 % of the released oil then settles (Nielsen et al. 2006).

Oil concentrations (total oil) in the subsurface layers will be high in the top meter below a spill, and will gradually decrease downwards. At the spill site maximum values in the upper 20 meters has been estimated to be 24,000 ppb (total oil) where oil layer thickness is 2 mm (Nielsen et al. 2006). However the concentration of oil in the water column depends strongly on how much is physically washed down in the water by wave action. In calm waters very little will be washed down and only water soluble fractions will contribute to the oil concentrations in the water below a spill. Due to drift and weathering processes concentrations in the water below a spill decreases quickly, when the oil moves away from the spill site. In Norwegian modelling work effects on plankton, fish egg and larvae are confined to the upper 10 m below an oil spill and high impact on fish egg and larvae will only occur if there is a match between spawning sites and time and the spill site and time (Johansen & Skognes 2003). As the temporal window for such matching situations is short e.g. 4 week for herring larvae and 6 weeks for cod, and due to the drift of the oil effective exposure for fish eggs and larvae in the upper water column will usually be short (2-3 days).

If oil is released below an ice cover, it will accumulate on the underside of the ice. Due to the roughness of the ice, the spread will be much hampered, and for example if the average oil layer thickness is 1 cm a 15,000 t spill will cover 1.5 km².

---

**Table 1.** The impacts from the seven scenarios and alternative scenarios summarised. R = reversible, r = slowly reversible, No = no significant impacts expected. No* = No immediate impacts expected, but impacts possible following spring during ice melt. L = low impacts expected, M = moderate impacts expected, H = high impacts expected, ? = possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Extent sq. km</th>
<th>Duration years</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Marine mammals</th>
<th>Birds</th>
<th>Fish</th>
<th>Benthic fauna</th>
<th>Primary prod. plankton</th>
<th>Shorelines</th>
<th>Local use</th>
<th>Commercial use</th>
<th>Long term effects likely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>summer</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>M r</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>HR</td>
<td>HR</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 alt. drift</td>
<td>13000</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>summer</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>L r</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>HR</td>
<td>HR</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 March alt.</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>spring</td>
<td>MR</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>MR</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>HR</td>
<td>HR</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>autumn</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>M R</td>
<td>L R</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>HR</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>22000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>winter</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>L R</td>
<td>H? R</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>HR</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Sept. alt.</td>
<td>22000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>autumn</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>winter</td>
<td>MR</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>H? R</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 alt. drift</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>winter</td>
<td>MR</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>summer</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>M R</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>HR</td>
<td>HR</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>winter</td>
<td>MR</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>H? R</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No*</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Aug. alt.</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>autumn</td>
<td>MR</td>
<td>H r</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>H R</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>spring</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>L M R</td>
<td>H? R</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>M R</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>LR</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The drift-modelling maps from the DMI modelling are used to estimate the drift, coverage and extension of oil spills. These maps show the maximum area which can be affected by of the oil spills modelled for 30 days.

The described scenarios do not include oil spill recovery. The results of such actions was in 1992 estimated for Southwest Greenland with the best available technology, and it was found that max. 17-25% of the oil on the sea surface could be recovered (S.L. Ross 1992), mainly due to harsh weather conditions, presence of ice, darkness and reduced visibility.

Impacts are classified as none, low, moderate, and high, or in a few cases - mainly fishery - they have been quantified.

In Table 1 the scenarios are summarised.

**Spill scenario 1**

15,000 t oil is released instantaneously at spill location 3, 48 km west of Disko Island. Release date is July 7th, and the oil drifts towards east and southeast and hit the coasts of southwest Disko and coasts between Aasiaat and Kangaatsiaq (Figure 2). The geographic extend of the affected sea will be app. 9,000 km², and more than 1500 km coastline is exposed for oil settlement.

**Resources at risk**

Marine mammals: Seals (mainly harp seals) and whales: Minke, fin, humpback whales and harbour porpoise.

Seabirds: Breeding colonial species such as gulls, fulmars and alcids (black guillemot, razorbill, Atlantic puffin, little auk), moulting seabirds as common eiders, king eiders and harlequin ducks. See Figures 13 and 14 in the main report. Fish: Arctic char occur in coastal waters and capelin roe and newly hatched larvae are present in the subtidal zone.

Benthic fauna: The benthic fauna is very rich and diverse on the bank areas (see Box 3 in main report).

Primary production and plankton (incl. fish and shrimp egg and larvae): In July the spring bloom is over and high production and plankton concentrations may be found at hydrodynamic discontinuities (Söderkvist et al. 2006). The most conspicuous and predictable hydrodynamic discontinuity in the area affected by the oil spill is the upwelling area at the northeast corner of Store Hellefiskebanke (Figure 3 in main report).

Shoreline sensitivity: The affected shorelines include all sensitivity classes, with shorelines with moderate sensitivity as the most frequent (Figure 57 in main report).

Offshore sensitivity: The affected offshore areas are classified as having extreme sensitivity to oil spills in the summer period (Figure 58 in main report).

Local use: Citizens from the towns of Qeqertarsuaq, Aasiaat and Kangaatsiaq and from the settlements of Kangerluk, Kitssuarssuit, Niaqornaarsuk, Ikerasaarsuk, Iginniarfik and Attu all use the near shore parts of the affected region for fishing and hunting.

Commercial fisheries: Important fisheries for deep sea shrimp (annual average catch 1995-2004 was 3000 t) and snow crab (annual average catch 2002-2005 was 750 t) takes place almost throughout the region swept by the oil spill.
Figure 2. Spill scenario 1. This is part of Figure 39 in the DMI report (Nielsen at al. 2006), showing maximum surface layer thickness and entire area swept by an instantaneous oil spill at location 3 for wind period 1 (starting on July 7th 2004).

Impacts
Marine mammals: Low and reversible. The oil spill will not have any serious effects on the marine mammal populations, but the occurrence within the affected areas will be probably be reduced for some time.

Seabirds: High and for some species very slowly reversible. The important breeding colonies of Atlantic puffin and for some time razorbill in the outer Disko Bay (Brændevinsskær, Rotten) and along the coast south of Aasiaat will be impacted and a high proportion of the breeding adult birds will be exposed. There is a risk of complete extermination of these colonies. Other breeding birds in the affected area include fulmar, Iceland gull, kittiwake, great cormorant and arctic tern. These populations will also be impacted, but probably to a lower degree than the alcids. A high mortality among the great cormorants is expected, but this population has a high recovery potential. The moulting common eiders along the west coast of Disko will be impacted, but it is difficult to assess the numbers hit and killed by the oil. Particularly sensitive are the moulting harlequin ducks, which occur in dense flocks at some specific off-shore islands (e.g. Brændevinsskær). These flocks may be exterminated, and they probably represent all the males from the breeding population of a large region of northwest Greenland.
Fish: Medium and probably reversible. Capelin eggs and larvae may be affected in coastal waters and likewise will arctic chars that occur in the affected coastal waters will be exposed.

Benthic fauna: Potentially high. Impacts on coastal benthos communities will probably be an immediate reduction in diversity and a subsequent increase in abundance in opportunistic species. A recovery will depend on the degree of fouling, oil type and local conditions. There is a risk for fouling of the mussel beds, on which wintering and staging eider concentrations depend on.

Primary production and plankton (incl. fish and shrimp egg and larvae): Low and reversible. In general will the extensive vertical and horizontal distribution of plankton preclude high impacts. The most significant upwelling area in the region affected by the oil spill is more than 150 km away from the spill site. Here the layer of the oil on the surface will be less than 10 μm thick (Figure 2), which if all is mixed down into the water column below (to 10 meters depth) results in a concentration below the 90 ppb which is the Predicted No Effect Concentration (PNEC) applied in the Barents Sea (Johansen & Skognes 2003). In localised high concentration areas close to the spill site effects on the primary production and the plankton may occur, but on the broad scale these impacts will be low because of their small geographic extend and the movements of the oil. Therefore impacts on primary production and plankton in general must be assessed as low.

Shorelines: High. Extensive shore lines (estimated to more than 1500 km) risk contamination with oil from this spill, and it is estimated that 30 % of the oil will have settled on the coast after 30 days (Nielsen et al. 2006). Some of the coasts of southwest Disko are boulder coasts, where stranded oil may be caught for extensive periods.

Local use: High and reversible. The coastal fishery for Arctic char, blue mussel collection and hunting will be temporarily closed in order to avoid contamination of catches and consumption of contaminated products. See also Section 11.5.8 in main report.

Commercial fisheries: High and reversible. Although the populations of deep sea shrimp and snow crab will not be impacted, the fisheries for these species are at risk. If the fishing grounds swept by the spill are closed for two months (July and August) the in catches will be reduced with 16 % for shrimps and 19 % for snow crabs based on average annual catches (shrimps: 1995-2005 and crabs 2002-2005).

Long term effects
Oil trapped in boulder coasts may be preserved in a relatively fresh state for decades and will slowly be released to the environment causing a local chronic pollution (cf. Prince Williams Sound after the Exxon Valdez incident in 1989).

The recovery potential of the breeding populations of Atlantic puffin and razorbill is low in the affected region, due to decreasing numbers. Affected colonies will probably recover very slowly, if ever.

Summary for scenario 1
The impacts of an oil spill in the summer period from spill location 3 will be high if the oil moves as indicated by the DMI spill drift model (Figure 2). Most of the effects will be reversible, but for some specific coast types and some breeding colonies of seabirds effects probably will be apparent for decades.
Alternative drift pattern
If the oil spill in July is continuous instead of instantaneous, oil will also drift northwards and hit the coasts of northwest Disko and western Nuussuaq peninsula (Figure 3). The region northeast of the spill location is a very important moulting area for king eiders, and large concentrations will be exposed. There is a risk for substantial die-off, with long term effects on the population as the result. Long coast lines of western Disko and Nuussuaq will be contaminated with oil. The northwards drift of oil will also sweep the important deep sea shrimp fishing grounds at Hareøe (cf. scenario 2). The effects of an oil spill with these characteristics will probably be more severe than for the instantaneous spill described in scenario 1.

Scenario 1 transposed to March
A much more sensitive period in this region is late winter and early spring. If the drift pattern for spilled oil at location 3 is transposed to March the risk of high impacts is much higher than in summer. This is due to the presence of large concentrations of wintering and migrating seabirds, mainly common and king eiders and thick-billed murres, to the presence of wintering marine mammals as bowhead whales, narwhals, white whales and walrus, to the longer coast lines (>1800 km) hit by the oil and because the oil may be trapped in bays and coasts where lumpsucker

Figure 3. Spill scenario 1, alternative with a continuous spill. This is part of Figure 39 in the DMI report (Nielsen et al. 2006), showing maximum surface layer thickness and entire area swept by a continuous oil spill at location 3 for wind period 1.
and capelin spawn (and are fished) in the spring. However, ice will also limit the spreading of oil both by ice floes offshore and by land fast ice at the coast. Finally, the primary production spring bloom start in this period and the marginal ice zone is particularly sensitive in this respect. There is a risk for oil accumulation in this zone over long distances (particularly if the oil spill move as in Figure 3), with risk for impacts on both primary production and plankton. If the oil is spread over large areas as predicted (Figure 3), the amount per square unit will be low (a sheen or dispersed pieces of mousse) and therefore also the subsurface concentration will be low reducing the risk for impacts on both primary production and plankton.

**Spill scenario 2**

15,000 t oil is released instantaneously at spill site 6 in the mouth of Vaigat 11 km east of Hareø. Release date is August 13th and almost all oil settle quickly on the coasts of outer Vaigat and Hareø (Figure 4). The DMI model indicates that 67% of the oil is settled on the coast after 10 days and 100% after 30 days. The spill will affect app. 1500 km² sea surface and app. 150 km coastlines will probably be fouled with oil.

![Figure 4. Spill scenario 2. This is part of Figure 48 in the DMI report (Nielsen et al. 2006), showing maximum surface layer thickness for an instantaneous and entire area swept by an oil spill at location 6 for wind period 2 (starting on August 13th 2004).](image-url)
Resources at risk
Marine mammals: Harp seals and different whales occur in the area.
Seabirds: Several small seabird breeding colonies are found on the coast of Vaigat and Hareø. The most important is a kittiwake colony on the north coast of Disko Island where app. 100 pairs nested in 1994. At the time of the spill most of the breeding seabirds have fledged chicks and have left the area, and only small numbers will be exposed to the oil. Thick-billed murres on swimming migration pass rapidly through the Vaigat from late July and the major part is assessed to have passed through the spill site by early August (Box 6). However, in late breeding seasons the major part of the swimming migration may pass through the spill affected region simultaneously with the spill.
Fish: Arctic char occur along the coast.
Benthic fauna: The benthic communities have not been studied in the affected areas.
Primary production and plankton (incl. fish and shrimp egg and larvae): There are some significant upwelling areas at Hareø, and these will be impacted by the oil spill.
Shoreline sensitivity: Most of the affected shore lines of Vaigat are classified as having high sensitivity to oil spills. The shore lines of Hareø are classified as having low sensitivity (Figure 57 in main report).
Off-shore sensitivity: The outer Vaigat is classified as having high sensitivity to oil spills in August and September (Figure 58 in main report).
Local use: Citizens from the town of Qeqertarsuaq and from the settlements of Kangerluk, Qeqertaq and Saqqaq probably use the affected area for fishing and hunting, but to a limited degree, as the affected area is far from the settlements.
Commercial fisheries: Deep sea shrimp and snow crab are fished in the affected area, and particularly the shrimp fishery is important with annual average catches (1995-2004) of 11,000 t, while the crab fishery landed 30 t a year in 2002-2005.
Impacts
Marine mammals: Low, due to the limited spatial distribution of the spill and the probably low numbers of individuals present in the area.
Seabirds: Moderate to high. If the migration of thick-billed murres from the colony at Ritenbenk is timed as in 2005 and 2006 (Box 6) most of the birds have passed the affected area when the oil is spilled. However in late breeding season the migration may be delayed and may coincide with the spill.
Fish: Low, due to the small spatial distribution of the spill.
Benthic fauna: Potentially high. Impacts on coastal benthos communities will probably be an immediate reduction in diversity and a subsequent increase in abundance in opportunistic species. A recovery will depend on the degree of fouling, oil type and local conditions.
Primary production and plankton (incl. fish and shrimp egg and larvae): Probably low. Upwelling areas at Hareø will be affected by the spill, but due to their restricted spatial extent effects will probably be local and not significant on larger scale.
Shorelines: High, as the shorelines adjacent to the spill location will be heavily contaminated, and cleaning operations are probably extremely difficult.

Local use: Low, due to the long distance from towns and settlements.

Commercial use: High. If the fishery for deep sea shrimp and snow crab will be closed for two months, due to the contamination risk of catches, the catches of shrimp will be reduced with 17% and the catches of snow crab with 43% (based on annual average catches in respectively 1995-2004 and 2002-2005).

**Long term effects**
Oil caught in boulder beaches may be preserved and slowly released to the environment.

**Summary for scenario 2**
The impacts of an oil spill in the early autumn period from spill location 6 will be low to moderate and the spatial extend will restricted, if the oil moves as predicted by the DMI oil spill drift model (Figure 4). This is due to the limited extend of the spill and because most of the oil settle on the shores within a short period. The most sensitive seabird occurrences have left the area (unless the breeding season is delayed) and the most significant effects will be the closure of the shrimp fisheries in the waters around Hareø and heavy contamination of the shoreline habitats. There will be a risk for long term effects from stranded and preserved oil in boulder beaches.

**Spill scenario 3**
30,000 t oil is released continuously from a production site at site 5, 194 km west of Hareø and 36 km east of the Canadian border. Release date is Nov. 16, and the oil drift towards north, east and south (Figure 5). The oil will enter Canadian waters and will not hit the coasts. The spill occurs when sea ice in Baffin Bay starts to form and there is a risk of entrapment of large amounts in the ice for later release during melt in spring. The affected area covers app. 22,000 km² if ice does not prevent the spreading of oil.

**Resources at risk**
Marine mammals: The affected area is an important winter habitat for narwhals, which arrive from October; most other marine mammals have left the affected area for the winter. Polar bears also occur, when ice is present and usually in late winter.

Seabirds: Substantial numbers of thick-billed murres migrate through the affected area during the autumn; however, most birds probably have passed through by mid-November. Fulmars also occur, but due to the late season probably in low numbers.

Fish: The most likely fish at risk in this region is polar cods living in the ice habitats. It is an ecological key species, being very numerous and constituting an important prey for whales, seals and seabirds (Box 1). The spawning period is winter and the eggs float under the ice.

Benthic fauna: The waters of the affected area are too deep for oil spill impacts on the benthos.
Primary production and plankton (incl. fish and shrimp egg and larvae): In winter there are low concentrations of plankton in the upper water columns and there is no primary production.

Shoreline sensitivity: The spill never reaches coasts.

Offshore sensitivity: In November and December the Greenland part of the affected area is classified as having high and moderate oil spill sensitivity (Figure 58 in main report).

Local use: There are no local use activities in the affected area due to the long distances from the coasts.

Commercial use: Greenland halibut is fished in the affected area, but this fishery have until now been carried out in the period July-October.
Impacts
Marine mammals: Probably low and reversible, but there is a concern for particularly narwhals. They are dependent on open waters for breathing. Discrete narwhal populations apparently winter in restricted areas where the number of breathing sites in cracks and lead in the dense drift ice can be few. If all these are covered with oil, whales are forced to inhale oil vapours when surfacing. Polar bear occurs in low densities, and some may be fouled with oil and subsequently die, but most likely in such small numbers that the population will not be affected.

Seabirds: Low impacts as most birds have left the affected area.

Fish: High impacts are possible, if the oil spread under the ice and if there are large stocks of spawning polar cod in the area. These may be impacted, particularly if the oil spill coincides with the spawning (occur in winter) and egg period, as both eggs and oil tend to accumulate under the ice. However, if the oil is released under ice, the affected area will be much more restricted than in Figure 5, because the roughness of the ice prevents spreading.

Benthic fauna: No impacts likely, due to the deep waters and as long as the oil stays on the surface.

Primary production and plankton (incl. fish and shrimp egg and larvae): Low and reversible, due to the season. However oil may become entrapped in the winter ice, and later released during spring e.g. at much more sensitive areas far from the spill location.

Shorelines: No impacts.

Local use: No impacts.

Commercial use: Low. The spill sweeps the offshore fishing grounds for Greenland halibut, and the fishery will be closed for November and perhaps again in May (oil released from the melting sea ice), in order to avoid contamination of catches. However, fishery is not possible in periods with ice cover, and the fishery has until now taken place in the period July-October, why effects of a closure period will most likely be negligible.

Long term effects
Probably none. But an increased mortality on discrete narwhal populations may have a long term effect as Greenland narwhal populations have suffered from unsustainable harvest.

Summary for scenario 3
The impacts of an oil spill in the early winter period from spill location 6 will be low if the oil moves as predicted by the DMI oil spill drift model (Figure 5). They will be so, mainly due to the far distances to coasts and to the season. However there is a risk of preservation, transportation and spring release of oil in much more sensitive areas such as the ice edge zone, and there is also a risk of long term impacts on narwhal populations.

Scenario 3 transposed to September
Other seasons in the affected area are much more sensitive than the early winter. In the autumn period, September and October, huge numbers of seabirds – mainly thick-billed murres and little auks move from breeding sites in North Greenland and Canada through Baffin Bay. As many as 100 million birds may perform this migration. The background studies (Box 1, Box 6) indicate that especially high
numbers of thick-billed murres move through the assessment area, while the lit-
tle auks move further west. Ivory gulls from the Arctic Canadian and northwest
Greenland breeding populations may also perform an autumn migration through
this region. Ivory gulls are not as sensitive to oil spills as alcids, but the concerned
populations are severely decreasing and extra mortality on particularly adult birds
may enhance this trend.

The Greenland halibut fishery takes place in the period July-October, and a two
month closure of the fishery in this period will have a strong effect on the amount
of landed catches. It is however not possible to estimate the reduction as the catch
data are reported for 3 months periods.

**Spill scenario 4**

15,000 t oil is released instantaneously at spill site 2, 103 km southwest of Disko Is-
land. Release date is January 3rd, and the oil drift towards north and south, and will
not hit the coast (Figure 6). However, the model does not account for the presence
of sea ice, which is abundant at this time of the year. If the oil is released under ice,
the oil may be trapped and transported for long distances and released far from

---

**Figure 6.** Spill scenario 4. This is part of Figure 37 in the DMI report
(Nielsen at al. 2006), showing maximum surface layer thick-
ness and entire area swept by an instantaneous oil spill at location
2 for wind period 4 (starting at January 3rd 2005).
the spill location when the ice melts in spring. Ice edges close to the spill location will also prevent spreading and will accumulate oil. The spill will affect app. 8,000 km² if ice does not prevent the spreading.

**Resources at risk**

Marine mammals: The spill area is habitat for wintering narwhals. The southern part of the affected area is also a very important winter habitat for walrus and bearded seal. When ice is present polar bears also occur.

Seabirds: Very few birds are present in the affected area during the winter, even if ice is absent. But the spill will approach a very important winter habitat for king eiders, where more than 400,000 birds representing almost the total flyway population may be present.

Fish: Possible polar cod in the ice habitats cf. scenario 3.

Benthic fauna: The waters of the affected area are too deep for oil spill impacts on the benthos.

Primary production and plankton (incl. fish and shrimp egg and larvae): None, at this time of the year.

Shoreline sensitivity: None, the oil will never settle on the coasts.

Offshore sensitivity: The affected areas are classified as having a high (northern part) and moderate (southern part) sensitivity to oil spills in winter, mainly due to the wintering narwhals (Figure 58 in main report).

Local use: Hunters primarily from Sisimiut, Attu, Aasiaat and Qeqertarsuaq hunt walrus in late winter in the affected area.

Commercial use: Important deep sea shrimp fisheries takes place in the affected area. The annual average catch in the area was in 1995-2004 app. 5000 t. However, in winter the fishery effort is relatively low due to the presence of sea ice.

**Impacts**

Marine mammals: Probably moderate. Oil spill impacts on narwhal populations are unknown, cf. scenario 3. Polar bears will also be exposed, but only few bears occur in the area and increased mortality among these will not affect the population as a whole. A very important winter habitat for walrus will be affected by the oil. In spring 2006, app. 400 walruses were estimated to stay on the ice in the region here (correcting for individuals in the water will perhaps double this figure). How these will respond to an oil spill is unknown. This population is subject to unsustainable hunting and their numbers are decreasing, why an oil spill may enhance this trend.

Seabirds: Low, due to the absence of seabirds. But if the oil moves along a slightly more south-easterly course a very important king eider habitat will be threatened, where high impacts are likely. A significant proportion of the population will be exposed to the oil and the recovery of a substantial die-off will probably take many years.

Fish: If the oil is released under ice with large numbers of spawning polar cod, high impacts are possible cf. scenario 3.

Benthic fauna: No impacts.
Primary production and plankton (incl. fish and shrimp egg and larvae): No impacts in winter, but there is a risk of impacts in spring if oil is transported and released during melt at the ice edge zone.

Shorelines: No impacts, as the spill will not settle on the coast.

Local use: Low impacts, which mainly will be a closure of the walrus hunting to avoid catches of contaminated animals.

Commercial fisheries: Low impacts, due to the low fishery effort when ice is present. A closure of the fishery in January and February means an average reduction in landings of 0.5%. However, if May also is closed due to release of oil from melting ice, the reduction in catches will increase to 13% in the area swept by the oil spill (based on annual average catches 1995-2004).

Long term effects
Probably none, but narwhal populations may suffer from long term impacts cf. scenario 3. Effects on the walrus population cannot be excluded.

Summary for scenario 4
The impacts of an oil spill in mid-winter from spill location 6 will probably be low to moderate if the oil moves as predicted by the DMI oil spill model (Figure 6). They will be so, due to the season and the distance to the coasts. However, as impacts on marine mammals wintering in the affected area is not known there is a risk for more severe impacts. A slightly different trajectory of the spill will also increase the impact level to high, as this will affect the most important winter habitat for king eiders in Greenland, where almost the entire winter population often occur in the limited open water areas.

Spill scenario 5
15,000 t oil is released instantaneously at spill site 7, 10 km off the west coast of Disko Island. Release date is June 10th, and the oil drift towards south and east into the Disko Bay all the way to Ilulissat (Figure 7). App. 10,000 km² will be affected by the spill. Oil settles on the south and east coast of the bay and on the southwest coast of Disko and more than 1200 km coastline is exposed to the spill.

Resources at risk
Marine mammals: Minke, fin and humpback whales, harbour porpoises and seals, mainly harp seals.

Seabirds: Colonial breeding seabirds on the coast of Disko Island and on the many islands in Disko Bay. Particularly species at risk are great comorants, Arctic terns, Atlantic puffins, little auks, razorbills, fulmars and Iceland gulls. The oil spill will not reach the breeding colony for thick-billed murres at Ritenbenk in inner Disko Bay, but will probably affect feeding areas for birds from this colony.

Fish: Capelin spawning along the coasts peak in mid June and lumpersuckers spawning still occur in late June.

Benthic fauna: Generally have the West Greenland coast rich and diverse benthos communities (Box 3).

Primary production and plankton (incl. fish and shrimp egg and larvae): In July the spring bloom is over and high production and plankton concentrations may be found at hydrodynamic discontinuities (Söderkvist et al. 2006). The most con-
spicuous and predictable hydrodynamic discontinuity in the area affected by the oil spill are the upwelling area at the northeast corner of Store Hellefskebanke some smaller upwelling areas in outer Disko Bay and off the mouth of the glacier fjord at Ilulissat.

Shoreline sensitivity: Most of the coastlines of the affected area are classified as having an extreme and high sensitivity to oil spills (Figure 57 in main report).

Offshore sensitivity: The affected offshore areas are classified as having an extreme sensitivity to oil spills in summer (Figure 58 in main report).

Local use: Citizens from the towns of Qeqertarsuaq, Aasiaat, Kangaatsiaq, Qasigiannguit and Ilulissat and from the settlements of Kangerluk, Kitssuarsuit, Niaqornaarsuk, Ikerasaarsuk, Iginniarfik, Akunnaq, Ikamiut and Ilimanaq use the affected area for hunting and fishing.

Commercial use: Important fisheries for Greenland halibut off Ilulissat (annual catch in 2001 5500 t) and for deep sea shrimp (average annual catch 1995-2004 were app. 6000 t) and snow crab (annual average catches 2002-2005 were 550 t) in the Disko Bay.
Impacts
Marine mammals: Low, as no important concentrations areas are known and because seals and whales generally show low vulnerability to oil spills.

Seabirds: High, as many breeding colonies will be affected and particularly the breeding sites for Atlantic puffin, razorbill and little auk are sensitive (cf. scenario 1). The breeding population of thick-billed murres will also be affected if the feeding areas are contaminated.

Fish: Moderate, as Arctic char may be contaminated by moving through oiled coastal waters.

Benthic fauna: Potentially high. Impacts on coastal benthos communities will probably be an immediate reduction in diversity and a subsequent increase in abundance in opportunist species. A recovery will depend on the degree of fouling, oil type and local conditions. There is a risk for fouling of mussel beds.

Primary production and plankton (incl. fish and shrimp egg and larvae): Low and reversible. The spill occurs after the spring bloom, and generally is plankton widely dispersed both horizontally and vertically. The most significant primary production areas in the region affected by the oil spill are more than 130 km away from the spill site. This means that the oil is old and more or less weathered (less toxic), dispersed and very thin (less than 10 μm) resulting in very low concentrations (less than 90 ppb) in the upper water column when it hit the high-production areas (cf. scenario 1). Therefore impacts on primary production and plankton must be assessed as low. Higher impact on local upwelling phenomena and other discontinuities may occur, but these will be short lived due to their dynamic nature and the movements of the oil, and in the overall picture such impact will be low.

Shorelines: High impact as extensive shorelines will be contaminated.

Local use: High, as capelin, lump sucker and Arctic char fisheries will be closed at contaminated coastlines and likewise blue mussel collection will be closed. Seal hunting probably also will be affected if seal abundance decrease at contaminated sites.

Commercial use: High. The shrimp fishery and snow crab fishery will be closed for at least two months and the same apply to the very important Greenland halibut fishery off Ilulissat. If the fishery is closed in June and July the reduction of shrimp catches will be 30% and the snow crab catches 31%. It is not possible to evaluate the reduction in the Greenland halibut fishery because the data are based on whole year landings, but it will be substantial.

Long term effects
Oil caught in boulder beaches may be preserved and slowly released to the environment.

Breeding colonies of Atlantic puffin and razorbill in the affected region have shown decreasing numbers in recent years, why increased mortality due to an oil spill may hamper recovery.

Summary for scenario 5
The impacts of an oil spill in mid-summer from spill location 7 will be high if the oil moves as predicted by the DMI oil spill model (Figure 7). This is because oil will contaminate long coastlines with local fishery, will hit important seabird breeding colonies in the most sensitive time of the year and because very important commercial fishery will be temporarily closed.
Spill scenario 6

30,000 t oil is released continuously at spill location 2, 103 km southwest of Disko Island. Initial release date is January 28th, and the oil drifts towards north and northwest, and will not hit the coast (Figure 8). It will affect 25,000-30,000 km². However, the oil spill drift model does not take account for the presence of sea ice, which is abundant at this time of the year. If the oil is released under ice, the oil may be trapped and transported for long distances and released far from the spill location when the ice melts in spring. Dense ice usually occurs north and northwest of the spill site in winter, and this will prevent the spreading as shown in the model. The oil will therefore probably accumulate along the ice edge, in the lead systems, or spread to the adjacent coastal waters and coasts.

Resources at risk

Marine mammals: White whales, narwhals, walrus and polar bears occur in the affected area in winter.

Seabirds: Many wintering seabirds in the coastal leads west of Disko, but in the offshore areas very few birds occur.

Figure 8. Spill scenario 6. This is part of Figure 38 in the DMI report (Nielsen et al. 2006), showing maximum surface layer thickness and entire area swept by a continuous oil spill at location 2 in wind period 6 (starting on January 28th 2005).
Fish: Polar cod living in the icy habitats cf. scenario 3.

Benthic fauna: Only if the oil moves towards the coast will benthic communities be at risk.

Primary production and plankton (incl. fish and shrimp egg and larvae): No production and very low plankton concentrations in winter.

Shoreline sensitivity: According to the oil spill model no oil will settle on the coast, but if the oil moves towards the coast of Disko, shorelines classified as having a moderate and extreme sensitivity to oil spill will be at risk (Figure 57 in main report).

Offshore sensitivity: In winter the affected waters close to the Greenland coast are classified as having extreme sensitivity to oil spills, while those further west are classified as having moderate sensitivity (Figure 58 in main report).

Local use: Citizens at least from Qeqertarsuaq, Uummannaq, Illorsuit, Niaqornat and Kangerluk may hunt narwhals, white whales and walrus in or close to the affected region.

Commercial use: Although the Greenland halibut fishing grounds will be hit, no fishery takes place in the winter months. If the oil spreads as the model indicates deep sea shrimp fishing grounds will only be hit marginally, and at a time of the year when no fishery takes place. However, if the oil is caught by an ice edge north of Disko, the important fishing grounds at Hareø may be affected if the oil moves more easterly, and here fishery takes place when ice conditions allows (cf. scenario 2).

**Impacts**

Marine mammals: Probably low to moderate, cf. scenario 3.

Seabirds: Low, as there are very few seabirds in the affected areas indicated by the model. However, if the oil drift is prevented by the ice and accumulates along ice edges and subsequently moves more easterly to the coastal leads along the Disko coast, high numbers of particularly common eiders may be exposed.

Fish: Impacts on polar cod living in the icy habitats are unknown, but may be locally high (cf. scenario 3).

Benthic fauna: No impacts if the oil spreads as in Figure 8, but if the oil moves to the shores of Disko high impacts must be expected.

Primary production and plankton (incl. fish and shrimp egg and larvae): Low impacts due to the season, but oil released in the marginal ice zone later during spring melt may impact primary production.

Shorelines: No impacts if the oil moves as shown in Figure 8, but high if it settles on the Disko coasts.

Local use: Low impacts, and mainly by a temporal closure of the hunt in order to avoid contaminated catches.

Commercial use: Low impacts due to the season.

**Long term effects**

Probably none as long as the oil stays offshore, but long term effects must be expected if the oils drift towards the west coast of Disko.
Summary for scenario 6
The impacts of an oil spill in mid-winter from spill location 2 will be low to moderate if the oil moves as predicted by DMI oil spill model (Figure 8), because of the season and the drift away from the coasts. However, ice may change the drift pattern considerably and oil may therefore be forced towards the coast or may be entrapped and later released at much more sensitive areas in the spring resulting in high impacts.

Scenario 6 transposed to August and September
Other seasons in the affected area are much more sensitive than the winter. In August and September thick-billed murres performing swimming migration accumulates in the waters west of Disko. These birds comprise the entire successful breeding population from the single breeding colony of the species in the Disko Bay region. The breeding population is app. 1300 indvs, and it has been decreasing during the recent decades. The proportion of pairs fledging chicks is unknown but is estimated at app. 75% resulting in a chick population of app. 1100. These are followed by one of the parent birds. The other parent bird stays at the nesting site for some time after the departure of the chick. This means that a substantial part of the breeding population and the breeding result of a season may be exposed to an oil spill with a drift pattern like the one in scenario 6. The studies presented in Box 6 indicate however, that the murres from the colony at Ritenbenk are spread over very large areas, reducing the risk of massive mortality. But extra mortality particularly on the adult birds is problematic for this colony because it will contribute to a further decrease in the breeding population. The commercial fisheries for Greenland halibut and deep sea shrimp will be much more impacted than in winter. The main part of the halibut fishery takes place in summer and autumn, and fisheries may be closed for months in order to avoid contamination of catches.

Spill scenario 7
This scenario is based on the sea ice movements tracked by satellite in spring 2006. Two satellite transmitters were placed on the ice near spill site 4 (Figure 9). If 15,000 t of oil is released at spill site 4 (135 km west of Hareø and 98 km east of the Canadian border) in late April the oil will most likely accumulate below a dense ice cover with only small leads and cracks. How far it will spread below the ice is unknown and a.o. dependent on the roughness of the underside of the ice. The oil will move with the ice until release when the ice melts during May and June.

Resources at risk
Marine mammals: During April and May walrus, polar bear, bowhead whale, narwhal and white whale occur in the area and will initiate their spring migration towards the summer habitats in Canada. In June these species have left the area and in summer only few marine mammals are present in the area.

Seabirds: Very few in April and May. Migrating thick-billed murres will be present in leads throughout the area with increasing numbers through May. In June only fulmars and probably kittiwakes will be present in fair numbers.

Fish: The most likely fish at risk in this region is polar cods living in the ice habitats (cf. scenario 3).

Benthic fauna: None, if the oil stays offshore.

Primary production and plankton (incl. fish and shrimp egg and larvae): In spring primary production initiates under the ice and in the marginal ice zone.
Shoreline sensitivity: No shores will be affected.

Offshore sensitivity: The affected waters are classified as having moderate and high sensitivity in winter and spring.

Local use: Citizens at least from the town of Uummannaq and the settlements Niagomat and Illorsuit may hunt marine mammals in the area although it is very far from the settlements, and ice – at least in April – prevents sailing.

Commercial use: The oil spill will sweep the offshore fishing grounds for Greenland halibut.

Impacts
Marine mammals: Probably low. Oil spill impacts on narwhals and white whales populations are unknown (cf. scenario 3). The same apply to walrus. Bowhead whales often feed in the surface and may get their baleen fouled with oil. The effect of such fouling is probably temporary and low.
Seabirds: Probably low to moderate, due to the scarcity of birds present in the affected region. During spring melt more seabirds may be present in the ice edge zone and may be exposed to the oil.

Fish: Impacts on polar cod living in the icy habitats are unknown, but may be high (cf. scenario 3).

Benthic fauna: No effects as long as the oil stay offshore.

Primary production and plankton (incl. fish and shrimp egg and larvae): Probably low. Spring bloom in and under the ice and in the marginal ice zone will be affected during spring, but to an unknown extend.

Shorelines: No effects as long as the oil stay offshore.

Local use: Low, but quarry species may be less abundant, and hunting may also be closed for a period to avoid intake of contaminated hunting products.

Commercial fisheries: Fishery for Greenland halibut will be closed for a period during the presence of oil. But a two months closure in May-June will have no effect, as the fishery usually starts in July.

Long term effects
Probably none as long as the oil stay offshore, but ice entrapped oil may be transported over long distances and released in coastal waters where the risk of long term effects is high.

Summary for scenario 7
The impacts of an oil spill in spring from spill location 4 will be most likely be low to moderate if the oil moves as indicated by the DMI oil spill model. They will be low because the oil never reaches coasts and only few individuals of birds and mammals will be exposed to the oil. However, effects on narwhals, white whales and walrus are possible and effects under the ice and in the marginal ice zone may also have the potential to cause effects on the primary production, polar cod stocks and other ice fauna.
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